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ABSTRACT

Second Language Acquisition (SLA) researchers have yet to map the

developmental stages language learners go through as they approach the target language.

In studies of ESL writing, the term “advanced learner” has been applied indiscriminately

to learners ranging from freshman ESL composition to graduate students (Bardovi-Harlig

and Bofman, 1989; Chaudron and Parker, 1990; Connor and Mayberry, 1996; Hinkel,

1997, 2003). There is a need to examine the advanced stages of SLA in order to refine

SLA theories and pedagogical approaches.

A corpus of texts written by eleven graduate students in applied linguistics who

are non-native-English speakers from several linguistic backgrounds was analyzed to

determine the texts’ lexical, morphological, and syntactic fluency, accuracy, and

complexity. A sub-corpus of papers by seven native-English-speaking peers was used for

comparison. The texts were sit-down and take-home examinations written in a doctoral

program at the end of the first semester and three years later. Surveys and interviews

were conducted to supplement the corpus with ethnographic data.

This dissertation defines data-based criteria that distinguish four quantitatively

and qualitatively distinct developmental stages: the advanced, highly advanced, near-

native, and native-like stages. Advanced learners make more frequent and varied errors

(with articles, prepositions, plural and possessive markers, agreement and anaphors), 

which can be explained by linguistic transfer. Native-like writers make few errors that

can be explained by overgeneralization of conventions from informal English and

working memory limitations (just like native speakers’ errors). Throughout the four
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stages, errors (i.e., incorrect forms that reflect lack of linguistic knowledge (Corder,

1967)) became less frequent, and more of the incorrect usages appeared to be mistakes

(occasional slips).

This dissertation supports Herschensohn’s (1999) proposal that SLA is a process

of transfer followed by relearning of morpho-syntactic specifications. Syntax was used

with the greatest accuracy (Bardovi-Harlig and Bofman, 1989), while lexicon (especially

function words) was the weakest. In addition, length of stay in an English-speaking

country and amount of interaction with native speakers were proportional with accuracy.

An important pedagogical recommendation is that (corpus-assisted) language teaching

should continue until the target language is reached.
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CHAPTER ONE:

INTRODUCTION

Justification and background of the study

Second language acquisition (SLA) research to date has made almost no

concerted efforts to understand the highly advanced ESL writer. In general, as far as

highly advanced language learners are concerned, the SLA field has not progressed

beyond the popular characterization of a near-native language user as simply someone

who occasionally “sounds funny” due to a slight accent a few missed or misplaced

articles, or slightly awkward phrases.

As a legitimate scientific field, SLA would benefit from exploring the late stages

of the SLA process. Beginning and intermediate language learners have numerous and

urgent needs that interest the researcher not only from a theoretical point of view but also

due to the more immediate pedagogical applications of such research. However, there is

more to the SLA process than its beginning and middle stages, and there must be more to

the advanced ESL learner than a standardized score and academic standing. It is the

obligation of the SLA researcher to try to elucidate and understand the SLA acquisition

process from beginning to end under all conditions, for both the theoretical value of

understanding the human mind and its learning processes and the practical value of the

resulting pedagogical applications. Understanding the late stages of L2 acquisition will

contribute to SLA theorists’ and practitioners’ efforts to create complete pedagogical and

cognitive models of L2 acquisition.
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Purpose of the study

The purpose of this study is to describe and more precisely define the term

“advanced language learner” and the eventual developmental stages comprised therein by

investigating academic ESL texts produced by ESL learners who are graduate students in

applied linguistics at a U.S. university. In a narrow sense, the study’s objective is to

examine advanced ESL writing. In a broader sense, however, this dissertation hopes to

illuminate aspects of ESL learning at advanced stages, as writing is only one of several

language skills learners attempt to master, and therefore a lens through which SLA

researchers can view the larger SLA process. Syntactic, morphological, and lexical

features of ESL academic texts produced by advanced learners will be analyzed. A

limited number of cohesive devices that can be analyzed from a morpho-syntactic point

of view (i.e., prepositions and conjunctions) will also be studied, but other global

discourse features will not constitute the scope of this dissertation, although they will be

of future interest.

Significance of the study

The significance of this study in SLA will derive from accomplishing three main

goals.

First, this dissertation will provide a detailed description of the developmental

stages learners undergo at advanced and highly advanced stages in the SLA process. As

will be shown in Chapter 2 (Literature Review), such a description is lacking in the

present literature.
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Second, the study will also refine existing definitions of advanced learner status,

including not only academic status and test scores among the classification criteria, but

also the learners’ histories as students and teachers of English, their performance in ESL

writing in relation to other skills, their attitudes towards English-speaking environments,

and so forth.

Third, this project is based on a new ESL learner corpus developed by the

researcher. The corpus contains academic writing at an advanced level and background

information about the learners. While at present there are only a handful of ESL learner

corpora, even fewer of these supplement the materials they contain with rich learner

background information that can be used to contextualize the learners’ linguistic

development. (For a survey of learner corpora, please refer to Chapter 2 – Literature

Review). The present study marks a first by adding even more information: specifically,

some participants in the study were interviewed by the researcher in order to gain an in-

depth understanding of the learners’ ESL experiences in general, with a particular focus

on ESL academic writing. The writing samples complemented by ample metadata about

the participants were analyzed from a linguistic as well as a sociolinguistic, pedagogical,

and cognitive point of view. While not currently the largest of its kind, the present corpus

can be enlarged over time both quantitatively (by increasing the word count and quantity

of raw data) and qualitatively (by diversifying the ethnographic information about the

learners whose writing makes up the corpus). After a first phase of development in which

corpus studies were driven primarily by the need for actual linguistic material, the area of

corpus linguistics would benefit from developing in a new direction – one more thorough
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and more humanistic, interested in the life of the learners beyond the number of words

and structures they can produce.
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CHAPTER TWO:

LITERATURE REVIEW

The existing ESL writing literature can be commended for numerous

achievements, but not for formulating a coherent definition of the advanced L2 writer, let

alone the possible developmental stages encapsulated within this ill-defined stage. Most

current studies operationalize the “advanced” learner very loosely, allowing this umbrella

term to include ESL freshman composition students on up to graduate students and even

non-native-English-speaking faculty, with TOEFL scores beginning at 500 and with

varying durations of English studies or lengths of stay in an English-speaking country.

This profile might prove to be accurate enough upon further examination, but it needs to

be confirmed by a focused study to avoid relying upon mere assumptions. Working with

loosely formulated criteria has yielded a vast range of linguistic features that appear to be

problematic for advanced ESL learners. Essentially, it is impossible to distinguish the

accomplishments and difficulties of truly advanced learners from those of lower-level

ones because studies oftentimes treat both groups of students as one population. The

picture thus painted may convey a sense of despair to language teachers and learners

looking for pointers in the L2 writing literature, giving the impression that there is little

chance of progress in an overwhelming number of linguistic areas.

It is only since the inception of this study that calls for focused studies of highly

advanced learners have been made. The Center for Advanced Language Proficiency

Education and Research (CALPER) affiliated with the Pennsylvania State University

organized a one-day workshop on the topic of advanced learners during the 2005
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Summer Institute in Applied Linguistics. The Georgetown University Roundtable

(GURT) 2005 focused on Educating for Advanced Foreign Capacities: Construct

Curriculum, Instruction, Assessment. The goal of these forums was rather theoretical and

reflective, offering a means for the dissemination of the work of some important

researchers and theorists (Jim Lantolf, Patricia Duff, Linda Harklau, Rod Ellis, Alan

Juffs, and Lourdes Ortega, among others) to express the desire and the need for a better

understanding of advanced and near-native language learners. However, presentations at

of actual research conducted with such learners could be counted on the fingers of one

hand. Moreover, there were no presentations of research on ESL writing.

The first part of this literature review (“‘Advanced’ learners: What do they (not)

know?”) focuses on studies that supply us with implicit or explicit definitions of

advanced learners and an inventory of linguistic forms that such learners do not master to

perfection. Several categories of studies reveal insights into what features are acquired in

the last stages of SLA and the reasons why this may be. These studies can be grouped

into: (a) accuracy, fluency, and complexity studies; (b) revision/process studies; (c)

learner reflections; and (d) collocation studies. Collocation studies will be discussed

separately because the interest in the acquisition of prefabricated patterns or collocations

is relatively new in SLA. Some of the empirical evidence and the way the SLA process is

viewed in such studies is sometimes quite distinct.

In addition, the second part of the literature review will feature a survey of learner

corpora, because much of the methodology used in collecting and analyzing the data for

this dissertation comes from the domain of corpus linguistics. The need for more learner
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corpora and for more information about the learners in addition to the actual data they

produce will become apparent in the review.

Finally, the third part (titled “Linguistic characteristics of academic prose”) will

present the most important features of academic prose in order to situate the subsequent

error analysis in the larger context of the register the texts belong to, although not all the

features of the academic texts in this study’s corpus will be analyzed.

“Advanced” learners: What do they (not) know?

Accuracy, fluency, and complexity studies

A number of empirical studies in L2 writing have analyzed the amount and kinds

of errors that persist in SLA until later stages(accuracy studies), the length of the

materials produced by ESL or EFL learners (fluency studies), the sophistication of their

vocabulary, syntax, or rhetorical expression (complexity studies), or combinations of

several or all of the above. Furthermore, such studies focus on interlanguage morphology,

syntax, lexicon, and/or rhetoric.

Lexical, syntactic, and morphological features of ESL texts

Interested in the formal characteristics of L2 writing, Hinkel (2003) analyzed

1083 essays by 206 native-English-speaking (NES) and 877 non-native-English-speaking

(NNES) university students responding to a TWE-like prompt. The NNSs, coming from

L1s such as Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Indonesian, and Arabic, had achieved an average

TOEFL score of 577. Six percent of them were graduate students, 16% were first-year

university students, and 78% were community college graduates. Hinkel found that the

NS writers employed a larger variety of lexical and syntactic constructions, including
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activity and causative verbs, and fewer sativa descriptions. They also used it-cleft

constructions and a larger variety of public, private, and expecting verbs at significantly

higher rates. In the NNES writers’ essays, the median frequency rates of predicative

adjectives were twice those in NS essays.

In another study, Hinkel (1997) analyzed the use of tenses and tense morphology

in essays and cloze tests written by 60 NSs and 130 NNSs university students. The mean

TOEFL score of the NNSs, who were mostly from Asian backgrounds, was between 563

and 567. Their mean length of stay in the U.S. was over a year and the mean length of

English study was of eight to nine years. The research revealed that the NNSs used tenses

inconsistently, oftentimes using past tense verbs where the present tense was expected or

vice versa, and relying overwhelmingly on explicit clues such as adverbials when

choosing a tense. Overall, the NNSs also used fewer verbs than the NSs.

In an earlier study, Bardovi-Harlig and Bofman (1989) included 30 EFL learners

(speakers of Chinese, Malay, Korean, Japanese, and Spanish) seeking admission to

Indiana University with an average TOEFL score of 550. Analyzing their descriptive

placement essays, the researchers found that both the 15 students who passed the

placement test and the 15 who failed it produced the greatest number of errors in

grammatical morphemes, with fewer errors in lexical choice, and the smallest number of

errors in syntax (p.24). In addition to the fact that "the first language of the learner ha[d]

no significant effect on the distribution of errors at the advanced stage" (p. 24), the study

found that nominal errors (such as the omission of plural markers and articles) and

complement embedding and constituent omission problems occurred most frequently.
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The authors concluded that their findings support the existence of a strong syntax - weak

morphology stage (an idea first advanced by Newport, Gleitman, and Gleitman, 1977).

According to this hypothesis, learners will be confronted with more difficulties acquiring

the morphology of another language than its syntax because morphology is language-

specific to a larger extent than syntax.

Studying a Finnish graduate student with a 617 TOEFL score but little experience

writing in English, Connor and Mayberry (1996) discovered that the texts produced by

the subject in a graduate course differed from those of a native-English-speaking

counterpart in a number of ways. His papers contained errors in the areas of lexical

choice (25%), articles (23%), syntactic structure (19%), prepositions (3%), verb tense /

agreement (2%), and orthography (2%). Another difference between the Finnish student’s

writing and that of a comparison NS’s paper was the length and complexity of the final

paper: while the ESL learner’s paper was shorter (2800 words vs. 6000 words for the

NS), his sentences were on average longer (19.32 T-units vs. 16.51 T-units for the NS),

which accounts for the lack of clarity in the Finnish student’s work. The authors claimed

that the learner’s tendency to write longer, more complex, and often unclear sentences

was due to transfer from Finnish syntax and academic rhetoric norms.

Based on the observation that articles tend to be problematic even for advanced

learners, Master (1995) conducted a study on the effects of explicit instruction on article

use by 19 graduate students in an ESL MA program. The average TOEFL score of the

subjects was 581, and the mean length of stay in the U.S. was 2.48 years. The learners,

speakers of Mandarin Chinese, Japanese, Javanese, and Korean, used the null article
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instead of the (41.52 % of the total number of article errors), the instead of the null article

(27.30 %), and the null article instead of a (19.87 %). In time, the learners all improved

as a result of explicit instruction in article use. Master attributed the occurrence of article

errors to the learners’ relative lack of familiarity with the speech community they had just

entered and to their inability to recognize different degrees of specificity of certain

nominal phrases. Furthermore, Master found no correlation between the learners’ TOEFL

score and the number or types of errors they made, which shows how relative a measure

of linguistic competence the TOEFL score is and how complex and non-linear the

relationship between accuracy and proficiency might really be.

Also focusing on article use, Chaudron and Parker (1990) related markedness to

the language acquisition process. They gave oral tasks – a picture description task and an

imitation recall comprehension task – to 40 adult Japanese learners in a pre-university

intensive English program and 17 graduate and undergraduate NS students in a grammar

course. The NNSs had spent, on average, seven years studying English and/or living in an

English speaking country. However, their performance in article use clearly differed from

NS use. The authors noticed that their "learners use[d] more bare nouns and pronouns at

the lower proficiency levels and increase[d] in use of both articles and existential or left-

dislocated NPs as proficiency increase[d]” (p.37). They also observed a correlation

between the use of structurally unmarked NPs (for example, bare nouns) in unmarked

contexts (i.e., known contexts), and the use of marked NPs in marked contexts. In

addition to relating markedness to SLA, this study is an illustration of measures that can

be used to distinguish among basic, intermediate, and advanced learners: their course
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grades, their mean length of English language studies, and their mean length of stay in an

English-speaking country.

The picture painted by studies such as the ones described above is, however,

rather blurry. It appears that advanced learners with quite high TOEFL scores may have

problems mastering a rather large number of forms, including articles and specific verb

types and verb forms, anaphoric expressions and agreement, prepositions, lexical choice

and subordination, etc. Sometimes such problems can be predicted based on the learners’

L1 and sometimes not. In addition, labels such as “high-intermediate learner” or

“advanced learner” or “TOEFL score over 500” seem to correlate with a number of

problematic forms. In order to define the advanced ESL learner, L2 research should

become more selective in terms of its use of such labels.

Another observation worth making about this literature is the absence of recent

studies. This is largely due to the dominant interest in the last decade or so in discourse

structure and writing processes rather than low-level accuracy.

Revision/process studies

In a case study of six sophomore and junior-year university ESL learners

(speakers of Chinese, Spanish, Portuguese, Hebrew, and Persian) who had completed the

freshman composition requirement in the U.S., Zamel (1983) focused on the writing

process of these learners and commented on the relationship between proficiency, writing

ability level, and writing processes. She noticed that the more skilled writers concentrated

more on larger logical and grammatical chunks of their writing. However, even after the
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revising and editing stages, “problems with articles, agreement, and usage, for example,

were still in evidence” (p.175).

In a more recent study, Cumming (1990) analyzed 46 concurrent verbal reports

on form-meaning relationships obtained from 23 intermediate and advanced English

learners (young adults from Quebec enrolled in an Intensive English Program in Ontario)

while the subjects were composing an informal letter and an argument. Cumming found

that "On average, participants devoted a little more than 30% of their reported decisions

to thinking about their gist and language use concurrently. [...] Students with greater

writing expertise tended to devote a greater proportion of their thinking to considering

language use and gist in conjunction while they composed" (p. 490).

Cumming also showed that most of the concurrent thinking episodes focused on

finding the appropriate lexical items that would express a certain idea, and less than 2%

of the episodes were concerned with morpho-syntactic accuracy in relation to gist. When

searching for the appropriate lexicon, the subjects used their L1 as a comparison or as a

reminder of the sense they were trying to convey. “Cross-linguistic comparisons […]

appeared in 5% to 58% of the total number of decisions that participants made about their

writing" (p. 493). While participants’ L2 proficiency did not correlate with the above-

mentioned practices, their writing expertise correlated significantly with the frequency of

the concurrent thinking episodes.

The studies in this category suggest that writers’/learners’ priorities (i.e., their

primary focus on content rather than form) may be another reason why some lexical,

morphological, and syntactic problems may reoccur in L2 writing. However, the fact that
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even some of the best writers retained a certain level of inaccuracy with certain forms

after revising and editing their own writing shows that some forms may indeed resist

acquisition even after many years of study for other linguistic and cognitive reasons.

Advanced learner reflections

Advanced learners’ reflections on their own evolution as L2 users and their

integration into L2 speech and writing communities can tell us much about the last stages

of L2 acquisition in relation to aspects of disciplinary and linguistic acculturation. Highly

proficient L2 learners often confess to attempts to memorize large excerpts in L2; initial

massive transfer of L1 norms to L2 writing (Liu, 2001); and learning by trial and error

and explicit self-instruction based on models (Liu, 2001; Canagarajah, 2001). To some,

learning an L2 means relearning or learning new "cognitive routines and structural

features" (Canagarajah, 2001, p. 30). Sometimes, NS editors and reviewers overseeing

academic journals agree that the challenge for NNS academics trying to get their work

published in American journals is not so much with linguistic structures but with the

discourse overall (Flowerdew, 1999, p.100).

Finally, L2 writers who frequently publish in their L2 struggle not only with

global rhetorical norms but also with local lexical and structural features. A known

Swedish multilingual academic confesses: “In speech as well as writing I have to choose

from a more limited lexical repertoire than native speakers at a comparable educational

level and may not always have the linguistic competence to realize the connotations of

certain phrases” (Ringbom, 2001, p.65).
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Collocation studies

Lexical patterns and the rules that govern them have been shown to be

problematic by some of the studies mentioned above. Fortunately, the acquisition of a

variety of expressions whose structure and meaning are set to a degree that can range

from partial to complete invariability has come to the attention of SLA researchers in

recent years. The literature abounds with ways of defining such expressions depending on

the degree to which their structure can be changed. For simplicity, in this section, I will

use the generic term “collocations” for the entire gamut of expressions elsewhere defined

as idioms, formulae, phraseological units, prefabricated chunks/patterns, lexical bundles,

etc.

The study of collocations deserves individualized attention because the

acquisition and use of set expressions involves attributing new meanings to sometimes

non-transparent combinations of otherwise known words. It also involves learning ways

in which the structure of a particular expression can be modified syntactically and

morphologically while still remaining acceptable. Finally, it involves learning the

appropriate uses of the expression in certain rhetorical situations and registers.

Howarth (1998), convinced that “there is one type of error [i.e., affecting

collocations], resulting from a lack of phraseological competence, that has received

relatively little close attention from linguists" (p.161), analyzed the use of collocations

(free combinations, restricted collocations, and idioms) in academic writing by

postgraduate level NS and NNS writers at British universities. The researcher found that

NSs used over 5000 collocations in about 180,000 words, while NNSs used slightly more
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than 1000 collocations in a total of 250,000 words. In addition, the NNSs used more

deviant collocations than the NSs.

Sylviane Granger (1998) analyzed the use of prefabricated patterns (collocations

and formulae) in advanced EFL writing from the International Corpus of Learner English

(ICLE) that she compiled. NNSs’ performance was compared to NSs’. Examining

collocations containing amplifiers, Granger found “a statistically very significant

underuse of amplifiers [such as totally, completely, etc.] in the NNS corpus, both in the

numbers of types and in the numbers of tokens” (p.147). The learner corpus contained

more creative and often times deviant/unacceptable combinations, while the NS corpus

featured conventionalized prefabricated patterns. At the same time, the NNSs

overcompensated for the underuse of amplifiers by overusing very, the “all-round

amplifier par excellence” (p.151).

In addition, Granger asked 56 French learners of English and 56 native speakers

of English to identify salient amplifier collocations from a provided list. “The learners

marked a greater number of types of combinations than the natives, indicating that the

learners’ sense of salience is not only weak, but also partly misguided” (p.152).

Similarities between L1 collocations and combinations identified by the learners were

noted. Regarding formulaic sentence builders such as I think and we notice, the author

noted that ESL/EFL learners over-rely on a small number of such formulae, giving an

impression of verbosity and vagueness.

Granger’s findings are extremely important and attest to the important

contributions of corpus linguistics and collocation studies to SLA. This and other studies
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help us understand the behavior of advanced ESL/EFL writers, despite the fact that some

of these studies avoid – for now – explaining the acquisition process of collocations /

formulae / prefabricated patterns and limit themselves to advocating the use of corpora in

ESL/EFL teaching as a means of increasing exposure to focused authentic input.

Granger’s study is unique from this point of view as well, because it acknowledges the

importance of collocations/prefabricated patterns in language teaching, while at the same

time warning that “while research into the role of prefabs in L2 acquisition remains

inconclusive, it seems wise to advise course designers not to overstress phraseological

knowledge at the expense of creative skills” (p.158).

Learner corpora

Collocation studies use corpora and corpus linguistics analysis techniques

(Altenberg, 1998; Granger, 1998; Howarth, 1998; Hunston and Francis, 2000; Kennedy,

2003; Liu, 2003). The book title Pattern grammar: A corpus-driven approach to the

lexical grammar of English (Hunston and Francis, 2000) shows that corpora and

language patterns are closely intertwined in linguistic studies. In recognition of this

growing interest, TESOL Quarterly devoted volume 37(3) in 2003 to the use of corpora

in language teaching.

The use of corpora is essential to the study of language use in a variety of contexts

and to a wide range of applications including, as suggested by Susan Hunston (2002), in

the writing of dictionaries and grammars, the study of ideology and culture, translation,

stylistics, forensic linguistics, and writing. Biber, Conrad and Reppen (1998) explain the

utility of corpora in the investigation of language use in various registers, historical
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periods, and styles, as well as the revolutionary applications of corpus linguistics in the

study and teaching of English for specific purposes, and language acquisition and

development, including teacher training and the development of corpus-based teaching

materials for second and foreign language classrooms (p. 11-12). Consistent with this

philosophy, Biber, Johansson, Leech, Conrad, and Finegan wrote the corpus-based

Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written English (2002) – this study’s reference

grammar – which supplies not only explanations of word meanings but also corpus-based

findings of their distribution in spoken and written registers.

Computer corpora make it possible for the researcher to store large amounts of

texts, to analyze authentic data both manually (if desired, and if the corpus is small or a

small subsection is analyzed to get a feel for the textual features of the database) and

automatically (usually preferred), and even to share data and findings through the Internet

or other means with other researchers, potential contributors, learners, language teachers,

dictionary writers, and even the public at large. Learner corpora are a relatively new

advancement. A learner corpus is a database of the language produced in speech or

writing by foreign/second language learners (Leech, 1998). Researchers compile learner

corpora in order to gather objective data that can help them describe the characteristics of

learner language and give them access to learners’ total interlanguage (Granger, 1998,

p.6). In her survey of learner corpora, Norma A. Pravec (2002) mentions several English

learner corpora from around the world:

• ICLE (International Corpus of Learner English), initiated in 1990 at the

University of Louvain-la-Neuve in Belgium by Sylviane Granger, leading
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researcher in the field, , contains texts written by English learners from 14

other languages. The corpus continues to expand.

• JPU (Janus Pannonius University) is a large database of English from

Hungarian English language learners. JPU contains essays written by

advanced level Hungarian university students between 1992 and 1998.

• PELCRA is a Polish Learner English Corpus containing essay exams by

English language learners at different levels of proficiency using different

styles. It was initiated in 1997.

• USE (Uppsala Student English) started in 1999 and is a collection of

essays written by Swedish university students with a high level of

proficiency in English.

• HKUST (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology) contains

texts of Chinese high school students ready to enter college.

• TSLC (TELEC Secondary Learner Corpus, where TELEC is the Teachers

of English Language Education Center at Hong Kong University) is a

compilation of texts written by Chinese learners of English at the

secondary school level.

• JEFLL (Japanese English as a Foreign Language Learner) comprises texts

written by high school and university EFL learners in Japan.

• CLC (Cambridge Learner Corpus) is a collection of exams written by

English learners around the world.
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• LLC (Longman Learners’ Corpus) contains essays and exams by EFL

learners from a variety of linguistic backgrounds and proficiency levels.

• MELD (Montclair Electronic Language Database) is, so far, the “only

collection of English texts written by university students at an advanced

level of proficiency from a variety of native language backgrounds in an

ESL context” (Pravec, 2002, p.90).

All of the above except MELD are EFL corpora. This researcher has located two other

corpora of ESL writing:

• LANCAWE (the Lancaster Academic Written English) contains essays

written under different timing conditions by undergraduate and some

graduate students in English for Academic Purposes courses at Lancaster

University. It is currently developing.

• MICUSP (the Michigan Corpus of Upper-level Student Papers) consists of

A-grade writing by senior undergraduate and graduate students in the US.

It is being developed at the University of Michigan’s English Language

Institute.

All of the corpora listed above consist of academic essays, although the CLC also

contains other written texts and business English writing. The CLC and LLC are

commercial corpora and are used primarily for the purpose of informing researchers who

compile dictionaries of English or write English textbooks. The corpora also vary in size

(as shown in Table 1).
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The most striking realization after surveying the writing learner corpora available

today is that all but three (MELD, LANCAWE, and MICUSP) are EFL corpora.

Name of Corpus Size of corpus (number of words)
ICLE >2,000,000
JPU >400,000

PELCRA ~500,000 (another 1,500,000 as transcripts)
USE ~1,000,000

HKUST >25,000,000
TSLC >3,000,000
JEFLL >500,000
CLC >10,000,000
LLC ~10,000,000

MELD * ~50,000 (another 50,000 words to be added after markup)
LANCAWE * ~170,000

MICUSP * Under construction; end goal: 1, 5 mil. words

Table 1: Learner Corpora (* are ESL corpora)

MELD is also the smallest corpus. Both MELD and LANCAWE are currently in

development. More and larger ESL writing corpora containing texts from learners at

different proficiency levels are needed to facilitate the examination of ESL writing, as

well as the formation of hypotheses about the stages of linguistic development that ESL

writers undergo particularly at an advanced level of proficiency. Data need to be

collected longitudinally. Moreover, more comprehensive information about the learners

should be collected along with their speech or writing in order to get a fuller picture of

the language learning process and other important factors in language acquisition (such as

age and length of residence in an English-speaking environment, learning and teaching

experiences, motivations for learning the language, attitudes towards the target language

and community, etc.).

To conclude, the learners included in the studies reviewed above had a range of

linguistic and discourse problems even when they were able to pass university placement
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exams, complete course requirements with high grades, publish in prestigious academic

journals, become faculty in English-speaking countries, etc. Some challenging aspects

identified in the performance of this wide spectrum of advanced learners include articles,

plural morphology and subject-verb agreement, verbal morphology, subordination and

embeddedness, word choice and collocation choice, prepositions and conjunctions as

cohesion devices, and global rhetorical features. However, most of the studies described

above assume, most probably mistakenly so, that an ESL learner who can be described as

advanced based on standardized ESL test scores and sometimes length of stay in an

English-speaking country can also be automatically talked about as an advanced ESL

writer. The definition of an advanced or near-native ESL writer needs to be refined based

on a detailed analysis of particular syntactic, morphological, lexical, phraseological, and

rhetorical features. An EFL learner writing corpus can best assist in refining our

definitions of advanced proficiency and near-nativeness and pinpointing the systematic

development stages at such levels.

Linguistic characteristics of academic prose

Spoken and written registers have been shown to differ across a number of

dimensions related to the linguistic choices determined by a variety of factors such as

situation, participant roles and characteristics, purpose, topics, etc. (Biber, 1988). In his

University language: A corpus-based study of spoken and written registers (2006), Biber

notes:

Taken together, the findings reported in the LGSWE [Longman Grammar

of Spoken and Written English] show that ‘academic’ grammatical
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features come from most structural categories. Three word classes are

especially prevalent: nouns, adjectives and prepositions. Overall, these

grammatical classes are more frequent in academic prose than in other

registers, and there are many related specific features that are

characteristic of academic prose (e.g., nominalizations, noun phrases with

multiple modifiers, stance noun + of-phrase). In contrast, verbs overall are

much less common in academic prose than in other registers, although

there are specific verb categories that are typical of academic prose (e.g.,

copula be, existence verbs, derived verbs, and passive voice verbs).

Similarly, there are specific categories of adverbs and adverbials (e.g.,

linking adverbials) that are specifically common in academic prose, even

though adverbs overall are more common in spoken registers. (p.14)
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CHAPTER THREE:

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND DESIGN

Research questions

In the light of the findings from the literature reviewed in the previous chapter,

numerous features of advanced ESL writing demand a more focused investigation. As

noted previously, the learners included in the studies reviewed above had a range of

linguistic and discourse problems even when they were able to function at a satisfactory

or higher level as undergraduates, graduates, or faculty in an English-speaking

environment. Some challenging aspects identified in the performance of this wide

spectrum of advanced learners include articles, plural morphology and subject-verb

agreement, verbal morphology, complementation/subordination, word choice and

collocation choice, prepositions and conjuncts as cohesion devices, as well as global

rhetorical features. Considering that this range of problems is so wide and seemingly

unsystematic, on the one hand, and that most studies define the advanced ESL writer

based on limited criteria such as standardized ESL test scores and sometimes length of

stay in an English-speaking country, the need arises to refine some definitions and the

scope of the research in ESL writing. In response to this necessity, the aim of this

dissertation is to answer the following questions: What are the developmental stages

comprised within the general term of “advanced ESL writers” and what are the

differences and similarities among them? Do writers from different advanced stages face

the same types of linguistic challenges to different degrees, or do they face entirely

different types of linguistic issues? What are some linguistic challenges that the advanced
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writer ceases to struggle with and what are the linguistic features that continue to pose

problems even for the near-native L2 writer? Furthermore, what are more precisely some

of the characteristics of the near-native writer, i.e., their standardized test scores, their

length of residence in an English-speaking country, the duration of their English studies,

the teaching methods they have employed and have learned from, their teaching

experience, and their L1 background and literacy experiences? After analyzing the data

gathered based on the above-mentioned questions, the dissertation hopes to shed some

light on the question why do some lexical, morphological and syntactic forms resist

earlier acquisition. In other words, what about those forms and a learner’s background

might prevent earlier acquisition?

The answers to the above questions will be found by analyzing a corpus of

extensive and longitudinal writing samples collected from a group of non-native English

speaking graduate students in applied linguistics from a number of linguistic backgrounds

and a group of native English-speaking peers. The linguistic analysis of the texts written

over a period of two or more years will be complemented by surveys and interviews that

supply information about the participants’ background, motivation, and experiences

learning English and academic writing conventions. The Research Design section below

provides more details about the design devised to illuminate the study’s major questions.

Hypotheses

Several hypotheses about the nature of late SLA stages will be considered. The

reasons offered for the late acquisition of many of the above-mentioned forms range from

obvious to sophisticated. Insufficient learner exposure to authentic language, especially in
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the EFL context, might account for some delay in acquisition, as Hinkel (1997, 2003)

suggests from the pedagogical perspective on SLA. Other researchers advocate that the

successful acquisition of accurate and appropriate linguistic features depends to a great

extent on the degree of a learner’s involvement in the social contexts that use that

language (Dörnyei & Durow, 2004). Dörnyei and Durow found this to be true even in the

case of very motivated learners who prefer to study independently. Discourse and

structural markedness has also been found to affect the complete acquisition of certain

forms, especially articles. As mentioned above, Chaudron and Parker (1990) showed that

ESL learners had a higher rate of success with articles on nominal phrases in unmarked

contexts referring to a known or current topic. From a processing perspective, L1-L2

transfer seems to assist in the acquisition of similar collocations (Cooper, 1999) while

interfering with the acquisition of unique lexico-grammatical features (Master, 1995).

One of the most intriguing proposals, which in fact integrates L1-L2 transfer,

comes from the perspective of the Minimalist Program. Herschensohn (1999) claims that

the stages of L2 acquisition according to a constructionist model [are]: the

initial stage transfers L1 settings to L2 (Schwartz and Spouse, 1996); the

intermediate stage is one of underspecification of morphological features

(Eubank, 1996) and progressive acquisition of L2 constructions; the final

stage may result in near-native acquisition, with virtually complete syntax

but residual indeterminacy due to incomplete mastery of peripheral L2

lexicon and morphology. The progressive development of lexicon and

morphology accounts for the variability and incompleteness that is so
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characteristic of the product of L2A[cquisition] in areas ranging from the

syntax-semantics interface to the building of argument structure in L2. (p.

7-8)

By taking into account the syntax-semantics interface, this hypothesis might even

accommodate suggestions from collocation studies that to learn a second language means

to build a new “phrasicon” or lexicon of phrases (Glaser, 1998). Thus, it is possible that

non-native speakers of a language transfer their L1 phrasicon to their L2, then strip it of

features and reassign L2 features to each phrase, leaving some unspecified until late in

the process.

Additional questions that arise from considering the existing hypotheses are: Is

late SLA a stage of strong syntax and weak morphology, as proposed by Bardovi-Harlig

and Bofman (1989)? What is the relationship between lexical acquisition, on the one

hand, and morphological and syntactic acquisition in the last stages of SLA?

Research design

Setting and participants

In order to answer the proposed questions, written data were collected from

current and former graduate students in the Ph.D. program in Second Language

Acquisition and Teaching (SLAT). This pool of participants was chosen partly because

the researcher is a member of the SLAT community and therefore familiar with its

practices. The researcher has the benefit of an insider’s view on the topics discussed in

the written documents produced by the participants as well as of the academic writing

conventions practiced in the field of applied linguistics in general. In addition, the non-
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native English speaking participants in SLAT are very likely to have a better command of

English than graduate ESL students from other disciplines due to their experience not

only studying ESL but also teaching it in their home-countries and/or in the U.S.

The Human Subjects Protection Program’s approval was obtained prior to

contacting the potential participants in the study. Both native and non-native speakers of

English were invited to participate for the purpose of comparing the linguistic

performance of the NNSs within their own group, on the one hand, and with the NSs, on

the other hand. The letter used to recruit participants can be seen in Appendix A. Some of

the participants are currently third, fourth, and fifth year graduate students in SLAT, and

some are faculty at universities in the U.S. or abroad.

Sit-down and take-home qualifying exams (SDQ and THQ, respectively) were

available from eleven non-native speakers of English: three Chinese speakers, three

Spanish speakers, two German speakers, one speaker of a Slavic language, one speaker of

a Southeast Asian language, and one speaker of two first languages from Africa. The

languages spoken by a sole representative in this study cannot be disclosed in order to

protect the participants’ identity.

The same participants’ comprehensive (henceforth Comp) exams were collected

as well. Some comprehensive exam papers no longer exist on record for one Chinese

speaker, one German speaker, and one Spanish speaker. In fact, three other NNS

participants who consented to be included in the study could not be included because

their papers were lost or destroyed. This is also the case with several NSs. Only seven
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NS’ data included both qualifying and comprehensive exams and will be analyzed in this

study. One of the NSs is a native speaker of British English.

Materials

The written data consist of qualifying exam papers (Q) – one take-home (THQ)

and three sit-down (SDQ) two-hour exams – written by the participants in early January,

just before the beginning of their second semester in the SLAT Program. SDQ consists of

essay answers to questions in three areas in SLAT chosen by the examinee from among

the four areas in the program (linguistic analysis, language use, pedagogy, and

processing/psycholinguistics). The answers to the questions in each area were typed on a

computer in three two-hour sessions over two consecutive days. Some years, questions

were reused. Most of the examinees wrote answers in pedagogy, language use, and

psycholinguistics. From this point of view, the data are naturalistic and controlled.

THQ is a critical review of an important article in SLA. Students had one week to

write it without help from other reviewers or editors. Although the articles assigned for

review were different each year, groups of 5 to 17 new students taking the exam had to

write about the same article in one given year because they were part of the same class.

The described conditions make for naturalistic data that are at the same time controlled in

certain respects, making comparisons within the same corpus possible.

For a longitudinal view of the evolution of the participants’ language proficiency

and writing skills, the participants’ comprehensive exams (Comp) were solicited as well.

These are taken by all SLAT students at the end of their coursework, usually in their

fourth or fifth semester in the program and occasionally in their third or sixth semester.
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Like the THQ, the examinees write three to four 10-20-page answers to questions given

to the student by the committee members based on the student’s SLAT major and minor.

The students are not permitted to seek help from another party in order to review or edit

their papers. Because these papers are produced at a later time but under similar

conditions as the data from the take-home qualifying exam, the participants’ evolution

over several semesters can be documented. In the longitudinal design of this study,

therefore, there are a timed condition (SDQ) and an untimed condition (THQ)

constituting Time one, and another untimed condition – Comp – constituting Time two.

The term “loosely timed” would more accurately describe THQ and Comp, which had to

be completed within one, and respectively two weeks. However, in the literature only sit-

down exams of a few hours have been considered “timed”, while all other writing tasks

that are not usually strictly timed as sit-downs are considered “untimed”.

Additional data come from a questionnaire that the participants completed at the

beginning of the study, when they signed the subject consent form. The questionnaire

tries to capture facets of the participants’ experience with the English language that may

play a role in the successful acquisition of ESL at a highly advanced level as well as in

the appropriate use of academic writing norms. As mentioned before, factors that were

anticipated to play a relevant role in the participants’ performance and evolution are: their

L1; their scores on tests such as the TOEFL, TWE, GRE, and SPEAK; their experience in

the field of SLA; their previous academic studies and degrees; their experience learning

and teaching English in a variety of contexts (countries, courses, social environment, etc);

the quality of instruction received; their length of residence in an English-speaking
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country; their writing experience; their attempts to get particular kinds of help with their

English in general and with their academic English writing in particular. The participants

were also asked to rate themselves as learners of English and to reflect on possible

landmarks in their evolution as academic writers in SLA. The surveys are included in

Appendix B and C.

A follow-up face-to-face or email interview was set up after a preliminary

analysis of the data. A subset of the initial pool of participants was interviewed based on

willingness and availability. The interview explored some of the same relationships

addressed in the questionnaire described above and others that became relevant after the

preliminary data analysis. For instance, the participants were asked to describe their

experiences learning ESL and academic writing norms, landmarks in their learning

experience and possible triggering factors, the effects of NS input and interaction on their

linguistic evolution, learning and avoidance strategies, and development of linguistic

intuitions. The questions that guided the interviews are listed in Appendix D.

Methods

Data collection

Examination papers were obtained both directly from the writers and from SLAT

student files. Some existed in electronic format (i.e., on floppy disks or email

attachments), while others had to be retyped or scanned and converted by the researcher.

The electronic files containing the participants’ papers were uploaded on the researcher’s

personal computer. The corpus obtained contains papers written by eleven NNSs and six

NSs of English. The table below contains information about the linguistic background of
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the NNSs and the total word count in the papers obtained from the participants. In order

to protect the identity of the participants, the languages represented by a single speaker

can be disclosed only by providing the name of the language family. For instance, if one

of the participants were the only Italian participant, (s)he would be referred to as “the

speaker of a Romance language.”

Participants
SDQ
Word
Count

THQ
Word
Count

Q
Word
Count

C**
Word
Count

Q + C
Word
Count

11 NNSs * 42,262 25,833 68,095 93,928 162,023
8 NSs 39,760 10,815 50,575 80,318 130,893
Total 82,022 36,648 118,670 174,246 292,916

Table 2: Corpus Participants and Word Counts
* (3 Chinese, 3 Spanish, 2 German, 1 Slavic language, 1 Southeast Asian
language, 1 African language)
** Comprehensive exams were available from eight of the eleven
participants. Comps by one Chinese speaker, one German speaker and one
Spanish speaker were lost or destroyed.

Error coding procedures

In the first phase of the data analysis process, the researcher read the texts and

annotated them by entering error codes into the electronic files. A complete list of

definitions and examples of the error types and the subcategories they include can be

found in Appendix E. The reading proceeded in chronological order and by language

group, beginning with the groups made up of more than one member. An error was

operationalized as any deviation from prescriptive rules of usage of either lexical items

(i.e., word choice), or English morphology and syntax. During the coding phase, no

distinction was made between errors and mistakes. Corder (1967) proposed the

distinction between errors as uses that do not conform to standard language rules and are

a stable, systematic part of one’s linguistic system, on the one hand, and, on the other
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hand, mistakes defined as occasional, unsystematic deviant uses that can be considered

simple slips or accidents rather than a reflection of one’s lack of linguistic knowledge.

During the coding phase, this differentiation was not made because the goal was to gain a

complete picture of all the linguistic rule violations made by all the NNSs and the NSs

included in this study. Given the exploratory nature of this study, the intention was to

allow this distinction - if real - to emerge from the analysis rather than to impose it a

priori through the coding procedure. The possibility that there may be a difference

between “errors” and “mistakes” was not ruled out as an interpretation; rather, it was just

not made during the coding phase.

Prescriptive rules as understood by the researcher were verified by consulting

other sources. The chosen reference grammar was Biber et al.’s Longman Grammar of

Spoken and Written English (2002), which is a corpus-based grammar that provides

information about language use in different registers, also commenting on the

appropriacy of various linguistic choices in academic discourse, which is the same type

of discourse analyzed in this dissertation. In the rare cases in which the details provided

by grammar books, style manuals, or studies of academic discourse were not specific

enough, two native-English speaking consultants, linguists by profession, weighed in on

issues such as word choice, morphology, and syntax. The context (sentence,

paragraph(s)) in which an apparent error occurred was also used to determine whether it

was indeed an error and/or what type of error it was. For instance, when a singular noun

+ zero article such as “student” occurred in a paragraph in which plural nouns were

consistently used to describe a language teaching-learning situation, it would be
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determined that the error was morphological (plural morpheme omission) based on the

assumption that the same form should have been used to maintain the text’s cohesion.

Whenever equally plausible formulations were possible, the context was used to decide

which structure should have been used.

The errors were broadly categorized as lexical, morphological, or syntactic. Any

single word, whether content or functional, was viewed as a lexical item represented in

the mental lexicon. Consequently, word substitutions, meaning approximations, word

omissions and insertions were categorized as lexical errors. Exceptionally, omissions or

incorrect insertions of the copula be were counted as syntactic errors because the issue at

hand did not seem to be a lack of understanding of the meaning of be but a lack of

understanding of its syntactic occurrence and functions. Similarly, an omitted or inserted

multi-word phrase or clause constituted a single syntactic error. In such a case, too, the

omission or insertion was taken as evidence that the language user did not view the

respective syntactic structure as complete or incomplete. Lexical error frequencies were

calculated as the number of lexical errors divided by the total number of words because

the relationship between a lexical error and a word was viewed as a one-to-one

relationship. Error frequencies will also be reported as number of errors divided by

obligatory contexts, but only in the case of the most frequent errors. “The most frequent

errors” are errors that reached a frequency equal to or higher than 10% in their category.

For example, if errors with articles constituted 10% or more of all the lexical errors made

by a participant in SDQ, THQ, or Comp, respectively, they were discussed in detail and
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also calculated relative to obligatory contexts. The same cutoff was used for

morphological and syntactic errors.

The omission, substitution, or incorrect insertion of a derivational or inflectional

morpheme was categorized as a morphological error. Morphological error frequencies,

like lexical error frequencies, were also calculated based on total words. However,

obligatory contexts could not be determined, as equivalent choices exist. To give just one

example, the periphrastic means of expressing possession or the possessive morpheme ‘

or ‘s can be used interchangeably, making the calculation of obligatory contexts for one

or the other impossible. When the same word was affected by a lexical error and a

morphological error at the same time, both errors were counted in the respective

category. For instance, if the definite article and the plural morpheme were omitted from

the same context (turning the expected the students into student), the definite article

omission was counted as a lexical error and the omission of the plural morpheme was

counted as a morphological error. Irregular tense or plural forms were considered

morphological. However, tense switches within the same sentence or paragraph that

broke the cohesion of the surrounding discourse were classified as syntactic errors.

Syntactic errors include agreement, anaphora, word/constituent order, the

omission or insertion of multi-word phrases or copulative verbs, the omission of the

subject noun or pronoun, the omission of a verb (fragments), inconsistent sequence of

tenses. Syntactic error frequencies were calculated as number of syntactic errors divided

by number of clauses, or clausal units (C-units). C-units are the most appropriate measure

unit for the calculation of syntactic error frequencies because syntactic errors transcend
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the level of individual words, extending to clausal, sentential, and cross-sentential levels.

T-units have also been used in the literature, but C-units were picked because they are

instrumental in the calculation of subordination as targeted by this study (i.e., in direct

connection with the number of predicates used). For a detailed review and discussion of

fluency, lexical richness, accuracy, and complexity, see Wolfe-Quintero, Inagaki, and

Kim (1998). Context-based decisions played a role in disambiguating some syntactic

errors from morphological or lexical ones. For instance, student learn instead of students

learn is a morphological error (plural morpheme omission); in student learn instead of

a/the student learns we find a lexical error (article omission) and an agreement error; and

students learns instead of students learn is also a syntactic agreement error. Generally,

anaphoric references over two sentential boundaries were found to be vague; however,

there were exceptions when the new NPs introduced were not numerous and had

completely different semantic features from the antecedent, and thus did not really

compete with the antecedent during the reading process. When multiple readings were

not needed to determine the antecedent of an anaphor, the anaphor was no longer

considered vague. As mentioned above, some structures were affected by a combination

of lexical, morphological, and syntactic errors, and when that was the case each error was

counted in its own category. For instance, when a word was substituted for another with

a more or less similar meaning, and it was also in an incorrect word order in the sentence,

and possibly incorrectly inflected, three errors – one lexical, one syntactic, and one

morphological – were recorded.
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The syntactic error category included some uses that are stylistic in nature yet

inappropriate in academic prose. For example, fragments were defined not only as

verbless clauses, but also as subordinate clauses separated from the main clause by a

period or other sentence final punctuation. For example, in

Textbooks insist on the use of the subjunctive. Although the structure is not

used in real life.

the adverbial clause introduced by although was considered a fragment, although the

decision to isolate it from the main clause may have been made consciously for stylistic

effect. As the intentions of the writers could not really be known, a prescriptive stance

was taken throughout: what was committed to writing was taken to be a reflection of the

writers’ intentions, and if it was a deviation from prescriptive rules and academic

expectations, it was counted as an error. On the same grounds, the use of the impersonal

they as an anaphor for singular nominal antecedents, although common in informal,

spoken English, was viewed as an error from an academic perspective.

When multiple corrections were possible, in addition to using the surrounding

context to decide the nature of an error, the most economical and native-like correction

was considered and the nature of the error was determined by comparing the most

desirable correction to the incorrect structure. Although spelling, punctuation, stylistic,

and discourse structure errors were encountered and marked, they will not be analyzed in

this dissertation for practical reasons related to the manageability of the amount of data.

The parts of speech (POS) in the texts were tagged automatically using a tagging

program written by Prof. Douglas Biber. The frequencies of various words and parts of
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speech were found by uploading the tagged files into the concordancing program

MonoConc Pro (Athelstan, 2002). The frequency lists that form a part of MonoConc’s

output were instrumental in the calculation of error frequencies based on total number of

words, obligatory contexts, and C-units, respectively. The total number of words was

found by uploading the unannotated and untagged texts into MonoConc. The total

number of sentences was determined with the help of the find function of the word

processor, which was used to search and count sentence terminal punctuation. The

number of C-units is the sum of the number of predicative verbs (identified with the help

of MonoConc) to which the manually counted number of verbless coordinated clauses

was added. Although the automatic tagger and concordancer could not be utilized in the

labor intensive error coding process, the concordancer made it possible to view the

original contexts of various errors with the help of KWICs (Key Word in Context).

The intrarater reliability coefficient of 98% was appreciated but not

overestimated, given the inherent weakness of intrarater reliability, which can be boosted

by the rater’s ability to remember data (as was also noted by Polio, 1997). Three

dissertation committee members who are native speakers of English read and coded the

errors in six papers written by six different NNSs. Initially, two of the raters were

instructed to mark the errors and explain the nature of the error in as much detail as

possible in the margins of the papers or on a separate sheet, considering the general

categories titled “lexical,” “morphological,” and “syntactic” but also describing the

nature of the error. Thus, the coding sheet was co-constructed in an exploratory manner,

by extracting refined coding categories from the data. The interrater reliability coefficient
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between the two raters and the researcher was 93%. A third NS committee member was

involved in a second rating phase in which the coding sheet created in phase one was

used. This rater participated in a training/calibrating session in which he and the

researcher coded two sample papers together and compared the output. Then, the

independent rater coded another sample paper on his own. The interrater reliability

coefficient between the researcher and the trained rater was 88%. The slight decrease of

the agreement is not unusual, as different ways of envisioning corrections may determine

slight variations in error coding. The identity and L1 of the writers were not shared with

the raters until after the completion of the coding.

As shown above, the corpus examined in this study is principled (designed to

provide data that can serve to answer the proposed research questions) and thickly

annotated, as recommended by Biber et al. (1998). The use of corpus linguistic

techniques permitted the development of quantitative explorations of the texts, while at

the same time qualitative analyses of the dominant errors and the connections with the

participants’ background added more depth to the study. The findings based on the

analyses conducted will be presented in the chapters that follow.
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CHAPTER FOUR:

RESULTS

Part One of this large chapter contains the quantitative and qualitative analyses of

each NNS’s writing, and Part Two features those of the NSs. The NNSs will be presented

from the least to the most accurate, and the NSs will be discussed as a group due to the

homogeneity of the NSs, who were similar in age, educational background, academic

status, etc. A finding that applies to both groups is that both the NSs’ and the NNSs’ texts

matched the general descriptions of academic prose identified in Biber (2006) and Biber

et al. (2002). Thus, the texts were dominated by nouns, nominalizations, noun phrases

with multiple modifiers, frequent adjectives, fewer but specific types of verbs (existential,

derived, passive, and linking), and specific adverbs and adverbials (particularly linking

adverbials). This emphasizes the overall appropriacy and matching level of the NNSs and

NSs in this corpus. However, argument structure in either subgroup was not analyzed, as

the goal of this study is to analyze the linguistic (not the rhetorical) structural adequacy of

these texts.
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Quantitative and qualitative analysis of the non-native speakers’ subcorpus

Phara

Survey and interview summary

Phara is a 35-year-old female from a Southeast Asian country whose name cannot

be disclosed in order to protect Phara’s identity, as she is the only participant from her

country. English is Phara’s third language and Japanese is her second language. At the

time of the survey, she felt that her English proficiency was good, compared to her

excellent proficiency on Japanese. Phara began studying English at the age of five in her

home country, where she first attended English language classes for one hour each week

in the first year of studies. Most of Phara’s English teachers were non-native speakers of

English whose preferred teaching methods were the Grammar Translation and

Audiolingual methods, with heavy emphasis on reading. Phara came to the U.S. to attend

the Ph.D. program in SLAT after completing her MA in Japanese in Japan. Just before

starting the Ph.D. program, she took the TOEFL and obtained a score of 223 on the

computer test, the GRE, in which she obtained a score of 370 in the verbal section, and

the TWE, in which her performance was evaluated with a score of 4 (of maximum 5).

Phara evaluated all of her skills, both academic and non-academic, as good.

Academic reading was the only skill that she evaluated as very good. This is the lowest

self-rating of all the NNS participants’ in the present database. Phara also marked

discourse organization as the most difficult aspect of writing, indicating that she

perceived the lexicon to be the least difficult and morphology and syntax only somewhat

difficult.
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One of the most striking findings from Phara’s interview was that the principal

venue through which she obtained opportunities to interact with native speakers was her

coursework. Obviously, this is limited, as Phara tends to be a listener rather than a

speaker in her classes. She also emphasized that dictionaries and reading materials were

her main sources of new vocabulary and idiomatic expressions, which she would try to

memorize before using them in interaction.

Another characteristic that singles Phara out is her rather low motivation to

integrate in the U.S. academic community. Her plan is to return to her home country and

continue her career as a professor of Japanese. She also shared being aware of thinking in

her L1 and translating into English before speaking or writing.

Writing sample analysis

Time one: The qualifying exams

Phara responded slightly differently to the conditions of the SDQ, on the one

hand, and of the THQ, on the other hand. Thus, the most frequent errors in her SDQ were

lexical. However, in THQ lexical errors were the least frequent, and morphological errors

were the most frequent, followed closely by syntactic errors.

SDQ THQ

Error
types

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

total
error
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

C-unit
count

Lexical 73 3.20% 57.94% 29.20 19 0.86% 27.14% 8.12

Morphological 38 1.67% 30.16% 15.20 26 1.18% 37.14% 11.11

Syntactic 15 N/A 11.90% 6.00 25 N/A 35.71% 10.68

Total error 126 70
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count

Word count 2282 2204

C-unit count 250 234

Table 3: Phara’s lexical, morphological, and syntactic errors in SDQ and
THQ

Lexical errors

While in SDQ Phara made errors with almost all parts of speech, the situation

changed rather drastically in THQ, where the frequency of lexical errors decreased

substantially. The parts of speech affected by errors that occurred with a frequency higher

than 10% in either SDQ or THQ (calculated based on the total number of lexical errors)

were articles, nouns, and prepositions.

Lexical error
count

Error frequency
per lexical error

count

Error frequency
per word count

Error frequency
per C-unit count

Lexical
error
types

SDQ THQ SDQ THQ SDQ THQ SDQ THQ

Articles 42 7 57.53% 36.84% 1.84% 0.32% 16.80 2.99

Nouns 14 9 19.18% 47.37% 0.61% 0.41% 5.60 3.85

Prepositions 7 7 9.59% 36.84% 0.31% 0.32% 2.80 2.99

Verbs 3 1 4.11% 5.26% 0.13% 0.05% 1.20 0.43

Adverbs 3 0 4.11% 0.00% 0.13% 0.00% 1.20 0.00

Conjunctions 2 0 2.74% 0.00% 0.09% 0.00% 0.80 0.00

Pronouns 1 1 1.37% 5.26% 0.04% 0.05% 0.40 0.43

Adjectives 1 0 1.37% 0.00% 0.04% 0.00% 0.40 0.00

Total lexical
error count

73 19

Total error
count

126 70

Word count 2282 2204

C-unit count 250 234

Table 4: Phara’s Lexical Errors in SDQ and THQ
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• Articles

Article usage errors were the most frequent lexical errors in Phara’s SDQ, but in

THQ they were less frequent than noun usage errors and just as frequent as preposition-

related errors. The frequency of the article usage errors calculated based on the total

words used dropped from 1.84% in SDQ to 0.32% in THQ. In SDQ, Phara’s definite

article usage was better than her indefinite article usage. The latter, in fact, was correct

only about half of the time (52.77%).

SDQ

Definite and
indefinite

article usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 19 52.77% 138 84.66% 157 78.89%

Omitted 14 38.88% 15 9.20% 29 14.57%

Substituted 1 2.77% 3 1.84% 4 2.01%

Incorrectly
inserted

2 5.55% 7 4.29% 9 4.52%

Total 36 163 199

Table 5: Phara’s Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in SDQ

The most frequent error was indefinite article omission: 38.88% of all obligatory

indefinite articles were omitted. Definite article omission was the next most frequent

error, although the frequency of this type of error was much lower (9.20%).

Phara’s use of articles improved a lot in THQ. All the indefinite articles used in

THQ were correct. The only type of error involving articles in THQ was definite article

omission: 5.74% of the obligatory definite articles were omitted, causing the overall

article use accuracy rate to be only 94.70%.
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THQ

Definite and
indefinite article

usage

Number
of

indefinite
articles

Percentage
of

indefinite
articles

Number
of

definite
articles

Percentage
of

definite
articles

Number of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 10 100.00% 115 94.26% 125 94.70%

Omitted 0 0.00% 7 5.74% 7 5.30%

Substituted 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Total 10 122 132

Table 6: Phara’s Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in THQ

The overall accuracy rate of zero article usage was also higher in THQ than in

SDQ, and the most frequent error in this group consisted of the zero article being

supplied instead of definite or indefinite articles. This was the case with 7.46% of the

obligatory contexts for zero article use.

SDQ THQ SDQ+THQ
Zero article

usage
Number
of zero
articles

Percentage
of zero
articles

Number
of zero
articles

Percenta-
ge of zero

articles

Number
of zero
articles

Percentage
of zero
articles

Correct 351 90.23% 416 98.35% 767 94.46%
Omitted 9 2.31% 0 0.00% 9 1.11%

Substituted/
Incorrectly

inserted
29 7.46% 7 1.65% 36 4.43%

Total 389 423 812

Table 7: Phara’s Zero Article Usage in SDQ and THQ

The following are examples containing errors with articles from Phara’s pedagogy

SDQ. Other errors have not been corrected in order to preserve the authenticity of the

text.

1. This hypothesis proposes that L2 learners are almost unable to reach the

native-like competence if the learners starting age of learning <THE> L2

language is after puberty.
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2. Testing in general will provide students the information about students’

learning progress. However, as mentioned above it depends on the type of

the test. Standardized test may have negative effect on learning if teacher

have to teach to the test. There are many high schools in the US where the

result of standardized test affects school’s funding. Thus students are

forced to study for the test other than study the subject area.

3. I prefer <THE> communicative type of assessment because it is much

more practical and useful for students. It is obvious that students who get

high scores from discrete-point assessment may not be able to

communicate in the real context. For example, EFL classroom that teaches

students to the test.

That definite and indefinite article omission is the most frequent error in Phara’s

SDQ and THQ, although much less frequent when the time conditions were more

generous, can be explained by L1 interference. Phara’s Southeast Asian language does

not use definite or indefinite articles, so transfer from this language may cause her to omit

articles.

• Nouns in SDQ

Examples 1 through 6 show the kinds of errors with nouns encountered in Phara’s

SDQ. Four times, they were unnecessary insertions of the noun word, as in the first

sentence presented below. Most of the times, they were replacements of an intended noun

with another. In the last example in this subsection, the noun strength replaced the
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adjective strong. Among the noun-noun replacements, the use of variability for validity

draws attention as possibly motivated by phonological similarities.

4. The lemmas are also proven impossible to be shared because “cane’ in

Italian word holds masculine gender, while “dog” in English word, a

language without gender, has no gender at all.

5. Learners who are intermediate level must be able to ask and answer

questions, talk about their familiar topics (i.e. families, hobbies, etc.),

know about the major time frames. (intended as expressions/phrases).

6. Summative evaluation is contrast to formative evaluation which done

during the session of the course.

7. As Proficiency Test assess what learners can do in the target

communication, it is useful for employer, abroad advisor to know.

8. Besides good assessment must have construct variability, predictive

variability, it also should have a fairness in the sense that it allows

students to demonstrate all their ability.

9. In order to retain indigenous language the policy must have a strength

implementation both instrumental and sentimental. Ruiz recommends the

endoglossic policy for the indigenous communities in the United States.

• Nouns in THQ

Most of the noun-related errors in Phara’s THQ were substitutions of proper

nouns – names of countries in this case – for the corresponding adjectives derived from

those respective nouns (see Example 10, last three lines). Another noun, manifestation,
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was used instead of the verb manifested, and studying was used for study. All of these

errors are from the realm of derivational morphology, which was either omitted (as in the

case of the adjectives derived from the proper names designating countries) or overused.

10. His goal for this studying is for raising the awareness of teachers.

However, for THE ESL classroom context where there are various Asian

L1 background English learners, how NS English teachers can explain the

difficult items in detail if they do not know which linguistic features in

learners’ Li are not manifestation in English. In terms of Asian languages,

they are varieties and often do not share many aspects. Comparing to

Indo-European languages speakers, for example Spanish speakers may

communicate with Italian speakers with their own languages and can

understand each other at some level; Asian languages speakers, such as

Thai, Myanmar, Cambodia, Vietnam, Malaysia, Philippines, and Brunei

(Southeast Asia countries), communicating to each other with A different

language is incomprehensible.

The errors with nouns discussed above point to different causes and explanations. While

most of those in SDQ are more purely lexical (i.e., noun-noun substitutions), the ones in

THQ interface with morphological aspects and Phara’s use of morphology that changes

the grammatical category of words.

• Prepositions

Phara’s errors in this category were just as frequent in SDQ as in THQ, but the

type of the most frequent error changed: in SDQ it was preposition substitution, while in
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THQ it was preposition insertion. By all appearances, having more time to write her THQ

did not help Phara perform better in as far as preposition usage is concerned. Interestingly

enough, she seems to have made more serious errors in THQ than in SDQ.

SDQ THQ
Preposition usage Number of

prepositions
Percentage of
prepositions

Number of
prepositions

Percentage of
prepositions

Correct 251 97.29% 277 97.54%

Omitted 1 0.39% 1 0.35%

Incorrectly
inserted

2 0.78% 4 1.41%

Substituted 4 1.55% 2 0.70%

Total 258 284

Table 8: Phara’s Preposition Usage in SDQ and THQ

• Prepositions in SDQ

The insertion of an unrequired preposition may be an indication that the user does

not have sufficient command over the preposition’s semantic meaning, collocation

patterns, and overall functions. By comparison, preposition substitutions indicate that the

learner is aware that a preposition should be used in the particular lexical and syntactic

frame of the sentence but fails to select the correct one. Since Phara’s L1 uses

prepositions, we may associate her high accuracy rate with preposition usage with some

support coming from the L1 as positive transfer. However, it is also possible that the

differences may be associated with the errors that occurred.

The examples in this subsection contain multiple errors of various types (lexical,

morphological, and syntactic). In order to give an accurate impression of Phara’s

discourse at the time of SDQ, the errors have not been “cleaned”. The intended
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formulations related to the preposition errors under scrutiny here are included in

parentheses at the end of each example.

11. However, the concept may be shared between languages. More

accurately, there is overlap at certain concept depending on how

conceptually similarly they are. (Intended: between certain concepts)

12. Thus the only aspect that can be shared is the concept of dog.

However, even in this case, there are two existing concepts that compete

to each other based on the language being activated. (Intended: compete

with each other)

13. …this kind of test is questioned about the variability. (Intended: the

validity of this kind of test is questioned)

14. In addition, lacking of the knowledge of communicative competence,

language learners will lack skills to participate in conversation in

appropriate way, which may cause the misunderstanding, impoliteness,

conflict, etc. (Intended: lacking the knowledge)

15. These concepts give less important for both grammatical accuracy and

sociolinguistic competence. (Intended: have less importance)

What can be seen in the examples above is that most of the misused prepositions could be

used correctly by rephrasing the same sentences. It seems that the source of these errors is

related more to Phara’s knowledge of the kind of collocations that certain prepositions

can appear in rather than to her knowledge of the meaning of the individual words

processed separately.
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• Prepositions in THQ

Phara’s preposition errors in THQ were very focused. Most of them were related

to the use of the preposition about, which tended to be used with verbs that it could

normally be used with in other contexts. This is the case with the other preposition errors

in Phara’s THQ.

16. The author mentions about English grammar textbook as one factor

that affect English learners’ learning about English passive construction.

17. I agree with the idea that linguistic features in THE target language

that are difficult for L2 learners should be explicitly taught but I question

about the practice.

18. This findings lead to the construction. Master (1991) mentions about

the difference of the role of noun animacy on active and passive sentence

between Japanese and English that Japanese requires animate subject for

active voice, however, passive voice and active voice sentence in English

do not depend on the animacy of the subject noun.

19. Obviously, most of English negative effect on grammaticality

judgments of speakers of these languages in English, it seems to oppose to

the marked/unmarked theory which proposes that learners from marked

language would learn unmarked language easily.

Based on these examples, we conclude that it is not the prepositions as single lexical

items that were problematic for Phara. Rather, the way prepositions collocate with other

parts of speech in larger syntactic contexts seems to be the origin of her errors.
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Morphological errors

Morphological errors were the second most frequent in SDQ but half as frequent

as the lexical errors. In THQ they took the lead.

SDQ THQ

Error
types

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

total
error
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

C-unit
count

Morphological 38 1.67% 30.16% 15.20 26 1.18% 37.14% 11.11

Total error
count

126 70

Word count 2282 2204

C-unit count 250 234

Table 9: Phara’s Morphological Error Frequency in SDQ and THQ

SDQ

Morphological
error types

Error
count

Morphological
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

morphologi-
cal error

count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

word count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Plural 28 21.88% 73.68% 1.23% 11.20
Nominal

Possessive 2 1.56% 5.26% 0.09% 0.80

Tense 4 3.13% 10.53% 0.18% 1.60
Verbal

Aspect 1 0.78% 2.63% 0.04% 0.40

Adverbial Derivational -ly 1 0.78% 2.63% 0.04% 0.40

Adjectival Derivational 2 1.56% 5.26% 0.09% 0.80

Total morphological
error count

38

Total error count 126

C-unit count 250

Word count 2282

Table 10: Phara’s Morphological Errors in SDQ
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The categorical leader among the morphological errors found in SDQ was

nominal morphology, including the use of the plural and possessive morpheme. Verbal

tense and aspect morphology was far less problematic, but it will be analyzed

qualitatively because it constituted more than 10% of all morphological errors.

• Plural morphology in SDQ

All 28 errors in this group were omissions of the plural morpheme. In one case

this meant that the anomalous borrowing hypothesis was not correctly inflected as a

plural form. This may be because the noun in question is atypical among most English

nouns, as a borrowing that is inflected according to the rules of the language of its origin.

In addition, the noun can be taken as already including the plural morpheme –s due to its

spelling and phonology.

Among the other 27 errors, seven were associated with nouns whose phonological

properties may make the plural morpheme less salient. Thus, the plural morpheme was

omitted from some nouns whose consonantal coda is realized as a voiceless stop such as

/t/ or a voiceless fricative such as /s/ or /∫/. Test, concept, student, context, effect are some

such nouns in Phara’s data. The examples that follow are illustrations of such situations

as well as of nouns that do not possess such potentially confounding phonological

features. All the examples are from a section of Phara’s SDQ where she was supposed to

define major terms in SLA. Because of the generality of even the examples in her

definitions, it is expected that she would use plural nouns. When other alternatives

existed while coding the errors, the context was used to decide if the noun should have

been plural rather than singular or if another correction (such as introducing a definite or
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indefinite article) would have been appropriate. Thus, if a sentence was preceded and/or

followed by others in which plural nouns were used, it followed that the plural morpheme

was expected to ensure cohesion.

20. … there is overlap at certain concept…

21. The L2 lexicon is linked to <THE> L1 lexicon with weak bi-

directional conceptual link to concept.

22. <THE> lemma contains syntactic and semantic information that

activates completely different lexeme between languages.

23. In preparing for the vocabulary quiz, teacher may advise students how

to study with flashcard.

24. Test assess what learners can do in the target communication

25. However, the purpose of Proficiency test is to assess what student can

do in the real communicating context.

26. Standardized test may have negative effect on learning if teacher have

to teach to the test.

27. Proficiency test can provide the objective and goal of the task that

student have to be able to do.

The remaining omission of the plural morpheme occurred with regular nouns such

as learner, way, teacher. The main potentially explanatory factor for the omission of the

plural morpheme is linguistic interference from Phara’s L1, in which nouns do not inflect

for gender or number.
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• Possessive morphology in SDQ

The possessive marker was omitted from a plural noun once and misplaced on the

same intended plural noun another time.

28. This hypothesis proposes that L2 learners are almost unable to reach

the native-like competence if the learners starting age of learning L2

language is after puberty.

29. Summative evaluation is the evaluation of language learner’s achieved

knowledge at the end of the course.

These errors are not significant per se, as Phara did not avoid using the possessive

morpheme in general, but they add to the number of other nominal morphology errors.

• Morphological errors in THQ

THQ

Morphological
error types

Error
count

Morphologi-
cal

error
frequency

per
total
error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

morpho-
logical
error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

word
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Plural 21 30.00% 55.26% 0.95% 8.97
Nominal

Possessive 2 2.86% 5.26% 0.09% 0.85

Verbal Mood 2 2.86% 5.26% 0.09% 0.85

Adverbial Derivational -ly 1 1.43% 2.63% 0.05% 0.43

Total
morphological

error count
26 37.14% 68.42% 1.18% 11.11

Total error count 70

C-unit count 234
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Word count 2204

Table 11: Phara’s Morphological Errors in THQ

Phara’s THQ presented the same pattern in the morphological error department.

Thus, errors with nominal morphology, and furthermore with the plural morpheme were

categorically the most frequent, and most categorically so than in SDQ.

• Plural morphology in THQ

Three of the errors in this group were overuses of the plural morpheme –s, while

the remaining 18 were all omissions of the plural morpheme. Of the latter, most occurred

with nouns that did not seem to possess any special features that could have induced the

error. Among the remaining errors, one is caused by using the plural morpheme with an

uncountable noun (the researcher finds supports), and two are associated with nouns

ending in /z/ (phrase) and /s/ (sentence). In another example, the plural morpheme was

used within a compound noun (nouns phrases) and in a noun phrase (point of views).

While the errors are more diverse than in THQ, we can still find some that can be related

to the same explanatory factors, such as phonological properties and interference from

L1.

• Possessive morphology in THQ

The possessive marker was omitted from a plural noun and from the noun phrase

a noun capacity. Phara did not avoid using the possessive maker in THQ, so these errors

seem rather random. In general, however, her difficulty with certain nominal morphemes

can be attributed primarily to interference from L1.
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Syntactic errors

The frequency of the syntactic errors increased in THQ as well.

THQ

Error
types Error

count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Syntactic 17 11.90% 6.00 25 35.71% 10.68

Total error count 126 70

Word count 2282 2204

C-unit count 250 234

Table 12: Phara’s Syntactic Error Frequency in THQ

The hierarchy of the different kinds of syntactic errors in SDQ is presented in the

following table.

SDQ

Syntactic
error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

syntactic
error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Agreement 7 5.56% 46.67% 2.80

Anaphora 2 1.59% 13.33% 0.80

Copula or multi-word constituent
omission

2 1.59% 13.33% 0.80

Copula or multi-word constituent
redundancy

2 1.59% 13.33% 0.80

Fragments 1 0.79% 6.67% 0.40

Word/constituent order 1 0.79% 6.67% 0.40

Total syntactic
error count

15

Total error count 126

C-unit count 250

Table 13: Phara’s Syntactic Errors in SDQ
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Due to the large drop in error frequency between agreement errors and other types

of errors, only agreement errors will be analyzed in detail.

• Agreement errors in SDQ

A variety of patterns are associated with lack of agreement in the following

sentences. Some seem to be a simple matter of omitting the third person singular

morpheme, easily explainable by invoking interference from the morphologically light

L1 Phara speaks.

30. The issue of what aspects of the lexical item are shared of the two

languages a bilingual speak is not clearly demarcated.

31. …social strategy (utilize the social environment to assist language

learning, such as Proximal zone learning in which there are interaction

between advanced learners and less advanced learners.

Others, such as the second error in the preceding example, might be related to the

presence of existential there, which seems to be grammatically empty for many

participants in this database and can therefore trigger agreement either with a plural or

singular marked verb. Finally, other errors might be caused by the presence of compound

nouns or coordinated noun phrases interposed between the noun that the verb is supposed

to agree with and the verb.

32. Kroll and her colleagues predict that L1 to L2 translation is

conceptually mediated and take more time because the extra processing

that have to pass through the concept. Conversely, L2 to L1 translation
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proceed faster because of the direct lexical link from L2 to L1 without the

processing through the concept.

33. Based on Hymes’s concept of communicative competence, the

exclusion of grammatical accuracy and sociolinguistic knowledge are very

dangerous for language learners because learners may lose some social

advantage.

• Syntactic errors in THQ

Only the top two error types – agreement and copula or multi-word constituent

omission – will be discussed in detail because they are separated by the other errors by a

natural break. Because these types of errors often occurred in the same sentences, their

analysis will be combined.

THQ

Syntactic
error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

syntactic
error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Agreement 9 12.86% 36.00% 3.85

Copula or multi-word constituent
omission

9 12.86% 36.00% 3.85

Word/constituent order 3 4.29% 12.00% 1.28

Anaphora 2 2.86% 8.00% 0.85

Copula or multi-word constituent
redundancy

1 1.43% 4.00% 0.43

Fragments 1 1.43% 4.00% 0.43

Total syntactic
error count

25

Total error count 70

C-unit count 234

Table 14: Phara’s Syntactic Errors in THQ
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• Agreement and copula or multi-word constituent omission in THQ

Like in SDQ, some agreement errors were simple omissions of the present

indicative third person singular morpheme (Examples 34-36). Others follow a relative

pronoun heading a relative clause or a NP interposed between the S/O and the V in the

agreement relationship (see other examples).

34. Thus, he concludes that teaching methodology on active and passive

voice in English as L2 do not focus on noun animacy, agentivity, and

patienthood.

35. Then, he examine the impact of the evaluation on grammaticality

judgment of L1 and L2 passive construction, and discusses about the

notions of agentivity and verb transitivity.

36. The author points out and stress many times in the article that learners’

L1 influence the L2 passive sentence construction. In addition, he suggests

that what IS different or does not exist in THE target language should be

taught explicitly. Thus, I think that his perspective IS based on contrastive

analysis.

37. In experiment 2, the author uses the same entities as in experiment 1

but some were modified by adjectives and locative spatial prepositional

phrases. He referred to Straus and Brightman (1982) WHO NOTED that

changes in the physical characteristics of entities such as size, temperature,

location and other states alter the perceived animacy of nouns. In addition,

he referred to Siewierska (1984) WHO NOTED that attributive and
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prepositional phrases influence the agentive capacity of nouns and can

alter the transitivity of a sentence in which they function as subject/agent

or object/patient.

38. For Korean passive construction, he referred to Palmer (1994) WHO

NOTED THAT that Korean distinguish between the subject and agent

functions of nouns, that is animacy and potentiality of agency seem to be

almost the same thing.

39. First, FROM THE linguistic point of view, the author refers to the

Transfer Theory that English learners (Chinese, Korean, Japanese

speakers) transfer the feature of sentience, agentivity, patienthood from

their L1 to L2 and these features have negative effect on grammaticality

judgment of these English learners.

40. He mentions that common L2- based approaches for L2 instruction do

not address specific linguistic features of learners’ Ll that do not HAVE A

manifestation in English.

41. The author points out that the teaching of L2 grammar on passive

voice usually do not identify the English passive that are difficult for L2

learners and refers to Master (1991) WHO FOUND that NNSs, especially

speakers of Asian languages need to be explicitly taught the use of active

verbs with inanimate nouns.

42. The author mentions about English grammar textbook as one factor

that affect English learners’ learning about English passive construction.
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The author explains one reason why even proficient English learners can

not use English active and passive verbs correctly with Transfer theory by

referring to Master (1991) WHO FOUND that speakers of Japanese have

difficulty with active verb with inanimate nouns because their L1

interference, animate subjects are needed in sentences with active verbs.

43. However, according to Zobl and Eckman (1985; cited in Ellis

(1997))’s concepts about marked and unmarked linguistic feature, though

the notion which feature is marked or unmarked are unclear, it is possible

that instruction directed at marked grammatical properties such as passive

construction will promote more efficient learning because it helps learner

to acquire features that they may not acquire naturally.

The multiple-word omissions tended to occur where an introductory phrase was

supposed to be used before a citation. This is a stylistic device very much related to

academic conventions and thus transcends the local syntactic domain. The verb BE,

either copulative or auxiliary, was also omitted a couple of times (see Example 36).

The explanatory factors that can be associated with the errors above are:

interference from L1 (for the omission of the third person singular morpheme), and lack

of experience with the conventions of academic discourse. In fact, L1 interference

emerges as the strongest candidate among the possible causes of Phara’s lexical,

morphological, and syntactic errors, in association with the need of further refinement of

the knowledge about the lexical ties that surround lexical items (such as prepositions),

phonological factors that can make certain morphemes lack saliency, syntactic
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complexity, awareness of discourse conventions, and, lastly, working memory

insufficiency. Given the rise of many types of errors in THQ, it is doubtful that Phara

benefited from having more time. This in fact places her among the less advanced of the

advanced writers in this database.

Time two: The comprehensive exams

Lexical errors were the most frequent errors in Phara’s Comp, followed by

morphological and then syntactic errors.

Comp

Error
types

Error
count

Error
frequency
per word

count

Error
frequency
per total

error count

Error
frequency
per C-unit

count

Lexical 80 1.00% 51.28% 9.29

Morphological 49 0.61% 31.41% 5.69

Syntactic 27 N/A 17.31% 3.14

Error count 156

Word count 7996

C-unit count 861

Table 15: Phara’s Lexical, Morphological, and Syntactic Errors in Comp

Lexical errors

Articles were the most difficult part of speech for Phara at the time of her Comp.

They were much more frequent within the lexical error category than other parts of

speech, so they will be the only ones to be analyzed qualitatively.

Comp
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Lexical
error
types

Lexical
error
count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

lexical
error count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

word
count

Lexical
error

frequency
per C-unit

count

Articles 52 65.00% 33.33% 0.65% 6.04

Verbs 10 12.50% 6.41% 0.13% 1.16

Prepositions 9 11.25% 5.77% 0.11% 1.05

Nouns 8 10.00% 5.13% 0.10% 0.93

Pronouns 1 1.25% 0.64% 0.01% 0.12

Total lexical error
count

80

Total error count 156

Word count 7996

C-unit count 861

Table 16: Phara’s Lexical Errors in Comp

• Articles

Definite and indefinite article omission was the most frequent type of article-

related error in Phara’s Comp. Substitutions and insertions were much less frequent.

Comp

Definite and
indefinite article

usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 89 89.00% 391 90.50% 480 90.22%

Omitted 9 9.00% 37 8.56% 46 8.64%

Substituted 1 1.00% 2 0.46% 3 0.56%

Incorrectly
inserted

1 1.00% 2 0.46% 3 0.56%

Total 100 432 532

Table 17: Phara’s Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Comp

The following are some examples of article omissions from Phara’s Comp, illustrating

that most errors occurred both with SLA terminology and with other regular words.
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44. However, just exposing to the target language does not mean that

<THE> second language learner can comprehend and acquire the

language.

45. The ways that teachers can make input comprehensible to facilitate

second language learning are discussed in<THE>literatures in negotiation

of meaning and <THE> sociocultural theories approach to language

learning.

46. Genesee (1987) proposed that <THE> interactional basis of second

language learning consists of teacher-student interaction and student-

student interaction.

47. Considering from students’ side, SLA researchers found that when

second language learners have <THE> opportunity to negotiate with

teachers and signal their non-understanding, they gain more

comprehension (He & Ellis, 1999).

48. They are <A> learner-centered French class and <A> teacher-centered

Italian class. The researcher found that in <THE> learner-centered French

class, the teacher scaffolded the students by using collaborative dialogue

as a mediational tool to lead students to problem solving. This scaffolding

included negotiation of form, content, and classroom rules.

49. Moreover, it is necessary for the second language teachers to have an

extensive collection of pictures, toys, and real objects to aid in helping
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students’ understanding <A> language in which they are not fully

proficient.

Zero articles were used with an accuracy rate that was about the same as the accuracy rate

of definite and indefinite article usage.

Table 18: Phara’s Zero Article Usage in Comp

Article use errors in Phara’s writing can generally be explained by interference from

Phara’s L1, which does not use articles.

• Other lexical errors

All verb and noun-related errors were substitutions of the expected verbs or nouns

with other verbs or nouns, suggesting that, when it comes to these particular parts of

speech, Phara still had to refine her understanding of the exact meaning of certain lexical

items. Among the preposition choice errors, an error that occurred in SDQ/THQ could

also be found in Comp (he mentions about rather than he mentions that). A preposition

substitution also occurred within a collocation, which Phara phrased as on this regard

rather than in this regard.

Morphological errors

In this category, just as in SDQ and THQ, nominal morphological errors were the

most frequent. Errors with the plural morpheme were by far the most frequent.

Comp
Zero article

usage
Number of zero

articles
Percentage of
zero articles

Correct 559 91.94%
Omitted 3 0.49%

Substituted/
Incorrectly

inserted
46 7.56%

Total 608
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Comp

Morphological
errors types

Morpho-
logical
error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per total

error
count

Morpholo-
gical error
frequency

per
morpholo-
gical error

count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per word

count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

C-unit count

Plural 26 16.67% 81.25% 0.33% 3.02
Nominal

Possessive 1 0.64% 3.13% 0.01% 0.12

Tense 2 1.28% 6.25% 0.03% 0.23

Voice 1 0.64% 3.13% 0.01% 0.12

Aspect 1 0.64% 3.13% 0.01% 0.12
Verbal

Mood 1 0.64% 3.13% 0.01% 0.12

Total morphological
error count

32

Total error count 156

C-unit count 861

Word count 7996

Table 19: Phara’s Morphological Errors in Comp

Twenty one of the 26 errors were omissions of the plural morpheme. The nouns

that should have been thus inflected were regular common nouns. Only one of the nouns

that should have been inflected for plural presented phonological properties that may

have contributed to the lack of saliency and consequent omission of the plural –s is

approach. A few interesting errors were the remaining four, which were overuses of the

plural morpheme on normally uncountable nouns (partial immersions, literatures, partial

immersions), and a noun modifying another noun (dual languages classrooms). The

following are examples of the various errors described in this paragraph:

50. …literatures from immersion research show that immersion students

attain <A> high level of L2 proficiency
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51. He et al. compared between 3 kinds of input/interaction conditions for

acquisition of vocabularies.

52. Scaffolding <THAT> occurs from collaborative problem solving

activity is found to be most effective for second language learning. I think

that second language teachers should be informed about these basic

concepts so that they can facilitate second language learning in

classrooms.

53. Snow (2001) suggested that CBI emphasizes comprehensible input,

output, sociocultural approach to second language learning, which

promotes successful second/foreign language acquisition.

54. Cloud et al. (2000) suggested that second language textbook should not

be the only source of instructional materials.

All the errors in this group may be caused by interference from Phara’s L1, in which

there are no plural inflections. This in turn may cause not only omissions of the English

plural morpheme but also difficulties grasping the countable/uncountable distinction.

Syntactic errors

Lack of agreement between NPs and their verbs was the definite most frequent

syntactic error in Comp. It was followed by word/constituent order errors at quite a

distance: while agreement errors constituted 74.07% of all syntactic errors,

word/constituent order errors constituted only 11.11% of them.
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Comp

Syntactic
error types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency per
syntactic error

count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit count

Agreement 20 12.82% 74.07% 2.32

Word/constituent order 3 1.92% 11.11% 0.35

Anaphora 2 1.28% 7.41% 0.23

Fragment 1 0.64% 3.70% 0.12

Copula/multiword constituent
omission

1 0.64% 3.70% 0.12

Total syntactic error count 27

Total error count 156

C-unit count 861

Table 20: Phara’s Syntactic Errors in Comp

• Agreement errors in Comp

Eight verbs were in grammatical disagreement with the NP they were supposed to

agree with for no apparent reason related to the syntactic structure or characteristics of

the noun. However, it seems that Phara perceived the noun research as a plural form.

55. Though not all SLA research involve sociocultural theories

perspective, some SLA researchers propose that sociocultural theory is a

useful complementary view for understanding social interaction for second

language learning.

56. However, as the extensive research confirm that immersion students

have far higher immersion language proficiency (fluency) than those of

students in traditional L2/FL classroom, the impact might be this sharp

difference in <THE> language proficiency of students.
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57. I found that there were many times that input were not comprehensible

for me.

58. In addition, cooperative learning promote opportunities for naturalistic

SLA, raise the achievement of all students, enhance learner motivation,

reduce learner stress, and tailor to individual difference.

In the following examples, the syntactic distance between the NP and V may contribute

to Phara’s loosing track of the NP’s features. Another factor contributing to the faulty

agreement may be the presence of multiple NPs closer to the V, causing her to perceive

the presence of multiple NPs as plurality.

59. Research on effective teaching and learning of second language

classroom often draw on these concepts.

60. LA researchers argued that negotiation of meaning make the input

comprehensible (Long, 1985). In addition to making input

comprehensible, negotiation of meaning also make learners modify their

output.

61. Then teachers’ feedback on the students’ output help students realize

the gap between their second language production and the teachers’ model

of the target language.

62. <THE> L2 medium of instruction in Canadian immersion programs

are based on this theoretical assumption

63. In addition, the students’ language use in and outside immersion

classrooms are not as rich as ones assumed.
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64. Admission to early immersion programs in public schools in North

America and Australia usually rely on the lottery system or the first come

first serve policy.

65. According to Cummins et al. (1986), the impact of immersion

education which has been assessed since the first inception of early total

French immersion program in Canada in 1965 are the impact on the

students’ first language development, academic achievement, and L2

proficiency.

66. … collaborative dialogue between teacher and students were not

found.

Finally, in three other examples we see disagreement occurring in sentences in

which a subject clause is the V’s subject (Examples 67), the V is in a relative clause

immediately following the relative pronoun (Example 68), or a relative clause is

interposed between the subject NP and V.

67. How scaffolding within ZPD by teacher-student interaction and

student-student interaction facilitates second language learning are

evident in the following research.

68. The major reason for this is that second language teacher preparation

program does not emphasize the basic knowledge that are critical for

facilitating second language learning.

69. … interaction among students who are not proficient in the target

language show many mistakes.
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The common denominator of the examples in this section is that syntactic complexity

seems to have caused agreement errors.

Conclusions: Comparative analysis of SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Although morphological errors became more frequent in Phara’s THQ than in her

SDQ, lexical errors were the most frequent in SDQ and in Comp, as well as in SDQ and

THQ considered together. Similarly, if we consider SDQ and THQ together, it is more

clearly obvious that the frequency of all the types of errors decreased from time one

(SDQ and THQ) until time two, three years later (in Comp). This shows that Phara may

have advanced on the interlanguage continuum in the three years between the exams.

Error type frequency
per word count

Error type frequency
per C-unit countError

types
SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Lexical 3.20% 0.86% 1.00% 29.20 15.20 9.29

Morphological 1.67% 1.18% 0.61% 6.00 8.12 5.69

Syntactic N/A N/A N/A 11.11 10.68 3.14

Table 21: Frequencies of Phara’s Lexical, Morphological, and Syntactic
Errors in SDQ, THQ, and Comp

However, when we isolate the exams from each other, we see that lexical errors were

slightly more frequent in Comp than in THQ and morphological errors were more

frequent than lexical errors in THQ. This shows that at the time of the THQ,

morphological features were a more persistent and stable problem in Phara’s

interlanguage, since they became somewhat more infrequent than in the timed exam but

the most frequent in the untimed condition.
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Lexical errors

The order of the parts of speech involved lexical errors changed in the three

exams. Article use errors were the most frequent in SDQ and Comp, but they were the

second most frequent error in THQ, although, if we consider SDQ and THQ together as a

time one, they lead irrevocably. Noun and preposition usage improved steadily from SDQ

to THQ and to Comp, and they were about just as frequent in SDQ and THQ, although

noun errors surpassed the frequency of article and preposition errors in THQ.

Error frequency per word count Error frequency per C-unit count
Lexical
error
types

SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Articles 1.84% 0.32% 0.65% 16.80 2.99 6.04

Nouns 0.61% 0.41% 0.10% 5.60 3.85 0.93

Prepositions 0.31% 0.32% 0.11% 2.80 2.99 1.05

Verbs 0.13% 0.05% 0.13% 1.20 0.43 1.16

Adverbs 0.13% 0.00% 0.00% 1.20 0.00 0.00

Conjunctions 0.09% 0.00% 0.00% 0.80 0.00 0.00

Pronouns 0.04% 0.05% 0.01% 0.40 0.43 0.12

Adjectives 0.04% 0.00% 0.00% 0.40 0.00 0.00

Table 22: Frequencies of Phara’s Lexical Errors in SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Phara’s lexical errors show that, although she improved when she had more time

to write and longitudinally over the time between the exams, she continued to struggle

using: a) lexical items whose functions rather than meaning make them difficult (as is the

case of articles), b) lexical items that can occur in various collocations that a language

user has to choose from (such as prepositions), and c) lexical items whose meaning

seemed to be inexact in Phara’s interlanguage (such as nouns and verbs). In as far as

articles and prepositions are concerned, L1 interference appears to explain Phara’s errors.
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Considering that her L1 is typologically different from English, it seems that the L1

would not be capable of providing much support in vocabulary acquisition in general.

• Articles

Article omission was a greater problem than insertion or substitution in all three

exams. Article usage in general improved in THQ only to regress in Comp, especially

when it comes to indefinite article usage. The change in indefinite article use from getting

only slightly more than half right in SDQ to using all the indefinite articles correctly in

THQ almost raises suspicions about whether Phara got outside help to edit her paper

somewhat. Even so, her much better performance in Comp than in SDQ stands as an

indication of her improved performance over time.

Indefinite
articles

Definite
articles

Definite and
indefinite

article
error
types SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Correct 52.77% 100.00% 89.00% 84.66% 94.26% 90.50%

Omitted 38.88% 0.00% 9.00% 9.20% 5.74% 8.56%

Substituted 2.77% 0.00% 1.00% 1.84% 0.00% 0.46%

Incorrectly
inserted

5.55% 0.00% 1.00% 4.29% 0.00% 0.46%

Table 23: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Phara’s SDQ, THQ,
and Comp

Zero
article
error
types

SDQ THQ Comp

Correct 90.23% 98.35% 91.94%

Omitted /
Substituted

2.31% 0.00% 0.49%

Incorrectly inserted 7.46% 1.65% 7.56%

Table 24: Zero Article Usage in Phara’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp
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Some of the same can be said about Phara’s zero article usage, which improved

visibly in THQ. Unfortunately, in Comp it was only slightly better than in SDQ. Time

helped Phara improve her use of English articles, which were the most difficult lexical

items for her most probably because her L1 lacks an article system.

Morphological errors

The use of the plural and possessive morphemes was the object of the most

frequent morphological errors in Phara’s writing. Errors with these morphemes can be

associated with interference from Phara’s L1 as well. It seems that the extra time

available for the completion of the THQ helped Phara monitor her use of these

morphemes better, but it was the time span between SDQ/THQ and Comp that allowed

for even more improvement.

Error frequency per
word count

Error frequency per
C-unit countMorphological

error types
SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Plural 1.23% 0.95% 0.33% 11.20 8.97 3.02
Nominal

Possessive 0.09% 0.09% 0.01% 0.80 0.85 0.12

Tense 0.18% 0.00% 0.03% 1.60 0.00 0.23

Aspect 0.04% 0.00% 0.01% 0.40 0.00 0.12

Voice 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00 0.00 0.12
Verbal

Mood 0.00% 0.09% 0.01% 0.00 0.85 0.12

Adverbial Derivational –ly 0.04% 0.05% 0.00% 0.40 0.43 0.00

Adjectival Derivational 0.09% 0.00% 0.00% 0.80 0.00 0.00

Table 25: Frequencies of Phara’s Morphological Errors in SDQ, THQ,
and Comp

While L1 interference seems to be the main explanatory factor associated with

Phara’s morphological difficulties, it was shown in the qualitative analysis that certain

phonological features of some nouns, such as consonantal codas realized as voiceless
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stops or fricatives, also seem to have played a role in the omission of the plural

morpheme. Nouns’ countability and syntactic role (i.e., as nouns modifying other nouns)

were features that coincided with errors in this area, too, although much less frequently.

Syntactic errors

Error frequency per
C-unit count

Syntactic
error
types

SDQ THQ Comp

Agreement 2.80 3.85 2.32

Anaphora 0.80 0.85 0.23

Copula or multi-word
constituent omission

0.80 3.85 0.12

Copula or multi-word
constituent redundancy

0.80 0.43 0.00

Word/constituent order 0.40 1.28 0.35

Fragments 0.40 0.43 0.12

Table 26: Frequencies of Phara’s Syntactic Errors in SDQ, THQ, and
Comp

Syntactic error frequency calculated based on number of clauses (C-units)

decreased steadily from SDQ to THQ to Comp. The dominant errors affected agreement

relationships. Errors of this type were actually more frequent in THQ than in SDQ, and in

Comp they decreased below the frequency they had in SDQ. Again, time seems to have

allowed Phara to progress in this respect, too.

In addition to the possibility that Phara committed agreement errors due to

interference from her L1, syntactic complexity (distance between the constituents in the

agreement relationship causing her to forget the features of the NP and sometimes to

establish agreement with the closest NP(s)) also played a role in the occurrence of these

errors.
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SDQ THQ Comp
Clauses per

sentence
2.68 3.49 2.64

Percentage of
subordinate

clauses
31.6% 31.19% 42.97%

Mean length of
sentence

24.53
words

32.89
words

24.60
words

Mean length of
clause

9.12
words

9.41
words

9.28
words

Table 27: Phara’s Fluency and Syntactic Complexity in SDQ, THQ, and
Comp

Sentences were longer in THQ, but in Comp they reverted to the length of the

sentences in SDQ. At the same time, the percentage of subordinate clauses increased in

Comp. This means that Phara’s fluency increased first in THQ only to decrease in Comp.

At the same time, the syntactic complexity, represented by the percentage of subordinate

clauses, increased in Comp. Like in other participants’ case, it is possible that the

decrease in fluency, i.e. the mere production of fewer words, may have helped Phara

better control her language production and consequently make fewer errors.
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Phara: Salient facts and findings
� Overall accuracy increased from Time 1 to Time 2.
� Overall accuracy increased from the timed to the untimed condition within Time 1.
� The most frequent errors were lexical.
� The most frequent lexical errors were with articles, nouns, and prepositions.
� The most frequent morphological errors were with plural and possessive

morphemes.
� The most frequent syntactic errors were with N-V agreement.
� The factors associated with most of the errors found were: L1 interference, a

form’s functional complexity, phonological contexts, and syntactic
complexity.

� Fluency increased from SDQ to THQ but dropped in Comp.
� Complexity increased in Comp, and so did accuracy.
� Awareness: Phara misidentified her main problem as being English morphology.
� Age: Although she started studying English at 5 years of age, Phara recorded the

lowest accuracy of the 11 NNSs in this group.
� Exposure: Phara has very limited interaction with NSs.
� Length of residence: Phara has been in the U.S. for the shortest period of time

among the NNSs in this corpus. She came from her country when she
began the Ph.D. program.

� Motivation/Attitude: Phara is not motivated to remain in the U.S. to continue her
career. Her belief is that learning in general, including language learning,
is done through individual study from books and dictionaries.

� Teaching methods: Phara was exposed to teaching by NNSs who used the
Grammar Translation and Audiolingual methods.

� Experience teaching English: None.
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Lee

Survey and interview summary

Lee is a Chinese female in her early thirties who earned a BA in English at a

major university in China and an MA in applied linguistics from a university in Canada.

Prior to being admitted to SLAT, she obtained very high scores on the TOEFL (660),

GRE (600 in the verbal section), and TWE (4.5). She started learning English at the age

of 11 in a classroom context in China, attending language classes for about five hours

every week. Her teachers were mostly NNSs of English who practiced the Grammar

Translation method.

At the university level, a few NSs of English were in charge of conversation

courses, but the other English courses continued to be taught by Chinese professors. At

27, Lee went to Canada to enroll in an intensive English program, and then she began her

MA. While in Canada, her English education took a strong communicative turn, and her

interaction with NSs outside of class reached two to three hours per day.

Lee taught English at her university in China before coming to America. Her

teaching assignments included advanced English courses for university juniors, where

they studied reading, listening, and integrated skills in English. Lee implemented the

Grammar Translation method in her courses but blended it with Communicative

Language Teaching. She also taught an SLA course in China, and Chinese and English

Composition for American and international students in the U.S.

When asked to evaluate her linguistic strengths and weaknesses, Lee marked

morphology, syntax, lexicon, and discourse organization as presently not difficult for her
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as an academic writer, though she indicated that discourse organization had been a

problem when she was a beginning writer. Lee rated herself “as good as a native” in

academic listening and reading, and as “near-native” in non-academic reading and

listening, academic speaking, and non-academic and academic writing. She rated her

non-academic speaking as “excellent but still foreign.”

In her interview, Lee expressed more concern about the rhetorical organization of

her texts than other linguistic features. She pointed out that, when given the opportunity

to edit, she can find the errors that she might make due to interference from Chinese

(especially omitting morphological markers).

Writing sample analysis

Time one: The qualifying exams

Total error frequency relative to total word count in Lee’s SDQ and THQ was

around 3%. This figure is reported for the sake of providing an overall impression of the

(in)frequency of errors in her work, but it is not to be taken as an exact measure because,

as previously explained, syntactic error frequency is best measured when using C-unit or

sentence counts rather than word counts. Lee’s lexical errors were clearly more frequent

than other types of errors in both SDQ and THQ. The difference between lexical error

frequency, on the one hand, and morphological and syntactic error frequency, on the

other hand, is noticeable. However, there was an increase of 0.09% in lexical error

frequency in THQ compared to SDQ. Morphological errors were more frequent than

syntactic errors in SDQ, but in THQ these two types of errors were equally frequent.
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SDQ THQ

Error
types Error

count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

total
error
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

C-unit
count

Lexical 93 1.78% 54.39% 14.67 46 1.87% 74.19% 15.86

Morphological 51 0.97% 29.82% 8.04 8 0.32% 12.90% 2.76

Syntactic 27 N/A 15.79% 4.26 8 N/A 12.90% 2.76

Total error count 171 62

Word count 5231 2462

C-unit count 634 290

Table 28: Lee’s lexical, morphological, and syntactic errors in SDQ and
THQ

Lexical errors

Lexical error
count

Lexical error
frequency per

lexical error count

Lexical error
frequency per

word count

Lexical error
frequency per C-

unit count

Lexical
error
types

SDQ THQ SDQ THQ SDQ THQ SDQ THQ

Articles 64 41 68.82% 89.13% 1.22% 1.67% 10.09 14.14

Verbs 11 1 11.83% 2.17% 0.21% 0.04% 1.74 0.34

Prepositions 9 1 9.68% 2.17% 0.17% 0.04% 1.42 0.34

Nouns 5 1 5.38% 2.17% 0.10% 0.04% 0.79 0.34

Adverbs 5 1 5.38% 2.17% 0.10% 0.04% 0.79 0.34

Conjunctions 3 0 3.23% 0.00% 0.06% 0.00% 0.47 0.00

Adjectives 2 0 2.15% 0.00% 0.04% 0.00% 0.32 0.00

Pronouns 1 1 1.08% 2.17% 0.02% 0.04% 0.16 0.34

Total lexical
error count

93 46

Total error
count

171 63

Word count 5231 2462

C-unit count 634 290

Table 29: Lee’s Lexical Errors in SDQ and THQ
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The hierarchy of lexical errors in Lee’s SDQ and THQ is presented in Table 29.

In the following sections, article-, verb-, and preposition-related errors will be discussed

in more detail. They are the three parts of speech that occurred with a frequency greater

than 10%, which is the percentage where a natural break occurs in Lee’s data within the

lexical error category.

• Articles

As shown in the table above, articles were the most problematic lexical items for

Lee. They lead the lexical error category very clearly, and they take a surprising path in

THQ, where article-related errors increase despite the more relaxed conditions of THQ

compared to SDQ.

In SDQ, indefinite articles seem to have been more problematic for Lee than

definite articles. The dominant error with both definite and indefinite articles was

omission from obligatory contexts. The second most frequent type of error with definite

articles involved insertion where the zero article was expected, whereas with indefinite

articles underuse by omission or substitution was definitely the trend.

SDQ

Definite and
indefinite

article usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 91 85.04% 418 88.00% 509 87.45%

Omitted 11 10.28% 37 7.78% 48 8.24%

Substituted 0 0.00% 4 0.84% 4 0.68%

Incorrectly
inserted

1 0.93% 16 3.36% 17 2.92%

Total 107 475 582

Table 30: Lee’s Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in SDQ
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In THQ, the percentage of correct definite and indefinite articles decreased

compared to SDQ. Article omission was clearly the dominant type of article error.

Insertion was second, and it was more frequent with indefinite articles than with definite

articles.

THQ

Definite and
indefinite

article usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 30 83.33% 143 80.79% 173 81.22%

Omitted 4 11.11% 30 16.94% 34 15.96%

Substituted 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

2 5.55% 4 2.25% 6 2.81%

Total 36 177 213

Table 31: Lee’s Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in THQ

Zero article usage was, relatively speaking, more accurate than definite and

indefinite article usage, and since definite and indefinite article omission was a more

frequent error type, zero article overuse (substitution/insertion) was the main zero-article-

related error.

SDQ THQ SDQ+THQ
Zero article

usage Number of
zero articles

Percentage
of zero
articles

Number
of zero
articles

Percentag
e of zero
articles

Number
of zero
articles

Percentage
of zero
articles

Correct 1000 93.89% 461 92.20% 1461 93.35%
Omitted 17 1.59% 6 1.20% 23 1.46%

Substituted/
Incorrectly
inserted*

48 4.50% 33 6.60% 81 5.17%

Total 1065 500 1565

Table 32: Lee’s Zero Article Usage in SDQ and THQ
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• Verbs

Lexical errors with verbs amounted to 11.83% of all lexical errors in SDQ and

2.17% in THQ. In the context of the word count, they represent a mere 0.21% and 0.04%

respectively. Even so, a small drop can be seen from SDQ to THQ. All but two of the

errors in this case were lexical choice errors per se and did not involve idiomatic uses or

V + P or V + Adv combinations. This indicates that at the time she wrote the SDQ, Lee

was in the process of acquiring the meanings of certain verbs such as: invoke (used

instead of prompted), promote (instead of encourage), and attribute (used instead of

contribute). Light verbs such as get, make, and put were used instead of be and happen.

Phonetic similarities may have played a role in the substitution of pronounce with

announce, and of contribute with attribute. The first substitution affected a quoted

formulaic speech act (I announce you man and wife instead of I pronounce you man and

wife), while another error was a made-up phrasal verb intended to mean diverge

(…speakers make their language away from that of their interlocutor).

• Prepositions

SDQ THQ

Preposition usage Number
of

prepositions

Percentage
of

prepositions

Number
of

prepositions

Percentage
of

prepositions

Correct 660 98.50% 335 99.70%

Omitted 1 0.14% 0 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

2 0.29% 0 0.00%

Substituted 7 1.04% 1 0.29%

Total 670 336

Table 33: Lee’s Preposition Usage in SDQ and THQ
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Preposition usage was excellent in SDQ and got even better in THQ. Substitution was the

highest preposition error type and the only one present in THQ.

• Qualitative analysis of Lee’s preposition errors in SDQ

Most of the preposition substitutions in Lee’s SDQ occurred with PPs embedded

in larger NPs and, with the exception of provide feedback to instead of provide feedback

about, they do not seem to be induced by the presence of a certain V, as we will see in

Mao’s case, for instance. Three errors were substitutions of in with of.

70. … there are two kinds of processing: one is grammatical encoding,

which leads to the lemma (meaning and syntactic information of the

mental lexicon).

71. … the storage of [the] mental lexicon is based on the supposition that

the bilingual has equal proficiency in L1 and L2.

72. … the issue of ethnicity of testing is also considered.

73. So ease of L1 production doesn’t hold water for the case.

74. The purpose is not to judge the learning process, or to provide

feedback to instruction or language learning process.

75. This is an indicator to their future study, also, this is an indicator to the

instructor…

76. The relevance of this hypothesis to SLA is whether language learners

could achieve native-like competence if they start learning L2 after

puberty, and whether they access to UG.
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77. As for balanced bilinguals, their mental lexicon might be separate to a

greater extent than <FOR> imbalanced bilinguals.

The preposition substitutions point to lexico-semantic explanations, seeming to be

caused by a non-native or incomplete understanding of concepts such as space or

possession and related vocabulary (especially when such relationships overlap, as in

syntactic information of the mental lexicon, where the information is stored in the lexicon

and therefore belongs to the lexicon). The insertion appears to be the result of combining

the structural co-occurrences of access as a V with those of the N and of the phrase to

have access. This is also of a lexical nature. The omission in Example 77 causes the

sentence to lack parallelism and is thus of a syntactic and discoursal nature.

• Qualitative analysis of Lee’s preposition errors in THQ

The substitution of to in the example below also shows that Lee has not

automatized the use of to with the phrase make reference to.

78. … make necessary reference of linguistic structure outside English…

Morphological errors

Morphological errors were extremely rare in Lee’s SDQ and THQ. The most

significant morphological error involved omissions of the plural morpheme. As a general

impression, it is notable that nominal morphology was essentially the only morphological

issue that Lee had, and even that was rare.
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SDQ THQ

Error
types

Morpho-
logical
error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

word
count

Morpholo-
gical error
frequency

per
total
error
count

Morpholo-
gical error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Morpho-
logical
error
count

Morpholo-
gical error
frequency

per
word
count

Morpho
-logical
error

frequen-
cy per
total
error
count

Morpho
-logical
error

frequen-
cy
per

C-unit
count

Morphological 51 0.97% 29.82% 8.04 8 0.32% 12.90% 2.76

Total
error count

171 62

Word count 5231 2462

C-unit count 634 290

Table 34: Lee’s Morphological Error Frequencies in SDQ and THQ

In SDQ, there was only one instance where the plural marker was overused on an

N that is not usually used in the plural in English: evidence. Of the other 47 errors,

several are more notable, as they may be the result of more than just simple oversight or

L1 interference. The word concept was used repeatedly in the singular in contexts where

the plural form was expected, and so was test. These nouns share a phonetic environment,

namely the fact that they end in /t/. In addition, both of these and the word strategy were

used several times in their most general sense, indicating that Lee’s understanding of the

role of plural forms in relation to definiteness and generality is something that she had

not fully acquired by the time of SDQ.

The plural marker was a type of morphological error that was present in THQ as

well, although to a very small extent. Of the seven errors involving the plural marker, one

consisted of overusing it when referring to passive voices, a phrase not usually

encountered in the specialty literature. The other six errors included omissions of the

plural marker in the phrase grammatical judgment where it was supposed to be plural
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SDQ

Morphological
error types

Mor-
pholo-
gical
error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Morpholo
gical
error

frequency
per

morpho-
logical
error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per word

count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Plural 45 26.32% 91.84% 0.86% 7.10

Derivational 3 1.17% 4.08% 0.04% 0.32Nominal

Possessive 2 1.75% 6.12% 0.06% 0.47

Adjectival Derivational 1 0.58% 2.04% 0.02% 0.16

Total
morphological

error count
51 28.65% 100.00% 0.94% 7.73

Total error count 171

C-unit count 634

Word count 5231

Table 35: Lee’s Morphological Errors in SDQ

(multiple grammatical judgments were required of a group of subjects in an experiment),

and from the word instruction where the writer was actually describing the instructions

given to a group of participants in a study. In addition to the possibility of interference

from Chinese, we see here that Lee might have trouble making a distinction between

singular and plural forms of the same root where each form may be associated with a

different meaning. The use of a plural form in contexts where a noun is intended in its

general meaning, tied to the concept of definiteness, was a problem for Lee in a couple of

other situations (make reference to structure in English; correlation study differ from

experimental study). The same mechanism might be involved in the omission of the

plural marker from the formulaic phrase in some cases.
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THQ

Morphological
error types

Mor-
pholo-
gical
error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

morpho-
logical
error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per word

count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Plural 7 11.29% 87.50% 0.28% 2.41
Nominal

Possessive 1 1.61% 12.50% 0.04% 0.34

Total
morphological

error count
8 12.90% 100.00% 0.32% 2.76

Total error count 62

C-unit count 290

Word count 2462

Table 36: Lee’s Morphological Errors in THQ

Given the low frequency of other morphological errors in SDQ and their disappearance

from THQ, the discussion will not cover other morphological errors.

Syntactic errors

SDQ THQ

Error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Syntactic 27 15.79% 4.26 8 12.90% 2.76

Error count 171 62

Word count 5231 2462

C-unit count 634 290

Table 37: Lee’s Syntactic Error Frequencies in SDQ and THQ
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Although already low, the frequency of syntactic errors decreased in THQ

compared to SDQ, pointing once again to the benefits for Lee of more time to self-

monitor and edit her writing.

SDQ

Syntactic error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per syntactic
error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Word/constituent order 9 5.26% 33.33% 1.42

Anaphora 6 3.51% 22.22% 0.95

Agreement 4 2.34% 14.81% 0.63

Tense sequence 5 2.92% 18.52% 0.79

Copula or multi-word
constituent redundancy

1 0.58% 3.70% 0.16

Pro drop 1 0.58% 3.70% 0.16

Fragments 1 0.58% 3.70% 0.16

Total syntactic error count 27

Total error count 171

C-unit count 634

Table 38: Lee’s Syntactic Errors in SDQ

Among syntactic errors in SDQ, the ones that occurred with a frequency of 14%

(where a natural break can be found in the data) or greater are: word/constituent order,

anaphora, tense sequence, and agreement. These will be analyzed below.

• Word/constituent order errors in SDQ

Four of the 9 errors in this category involved topicalization, which does not come

as a surprising word-order choice from a native speaker of Chinese, given that Chinese is

topic-focused in its syntax. Some examples of topicalization from Lee’s SDQs are:

79. So for balanced bilinguals, their mental lexicon might be separate…
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80. For intermediate and advanced level language learners, they might

have already possessed proper linguistic competence…

Three other sentences featured word order that is typical of interrogative clauses

embedded within affirmative clauses, as shown below:

81. It tells us how should we learn and how well we have learned.

82. … instructors should teach students how is certain function and act

achieved by different linguistic forms, how is the speech act performed by

native speakers…

One error was related to relative clause placement, with the relative clause modifying the

closest NP instead of the higher NP that it was meant to modify.

83. The term is proposed by Selinker (1972), which refers to language

learners’ innate system of knowledge which is independent of both the

native language norm and the target language norm.

In another example, a word that could have been omitted, due to the parallel structure of

the sentence, was repeated awkwardly:

84. It is based on discoursal level of instruction and tests the students’ real

ability to use the language, not testing what they know about the language.

Lastly, the example below could have been formulated in another order:

85. While L2 is not so active and doesn’t need so much suppression to

inactivate it, consequently, it doesn’t need so much effort to reactivate L2.
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• Anaphoric errors in SDQ

Four of the six anaphora-related errors were instances where Lee seems to have

lost track of the antecedent over two or more sentence boundaries. Two errors consisted

of disagreements between a plural antecedent realized by an N and a singular pronominal

anaphor, as in the example below:

86. Discrete-point tests are usually based on the structural level instruction

and this test focuses on isolated language feature.

• Tense sequence errors in SDQ

The tense sequence issues in Lee’s SDQ involve violations of certain expectations

that the use of an overt temporal adverb creates in terms of verb tense (such as, for a

present tense in the presence of now, or other associations illustrated in the examples

below).

87. Recently, the issue of ethnicity of testing is also considered.

Many words that were used in the past were no longer used now.

Another context that features tense sequence errors is in summaries of studies that

occurred in the past and are being narrated by Lee.

88. … that concept is involved when subjects translated words from L1 to

L2.

89. … showed more features of Chinese when they talked with the

interlocutor who is Chinese.
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• SV agreement errors in SDQ

Three of the four SV agreement problems were situations where the V agreed

with the closest NP rather than the subject NP and, in one case, with the individual

singular NP members of a multiple subject:

90. … the time for both tasks were similar

91. … syntactic cues language learners get from native speakers in the

process of “scaffolding” helps learners

92. … instructors should teach students how is certain function and act

achieved by different linguistic forms…

The fourth error was in the example below:

93. … deals with whether the speakers has authority or not

The syntactic errors in Lee’s writing can be linked to the following factors: L1

interference (word order), demands on working memory (some agreement and anaphoric

relationships), and an imperfect understanding of larger scope relationships between parts

of the sentence (as seen in agreement established with the closest rather than the

governing constituent, and verb-adverb desynchronization).

• Syntactic errors in THQ

The decrease of syntactic errors in THQ, both as types and as tokens, is

remarkable.

THQ
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Syntactic error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic error
frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per syntactic
error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Anaphora 6 9.68% 75.00% 2.07

Word/constituent order 1 1.61% 12.50% 0.34

Tense sequence 1 1.61% 12.50% 0.34

Total syntactic errors 8 12.90% 100.00% 2.76

Total number of errors 62

C-unit count 290

Table 39: Lee’s Syntactic Errors in THQ

It is rather telling that anaphora-related errors survived and emerged as the most

frequent in THQ. More than other types of errors encountered in Lee’s work, anaphoric

relations affect larger chunks of discourse. This may be why, despite the extra time that

came with THQ (which seems to have helped with other types of errors), Lee still lost

track of some anaphoric relationships. In four cases, this caused her to use a singular

pronominal anaphor as a co-referent of a plural N antecedent, and in another two, it may

have caused anaphoric relationships to be vague.

The only word order violation was the topicalization below:

94. For high-proficiency learners, they should know the correct

grammatical formation of passive voice.

Looking back to SDQ and THQ, we can conclude that the more relaxed

conditions surrounding THQ did not make a crucial difference in helping Lee perform

better on a lexical level, as the frequency of lexical errors increased in THQ. However,

having more time for THQ helped her on the morphological and syntactic level. Lexical

knowledge may be more susceptible to errors because there is a larger number of lexical
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items with different semantic meanings and properties than there are syntactic and

morphological rules with the same characteristics. In addition to the role of extra time

and the issues related to stress on working memory, another factor that may be related to

the errors analyzed above is interference from Chinese as an L1 (for article use, plural

morphology, and word order). This may hinder Lee’s mastery of concepts such as

definiteness/indefiniteness (generality) and countability, both related to article and plural

marker use; and temporal, spatial, and possessive-possessor relations and the way they

become transparent through the use of specific tenses and prepositions. In the lexical

domain, certain words were incompletely acquired. Phonetic features such as rhyming or

consonantal codas that could be confused with the plural marker (/s/, /ks/, /t/) also seem

to have played a role in lexical and morphological errors.

Time two: The comprehensive exams

Lexical errors were the most frequent in Lee’s Comp, followed by morphological

and then syntactic errors, with the latter being extremely rare.

Comp

Error types Error
count

Error
frequency
per word

count

Error
frequency
per total

error count

Error
frequency
per C-unit

count

Lexical 71 0.48% 56.35% 4.19

Morphological 46 0.31% 36.51% 2.84

Syntactic 9 N/A 7.14% 0.53

Total error count 126

Word count 14716

C-unit count 1691

Table 40: Lee’s Lexical, Morphological, and Syntactic Errors in Comp
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Lexical errors

Comp

Lexical
error
types

Lexical
error
count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

lexical
error count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Lexical
error

frequency
per word

count

Lexical
error

frequency
per C-unit

count

Articles 52 73.24% 41.27% 0.35% 3.08

Prepositions 11 15.49% 8.73% 0.07% 0.65

Nouns 2 2.82% 1.59% 0.01% 0.12

Adverbs 2 2.82% 1.59% 0.01% 0.12

Verbs 2 2.82% 1.59% 0.01% 0.12

Pronouns 1 1.41% 0.79% 0.01% 0.06

Conjunctions 1 1.41% 0.79% 0.01% 0.06

Total lexical error
count

71

Total error count 126

Word count 14716

C-unit count 1691

Table 41: Lee’s Lexical Errors in Comp

Articles and prepositions were the lexical items that challenged Lee the most,

with articles again appearing the most frequently, as we have seen in Lee’s SDQ and

THQ, as well as in other participants’ data.

• Articles

Article omission was the main type of article-related error Lee made, and within

this category, the omission of definite articles was more frequent than that of indefinite

articles.
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Comp

Definite and
indefinite article

usage

Number
of

indefinite
articles

Percentage
of

indefinite
articles

Number
of

definite
articles

Percentage
of

definite
articles

Number of
definite

and
indefinite
articles

Percentage
of

definite
and indefinite

articles

Correct 247 96.48% 734 94.46% 981 94.96%

Omitted 9 3.51% 40 5.14% 49 4.74%

Substituted 0 0.00% 3 0.38% 3 0.29%

Incorrectly
inserted

0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Total 256 777 1033

Table 42: Lee’s Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Comp

Lee’s zero article usage is impressively accurate.

Comp
Zero article

usage
Number of

zero articles
Percentage of
zero articles

Correct 2965 99.89%
Omitted 3 0.10%

Substituted/
Incorrectly
inserted*

0 0.00%

Total 2968

Table 43: Lee’s Zero Article Usage in Comp

• Prepositions

Comp
Preposition

usage
Number of

prepositions
Percentage of
prepositions

Correct 1808 99.39%

Omitted 2 0.10%

Incorrectly inserted 1 0.05%

Substituted 8 0.43%

Total 1819

Table 44: Lee’s Preposition Usage in Comp
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The degree to which Lee used prepositions in her Comp approaches perfection.

Among the few errors, preposition substitutions are more frequent than omissions or

insertions.

Preposition substitutions were present in the following contexts:

- after Ns

95. … the focus on the interface of language, gesture and thought on the

individual speaker ignores the influence of the social-interactional

context…

96. … the participants of the study…

- in a formulaic expression

97. … in respect of …

- with a phrasal verb (causing an amusing change in meaning)

98. … [emphasis would] fall for the verb…

- in V+NP+PP and V+Adj+PP strings

99. Zhang (1995) criticizes the over-optimism of using this L1 writing

technique into L2 classes.

100. The situation got worse at the different communicative styles

101. … was uncertain to the correct answer.

The two preposition omissions co-occurred with reporting verbs:

102. … [the authors] report <ABOUT> Cultura…

103. … [the authors] complain <ABOUT> such activities …
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The preposition insertion occurred in a context where a verb that usually occurs

with the supplied preposition is used instead as an adjective:

104. … the requested for explanation…

No one particular structure seems to be strongly associated with preposition

errors in Lee’s Comp, although we can see that substitutions of in for of continued to

occur since the time of the SDQ.

Morphological errors

The most problematic morphological aspect in Lee’s Comp was the plural

morpheme.

Comp

Morphological
errors types

Morpho-
logical
error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per total

error
count

Morpholo-
gical error
frequency

per
morpholo-
gical error

count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per word

count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

C-unit count

Plural 31 24.60% 67.39% 0.21% 1.83
Nominal

Possessive 8 6.35% 17.39% 0.05% 0.47

Tense 2 1.59% 4.35% 0.01% 0.12

Aspect 2 1.59% 4.35% 0.01% 0.12Verbal

Derivational 2 1.59% 4.35% 0.01% 0.12

Other Adverbial 1 0.79% 2.17% 0.01% 0.06

Total morphological
error count

46 36.51% 100.00% 0.31% 2.72

Total error count 126

C-unit count 1691

Word count 14716

Table 45: Lee’s Morphological Errors in Comp

While in most cases the plural marker was omitted, there are a few instances in

which it was overused. For instance, Lee used the word evidences a couple of times (as
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she did in SDQ, as well), on the word writings used in the sense of papers, and she

modified a formulaic expression by adding the plural marker erroneously (on personal

grounds). When the plural marker was omitted, it was omitted from words ending in /ks/

(sex), /t/ (test), /kst/ (context), /s/ (exercise and hypothesis). It seems that the omission of

the plural marker is related to phonological contexts that make a singular N sound like a

plural form. Another feature related to errors involving plural morphology is Lee’s

imperfect understanding of the role of plurals in conveying generality/indefiniteness,

countability, and, in one case, idiomaticity.

Syntactic errors

Anaphoric and tense sequence errors, also present in Lee’s SDQ and THQ, were

much more infrequent in Comp.

Comp

Syntactic
error types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit count

Anaphora 4 3.17% 44.44% 0.24

Tense sequence 3 2.38% 33.33% 0.18

Copula/multi-word constituent
omission

1 0.79% 11.11% 0.06

Head of clause omission 1 0.79% 11.11% 0.06

Syntactic error types 9 7.14% 100.00% 0.53

Total error count 126

C-unit count 1691

Table 46: Lee’s Syntactic Errors in Comp
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Two anaphoric references were remote, in two cases there was disagreement

between the antecedent and the anaphor, and in one case an anaphor was omitted

although syntactically required:

105. This contrast indicates that age could influence the pragmatic transfer

process of adult language learners more prominently than <THAT OF>

young learners.

The sequence of tenses was violated in the presence of the adverbs recently and

until, normally associated with the use of the present perfect.

106. The topic is not studied until recently.

Lee’s errors in Comp can be associated with the same factors identified for SDQ

and THQ: interference from L1; continuing lexical acquisition and fine-tuning;

continuing refinement of conceptual relationships between time frames, possession,

definiteness/indefiniteness and the lexical, syntactic, and morphological level; syntactic

distance; and phonetic similarities. However, the degree to which these operated is much

weaker in Comp.

Conclusions: Comparative analysis of SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Comparatively speaking, Lee’s performance in Comp was unequivocally better

than in SDQ and THQ, but it is not necessarily true that she consistently improved from

SDQ to THQ. In fact, the frequency of her lexical errors increased slightly in THQ

compared with SDQ. Fortunately, however, it also dropped visibly in Comp. There was

also a change in the hierarchical arrangement of the different error types: although lexical

errors remained the most frequent type of errors, while in SDQ morphological errors
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were second, in THQ lexical errors were as frequent as syntactic errors, and in Comp

they were less frequent.

Error type frequency
per word count

Error type frequency
per C-unit countError

types
SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Lexical 1.78% 1.87% 0.48% 14.67 15.86 4.19

Syntactic N/A N/A N/A 4.26 2.76 2.84

Morphological 0.97% 0.32% 0.31% 8.04 2.76 0.53

Table 47: Frequencies of Lexical, Syntactic, and Morphological Errors in
Lee’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

The increase in C-units (therefore in syntactic complexity) in Comp makes the

calculations based on C-unit count more visibly highlight the drop in error frequency

since SDQ and THQ.

Lexical errors

Error frequency per word count Error frequency per C-unit countLexical
error
types

SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Articles 1.22% 1.67% 0.35% 10.09 14.14 3.08

Prepositions 0.17% 0.04% 0.07% 1.42 0.34 0.65

Verbs 0.21% 0.04% 0.01% 1.74 0.34 0.12

Pronouns 0.02% 0.04% 0.01% 0.16 0.34 0.06

Nouns 0.10% 0.04% 0.01% 0.79 0.34 0.12

Conjunctions 0.06% 0.00% 0.01% 0.47 0.00 0.06

Adverbs 0.10% 0.04% 0.01% 0.79 0.34 0.12

Adjectives 0.04% 0.00% 0.00% 0.32 0.00 0.00

Table 48: Lexical Error Frequencies in Lee’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Articles and prepositions were the parts of speech at the core of most lexical

errors in Lee’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp. Article-related errors actually increased in THQ

before dropping in Comp, and preposition errors increased in Comp compared to THQ
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while remaining below the level of preposition errors in SDQ. Although these

fluctuations are small, what we can conclude is that these are parts of speech whose usage

Lee continued to refine over the time span between SDQ, THQ and Comp, without

always benefiting from having more time to write her THQ. The general picture we can

extract from the table below is one of extremely high accuracy and occasional slips

concentrated mostly in the direction of articles and prepositions.

• Articles

After a drop in accuracy from SDQ to THQ – more prominent for definite articles

than indefinite articles – article usage in general improved in Lee’s Comp, showing that

the two years between SDQ/THQ and Comp helped her improve her mastery of English

articles. In as far as article usage is concerned, Lee does not seem to have particularly

benefited from the extra time she had to write THQ. It is possible that she may be an

individual who can access her knowledge faster and more accurately when she has to

think quickly, like in SDQ. THQ is the exam where indefinite article insertion and

definite and indefinite article omission peaked, despite the less stressful conditions.

Indefinite
articles

Definite
articles

Definite and
indefinite

article
error
types SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Correct 85.04% 83.33% 96.48% 88.00% 80.79% 94.46%

Omitted 10.28% 11.11% 3.51% 7.78% 16.94% 5.14%

Substituted 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.84% 0.00% 0.38%

Incorrectly
inserted

0.93% 5.55% 0.00% 3.36% 2.25% 0.00%

Table 49: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Lee’s SDQ, THQ, and
Comp
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Article omission was definitely the most frequent article error, especially with

definite articles in THQ. Article insertion is an error type that disappeared completely in

Comp. As this is a more serious and more non-native-like kind of error than substitution

or omission, its disappearance emphasizes the progress Lee made towards accurate,

native-like article use.

In the time span between SDQ/THQ and Comp, Lee’s mastery of zero article

usage improved to the point of perfection.

Table 50: Zero Definite Article Usage in Lee’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

• Prepositions

Preposition usage, with its much higher accuracy rate than article usage,

underwent a different pattern, improving in THQ and going down slightly in Comp. This

pattern attests to Lee’s preposition system still being under construction.

Prepositions SDQ THQ Comp
Correct 98.50% 99.70% 99.39%
Omitted 0.14% 0.00% 0.10%

Incorrectly
inserted

0.29% 0.00% 0.05%

Substituted 1.04% 0.29% 0.43%
Table 51: Preposition Usage in Lee’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

The root of Lee’s rare preposition problems seems to be in the lexicon, where she

apparently has not assigned all the correct English meanings and usages to a handful of

Zero
article
error
types

SDQ THQ Comp

Correct 93.89% 92.20% 99.89%

Omitted 1.59% 1.20% 0.10%

Substituted/
Incorrectly inserted

4.50% 6.60% 0.00%
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prepositions such as of, in, and about. These prepositions may be intertwined with certain

formulaic or idiomatic expressions, but given the rarity of preposition errors in Lee’s

work, no one pattern emerges as strongly related to the errors that were found.

Syntactic errors

The gradual increase in mean sentence length and mean clause length (although

the latter increased somewhat less) is evidence of Lee’s progressing fluency. In terms of

syntactic complexity from SDQ to THQ, we see a steady increase in average number of

clauses per sentence, but a decrease in percentage of subordinate clauses, followed by a

small increase in Comp.

SDQ THQ Comp
Clauses per

sentence
2.51 2.87 2.91

Percentage of
subordinate

clauses
39.43% 32.06% 33.70%

Mean length of
sentence

20.75
words

24.37
words

25.32
words

Mean length of
clause

8.25
words

8.48
words

8.70
words

Table 52: Fluency and Complexity in Lee’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

While it is encouraging that there is a correlation between the decrease in

subordination and the decrease in error frequency, reliance on subordination rather than

coordination at this level is desirable.

With the exception of word/constituent order and anaphora, errors in the other

categories in Table 53 seem rather occasional. There was a decrease in the number of

types of errors from seven in SDQ to three in THQ and to four in Comp. The percentages

associated with the frequency of syntactic errors are generally low, suggesting the

possibility of at least some of the occurrences being simple accidents.
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Error frequency per C-unit
count

Syntactic
error
types

SDQ THQ Comp

Word/constituent order 1.42 0.34 0.00

Anaphora 0.63 2.07 0.24

Tense sequence 0.79 0.34 0.18

Agreement 0.95 0.00 0.00

Fragments 0.16 0.00 0.00

Pro drop 0.16 0.00 0.00

Copula or multi-word
constituent redundancy

0.16 0.00 0.00

Copula or multi-word
constituent omission

0.00 0.00 0.06

Head of clause omission 0.00 0.00 0.06

Table 53: Syntactic Errors in Lee’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Some linguistic factors associated with the syntactic errors identified in Lee’s

papers include interference from Chinese as an L1 (with word order), and syntactic

distance and the potential strain it poses on working memory (with anaphora). A third

factor is the concept of time and its syntactic consequences, not only referring to a certain

time frame and maintaining consistent references to it in one’s discourse, but also, on a

more local, sentential plane, the consequences that certain adverbial choices have on the

syntax of a sentence (as related to tense/aspect sequence).

Morphological errors

Morphological errors almost disappeared from Lee’s THQ, only for some of them

to reappear – if perhaps accidentally – in her Comp. The erroneous use of the plural

marker was the most consistently represented, followed by possessive marker errors. The
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latter partially reinforces Lee’s issues with the plural marker, since the possessive ‘ or ‘s

was sometimes omitted from a plural noun.

Error frequency per
word count

Error frequency per
C-unit countMorphological

error types
SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Plural 0.86% 0.28% 0.21% 7.10 2.41 1.83

Possessive 0.06% 0.04% 0.05% 0.47 0.34 0.47Nominal

Derivational 0.04% 0.00% 0.00% 0.32 0.00 0.00

Tense 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00 0.00 0.12

Aspect 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00 0.00 0.12Verbal

Derivational 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00 0.00 0.12

Adverbial Derivational -ly 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00 0.00 0.06

Adjectival -al 0.02% 0.00% 0.00% 0.16 0.00 0.00
Other

Uninflected article 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00 0.00 0.00

Table 54: Morphological Error Frequencies in Lee’s SDQ, THQ, and
Comp

In general, Lee’s errors in SDQ, THQ, and Comp can be associated with the

following factors: interference from L1; continuing lexical acquisition and fine-tuning;

continuing refinement of conceptual relationships between time frames, possession,

definiteness/indefiniteness and countability, on the one hand, and the relationships

between lexical, syntactic, and morphological levels, on the other hand; syntactic

distance; and phonetic similarities. The fact that Lee’s performance in the lexical and

morphological realm improved markedly from SDQ and THQ to Comp shows that, for

her, having more time to learn and use the English language was a decisive factor. On the

syntactic level, Lee performed better in THQ and Comp than SDQ, seeming to benefit

from having more time in the take home exams, but essentially stagnated or even

regressed somewhat in Comp compared to THQ. Relying on coordination/parataxis
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rather than subordination/hypotaxis helped her control syntactic structures better in Comp

and gave her prose a boost in readability, though at the expense of complexity.

Lee: Salient facts and findings
� Overall accuracy increased from Time 1 to Time 2.
� Overall accuracy increased from the timed to the untimed condition within Time 1.
� The most frequent errors were lexical.
� The most frequent lexical errors were with articles, verbs, and prepositions.
� The most frequent morphological errors were with the plural morpheme.
� The most frequent syntactic errors were with word/constituent order and anaphora.
� The factors associated with most of the errors found were: L1 interference, a

form’s functional complexity, phonological contexts, and syntactic
complexity.

� Fluency increased from SDQ to THQ and stagnated in Comp.
� Complexity decreased in THQ and stagnated in Comp.
� Awareness: Lee identified the same linguistic problems revealed by the analysis.
� Age: Lee began studying English at 12 years of age.
� Exposure: Lee interacts with NSs more than Phara, in classes she takes and

teaches.
� Length of residence: Three years before SDQ/THQ.
� Motivation/Attitude: Lee plans to become a professor in the U.S.
� Teaching methods: Lee was exposed to teaching by NNSs who used the Grammar

Translation and Audiolingual methods.
� Experience teaching English: Lee has taught English in China and the U.S.
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Mao

Survey summary

Mao is a Chinese female currently in her early 50s. She started learning English in

school in China when she was nine years old. She progressed from taking weekly English

language courses to majoring in English at a Chinese university, where all courses were

conducted in English. During her schooling, Mao was exposed to a variety of language

teaching methods ranging from a version of Grammar Translation that she characterized

as “relaxed” to Audiolingualism, Communicative Language Teaching, and situational-

functional approaches. According to Mao, her teachers, who were mostly Chinese, used

an eclectic combination of pedagogical approaches and focused on integrating skills

rather than on developing one skill at a time. Her university professors were also

primarily Chinese, with the exception of a few NSs of English who conducted

conversation practice.

After getting her B.A. in English from a Chinese university, Mao earned a

Masters’ degree in English in Great Britain, and then another Master’s in ESL and a

Ph.D. in Applied Linguistics from an American university. She is currently a tenured

faculty member in linguistics at a prestigious university in the United States. Prior to

moving to Great Britain in 1989, Mao had spent seven months in the U.S. in an exchange

program for teachers of English. In 1990, she obtained a score of 620 on the verbal

section of the GRE. Since graduating with a Ph.D. in 1998, she has been living in the

U.S. without interruption. Overall, Mao has been living in an English speaking country
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for 17 years. She was 34 when she first arrived in an English-speaking country (Great

Britain) and at 36, moved to the U.S.

Mao’s teaching experience began in China in the early 1980s, where she taught

university level English language courses in the four skills, using the Communicative

Language Teaching approach. Beginning in the early 1990s, she began teaching Chinese,

linguistics, and freshman composition courses to American and international university

students in the U.S. She has always used the target language in the courses she has

taught, relying on lectures, discussions, and group work.

When asked to rate her own proficiency in several linguistic areas (academic and

non-academic speaking, writing, listening, and reading) on a continuum ranging from

poor to as good as a native (near-native?), Mao indicated that she considers herself near-

native in all areas. When considering all skills, the areas that she still perceives as

difficult are morphology and syntax, but the most challenging aspect of academic writing

is lexical choice. While she could not remember which linguistic area was difficult when

she was a beginning learner, Mao identified lexicon as the area that has always been

difficult for her as a writer.

Writing sample analysis

Time one: The qualifying exams

Mao’s qualifying exams, taken at the beginning of the second semester in the

Ph.D. Program in Second Language Acquisition and Teaching, convey a clear picture.

The hierarchical arrangement of error types she made in both exams is the same: most of

the errors are lexical, with syntactic errors in second place, and morphological in third.
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This is evident first of all in the raw error count, but also in the percentages based on the

total word count for each type of exam. Thus, most of the lexical, syntactic, and

morphological features in Mao’s writing were correct in both the three two-hour sit-down

exams and in the take-home critical review completed over a week. This can be observed

by simply placing the number of errors in the context of the overall word count. In the sit-

down exams (SDQ), 2.14% of all the words used were lexically or morphologically

erroneous, while in the take-home exam (THQ) the amount of lexically or

morphologically incorrect words was 1.57%.

SDQ THQ

Error
types Error

count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

total
error
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

C-unit
count

Lexical 61 1.33 % 42.65 % 10.01 41 1.32 % 66.12 % 10.53

Syntactic 45 N/A 31.46 % 7.38 13 N/A 20.96 % 3.34

Morphological 37 0.81 % 25.87 % 6.07 8 0.25 % 12.90 % 2.05

Total error
count

143 62

Word count 4554 3092

C-unit count 609 389

Table 55: Lexical, Syntactic, and Morphological Error Frequencies in
Mao’s SDQ and THQ

The frequency of the syntactic errors, however, cannot be calculated based on the

word count, because syntactic relationships affect more than one word at a time – as in

subject-verb (SV) agreement relations – and can even cross clause or sentence

boundaries, as in the case of anaphora. Instead, the frequency of the syntactic errors is

calculated based on the number of clauses, or C-units, identified in the texts (as explained
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in Chapter Three: Research Questions and Design). When calculated like this, the

hierarchy of the different error frequencies remains the same (Table 55). This way of

looking at error frequencies also begins to give us an idea of how many clauses in Mao’s

writing contained the respective type of errors: 23.47% of all clauses in SDQ contained

some kind of error, and 15.93% in THQ contained one or more errors. There is an

improvement in THQ, as shown most clearly by the increase in error-free C-units. The

improvement can be attributed to Mao having more time to monitor and edit THQ. The

frequency of lexical errors was essentially the same in SDQ and THQ, and the frequency

of morphological errors relative to total word count decreased almost imperceptibly in

THQ. Not only were lexical errors the dominant type of error in both types of exams, but

they also increased in THQ as the syntactic and morphological errors subsided.

A detailed analysis will reveal the error types that were found in both SDQ and

THQ. Those error types present in both kinds of exams are linguistic aspects that Mao

had not fully acquired by the time of the Q. The sections below provide a detailed

analysis of the errors found in Mao’s writing by category.

Lexical errors

The hierarchical distribution of lexical errors in Mao’s SDQ and THQ is

presented in the table below. Among all of Mao’s lexical errors, article choice was the

most problematic in both SDQ and THQ. Prepositions were the second most difficult

forms, but there were half as many preposition errors as article errors. With the exception

of these two parts of speech, all others followed different patterns in the two exam types.
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Lexical error
count

Error
frequency per

lexical error count

Error
frequency per

word count

Error
frequency per
C-unit count

Lexical
error
types

SDQ THQ SDQ THQ SDQ THQ SDQ THQ

Articles 32 17 52.45% 41.46% 0.70% 0.55% 5.25 4.37

Prepositions 14 9 22.95% 20.95% 0.31% 0.29% 2.30 2.31

Verbs 5 1 8.19% 2.43% 0.11% 0.03% 0.82 0.26

Pronouns 4 0 8.19% 0.00% 0.09% 0.00% 0.66 0.00

Nouns 2 6 3.27% 14.63% 0.04% 0.19% 0.33 1.54

Conjunctions 2 2 3.27% 4.87% 0.04% 0.06% 0.33 0.51

Adverbs 1 2 1.63% 4.87% 0.02% 0.06% 0.16 0.51

Adjectives 1 4 1.63% 9.75% 0.02% 0.13% 0.16 1.03

Total lexical
error count

61 41

Total error
count

143 62

Word count 4554 3092

C-unit count 609 389

Table 56: Lexical Errors in Mao’s SDQ and THQ

While some (such as verbs and pronouns) were more problematic in SDQ, others

– namely, nouns and adjectives – rose in the hierarchy in THQ. This may be because Mao

may have focused on forms that she knew to be difficult for her (articles and

prepositions) while neglecting others that seemed to be less problematic (nouns,

occasional adjectives, adverbs, and verbs). More time to complete the take-home exam

under less stressful conditions may have made it possible for Mao to edit more but also to

take more risks in areas such as noun, adjective, adverb, and verb choice. In the following

sections, the discussion and analysis will address only the errors that occurred with a

frequency greater than or equal to 8% in a certain category per exam type. The 8% mark

represents a natural break in Mao’s inventory of lexical errors, so it emerges as an

acceptable cutoff.
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• Articles

Articles were the most problematic forms in all of Mao’s qualifying exams. In

SDQ there were more instances of article omission where an article would have been

expected and no instances of overuse by inappropriate insertion or substitution.

Moreover, definite articles were omitted more often than indefinite articles.

SDQ

Definite and
indefinite

article usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 105 92.10 % 170 88.08 % 275 89.57 %

Omitted 9 7.89 % 23 11.91 % 32 10.42 %

Substituted 0 0.00 % 0 0.00 % 0 0.00 %

Incorrectly
inserted

0 0.00 % 0 0.00 % 0 0.00 %

Total 114 193 307

Table 57: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Mao’s SDQ

In THQ, article omission remained the dominant problem. There was a decrease

in the percentage of definite and indefinite articles omitted compared to SDQ, and most

of the errors occurred in the area of definite articles. The table below illustrates this

situation.

That article omission was the dominant type of article error in both exam types is

not surprising, since Chinese, Mao’s L1, lacks an article system. The opportunity to edit

and revise offered through the take-home exam correlates with a lower percentage of

article errors. The Figure below also illustrates the increase in percentage of definite and

indefinite articles used correctly in the take-home exam compared with the sit-down

exams.
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THQ

Definite and
indefinite

article usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 86 96.62 % 280 95.23 % 366 95.56 %

Omitted 3 3.37 % 8 2.72 % 11 2.87 %

Substituted* 0 0.00 % 1 0.34 % 1 0.26 %

Incorrectly
inserted**

0 0.00 % 5 1.70 % 5 1.30 %

Total 89 294 383

Table 58: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Mao’s THQ
*A definite article used instead of a demonstrative determiner is
considered substitution.
**Five instances of definite articles used instead of the zero article are
considered incorrect insertions of the definite article.

Zero article errors are included in the definite and indefinite article error counts

reported above. Implicitly, the sum of definite and indefinite article omission instances

represents the number of times the zero article was overused, and some of the instances

of definite or indefinite article overuse are also instances of zero article

underuse/omission. The number of instances in which the zero article was

underused/omitted was determined by reviewing the original context using MonoConc.

Due to the overlap between the different types of article misuse, zero article overuse and

underuse errors have not been added to the total article or lexical errors, as this would

have meant counting some errors twice. The table below was created to provide a picture

of Mao’s usage of the zero article. Naturally, since definite and indefinite article omission

was a more frequent error than overuse, as mentioned in the paragraphs above, it follows

that zero article overuse was a more prevalent error than zero article omission.

SDQ THQ SDQ+THQ
Zero article

usage Number of
zero articles

Percentage
of zero

Number
of zero

Percentag
e of zero

Number
of zero

Percentage
of zero
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articles articles articles articles articles
Correct 808 96.19 % 318 95.78 % 1126 96.07 %
Omitted 0 0.00 % 3 0.90 % 3 0.25 %

Substituted/
Incorrectly

inserted
32 3.80 % 11 3.31 % 43 3.66 %

Total 840 332 1172

Table 59: Zero Article Usage in Mao’s SDQ and THQ

• Prepositions

Mao’s preposition usage was almost always correct, but more so in SDQ than in

THQ.

SDQ THQ
Preposition usage Number of

prepositions
Percentage of
prepositions

Number of
prepositions

Percentage of
prepositions

Correct 509 97.32% 383 94.33%

Omitted 7 1.33 % 10 2.46 %

Incorrectly
inserted

5 0.95 % 4 0.98 %

Substituted 2 0.38 % 9 2.21 %

Total 523 406

Table 60: Preposition Usage in Mao’s SDQ and THQ

The types of errors involving prepositions entailed the omission of a preposition

where one should have been used, the use of a preposition where no preposition was

expected, or the use of a preposition in another preposition’s place. (Examples are

provided in the qualitative analysis section.) As illustrated in the table, preposition

overuse by insertion occurred just as frequently in SDQ and THQ. In THQ, there were

more P omissions and substitutions than in SDQ. The opportunity to plan her discourse

does not seem to have helped Mao control her preposition usage very tightly. As the

mean length of clauses (MLC) was essentially the same in Mao’s SDQ and THQ (7.47

and 7.94, respectively), and the amount of subordinate clauses actually decreased in
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THQ, it seems that syntactic complexity cannot provide an explanation for the increase of

P errors in THQ.

• Qualitative analysis of Mao’s preposition errors in SDQ

The preposition errors in Mao’s SDQ occur in several clear linguistic

environments. First of all, four preposition insertions and one substitution seem to be

related to a verb (V) that the preposition (P) usually occurs with. In Examples 107-110,

the prepositions inserted inappropriately all occur with the verbs that seem to trigger their

insertion but with other meanings (as in Example 112) or in other syntactic environments

(in the remaining examples). Talk to, relate to, base(d) on, utilize with, point to are all

verb-preposition (V-P) combinations held together by strong lexical ties. In Mao’s

advanced grammar, these strong ties sometimes overshadow other semantic or syntactic

criteria, resulting in preposition overuse.

107. Therefore, when we define competence, we need to take into

consideration factors such as with whom we are talking to…

108. Exercises are to be meaningful, and much room is left to the students

to choose the kind of things they can relate to their own lifes to in

interaction.

109. … comprehension-based on approach …

110. … communicative competence directly points to a direction of

cultural and social knowledge in our field.

111. For me, L1 is a tool with which we can utilize in SLA…
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A subcategory of the type of P errors associated with Vs includes those that occur

in a BE/linking verb + Adj + P phrase, as in Examples 112 and 113:

112. Learners not aware <OF> or used to the conventions would be much

disadvantaged.

113. … things they are not confident about yet…

In Example 112, a syntactic aspect, namely the presence of two coordinated

adjectives and the deletion of the understood copula may also play a role in the omission

of the preposition of.

Similarly, in Examples 114-17, sentence length permitting additional

subordination, coordination, and implicitly a longer distance (therefore more syntactic

boundaries) between V and P, causes Mao to overuse the P (in Examples 114) or to omit

it (as in Example 115).

114. … the justification was that as long as it was communication, it

would help. May be it will, but not always, not to everyone …

115. … there is more danger for NSs to consider him/her to be a native or

<OF> near native proficiency…

Finally, in SDQ, one P error seems to be caused by an incomplete understanding

of the semantic meaning of the P (see Example 116), and one appears purely a

typographical error, given Mao’s general proficiency, though it can also be analyzed as a

violation of a N-P(P) syntactic relation (see Example 117).
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116. It is designed in such a way that an advanced student would not have

to take items about the beginning or intermediate level if he/she gets the

first two items right.

117. … the role <OF> instruction ...

• Qualitative analysis of Mao’s preposition errors in THQ

In THQ, one preposition omission occurred in a context in which the V

experiment required the use of the preposition with.

118. … that is what VanPatten and Cadierno are experimenting <WITH>

in this study

Two preposition substitutions occurred in a BE+Adj+P combination.

119. … syntactically simplified input is considered to be more proper to

beginners.

120. … the authors are now showing agreement to Krashen's comments…

In fact, in Example 120 the presence of the ditransitive V show and Mao’s

knowledge of its use with the P to wins over the requirements of the presence of the N

agreement and its association with the P with.

In Example 121, other syntactic constraints interact with V-P use. The P for is

used instead of to, but to reappears in an unnecessary constituent in the sentence (to each

of them), as if triggered by the late selection of the V assign.

121. There were three treatment groups: no instruction, processing

instruction and traditional instruction for which two classes were

randomly assigned to each of them.
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Example 16 fits in the linking V + Adj + P subcategory, with additional

coordination interfering with the selection of the P:

122. Reading the study, I felt excited and inspired about the topic …

In the same sentence, the V-P relationship wins over the N-P tie between direction and in

because of the distance between the related constituents.

123. Reading the study, I felt excited and inspired about the topic and the

direction the study seems to indicate about our field.

Another N-P tie is broken in the context of syntactic coordination in Example

124, and the use of of with the N score instead of the also frequent score on illustrates the

competition between possible N-P uses where N is the same and P can vary.

124. According to the authors, the question of how grammar should be

taught has been overlooked in the research in spite of the discussion on the

need <FOR> and the subject of explicit instruction within the model …

125. … their performance could be worse just because their score of the

task on interpretation consisted of listening comprehension as well.

Lastly, the P omission in Example 126 occurs in the syntactic context of a coordinated

phrase:

126. How do we know performance in two tasks is enough but not <IN>

three or four?

When a P was substituted or inserted by Mao, V-P ties seemed to be the primary

cause either overshadowing other relationships the P may have been involved in or

overshadowing other uses of the same V with another P. Lack of awareness about V-P
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co-occurrence was not a powerful cause of P misuse. The second strongest possible cause

contributing to P misuse, sometimes simultaneous with pressure from an existing V, is

the syntactic context, and more specifically, multiple coordination blocking the

relationships between the P and the element governing its selection (N or V).

• Verbs

Five lexical errors that involved verb usage, amounting to 8.19% of all the lexical

errors in Mao’s SDQ. These errors consisted of:

- 1 V + particle overuse by insertion, which resulted in a change in

semantic meaning by saying that an information gap activity could be to

find out the person rather than to find the person who was born in the

same month;

- 1 V + preposition overuse by substitution in a definition of caretaker

speech as a term describing the kind of talk given to a baby or a child by

his/her caretaker rather than talk used with a baby or a child;

- 1 V redundancy (be able instead of one’s ability to be able);

- 1 insertion of an adjectival past participle in a phrase that can be

considered a set phrase in linguistic jargon, which Mao turned from the

Communicative Approach into the communicative oriented approach.

- 1 infinitive particle omission (…encourage learners <TO> retain their

L1).
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In THQ, there was a single instance in which a verb was substituted for another

that would have been semantically correct in the sentence (subjects were eliminated to

80). This error was the equivalent of 2.43% of all the lexical errors in THQ.

Given that the percentage of lexical errors per total word count in SDQ and THQ

was essentially the same (1.33% and 1.32% respectively), we can see a decrease in V

choice errors, indicating that the opportunity to plan and edit helped Mao achieve more

accuracy in V choice. With one exception, the errors in SDQ gravitated towards overuse

by substitution, insertion, or redundancy. Another pattern that emerges from these errors

is one of usage of V + P, V + adverbial particle, or V + infinite particle, which matches

three of the five errors encountered in SDQ.

Verb forms and structures SDQ THQ

V + P 80 46

Idiomatic/Phrasal V + P 7 2

V + Adv 5 0

to + infinite V 101 51

Adjectival past participle 5 6

Verbs - Total 880 616
Table 61: Verb Usage in Mao’s SDQ and THQ

It is rather remarkable that of all the verb forms used in SDQ (880) and in THQ

(616), a mere number of six verbs total were incorrect. However, based on the low

number of V + P, V + Adv, and adjectival past participle forms, it may also be the case

that Mao is avoiding certain forms that she may feel uncertain about. Considering that

phrasal verbs are a low frequency feature of academic writing (Biber et al., 2002;

Hunston & Francis, 2000), Mao is meeting academic writing requirements.
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Considered alongside the preposition errors discussed in the previous section, in

which the verbs appeared to control preposition misuse, the errors in this category also

suggest that certain V + X (where X can be a P, adverb, or infinite particle) combinations

can be acquired as chunks and misused as such when they should be modified (the more

frequent situation in Mao’s writing), whereas some combinations may not be acquired

even at an advanced stage.

• Pronouns

In SDQ, two of the four pronoun (Pro) errors which amounted to 8.19% of the

lexical errors total and 0.99% of the 402 pronouns used, were misuses of the possessive

pronoun their in the phrases their evidence presented – where their is replacing the

definite article – and to suppress bilinguals’ their L1, where the possessive determiner is

inappropriately inserted. Both instances are, therefore, overuses. The other two errors are

also overuses by substitution but of a negative and an indefinite pronoun (in Examples

127 and 128).

127. One example is to find out the person who was born in the same

month with you (students might find out none in the class share the same

month of birth eventually).

128. We are not interested in their particular strengths concerning separate

skills if we are trying to decide [whether] some somebody is qualified for

school admission or jobs.

As there were no Pro errors in THQ, where 187 pronouns were used, this area

also displays some improvement when more time was available for writing.
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• Nouns

There were more noun (N) choice errors in THQ – precisely six errors accounting

for 14.63% of the lexical errors in THQ and 0.0001% of the total of 1219 nouns – than in

SDQ, where there were two errors equal to 3.27% of the lexical errors in SDQ and 0.24%

of the total number of nouns (822). The decrease in N errors in THQ is not a new pattern;

it is the same as the behavior seen so far with articles, prepositions, and pronouns. In

SDQ, both N errors were substitutions. In Example 129, the error is part of a set phrase

common in linguistic jargon, and the set phrase modified speech is used despite the

obligation to modify it in the new context:

129. It [caretaker speech] is [a] modified speech of the usual adult way of

talking.

130. … they might be given discrete point points …

In THQ, there were four instances of N substitution, one of redundancy, and one

NP omission. This inventory makes N overuse the dominant type of N error. The misuse

of instruction and performance seems to be related to issues of countability, point may be

substituted for score because of their association within the same semantic field, and

length may be used without the clarifying NP of time due to an incomplete understanding

of the various meanings of length in relation to time and space concepts. Finally, in

Example 136, two alternative but mutually exclusive phrases conclude the sentence,

indicating some possible confusion about the appropriate syntactic choices available in

the situation.

131. Two packets of instruction were constructed
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132. … it might be simplistic to interpret success in one performance as

failure in acquiring new language.

133. If failure in one performance suggests failure, does success in two

warrant acquisition of the new language?

134. Since the authors assigned a full point of 2 to each production task, it

seems that they were aware of the complexity of this task

135. … interpretation and production--require the same length for

development and are of equal value.

136. … contributed to the result of their low score

• Adjectives

The adjective that was incorrectly used in SDQ, constituting 1.63% of the lexical

errors in that exam, was much instead of many in the company of a series of plural Ns:

137. A[dio]L[ingual]M[ethod] involves much drills, pattern practice and

mechanic exercises to enhance L2 habit formation.

Among the 336 adjectives used in SDQ, this error represents 0.29%. Based on this

adjective substitution, it can be hypothesized that many is a lexical item whose properties

have not been fully acquired. In particular, it reflects that the necessity to use many with

plural Ns and much with singular Ns is not fully understood. This error is due to

interference from Chinese, in which the distinction between countable and uncountable

nouns does not exist, therefore different words for much and many do not exist either, just

as plural inflections do not exist.
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In THQ, there were three adjective substitutions and one repetition, and all five

errors amount to 9.75% of the number of lexical errors and 2.5% of the 194 adjectives.

Together with the one error in SDQ, these are all instances of overuse. In THQ,

favorable, unfavorable, and proper were used in place of other adjectives that would

have been more appropriate in the respective contexts.

138. As these subjects had no training, and only little training in this kind

of test, their performance would certainly be less favorable compared with

the instructional group.

139. I think the composition of the score might also have contributed to

the comparatively unfavorable score of the traditional group.

140. … input is considered to be more proper to beginners.

Whereas proper may be used instead of appropriate because Chinese uses a

single equivalent for both and Mao seems to be transferring information from her L1, the

explanation for the use of (un)favorable can be related to Mao’s cultural background, due

to which (un)favorable may be a more elegant, less threatening choice than words such as

better or worse.

The remaining error was the repetition of such in a sentence in which such as was

also used. This error is interesting because it indicates that the formulaic chunk such as is

used as a unitary item and resists separation into components, but at the same time such is

also a lexical item that Mao is able to use on its own. Mao has knowledge of both such

and such as, but she hasn’t refined her understanding of the ways that the

compositionality of such as can be modified.
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141. Otherwise, why do we make such important distinctions such as

comprehension based vs. production based approach?

Proper, favorable, and unfavorable do not appear in THQ except in the errors

analyzed above. It is possible that Mao had simply not acquired the standard meaning of

these words by the time she had to take THQ. In SDQ, proper was used once in a context

about language use in social contexts. This context rendered the use of proper acceptable,

but it is notable that this is only because in that context proper would have been

interchangeable with appropriate. The words favorable and unfavorable did not occur

anywhere else in SDQ.

Such and such as were correctly used in other instances: such in six instances in

SDQ and another six in THQ, and such as in 12 instances in SDQ, 10 of which were in

the pedagogy SDQ. The only attempt to use such as in THQ was the one that resulted in

an error. Therefore, it appears that the incorrect usage may be attributed to a momentary

attention deficit combined with a more complex syntactic environment. The error

occurred in the only sentence where such and as were separated by another phrase.

Based on the nature of the lexical errors analyzed so far, several factors can be

identified as playing a role in Mao’s performance using the English lexicon: transfer,

especially in the case of article and adjective usage; either lack of awareness or

exaggerated awareness of collocating parts of speech, affecting V-P usage; inexact

understanding of the semantic meaning of some lexical items, especially with nouns and

adjectives; and syntactic distance between related lexical items. The stressful conditions

of SDQ, depriving Mao of the opportunity to edit thoroughly and placing more pressure
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on her working memory, allowed the factors listed above to trigger more errors in SDQ

than in THQ.

Syntactic errors

The frequency of the syntactic errors was lower in Mao’s THQ than in SDQ. The

number of C-units containing syntactic errors decreased from 7.38% in SDQ to 3.34% in

THQ, and the number of C-units containing syntactic, morphological, or lexical errors

decreased from 23.48% to 15.93%. The accuracy of Mao’s writing clearly improved in

THQ.

SDQ THQ

Error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per C-unit

count

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit count

Syntactic 45 31.46 % 7.38 13 20.96 % 3.34

Total error count 143 62

C-unit count 609 389

Table 62: Syntactic Error Frequencies in Mao’s SDQ and THQ

The mean length of the C-units (MLC) was essentially the same in Mao’s SDQ

and THQ (7.47 and 7.94 words per clause, respectively). Subordinate clauses made up

approximately 40% of the clauses in SDQ and about 36% of the clauses in THQ. The

slight decrease in subordination in THQ compared to SDQ is rather puzzling, since one

would expect the text written under less stress to contain more syntactically complex

sentences. However, the decrease is very slight, as previously noted, and it is quite

possibly a change towards increased readability. Given the higher density of errors in

SDQ, decreasing the syntactic complexity of the sentences in SDQ becomes related to the

decrease in error frequency. This, in turn, improves the overall readability and impression
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of general accuracy of the text. Less syntactic complexity, in this case, turns out to be a

good thing.

In SDQ, agreement-, anaphora-, and word/constituent order-related errors

dominated the category, in decreasing order.

SDQ

Syntactic
error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

syntactic
error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Agreement 13 9.09% 28.89% 2.13

Anaphora 12 8.39% 26.67% 1.97

Word/constituent order 11 7.69% 24.44% 1.81

Copula or multi-word constituent
omission

4 2.80% 8.89% 0.66

Copula or multi-word constituent
redundancy

3 2.10% 6.67% 0.49

Fragments 2 1.40% 4.44% 0.33

Total syntactic
error count

45 31.47% 100.00% 7.39

Total error count 143

C-unit count 609

Table 63: Syntactic Errors in Mao’s SDQ

A natural break occurred in error frequency, separating these three types of

syntactic errors from other types of errors, so only these three will be analyzed

qualitatively.

• Anaphoric errors in SDQ

The subtypes of anaphora-related errors in Mao’s SDQ are the following:

- 7 remote antecedents

- 3 antecedent-anaphor agreement

- 1 incorrect antecedent
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- 1 vague antecedent

Overall, the above errors can be attributed to the time constraints surrounding SDQ,

given that each of the three exams SDQ consisted of had to be completed in two hours.

These errors, where the main problem seems to be that Mao loses track of an antecedent

over several syntactic boundaries, attest to the limitations of working memory in online

linguistic processing. Some of the errors, however, can also be explained by interference

from Mao’s L1. She may have made some of the other errors in this category because she

is a speaker of Chinese, which is a null-subject, genderless, and numberless language.

Some examples of problematic anaphoric references include:

142. Of course, communication is most important in SLA not forms. But it

is still not to be neglected for mistakes can result in miscommunication.

In Example 36 above, it is meant to refer back to forms, which is the closest NP and is in

the plural, but the anaphor is singular.

143. So, if interlocutors from one culture judged people from other

cultures, using his/her judgment, messages might be interpreted differently

and it might cause miscommunication.

Another agreement problem appears in the example above with the singular

his/her referring to the plural interlocutors, and then with the vague it, which does not

have an explicit co-referent in the sentence or even in the paragraph, though it can be

understood to mean the situation.
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144. For our field of SLA, studies like that provides us with different

perspectives on our behavior and it will enrich our knowledge as well as

our awareness of cultural difference.

In Example 144, the lack of agreement between the subject studies and the verb provides

is the first to highlight a possible problem in mastering English plural morphology as a

form and as a concept, at least some of the time. The singular it, coindexed with studies,

builds on the same issue. There is a chance, of course, that Mao is conceiving of the word

that as an antecedent, in which case she is creating the agreement relationship with the

closest constituent.

When errors are as infrequent and heterogeneous as in Mao’s writing, it is

impossible to decide categorically what the exact cause of a certain type of error is. In as

far as anaphora is concerned, Mao’s errors could be caused by processing pressures, by

L1 interference, or by simply being in a stage of her SLA process in which she

understands anaphors as being bound by the closest N or equivalent constituent.

• Agreement errors in SDQ

Six of the thirteen SV agreement errors in SDQ involved the use of an

uninflected/plural V with a singular N, and the remaining seven involved the use of

singular V with a plural N. From this point of view, it seems that the agreement errors in

Mao’s SDQ did not cluster in any particular direction. From the point of view of other

syntactic relationships present in the context of the error, several elements seem to co-

occur (and interfere) with the agreement relationship.

a) which/that
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In four instances where the agreement was mediated by a relative pronoun such as

which or that, the V did not agree with the plural N it was supposed to agree with. In yet

another instance, the governing N turns out to be uncountable (knowledge) but seems to

be understood by Mao as intrinsically plural, which causes the V to agree with it as if the

N were plural.

145. Norm referenced test--a test that is scored and interpreted with

reference to scores of other students or other groups of students which is

given as a norm.

146. …FL Tests on paper which consists of mostly Multiple Choice

questions or grammar items.

147. …it is possible to include a few items that is discrete-point…

148. there were many explanations given by the natives which is valid,

informative and rich.

149. …cultural knowledge that go along with the use of language.

In Example 150, although that is used in its demonstrative capacity instead of as a

relative pronoun , it seems that the mere fact that the form is the same is enough to spoil

the agreement.

150. …studies like that provides us with different perspectives on our

behavior…

In five of the six examples above, one hypothesis that holds is that Mao takes the

closest constituent into account when deciding how to form agreement. Since that and

which as relative pronouns do not inflect for number, but at the same time bare no
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semblance to a plural form, it makes sense that, based on the hypothesis above, the V

immediately following would be made to agree with a singular N(P). The presence of an

abstract uncountable N breaks this pattern once.

Overall, Mao used 21 relative clauses introduced by that and 26 relative clauses

introduced by which. Of these, only three that-clauses (14.28%) and three what-clauses

(11.53%) contained agreement errors.

b) Existential there appears in the vicinity of three agreement errors:

151. …there are social as well cultural knowledge…

152. …there was different conversational cues…

153. …there were miscommunication from time to time.

Naturally, the V in these examples is BE. It fails to agree with an abstract N (knowledge)

that is separated from the there + BE structure by an adjective phrase (in Example 152),

with a regular countable N (cues) similarly distanced from there + BE, and another N that

may be used both as a countable and as an uncountable N (communication), this time

situated next to there + BE. In this situation, it seems that the factors that matter are N

countability and the presence of other constituents between there + BE and the N

involved in the agreement relationship.

Existential there appeared in 23 sentences in SDQ and only three (13.04%) were

associated with agreement errors.

c) Other patterns

The remaining five agreement errors are not associated with a particular word, but

the same pattern of agreement with the closest N(P), even when two Ns are coordinated
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within that NP, occurs again. The Ns difference and evidence stand out because they both

end in /s/, which appears to induce Mao to treat some Ns as plural forms. At the same

time, both of these Ns are abstract. In Example 154, the subject slot in the coordinated

clause is covert, and in Example 157, the subject is a quoted sentence.

154. L2 learners do not have UG but has a surrogate…

155. …structural difference in L1 and L2 result in learning difficulties…

156. Their evidence presented are learners’ errors…

157. “Avoid using students’ native language” very much sound like what

this perspective is arguing.

158. The UG theory recognize a role for L1 in SLA.

In the case of result, sound, and recognize, it is possible to view the absence of

the inflection –s on the V as a morphological problem, especially because Mao is a native

speaker of Chinese and such problems have long been documented and attributed mostly

to L1 interference. The truth, however, is that it is impossible to place these examples in

one or the other error category with certainty. However, counting these particular three

errors as morphological would not change the error hierarchies significantly.

To conclude this section with an attempted explanation, Mao’s agreement errors

are primarily due to the prevalence of the closest N(P) and the countability or

abstractness of the N(P).

• Word/constituent order errors in SDQ

There were 11 errors affecting the order of the words or larger in Mao’s SDQ.

Three of them were topicalizations such as the one in Example 159.
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159. For individuals, the acquisition of another language gives them an

advantage in education and life generally speaking.

This syntactic structure does not come as a surprise from a native speaker of Chinese

because Chinese is a topic-focus language.

Two other sentences contained misplaced relative clauses whose meaning

becomes ambiguous because of the position they occupy in the sentence.

160. Saville-Troike’s study on ethnographic communication covers a wide

range of phenomena related to language and society in which she provides

us with a variety of examples to show how language variation exists in

different societies and why.

161. It refers to learning tasks or activities that require students to

exchange/ask for information from each other/teacher/other sources that

they do not know before.

In two other instances, Mao preferred to use a periphrastic formulation instead of

compounding as a native speaker would (see Examples 162 and 164). The problematic

part of speech in both examples is the adverb.

161. …language testing used to focus on only the knowledge of

language…

162. …she might go over some news clippings about news recently to get

familiar with the context…

A failed attempt to compound may have caused the structure:

163. …it is real seeking information…
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The word order typical of an interrogatory sentence is preserved in Example 164:

164. …it might be stored in long-term memory as procedural knowledge

such as how many states are there in the U.S.

Finally, a structure such the one below is difficult to repair. Fortunately, it is not routinely

found in Mao’s SDQ or THQ.

165. For example, not knowing the convention of interviews and job

hunting, the applicant in the interview said honestly that he was actually

looking for many jobs at the same time which would mean he was not

eagerly <INTERESTED> in this one for others when asked why he was

interested.

The other types of syntactic errors listed in the table at the top of this subsection

will not be analyzed qualitatively because of their rare occurrence.

Six of the 13 syntactic errors in Mao’s THQ were word or constituent order

errors. Five of them involved the placement of an adverb (four of the five) or adverbial

phrase. The Other three errors were SV agreement problems, two involving anaphoric

references, and two involving the presence of unnecessary constituents. As for the

syntactic accuracy of Mao’s writing, it is remarkable that only 3.34% of all the clausal

units in THQ contained errors, leaving the overwhelming majority of the clauses without

error.

The table below reproduces this breakdown together with the frequencies of the

named errors:

THQ
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Syntactic
error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per syntactic
error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per C-unit

count

Word/constituent order 6 9.68% 46.15% 1.54

Agreement 3 4.84% 23.08% 0.77

Anaphora 2 3.23% 15.38% 0.51

Copula or multi-word
constituent redundancy

2 3.23% 15.38% 0.51

Total syntactic error count 13 20.97% 100.00% 3.34

Total error count 62

C-unit count 389

Table 64: Syntactic Errors in Mao’s THQ

• Word order errors in THQ

Several syntactic errors in Mao’s THQ were related to the position of an adverb or

adverbial phrase in a sentence. In Example 166, although the place adverbial is placed

correctly at the end of the sentence, it is preceded by such a long quotation, that the

adverbial ends up being stranded from the verb it modifies in the main clause (examined).

This renders the sentence difficult to process. Had the adverbial been placed before the

main clause, or, better yet, had it been omitted, the sentence’s intelligibility would have

increased. In this case, therefore, because the adverb is placed in a grammatically correct

slot, it cannot really be argued that Mao does not know where to place an adverb in an

English sentence. Rather, it seems that the problem is one of how long the distance

between the modified part and its modifier can be.

166. With the purpose of examining the relationship between the nature of

explicit instruction and its effect on SLA, Bill VanPatten and Teresa

Cadierno examined the possible effects of "two different types of
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instruction on the developing knowledge system of the L2 learner:

instruction as the manipulation of output and instruction as structured or

focused input processing" in this study.

However, Example 167 brings up the question of whether Mao really masters

English adverb placement rules. In this example, the emphasizer simply is placed after the

main verb rather than between the modal auxiliary and the verb, as the rules prescribe.

Similarly, the conjunct then from Example 168 has been moved from its prescribed

position as first in the transposed main clause to last, and in Example 169 a combination

of two adjacent adverbs precedes the verb rather than follows it. The latter instance was

counted as two errors because two adverbs were involved, creating the opportunity for

the writer to place one or both of them correctly or not.

167. I agree that traditional instruction has many problems and we should

not return simply to the old method.

168. Lastly, if not instruction, what can the effects be attributed to then?

169. It is for the very reason that production in second language

development probably takes longer and also possibly is more difficult for

many learners that it has been advocated by many professionals in the

field to allow more time for learners to actually produce language.

Admittedly, adverb placement rules in English are complex. Mao demonstrates a

very good understanding of such rules by misplacing only four of the 126 total adverbs

she used in THQ, or 3.17% of all the adverbs, and only one adverbial phrase.
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Outside the realm of adverb placement and ignoring other lexical aspects

discussed in another section of this analysis, the word order error in Example 170

displays preference for a periphrastic formulation rather than compounding (as in

interpretation task).

170. Even if their cognitive language development is the same as the

instructional group, their performance could be worse just because their

score of the task on interpretation consisted of listening comprehension as

well.

• Agreement errors in THQ

Two of the SV disagreements are in contexts that often cause problems to NSs in

general, both in spoken and written English. Many writing guides and style manuals

today include a section on such issues as the correct agreement between a subject NP

including the phrase number of, which connotes plurality, and collective nouns such as

family or committee. In Example 171, Mao used the phrase number of subjects and made

the agreement based on either the plural connotation of number of or the N(P) closest to

the V, which in this case is a plural N. In the next example, the subject is a countable

singular N that Mao treats as a collective noun. Finally, in Example 173, the singular N

evidence is treated as a plural N, possibly because it ends in /s/ like a plural N would. A

similar error involving the word evidence treated as a plural noun exists in SDQ as well.

171. The final number of subjects were eliminated to 80 after pretest and

recurrent absenteeism from posttests.
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172. The design of allocating only 5 items for the production task,

however, greatly changes the whole picture and might have severely

concealed any statistical differences between the two groups if the

traditional group were stronger in this task.

173. It seems to me that the evidence from the study are based on <THE>

performances of the subjects.

The total number of SV agreement relationships can be estimated to be the same

as the number of C-units, since each clause was determined based on the presence of an S

and a V. It is remarkable that there were only three SV agreement errors in Mao’s THQ,

which contained 389 C-units. The frequency of SV errors amounted to a mere 0.77%. On

the other hand, the word evidence occurred only four times. It seems that Mao may have

been avoiding it and that she had not acquired it correctly by the time of her qualifying

exams. Number of and group were also the only instances of their kind, showing that

Mao was very likely confused about using them appropriately from a grammatical point

of view.

• Anaphoric errors in THQ

In addition to the use of a pronominal anaphor whose coreferent occurred five

sentences earlier in THQ, there was also a disagreement between the antecedent tasks and

the anaphor its. There is no obvious cause for this lack of agreement other than perhaps

the distance between the antecedent and the anaphor.

174. In other words, the two tasks do not seem to me to be equal in terms

of its demand on the subjects.
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• Redundant constituents in THQ

The use of a couple of unnecessary phrases such as in Examples 175 and 176

points to lexical explanations. It seems that without using the same version can be used in

a sentence only when there is a lack of understanding about the meaning of the word

alternatively and of the fact that using both is semantically and logically flawed.

175. The different versions A, B, C, and D were all distributed in such a

way that all subjects alternatively took a different version each time

without using the same version.

In the other case, combining the ideas that

a) There were three treatment groups;

and

b) Two classes were randomly assigned to each of them.

backfired when for which was selected instead of in which or and. However, the

redundant constituent is related not only to the improper selection of the subordinating

phrase. It in fact appears to be triggered by the use of the verb assigned towards the end

of the sentence. This verb asserts its power of selection in Mao’s mind and causes her to

use the preposition that the verb usually co-occurs with (to) followed by an obligatory

phrase.

176. There were three treatment groups: no instruction, processing

instruction and traditional instruction for which two classes were

randomly assigned to each of them.
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Because THQ is a text that was written and revised at leisure, the redundant structure in

176 cannot be explained by invoking language processing under pressure.

To recapitulate, the main explanations associated with the syntactic errors found

in SDQ and THQ are: interference from Chinese as an L1, especially as far as agreement

(both in SV and anaphoric relations) and word order (manifested as topicalization and

other word/constituent order) are concerned. Syntactic distance and a tendency to

establish agreement with the closest constituent are also manifest, together with factors of

a lexical nature such as the learner’s understanding of countability, abstractness, and the

grammatical properties of words such as which and existential there. All of these were

more powerful in SDQ than in THQ.

Morphological errors

Morphological errors were highly infrequent in Mao’s SDQ and THQ.

SDQ THQ

Morpholo-
gical

error types

Morpholo-
gical
error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency per
total error

count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

word count

Morpholo-
gical
error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency per
total error

count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

word count
Morphologi

cal
37 25.87 % 0.81 % 8 12.90 % 0.25 %

Total
error count 143 62

Word count 4554 3092

Table 65: Morphological Error Frequencies in Mao’s SDQ and THQ

SDQ
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Morphological
error types

Error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

morpho-
logical
error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per word

count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Plural 18 12.59% 48.65% 0.40% 2.96
Nominal

Possessive 7 4.90% 18.92% 0.15% 1.15

Tense 1 0.70% 2.70% 0.02% 0.16
Verbal

Aspect 5 3.50% 13.51% 0.11% 0.82

Adverbial Derivational -ly 4 2.80% 10.81% 0.09% 0.66

Adjectival -al 1 0.70% 2.70% 0.02% 0.16
Other

Uninflected article 1 0.70% 2.70% 0.02% 0.16

Total
morphological

error count
37

Total error count 143

C-unit count 609

Word count 4554

Table 66: Morphological Errors in Mao’s SDQ

• Plural morphology in SDQ

The majority of the morphological errors in Mao’s SDQ were related to noun

morphology: there were 17 nouns that were intended to be plural nouns but the plural

inflection was dropped, and one noun that should have been plural, but the plural

inflection was replaced with the derivational morpheme -ism (nationals was replaced

with nationalism). Most of these errors seem to be regular omissions of the plural

morpheme –s that can be attributed to transfer from Chinese, which does not mark

plurality by using a similar morpheme. Only three of the errors seem to point to other

causes that may have played a role in the omission of the plural morpheme. Information
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gap and grammaticality judgment are phrases that occur frequently in SLA jargon.

Accustomed to seeing and using them in the singular, Mao may have automatically used

them in the singular here. Hypothesis, on the other hand, as a Greek borrowing, is

atypical in the way it inflects compared to regular English nouns. The fact that it ends in

/(I)s/ may also induce an ESL learner to process it as a plural form.

177. What this approach advocates is that there should be information gap,

interaction, and context.

178. …learners were not able to identify certain features in grammaticality

judgment if these were not inherent in their L1.

179. If students do not have responses to their output, how do they modify

hypothesis and improve L2?

• Possessive morphology in SDQ

The possessive ‘s or ‘ was omitted, redundant, or incorrectly placed in the

following situations:

a) omitted from a plural form:

180. This is a phenomenon which is generally acknowledged by

linguistics as the result of L2ers age for L2 development.

181. The use of students native language has been an issue in SLA and

different theoretical…

182. …participants involved in the interaction would rely on for

interpretation of each others message.

b) reduplicated:
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183. …depending on students’ need, more attention is given to developing

students’s overall language ability

c) redundant: 

184. …he aimed to obtain some insider’s view about silence…

d) omitted from a singular N:

185. …if one’s accent is almost like a native, then there is more danger for

NSs to consider him/her to be a native…

e) omitted on proper N ending in /s/:

186. Hymes theory of communicative competence and ethnography of

speaking seems to me to have made <A> substantial contribution to the

field…

Five of the seven errors involved omissions of the possessive marker and two constituted

misplacements of it. The marker was used correctly in the other 32 occurrences.

• Adverbial –ly in SDQ

In the area of derivational morphology, the ending –ly was omitted from adverbs

modifying adjectives (see Examples 187 and 188) and not omitted from adjectives that

Mao seems to have processed as adverbs (in Examples 189 and 190).

187. …textbooks and materials became more and more communicative

oriented…

188. …highly frequent occurring in daily life…

189. …she might go over some news clippings about news recently to get

familiar with the context…
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190. …might view it either as not completely proficiency in L2…

Other morphological errors in SDQ were even more infrequent and will not be discussed.

Morphological errors in THQ were distributed as shown in Table 67:

THQ

Morphological
error types

Error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

morpho-
logical
error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

word
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Plural 5 8.06% 62.50% 0.16% 1.29
Nominal

Possessive 1 1.61% 12.50% 0.03% 0.26

Verbal Tense 1 1.61% 12.50% 0.03% 0.26

Adverbial Derivational -ly 1 1.61% 12.50% 0.03% 0.26

Total
morphological

error count
8 12.90% 100.00% 0.26% 2.06

Total error
count 62

C-unit count 389

Word count 3092

Table 67: Morphological Errors in Mao’s THQ

• Plural morphology in THQ

The plural morpheme was used unnecessarily, resulting in a meaning change three

times, as in the following example:

191. …it is only based on these performances of the learners that we are

making inferences about their language development…

In two other situations the plural morpheme was omitted.
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• Other errors in THQ

One possessive marker was omitted from a singular noun part of a comparison:

192. …their cognitive language development is the same as the

instructional group…

One regular past tense morpheme was omitted and an adjective was used as an

adverb in THQ.

However, these errors were far too infrequent to justify any attempts to draw a

conclusion based on them. In general, it can be observed that Mao performed better in

THQ, at least from a morphological point of view, but some of the same types of errors

occurred under untimed conditions. The primary explanation for the morphological errors

in SDQ and THQ comes down to interference from Chinese as an L1, which does not use

the morphological markers that Mao had problems with, and working memory problems

in SDQ.

Time two: The comprehensive exams

Mao took the comprehensive exam (Comp) two years after SDQ and THQ.

Comp

Error
types

Error
count

Error
frequency
per word

count

Error
frequency
per total

error count

Error
frequency
per C-unit

count

Lexical 60 0.69 % 50.00 % 5.23

Morphological 36 0.41 % 30.00 % 3.14

Syntactic 24 N/A 20.00 % 2.09

Error count 120

Word count 8595

C-unit count 1146

Table 68: Lexical, Morphological, and Syntactic Error Frequencies in
Mao’s Comp
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Lexical errors were the most frequent, with morphological errors following in second

place and syntactic in third.

Lexical errors

Articles and prepositions were the two most problematic parts of speech for Mao,

although preposition errors were half as frequent as article errors. The remaining types of

errors involved a variety of other parts of speech. As in the previous section, only the

errors occurring with a frequency of 8% or higher will be discussed in detail. In this data

set, just as in the one analyzed above, a natural break in error frequency occurs just below

12%, rendering the chosen cutoff appropriate.

Comp

Lexical
error
types

Lexical
error
count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

lexical
error count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

total
error count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

word count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Articles 30 50.00% 25.00% 0.35% 2.62

Prepositions 13 21.66% 10.83% 0.15% 1.13

Nouns 8 13.33% 6.67% 0.09% 0.70

Verbs 4 6.66% 3.33% 0.05% 0.35

Pronouns 3 5.00% 2.50% 0.03% 0.26

Conjunctions 1 1.66% 0.83% 0.01% 0.09

Adjectives 1 1.66% 0.83% 0.01% 0.09

Total lexical error
count

60

Total error count 120

Word count 8595

C-unit count 1146

Table 69: Lexical Errors in Mao’s Comp
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• Articles

Overall, the frequency of both definite and indefinite articles used correctly in

Comp is very high. The percentage of omitted definite articles is higher than the

percentage of omitted indefinite articles in Comp. Definite article errors were less

frequent than indefinite article errors.

Comp

Definite and
indefinite article

usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and
indefinite
articles

Correct 162 93.64 % 492 96.28 % 654 95.61 %

Omitted 9 5.20 % 18 3.52 % 27 3.94 %

Substituted 2 1.15 % 1 0.19 % 3 0.43 %

Incorrectly inserted 0 0.00 % 0 0.00 % 0 0.00 %

Total 173 511 684

Table 70: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Mao’s Comp

The absence of incorrectly inserted articles in Comp is encouraging. It indicates a

positive progression towards accurate usage and a transition towards more native-like

usage.

Comp
Zero article

usage
Number of

zero articles
Percentage of
zero articles

Correct 1761 98.48 %
Omitted 0 0.00 %

Substituted/
Incorrectly
inserted*

27 1.51 %

Total 1788

Table 71: Zero Article Usage in Mao’s Comp

As far as zero articles are concerned, there were 27 instances in which definite or

indefinite articles were omitted, meaning that the zero article was overused 27 times.
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None of the indefinite or definite article substitution or insertion situations constituted

zero article underuse in Comp.

• Qualitative analysis of preposition errors in Mao’s Comp

P substitution errors were a more frequent error type than P insertion or omission

errors.

Comp
Preposition

usage
Number of

prepositions
Percentage of
prepositions

Correct 223 94.89 %

Omitted 1 0.42 %

Incorrectly inserted 3 1.27 %

Substituted 8 3.40 %

Total 235

Table 72: Preposition Usage in Mao’s Comp

The preposition substitution cases in Mao’s Comp were of the type shown in the

examples below:

193. CA is concerned to undercover<ING> our underlying knowledge…

194. CA is oriented for empirical investigation…

195. The non-Jewish Californians, on the other hand, tended to talk about

events that happened to them but not so much on how they felt about those

events.

196. Transcription of CA emphasizes occurrence of pauses…

197. … the goals for EC are descriptive…

198. … the most common means for communication…

199. Athabaskans have different perception<s> about talk…
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While in the first three examples the P is more obviously related to the accompanying V, in

the last four the preposition follows a N. Compared to SDQ and THQ, the power of

selection possessed by Vs seems to induce fewer errors and to be better balanced by equally

(in)frequent N+P combinations. It is also notable that the errors are not associated with

complicated syntactic relations spilling over clause boundaries, as was the case in SDQ.

The three cases where a P was not incorrectly and unnecessarily inserted are:

200. It brought to researchers<’> and scholars<’> to attention the need not to

use our own perspectives…

201. Tannen's study is based on her previous work of observing and talking

with Greeks…

202. … grants the one with information prestige…

The omission occurred in the following sentence:

203. Stereotypes, in such situations, might easily ensue with Indians being

viewed <AS> sullen or uncooperative.

Among the insertions and one omission, the P in question is associated with a V in

three cases and with a P in the fourth. Overall in the category of errors with P, V-P

associations again seem to be more problematic than other alternatives. Although P errors

were more frequent in Comp, the type of P errors appears to concentrate more clearly

around V-P selection issues and N-P/P-N combinations, and not at all around syntactic

complexity and distance between related constituents.
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• Nouns

N-related lexical errors included a possible typographical error that led to the

employment of a V instead of the appropriate N (where constrain was used instead of

constraint), and the use of talks instead of conversations, indicating the incomplete

understanding of synonymy relationships and semantic meaning overlaps and differences

between partially synonymous terms. Another error occurred in a phrase where the

syntactic structure would dictate the selection of an <-ING> or infinite form: Mao’s

phrasing was the goal of affirmation instead of the goal to affirm or the goal of affirming.

Repetitions such as those seen in Examples 204 to 206 could indicate working memory

insufficiencies, although this is less of a possibility in a take-home exam than in a sit-down.

In Comp, they seem to suggest some stylistic lack of both elegance and semantic variety.

204. To choose among several linguistic choices …

205. The distribution of the use of uchi/soto distribution is found to be in

keeping with the difference in settings…

205. In the following discussion, I will discuss how we might apply EC…

Overall, N-related errors in Comp are rather random but tend to be rooted in

Mao’s still incomplete lexicon, which seems to need further refinement that would help

her avoid tautologies, approximations, and confusion among parts of speech, and even

the selection of a certain part of speech in a phrase.
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Syntactic errors

There were only three types of syntactic errors in Comp: agreement, anaphora,

and word/constituent order. In terms of syntactic complexity, about 34.55% of all clauses

were subordinate clauses, and the mean length of a C-unit was 7.5 words.

Comp

Syntactic
error types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

syntactic
error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Agreement 13 10.83 % 54.16 % 1.13

Anaphora 9 7.50 % 37.50 % 0.78

Word/constituent order 2 1.66 % 8.33 % 0.17

Total syntactic error count 24 20.00 % 100.00 % 2.09

Total error count 120

C-unit count 1146

Table 73: Syntactic Errors in Mao’s Comp

• Agreement errors

Agreement errors were more frequent than other types. There are some

similarities between the linguistic contexts associated with the occurrence of such errors.

In five instances, the lack of S-V agreement involved a plural or multiple S followed by a

singular V. In two of these five cases, the agreement actually occurred between the V and

the closest N part of a larger NP, and in another there was an embedded sentence

separating the S and V. Four other errors were between singular S and the plural verbal

form of BE. One of them also reveals issues related to N countability (these information

are). Finally, the remaining three agreement errors occurred in sentences that began with

existential there, followed by a singular V. Another error that resembles a type found in
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SDQ and THQ is the use of an uninflected verb form with a singular N that is a

borrowing ending in /s/, which may have misled Mao into treating it as a plural: deixis

vary.

The situation described here shows an increase in the frequency of agreement

errors since the time of SDQ and THQ. The errors in Comp display areas that Mao was

still working to clarify at the time: agreement in sentences with existential there,

uncountable mass nouns, borrowings, and a few other random issues.

• Anaphoric errors

Six of the nine anaphora problems were situations where an antecedent was remote

(four of the six), one was vague, and one could not be identified at all. Three additional

anaphora errors were cases of antecedent-anaphor disagreement, but except for one

situation, they were not the clear result of syntactic complexity/distance.

Anaphora errors, like agreement errors, were about as frequent as in SDQ and more

frequent than in THQ. Contrary to the anaphora errors in SDQ and THQ, fewer systematic

explanations can be inferred from the anaphora errors in Comp, leaving the alternative of

strain on the working memory as the only common possible cause.

Morphological errors

Nominal morphology caused more problems for Mao than verbal or other

morphology, but one must bear in mind that nouns and nominalizations are also more

frequent in her text, as they are in any academic text.

Comp
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Morphological
errors types

Morpho-
logical
error
count

Morpholo-
gical error
frequency

per
total
error
count

Morpholo-
gical error

frequency per
morpholo-

gical
error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

word
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Plural 18 15.00% 50.00% 0.21% 1.57

Possessive 3 2.50% 8.33% 0.03% 0.26Nominal

Derivational 1 0.83% 2.77% 0.01% 0.08

Tense 2 1.66% 5.55% 0.02% 0.17
Verbal

Derivational 6 5.00% 16.66% 0.07% 0.52

Other Uninflected article 2 1.66% 5.55% 0.02% 0.17

Adjectival 4 3.33% 11.11% 0.05% 0.34

Total morphological
error count

36 30. 00% 100% 0.42% 3.14

Total error count 120

C-unit count 1146

Word count 8595

Table 74: Morphological Errors in Mao’s Comp

• Plural morphology

Of the 18 omitted plural markers, three omissions may be associated with the

phonetic or graphic features of the N involved: the Ns ended in /t/ or /st/ (e.g., test). The

plural marker was used extraneously on a N inside a formulaic expression, which Mao

turned from for the most part into for most parts. Developmentally, these errors show that

Mao is still battling interference from Chinese as an L1, working on acquiring not only

English morphology but also its interactions with other linguistic environments and with

lexical exceptions such as idioms/formulaic expressions.
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• Verbal morphology

The most prominent problem in this category involves the use of –ing on verbal

forms such as gerund and participle forms. This was the case with five of the six errors in

this group. The infinite V was used instead of a gerund in four of the instances, and an N

derived from the same root as the V’s was used in the fifth. This error seems to manifest

itself morphologically, though it is actually syntactic in nature because it requires that the

language user understand the function of the words in order to correctly distinguish between

an infinitive, a gerund, and a participle form. All other errors were very infrequent (below

5%) and will not be analyzed in detail, although they were reported in the table above.

Conclusions: Comparative analysis of SDQ, THQ, and Comp

A comparative look at SDQ, THQ, and Comp will allow us to understand Mao’s

linguistic development longitudinally.

Error type frequency
per word count

Error type frequency
per C-unit countError

types
SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Lexical 1.33% 1.32% 0.69% 10.01 10.53 5.23

Syntactic N/A N/A N/A 7.38 3.34 2.09

Morphological 0.81% 0.25% 0.41% 6.07 2.05 3.14

Table 75: Lexical, Syntactic, and Morphological Error Frequencies in
Mao’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Lexical errors were equally frequent in SDQ and THQ and decreased in Comp.

Syntactic errors were less frequent in THQ and decreased even more in Comp.

Morphological errors were less frequent in THQ than in Comp but became a bit more

frequent in Comp, where they were also more frequent than syntactic errors. THQ, as a

take-home exam offering more opportunities to monitor and edit linguistic production, is
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associated with a decrease in error frequency, especially in the syntactic and

morphological category. In Mao’s case, syntax and morphology seem to be influenced by

the conditions under which she is writing (such as timed vs. untimed), as shown by the

comparison between SDQ and THQ, which were written within days of each other but

under different conditions. In terms of lexical development, length of time seems to help

more. For Mao, lexical improvement occurred during the two-year span between

SDQ/THQ and Comp. Morphology, on the other hand, is the area in which, while there is

improvement from SDQ to THQ, there is a slight increase in error frequency in Comp

compared to THQ. Mao’s case suggests that lexical acquisition takes time, while

syntactic and morphological acquisition depend on a combination of performance

conditions and time. Morpheme acquisition may also fluctuate more.

Lexical errors

The parts of speech involved in this category were: articles, prepositions, verbs,

pronouns, nouns, conjunctions, adverbs, and adjectives. All occurred in SDQ, THQ, and

Comp, except for adverb choice errors, which did not occur at all in Comp. Articles and

prepositions were the two most problematic parts of speech for Mao in all exams, and

article-related errors were twice or almost twice as frequent as preposition-related errors.

Error frequencies with articles, prepositions, verbs, pronouns, and conjunctions decreased

steadily from SDQ to THQ to Comp. Noun, adverb, and adjective errors were more

frequent in THQ than in SDQ. In Comp, noun choice errors were less frequent than in

THQ but more frequent than in SDQ. Adjective errors were less frequent than in SDQ

and THQ.
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Error frequency per word count Error frequency per C-unit count
Lexical
error
types

SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Articles 0.70% 0.55% 0.35% 5.25 4.37 2.62

Prepositions 0.31% 0.29% 0.15% 2.30 2.31 1.13

Verbs 0.11% 0.03% 0.05% 0.82 0.26 0.35

Pronouns 0.09% 0.00% 0.03% 0.66 0.00 0.26

Nouns 0.04% 0.19% 0.09% 0.33 1.54 0.70

Conjunctions 0.04% 0.06% 0.01% 0.33 0.51 0.09

Adverbs 0.02% 0.06% 0.00% 0.16 0.51 0.00

Adjectives 0.02% 0.13% 0.01% 0.16 1.03 0.09

Table 76: Lexical Error Frequencies in Mao’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

• Articles

The frequency of correct definite and indefinite articles considered together was

higher in Comp than in SDQ and the same as in THQ.

Indefinite
articles

Definite
articles

Definite and
indefinite

article
error
types SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Correct 92.10% 96.62% 93.64% 88.08% 95.23% 96.28%

Omitted 7.89% 3.37% 5.20% 11.91% 2.72% 3.52%

Substituted 0.00% 0.00% 1.15% 0.00% 0.34% 0.19%

Incorrectly
inserted

0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.70% 0.00%

Table 77: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Mao’s SDQ, THQ, and
Comp

Definite article usage, which was more problematic in SDQ than indefinite article

usage, improved steadily and obviously from SDQ to THQ to Comp. Indefinite article

usage improved from SDQ to THQ, but in Comp, it fell below the accuracy level
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previously attained in THQ. Definite article omission in all exams was more prevalent

than substitution or insertion.

The absence of incorrectly inserted articles in Comp is encouraging. It indicates a

positive progression towards accurate usage and a transition towards more native-like

usage. The fact that the substitution instances are more frequent in Comp than in SDQ

and THQ (although still low) seems to indicate a migration of the errors that Mao used to

make by incorrect insertion towards substitution, which is a less serious error, relatively

speaking. On the downside of Mao’s development, article omissions are more frequent in

Comp than in THQ, although clearly less frequent than in SDQ. While the improvement

over SDQ is to be appreciated, the lack of improvement over THQ is somewhat puzzling.

The absence of a clear pattern with all elements pointing towards the same explanation

shows that at the time of Comp Mao was still in the process of refining her knowledge of

article usage in English, constantly rearranging the information she possessed, and

making steady progress towards native-like usage.

Zero
article
error
types

SDQ THQ Comp

Correct 96.19% 95.78% 98.48%

Omitted /
Substituted

0.00% 0.90% 0.00%

Incorrectly inserted 3.80% 3.31% 1.51%

Table 78: Zero Article Usage in Mao’ s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

The slight improvement in zero article usage not only coincides with the

improvement in definite and indefinite article improvement; it also reinforces the
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impression that Mao’s accuracy is a sign of SLA having continued from the time of SDQ

and THQ to the time of Comp and beyond.

• Prepositions

Compared to SDQ and THQ, preposition use accuracy in Mao’s Comp decreased.

While the frequency of incorrectly inserted prepositions was about the same, substitutions

almost doubled compared to THQ, where they were almost six times as frequent as in SDQ.

Omissions became rarer in Comp.

Prepositions SDQ THQ Comp
Correct 97.32% 94.33% 94.89%
Omitted 1.33% 2.46% 0.42%

Incorrectly
inserted

0.95% 0.98% 1.27%

Substituted 0.38% 2.21% 3.40%
Table 79: Preposition Usage in Mao’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

This shows that Mao became more aware of lexico-semantic environments where

prepositions were necessary, but had not yet figured out which exact preposition she was

supposed to use. This development is positive, as it represents an improved understanding of

complex linguistic relationships.

Syntactic errors

SDQ THQ Comp
Clauses per

sentence
3.60 3.81 3.42

Percentage of
subordinate

clauses
40.39% 35.98% 34.55%

Mean length of
sentence

26.94
words

30.31
words

25.65
words

Mean length of
clause

7.47
words

7.94
words

7.50
words

Table 80: Fluency and Complexity in Mao’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp
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Contrary to expectations, the most syntactically complex text, based on syntactic

subordination, was SDQ. Fluency (expressed in mean length of clause or sentence) was

slightly higher in THQ and equal in SDQ and Comp. The syntactic complexity in SDQ,

associated with the highest error frequency of the three paper sets, appears to be the result

of a lower ability to select the best words and structures. As time went by, Mao appears

to have learned to control the syntax of her written sentences better, which also

contributed to a decrease in error frequency. The syntactic error types found were: S-V

agreement, anaphora, word/constituent order, copula or multi-word constituent omission

or redundancy, and fragments.

Error frequency per
C-unit count

Syntactic
error
types

SDQ THQ Comp

Agreement 2.13 0.77 1.13

Anaphora 1.97 0.51 0.78

Word/constituent order 1.81 1.54 0.17

Copula or multi-word
constituent omission

0.66 0.00 0.00

Copula or multi-word
constituent redundancy

0.49 0.51 0.00

Fragments 0.33 0.00 0.00

Table 81: Syntactic Errors in Mao’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Agreement and anaphora errors decreased in THQ and rose again in Comp.

Word/constituent errors went down progressively from SDQ to THQ to Comp. Copula or

constituent omission and fragments disappeared in THQ and Comp, and errors related to

copula or constituent redundancy were equally low in SDQ and THQ and vanished from

Comp. There is clear progress overall, supporting the idea that more time for editing
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supports accuracy and more time for learning supports acquisition. The rise of S-V

agreement and anaphora are red flags that these may be more complex issues than others

and may present more resistance in SLA. Agreement, in fact, presents additional

challenges related to handling morphological markers that very likely pose problems to

Mao because of interference from Chinese as an L1. Anaphora, in turn, poses problems

because it affects larger syntactic domains and more pressure on one’s working memory.

Morphological errors

Morphological error frequency decreased from SDQ to THQ and rose again in

Comp, remaining lower than in SDQ. Errors occurred with functional morphemes –

plural and possessive markers, tense and aspect markers – and nominal, verbal, adverbial,

and adjectival derivational morphemes.

Error frequency per
word count

Error frequency per
C-unit countMorphological

error types
SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Plural 0.40% 0.16% 0.21% 2.96 1.29 1.57

Possessive 0.15% 0.03% 0.03% 1.15 0.26 0.26Nominal

Derivational 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00 0.00 0.08

Tense 0.02% 0.03% 0.02% 0.16 0.26 0.17

Aspect 0.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.82 0.00 0.00Verbal

Derivational 0.00% 0.00% 0.07% 0.00 0.00 0.52

Adverbial Derivational -ly 0.09% 0.03% 0.00% 0.66 0.26 0.00

Adjectival -al 0.02% 0.00% 0.05% 0.16 0.00 0.34
Other

Uninflected article 0.02% 0.00% 0.02% 0.16 0.00 0.17

Table 82: Morphological Errors in Mao’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Some errors that did not occur in SDQ and THQ occurred in Comp, namely,

nominal derivation errors and verbal derivation errors. Others decreased or disappeared

gradually: aspect markers and adverbial –ly usage. The slight rise of derivational
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morphology errors, judged side by side with the decrease in some inflectional

morphology errors, may signal that Mao’s judgment about lexical choices has improved:

she is choosing the words that she needs better, but she is still unsure about some of the

forms of those words. This is a more focused type of error than the total replacement of a

lexical item with an inappropriate one.

Overall, in the two years between SDQ/THQ and Comp, Mao gained a better

command of syntactic structures and some lexical and morphological ones, though not

all. In addition to the conditions surrounding the texts’ production, which is associated

with more errors in the timed exams than in the take-homes, L1 interference seems to be

the one factor affecting Mao’s performance and the persistence of her most prevalent

errors until the stage of her Comp. Interference from Chinese is associated with her

article, SV agreement, and plural morphology. The other important aspect of SLA that

was in flux at Mao’s advanced stage when she wrote the papers analyzed here is the

lexical aspect. Another constant challenge is posed by prepositions, which are mostly

language specific lexical items; they constituted one of the top error categories for Mao.

Certain information contained in the lexicon, for instance countability, is also the

underlying cause of errors that became manifest at the syntactic or morphological level of

the text, such as agreement and plural morphology. Glancing back at Mao’s interview, we

see that her own awareness of the difficulty of different linguistic areas is exactly what

this analysis confirms: she perceived the lexicon as her greatest challenge and syntax and

morphology as lesser ones.
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Mao: Salient facts and findings
� Overall accuracy increased from Time 1 to Time 2.
� Overall accuracy increased from the timed to the untimed condition within Time 1.
� The most frequent errors were lexical.
� The most frequent lexical errors were with articles and prepositions.
� The most frequent morphological errors were with the plural morpheme.
� The most frequent syntactic errors were with agreement, word/constituent order,

and anaphora.
� The factors associated with most of the errors found were: L1 interference, a

form’s functional complexity, phonological contexts, and syntactic
complexity.

� Fluency increased from SDQ to THQ and dropped in Comp.
� Complexity decreased in THQ and in Comp.
� Awareness: Mao identified the same linguistic problems revealed by the analysis.
� Age: Mao began studying English at 9 years of age.
� Exposure: Mao interacted with NSs more than Phara both in classes she took and

taught.
� Length of residence: Four years before SDQ/THQ.
� Motivation/Attitude: Mao became a professor in the U.S.
� Teaching methods: Mao was exposed to a variety of language teaching methods.
� Experience teaching English: Mao has taught English in China and the U.S.
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Yang

Survey summary

Yang is a 45-year-old Chinese male who completed a BA and an MA in English

and English teaching in China, followed by a Ph.D. and a postdoctorate at two American

universities. He also possesses basic knowledge of French. In 1990, he obtained a score

of 613 on the TOEFL and a 430 on the verbal section of the GRE. Since 1998, Yang has

been an assistant professor at an American university.

At the age of 12, Yang began studying English at school in China for about two

hours every week. All of his teachers were Chinese and focused on grammar, reading,

and translation, using, of course, the Grammar-Translation method. As a language

teacher, Yang prefers the Communicative Language Teaching approach. When teaching

applied linguistics, he uses a combination of lecturing, discussion, and interaction.

Yang ranked both his academic and non-academic speaking, writing, listening,

and reading as near-native. The area that Yang has perceived as difficult ever since he

was a beginning learner and academic writer in English was the lexicon. Morphology is

the area that he still perceives as somewhat difficult, whereas syntax and discourse

organization are not difficult for him.

Writing sample analysis

Time one: The qualifying exams

Yang’s Comp was not available, but the comparative analysis of his SDQ and

THQ is a valuable way of understanding performance under different timing conditions
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and as a way to understand the performance of native speakers of Chinese in academic

ESL writing.

Table 83: Lexical, Morphological, and Syntactic Error Frequencies in
Yang’s SDQ and THQ

In SDQ, Yang made more lexical errors than morphological errors and more

morphological errors than syntactic errors. In SDQ, lexical errors were about twice as

frequent as morphological errors, while morphological and syntactic errors occurred at

relatively the same frequency. In THQ, the error-type hierarchy changed, with

morphological errors taking the lead and lexical and then syntactic errors following close

behind. This suggests that, while there were benefits of having time for revision in THQ

at the lexical and syntactic level, morphological features, which a learner might be less

likely to look up even when time is available, prevailed.

Lexical errors

The table below represents the information described above more concisely,

facilitating the comparison between SDQ and THQ.

SDQ THQ

Error
types Error

count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequency

per
total
error
count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

total
error
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

C-unit
count

Lexical 29 1.06% 55.77% 9.18% 6 0.37% 31.58% 4.05%

Morphological 15 0.55% 28.85% 4.75% 10 0.61% 52.63% 6.76%

Syntactic 10 N/A 19.23% 3.16% 3 N/A 15.79% 2.03%

Total error
count

54 19

Word count 2742 1634

C-unit count 316 148
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Error frequency per
word count

Error frequency per C-
unit count

Lexical
error
types

SDQ THQ SDQ THQ

Articles 0.62% 0.24% 5.38 2.70

Prepositions 0.18% 0.06% 1.58 0.68

Nouns 0.11% 0.06% 0.95 0.68

Verbs 0.07% 0.00% 0.63 0.00

Adjectives 0.07% 0.00% 0.63 0.00

Infinite
particles

0.003% 0.00% 0.31 0.00

Table 84: Lexical Errors in Yang’s SDQ and THQ

As shown in the tables, articles were the parts of speech involved in most lexical

errors and separated from the other errors by a natural break. However, because

prepositions were involved in lexical errors in other data sets, they will be discussed here

for the sake of comparison. The frequency of errors related to articles and prepositions

was twice as high in SDQ as in THQ, attesting to the benefits of having more time to

write.

• Articles

Yang used definite articles about as accurately as zero articles and more

accurately than indefinite articles in SDQ. In THQ, zero articles were used more

accurately than definite articles, which were used more accurately than indefinite articles.

Definite and indefinite article omission was a more frequent problem than substitution or

insertion in both exams. In fact, in THQ, article substitution was an error type that did not

occur at all.
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SDQ

Definite and
indefinite

article usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 82 89.13% 183 96.31% 265 93.97%

Omitted 7 7.60% 3 1.57% 10 3.54%

Substituted 2 2.17% 0 0.00% 2 0.70%

Incorrectly
inserted

1 1.08% 4 2.10% 5 1.77%

Total 92 190 282

Table 85: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Yang’s SDQ

THQ

Definite and
indefinite

article usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 23 95.83% 98 97.02% 121 96.80%

Omitted 1 4.16% 2 1.98% 3 2.40%

Substituted 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

0 0.00% 1 0.99% 1 0.80%

Total 24 101 125

Table 86: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Yang’s THQ

SDQ THQ SDQ+THQ
Zero article

usage Number of
zero articles

Percentage
of zero
articles

Number
of zero
articles

Percentag
e of zero
articles

Number
of zero
articles

Percentage
of zero
articles

Correct 354 95.93% 264 98.14% 618 96.86%
Omitted 5 1.35% 1 0.37% 6 0.94%

Substituted/
Incorrectly
inserted*

10 2.71% 4 1.48% 14 2.19%

Total 369 269 638

Table 87: Zero Article Usage in Yang’s SDQ and THQ

The table below synthesizes more succinctly the information above, highlighting

the increase in article usage accuracy in THQ compared with SDQ across all types of

articles. It also shows the more problematic nature of indefinite articles for Yang and the

slight increase in definite article omissions in THQ.
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Indefinite
articles

Definite
articles

Zero
articles

Article
error
types

SDQ THQ SDQ THQ SDQ THQ

Correct 89.13% 95.83% 96.31% 97.02% 95.93% 98.14%

Omitted 7.60% 4.16% 1.57% 1.98% 1.35% 0.37%

Substituted 2.17% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

1.08% 0.00% 2.10% 0.99%
2.71% 1.48%

Table 88: Definite, Indefinite, and Zero Article Usage in Yang’s SDQ and
THQ

• Prepositions

Yang’s preposition usage was more accurate in THQ than in SDQ. The dominant

type of preposition-related error was substitution.

SDQ THQ

Preposition usage Number
of

prepositions

Percentage
of

prepositions

Number
of

prepositions

Percentage
of

prepositions

Correct 277 98.23% 189 99.47%

Omitted 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

1 0.35% 0 0.00%

Substituted 4 1.42% 1 0.53%

Total 277 98.23% 190

Table 89: Preposition Usage in Yang’s SDQ and THQ

In SDQ, the phrase the distinction of [types of] bilingualism occurred three times

where the intended meaning was the distinction between two types of bilingualism. The

three tokens actually represent one type of error, which reduces the total preposition

substitutions in SDQ to two rather than four, bringing the error frequency closer to that in

THQ (0.70%). The other error occurred in a BE + Adj + P combination (namely, be

consistent with), which became Test items are consistent to the theory instead.
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Morphological errors

The frequency of morphological errors increased slightly in THQ.

SDQ THQ

Error
types

Morpho-
logical
error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

word
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Morpho-
logical
error
count

Morpholo-
gical error
frequency

per
word
count

Morpho
-logical
error

frequen-
cy

per
total
error
count

Morpho
-logical
error

frequen-
cy
per

C-unit
count

Morphological 15 0.55% 27.78% 4.75 10 0.61% 52.63% 6.76

Total
error count

54 19

Word count 2742 1634

C-unit count 316 148

Table 90: Morphological Error Frequency in Yang’s SDQ and THQ

In SDQ, errors related to the use of the plural marker were more frequent than

those related to the use of the possessive marker, tense, or other morphemes.

SDQ

Morphological
error types

Mor-
pholo-
gical
error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

total
error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

morpho-
logical
error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per word

count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Plural 9 16.67% 60.00% 0.33% 2.85
Nominal

Possessive 3 5.56% 20.00% 0.11% 0.95

Verbal Tense 1 1.85% 6.67% 0.04% 0.32

Other Inflected article 2 3.70% 13.33% 0.07% 0.63

Total
morphological

error count
15
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Total error count 54

C-unit count 316

Word count 2742

Table 91: Morphological Error Frequency in Yang’s SDQ and THQ

In three of the nine situations represented in the table above, the plural marker

was overused. In two cases, the overuse of the plural marker involved normally

uncountable nouns: bilingualism and vocabularies (instead of words). In six other cases,

the plural marker was omitted. The only noun that stands out in this group is hypothesis,

which ends in /sIs/ and thus masquerades as a plural form. The other nouns are regular

common nouns, without special countability or formal features.

THQ

Morphological
error types

Morpho-
logical
error
count

Morphological
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

morpholo-
gical error

count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per word

count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Plural 7 36.84% 70.00% 0.43% 4.73
Nominal

Possessive 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00

Verbal Tense 1 5.26% 10.00% 0.06% 0.68

Inflected article 1 5.26% 10.00% 0.06% 0.68
Other

Inflected adjective 1 5.26% 10.00% 0.06% 0.68

Total morphological
error count

10

Total error count 19

C-unit count 148

Word count 1634

Table 92: Morphological Error Frequency in Yang’s THQ
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In THQ, six of the seven plural-related errors consisted of omissions of the plural

marker. Just like in SDQ, one of the nouns not properly inflected was again hypothesis.

The other five nouns did not present any special features that could be used as

explanatory factors for the omission of the plural morpheme. In one situation, the plural

form of the noun test was used instead of the plural. It is possible that the phonetic

features – precisely, the plosive /t/ coda – of this noun may make its plural form difficult

to distinguish from the singular form. Of course, since this was the only error of its kind

in THQ, it may also have been an accident.

The table below synthesizes the information presented above.

Error frequency per
word count

Error frequency per
C-unit countMorphological

error types
SDQ THQ SDQ THQ

Plural 0.33% 0.43% 2.85% 4.73
Nominal

Possessive 0.11% 0.00% 0.95% 0.00

Verbal Tense 0.04% 0.06% 0.32% 0.68

Inflected adjective 0.00% 0.06% 0.00% 0.68
Other

Inflected article 0.07% 0.06% 0.63% 0.68

Table 93: Morphological Error Types Frequency in Yang’s SDQ and THQ

Syntactic errors

Syntactic errors constituted about the same portion of the total error count in SDQ

and in THQ, but were slightly less frequent in the C-units of THQ.

SDQ THQ

Error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Syntactice
rror

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Syntactic 10 18.52% 3.16 3 0.18% 15.79
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Error count 54 19

Word count 2742 1634

C-unit count 316 148

Table 94: Syntactic Error Frequency in Yang’s SDQ and THQ

In SDQ, anaphora- and agreement-related errors were the most frequent, followed

by a single instance of subject omission, which – given its uniqueness – may have been

the result of interference from Chinese, but is more likely to have been an accident.

SDQ

Syntactic error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

syntactic
error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Anaphora 5 9.26% 50.00% 1.58

Agreement 4 7.41% 40.00% 1.27

Pro drop 1 1.85% 10.00% 0.32

Total syntactic error count 10

Total error count 54

C-unit count 316

Table 95: Syntactic Errors in Yang’s SDQ

• Anaphoric errors in SDQ

Two anaphors were stranded from their antecedents over several clausal

boundaries and were therefore ambiguous. The remaining three errors were

disagreements between an anaphor and its antecedent. Two of them involved the use of

the pronoun they, once as an antecedent and once as an anaphor, in both cases referring to

singular forms, as shown in the examples:

206. …the learner may be given a large amount of examples of an

grammar rule in dialogues and other forms of text they read…
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207. They tend to use more demonstrative gestures and actions to help the

listener understand him or her.

• Agreement errors in SDQ

Three of the four agreement-related errors involved a singular NP separated from

(or linked to) its V by a relative pronoun. In Yang’s case, as in that of the other Chinese

participants, the relative pronoun seems to separate the NP from the VP, causing the

agreement relationship to be obscured. In two of the three cases, the NPs were singular

Ns, and in one it was the indefinite pronoun some.

208. …some who knows the language may be more likely to find a (better)

job.

209. Holistic scoring - A method of scoring which look at the overall

effect of the test response.

210. A test of communicative competence, for instance, must be based on

the sociolinguistic theory which specify what communicative competence

is.

Finally, in the last example, the subject NP that the V is supposed to agree with is

separated from the V by at least two other NPs. The syntactic distance and complexity

may be a factor associated with losing track of the agreement.

211. English tests in College Entrance Examination in China has been

having tremendous backwash effect…
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• Syntactic errors in THQ

Agreement, anaphora, and word order errors were equally infrequent in THQ.

The word order error was a misplacement of the adverb successfully. All three errors

occurred in the same sentence.

THQ

Syntactic error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per syntactic
error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Anaphora 1 5.26% 33.33% 0.68

Agreement 1 5.26% 33.33% 0.68

Word/constituent order 1 5.26% 33.33% 0.68

Total syntactic errors 3 15.79% 100.00% 2.03

Total number of errors 19

C-unit count 148

Table 96: Syntactic Errors in Yang’s THQ

One anaphoric reference was ambiguous, as shown below:

212. …cognitive structures that enables the child successfully to master

the child’s native language…

One S-V disagreement occurred in the vicinity of the relative pronoun that:

213. …cognitive structures that enables the child successfully to master

the child’s native language.

Table 97 facilitates the side-by-side comparison of the syntactic errors in Yang’s

SDQ and THQ.
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Error frequency per
C-unit count

Syntactic
error
types

SDQ THQ

Anaphora 1.58 0.68

Agreement 1.27 0.68

Pro drop 0.32 0.00

Word/constituent order 0.00 0.68

Table 97: Syntactic Errors in Yang’s SDQ and THQ

Conclusions: Comparative analysis of SDQ and THQ

In Yang’s case, the most noticeable progress happened at the lexical level in

THQ. His syntax also improved, while the frequency of his morphological errors

increased slightly. This indicates that morphology was a more challenging area of

English for Yang at the time of the qualifying exams. Having more time to work on the

THQ helped him control his lexis better, either through better self-monitoring or by

accessing a dictionary, or both. Morphological features, which learners are possibly less

likely to look up, remained more impenetrable to the extended time available during

THQ.

A number of lexical errors that occurred at a very low frequency in SDQ

(involving verbs, adjectives, infinite particles) disappeared entirely from THQ. The more

stable errors, with articles (especially indefinite article omission) and prepositions

(especially preposition substitutions), occurred less frequently in THQ than in SDQ.

These are types of errors that can be attributed to interference from Chinese as an L1 in

terms of article usage and an understanding of definiteness and countability. Proper

preposition usage also involves accessing complex information not only about the
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prepositions’ lexical meaning proper, but also both the syntactic relationships and lexical

co-occurrences they may be involved in, and the semantic meaning, which involves one’s

understanding of concepts such as space, time, possession, etc. In Yang’s case,

preposition-related errors involved BE + Adj + P combinations (in be consistent with)

and the meaning of a preposition and probably of the noun it was used with (distinction of

instead of distinction between).

Error type
frequency

per word count

Error type
frequency

per C-unit countError
types

SDQ THQ SDQ THQ

Lexical 1.06% 0.37% 9.18 4.05

Morphological 0.55% 0.61% 4.75 6.76

Syntactic N/A N/A 3.16 2.03

Table 98: Lexical, Morphological, and Syntactic Error Frequencies in
Yang’s SDQ and THQ

Among morphological errors, the misuse of the plural marker was the most

frequent error and the one that increased in frequency in THQ. In addition to interference

from Chinese, some phonological features (such as /s/, /sIs/, or /t/ codas) seem to have

contributed to the omission or overuse or the plural marker from the atypical borrowing

hypothesis and the word test. Countability was also misunderstood where vocabularies

was used instead of words/vocabulary items.

The syntactic error category featured errors related to anaphoric and S/NP-V

agreement relationships. They decreased in THQ, but in both types of exams, the

presence of a relative pronoun between the S/NP and the V was the primary context in

which a disagreement occurred, followed by syntactic distance/complexity. In the case of

anaphoric relationships, the use of the impersonal they and the politically correct him/her,
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both of which are relatively recent in spoken English and especially in academic prose,

threw the agreement between anaphors and antecedents off a few times. This may be the

reflection of the recency of such usage in American English in general and in Yang’s

English in particular. Although Yang’s syntactic errors were as infrequent as chance, it is

interesting that some systematicity can be identified in the errors found. This gives us a

glimpse of the linguistic challenges that are truly difficult to overcome and that linger in

an advanced learner’s mind, emerging only occasionally in performance. Examining the

possible systematicity of such rare occurrences is the object of this study.

Apart from the accuracy aspects discussed above, the fluency and syntactic

complexity in Yang’s exams present an interesting picture. As shown in the table below,

in THQ his sentences were shorter and contained fewer but slightly longer clauses. This

suggests a decrease in overall fluency. However, the proportion of subordinate clauses

increased in THQ, suggesting that syntactic complexity increased as Yang came to rely

more on hypotactic rather than paratactic relationships.

SDQ THQ
Clauses per

sentence
2.84 1.62

Percentage of
subordinate

clauses
45.25% 61.48%

Mean length of
sentence

24.70
words

17.95
words

Mean length of
clause

8.67
words

11.04
words

Table 99: Fluency and Complexity in Yang’s SDQ and THQ

One of the possible consequences of the decrease in Yang’s fluency is the ability

to control his discourse more tightly, and therefore to make fewer errors, especially of a

lexical nature, in THQ. The fact that the frequency of the syntactic errors did not increase
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in THQ although subordination increased suggests that at the time of SDQ and THQ,

Yang’s strongest linguistic area was syntax.

Yang: Salient facts and findings
� Overall accuracy increased from Time 1 to Time 2.
� The most frequent errors were lexical.
� The most frequent lexical errors were with articles.
� The most frequent morphological errors were with the plural morpheme.
� The most frequent syntactic errors were with anaphora and agreement.
� The factors associated with most of the errors found were: L1 interference, a

form’s functional complexity, phonological contexts, and syntactic
complexity.

� Fluency decreased from SDQ to THQ.
� Complexity increased in THQ and in Comp.
� Awareness: Yang identified the same linguistic problems revealed by the analysis.
� Age: Yang began studying English at 12 years of age.
� Exposure: Several hours a day at school.
� Length of residence: One semester before SDQ/THQ.
� Motivation/Attitude: Yang became a professor in the U.S.
� Teaching methods: Yang learned English primarily through Grammar

Translation.
� Experience teaching English: Yang taught English in China.
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Rosa

Survey summary

Rosa, who was 34 years of age in 2005, is a native speaker of Spanish from South

America. Overall, she views her English proficiency as excellent. In her own estimation,

her knowledge of Portuguese as a third language is fair. She obtained a BA in TESOL

from a university in Costa Rica, an MA in Education from an American university on the

west coast, and she is currently enrolled in a Ph.D. program at another American

university. In 1995, when she took the TOEFL test, Rosa obtained a score of over 600. In

2002 she obtained a similar score on the verbal section of the GRE.

Rosa began studying English when she was 12 years old and attending public

school in Costa Rica. The classes amounted to three hours a week in which English was

taught through content courses, mostly by native speakers of English using the

Audiolingual method and Communicative approach. At the age of 22, Rosa visited the

U.S. for a month as an exchange student. In this capacity, she took two hours of English

every day through content courses based largely on discussion and interaction, and then

interacted with native speakers of English outside of class the rest of the time.

Rosa moved to the U.S. for graduate studies in 1996 (when she was 25 years old)

and has been in the country since then, spending her time studying linguistics and related

subjects, teaching Spanish and sometimes English literature and communication courses.

Most of her interactions, therefore, have been conducted in English. In her own teaching,

Rosa does not use English in her Spanish class more than 25% of the time, only when the
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students are complete beginners. Her teaching method of choice is the Communicative

Approach.

Contrary to other study participants, Rosa viewed her skills in non-academic

speaking, listening, and writing as “excellent but still foreign,” while in the academic

counterparts of these she identified herself to be near-native. As a beginning learner and

writer of English, she found discourse organization to be the most difficult aspect, but at

the present she finds the lexicon to be the most difficult in general, and also somewhat

difficult when writing. As an academic writer, Rosa also finds discourse organization to

be somewhat difficult.

Writing sample analysis

Time one: The qualifying exams

Rosa’s lexical errors were less frequent than morphological errors in SDQ, but

more frequent than syntactic errors. Syntactic errors’ increased in THQ, where they were

more frequent than the lexical errors and as frequent as morphological errors. Only

lexical and morphological errors seem to have become less frequent when more time was

available for the completion of the writing task.

SDQ THQ

Error
types Error

count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

total
error
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

C-unit
count

Morphological 16 0.56% 43.24% 3.79 8 0.37% 36.36% 3.46

Lexical 13 0.45% 35.14% 3.08 6 0.27% 27.27% 2.60

Syntactic 8 N/A 21.62% 1.90 8 N/A 36.36% 3.46

Total error 37 22
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count

Word count 2867 2186

C-unit count 422 231

Table 100: Morphological, Lexical, and Syntactic Error Frequencies in
Rosa’s SDQ and THQ

Morphological errors

Roughly the same type of morphological errors occurred in Rosa’s SDQ and

THQ, though in a different order of frequency and to a smaller degree in THQ. Verbal

morphology errors – more frequent in SDQ than in THQ – were the only type of

morphological errors to occur in SDQ, but not the only type in THQ. From a

morphological point of view, Rosa’s performance improved in THQ.

SDQ

Morphological
error types

Mor-
pholo-
gical
error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

morpho-
logical
error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per word

count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Verbal Voice 7 18.92% 43.75% 1.66% 0.24

Plural 3 8.11% 18.75% 0.71% 0.10
Nominal

Possessive 3 8.11% 18.75% 0.71% 0.10

Adverb Derivational -ly 2 5.41% 12.50% 0.47% 0.07

Adjective Derivational –al 1 2.70% 6.25% 0.24% 0.03

Total
morphological

error count
16

Total error count 37

C-unit count 422

Word count 2867

Table 101: Morphological Errors in Rosa’s SDQ
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• Voice morphology in SDQ

All of Rosa’s errors in this category were omissions of the –ed morpheme from a

past participle verb used in the construction of the passive voice. Of these omissions, four

affected the same verb – share – in discussions of whether bilinguals use a lexicon shared

by both languages (see Example 214).

214. A current production model is the speaking model for bilingual

speakers by de Bot, which is actually an adaptation of Levelt’s speaking

model for unilingual speakers. In his model, the knowledge part, which

includes general world knowledge is share by speakers of L1 and L2. […]

Regarding lexemes, they are not share either since languages have distinct

graphic and/or phonemic representations. For instance, in Spanish the

word “cat” is “gato or gata”. […] There are occasions in which

information may be share.

The other two verbs were use and pronounce.

• Possessive and plural morphology in SDQ

The possessive marker was not used in the phrase the learners current level. As in

other data sets, it seems that the use of the possessive marker on plural nouns may

sometimes become confusing or seem redundant.

One of the omissions of the plural marker was related to the noun test and another

to the noun text. The former noun has been found in similar situations in other data sets.

In both errors, the phonological deletion of /s/ from a final consonantal cluster is related

to the fact that Spanish does not allow such clusters, making this error related to transfer.
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215. For example, two test that measure proficiency are the GRE and

TOEFL.

216. I believe elements of discourse analysis should be part of the content

of a second language and foreign language classroom because they inform

the learner about the structure of text both orally and spoken.

217. I want my students to use language that they will be able to transfer

to real life situation.

When consulted about the drop of the plural morpheme in spoken or written Costa Rican

Spanish, Rosa vehemently denied that the phenomenon exists. Such a phenomenon is

present in some variants of Spanish, but it has not been documented in the literature with

regard to Costa Rican Spanish. The only explanations that remain are that Rosa’s errors

with the English plural morpheme are caused by transfer from Spanish phonotactics, on

the one hand, and interlanguage development, on the other.

• Adverbial –ly in SDQ

Both in SDQ and in THQ, the derivational morpheme –ly was omitted from

adverbs modifying other adverbs or past participles. The error interfaces with lexical and

syntactic aspects, as the omission of the derivational morpheme is in fact a manifestation

of misunderstanding the ways adverbs and adjectives relate to other parts of speech,

which is information specified in each lexical entry.

The morphological errors in Rosa’s THQ were similar but less numerous, so they

will not be analyzed qualitatively.
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THQ

Morphological
error types

Mor-
pholo-
gical
error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

morpho-
logical
error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per word

count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Plural 1 4.55% 12.50% 0.05% 0.43
Nominal

Possessive 5 22.73% 62.50% 0.23% 2.16

Adverb Derivational -ly 2 9.09% 25.00% 0.09% 0.87

Total
morphological

error count
8

Total error count 22

C-unit count 231

Word count 2186

Table 102: Morphological Errors in Rosa’s THQ

The table below morphological error frequency rates in Rosa’s SDQ and THQ.

Error frequency per
word count

Error frequency per
C-unit countMorphological

error types
SDQ THQ SDQ THQ

Verbal Voice 1.66% 0.00% 0.24 0.00

Plural 0.71% 0.23% 0.10 2.16
Nominal

Possessive 0.71% 0.05% 0.10 0.43

Adjective Derivational –al 0.24% 0.00% 0.03 0.00

Adverb Derivational -ly 0.47% 0.09% 0.07 0.87

Table 103: Morphological Error Frequencies in Rosa’s SDQ and THQ

Most of Rosa’s morphological errors are caused by interference from Spanish,

although this language possesses equivalent forms. Thus, the omission of the past and

plural morphemes occurred in phonological contexts that are not allowed in Spanish (i.e.,

consonantal cluster codas).
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Lexical errors

The parts of speech involved in lexical errors in SDQ and THQ, respectively,

were slightly different, as were their frequencies.

Lexical error
count

Lexical error
frequency per

lexical error count

Lexical error
frequency per

word count

Lexical error
frequency per C-

unit count

Lexical
error
types

SDQ THQ SDQ THQ SDQ THQ SDQ THQ

Prepositions 4 0 30.77% 0.00% 0.14% 0.00% 0.95 0.00

Adjectives 3 0 23.08% 0.00% 0.10% 0.00% 0.71 0.00

Articles 3 4 23.08% 66.67% 0.10% 0.18% 0.71 1.73

Nouns 2 1 15.38% 16.67% 0.07% 0.05% 0.47 0.43

Pronouns 1 1 7.69% 16.67% 0.03% 0.05% 0.24 0.43

Total lexical
error count

13 6

Total error
count

37 22

Word count 2867 2186

C-unit count 422 231

Table 104: Lexical Errors in Rosa’s SDQ and THQ

If we consider SDQ and THQ together, errors with articles were the most

frequent, followed by prepositions and more distantly by adjectives, nouns, and

pronouns. If we consider the two exams separately, based on the different timing

conditions, prepositions topped the chart in SDQ, while articles did the same in THQ.

Due to the fact that prepositions and articles were the most frequent type of

lexical error in this data set and others, they will be the only parts of speech to be

analyzed in more detail. Although errors with other parts of speech amounted to more

than 10% of all lexical errors, they will not be analyzed qualitatively because the high

percentage they represent is high simply because the total number of lexical errors was

low.
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• Articles

In SDQ, indefinite article errors were more frequent than definite article errors.

The dominant error was indefinite article omission, followed by 0.45% substitutions of

indefinite articles with definite articles.

SDQ

Definite and
indefinite

article usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 74 97.36% 217 99.54% 291 98.97%

Omitted 2 2.63% 0 0.00% 2 0.68%

Substituted 0 0.00% 1 0.45% 1 0.34%

Incorrectly
inserted

0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Total 76 218 294

Table 105: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Rosa’s SDQ

In THQ, the article error pattern shifted, with definite article omissions becoming

the most frequent and the only article-related error.

THQ

Definite and
indefinite

article usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 32 100.00% 111 96.52% 143 97.27%

Omitted 0 0.00% 4 3.47% 4 2.72%

Substituted 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Total 32 115 147

Table 106: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Rosa’s THQ

Examples such as the ones below show that the article usage errors in Rosa’s likely

stemmed from her difficulty relating article usage rules with specific versus general

contexts:
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218. There are some essential differences between discrete-point item tests

and tests of communicative language use. Discrete-point item tests are

more traditional tests based on forms or features of grammar. They

measure the students’ knowledge on a particular grammatical form but do

not reflect the students’ ability to use language in real life situations. They

are easy to check and have pretty good intra-rater reliability. On the other

hand, the communicative language test is based on the students overall

knowledge of the target language. (intended: a communicative language

test)

219. Verb transitivity affected <THE> grammatical judgments of <THE>

NNSs. Spanish speakers had problems with intransitive verbs. Experiment

4 grammatically correct sentences were identified as ungrammatical by a

significant amount of NNSs due to the absence of sentient subjects. (from

THQ)

220. The study does not provide any information about the<THE> lapse

[length] of time <THE> L2 learners studied English before arrival to the

US.(from THQ)

SDQ THQ SDQ+THQ
Zero article

usage Number of
zero articles

Percentage of
zero articles

Number of
zero

articles

Percentage
of zero
articles

Number of
zero articles

Percentage of
zero articles

Correct 674 99.70% 381 98.96% 1065 99.43%
Omitted 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Substituted/
Incorrectly

inserted
2 0.29% 4 1.03% 6 0.56%

Total 676 385 1071

Table 107: Zero Article Usage in Rosa’s SDQ and THQ
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Zero article usage was more accurate in SDQ than in THQ, as was definite and

indefinite article usage.

It appears that the time available for the completion of the THQ did not facilitate

more accurate article usage in Rosa’s THQ. The commonality between the errors

encountered in both exams is that omissions were more frequent than article substitutions

or insertions. It is also apparent that at the time of SDQ and THQ, Rosa was still

resolving some article usage aspects that do not correspond exactly to the article usage

patterns in her L1, Spanish. In some situations, the incongruence between Spanish and

English article usage caused errors in Rosa’s prose. For instance, in Example 218 above,

the definite article was substituted for the indefinite article. This error conforms to

Spanish article rules, which allow a generic first mention realized as an NP to be used

with a definite article. However, other errors cannot be traced to Spanish, indicating that

Rosa was confused by the rules governing the behavior of English articles, especially in

connection with nouns representing concepts typical in SLA, some of which are

frequently abbreviated (such as NNS or L2 learners). Confusion was also likely regarding

the use of articles with generic versus specific NPs. It is possible that Rosa’s errors came

from being aware that Spanish and English sometimes – but not always – differ in the

way they use articles.

• Prepositions

Unlike article usage, preposition usage improved in THQ. The substitutions and

missions occurred in the following example:
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221. Another <OF> Labov’s study shows that the pronunciation of the /r/

is connected to high social class. He conducted a study in three department

stores in New York. He asked for X item THAT he knew it was in the

fourth floor. He found out that the pronunciation of the /r/ in “fourth” was

not pronounced by the people who worked in the lowest class department

store. Besides, the people who worked in the high-class store may not

necessarily pronounce the /r/ in their “normal” life; however, they

converge to the clients of the store they work for. Another <OF> Labov’s

study shows that in narratives speakers were more opted to produce

careful speech unless they were put in a situation where they had to talk

about an emotional experience. Then, speakers used casual speech.

SDQ THQ
Preposition usage Number of

prepositions
Percentage of
prepositions

Number of
prepositions

Percentage of
prepositions

Correct 413 99.04% 264 100.00%

Omitted 2 0.47% 0 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Substituted 2 0.47% 0 0.00%

Total 417 264

Table 108: Preposition Usage in Rosa’s SDQ and THQ

The few prepositions usage errors may be the result of Rosa’s lack of command

over the syntactic structure another + OF + N’s, which she might perceive as a double

possessive structure. The modification of converge with into converge to is compatible

with a cognitive linguistic explanation, because it implies that Rosa is processing the

combination as indicating a transformation from a state into another that one may
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“converge to”. In the fourth floor also points to transfer from Rosa’s L1, as Spanish uses

the same preposition – en – for the English in and on.

Syntactic errors

The repertoire of syntactic errors in Rosa’s exams was more diverse in THQ than

in SDQ. The frequency of certain errors (anaphora, agreement, and constituent insertion)

also increased in THQ.

• Syntactic errors in SDQ

Pro drop and anaphoric errors were the most frequent in SDQ. The occasional

omission of subjects can be associated with Rosa’s L1, while anaphoric errors seem to be

attributable to the syntactic complexity and distance between the co-indexed constituents

of a sentence.

222. Critical period hypothesis (CPH): according to Ellis <IT> refers to a

period in which L2 is acquired in a similar way to L1 and <IT> is possible

to achieve native language competence, after this period it is very hard to

achieve native like competence.

223. The lemmas contain the semantic and syntactic information and the

lexemes contain the graphic and phonemic information. Lemmas are

different in different languages because they do not share meaning and

syntax. For instance, nouns in Spanish carry the gender feature whereas in

English nouns do not. Therefore, the word “cat” in Spanish could be either

(gato[+masculine]) or (gata[+feminine]). Regarding lexemes, they are not

share<d> either since languages have distinct graphic and/or phonemic
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representations. For instance, in Spanish the word “cat” is “gato or gata”.

De Bot provides proof of this by claiming that an individual may have two

completely different typological languages, for instance, English and

Chinese.

SDQ

Syntactic
error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per syntactic
error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per C-unit

count

Pro drop 3 8.11% 37.50% 0.71

Anaphora 3 8.11% 37.50% 0.71

Word/constituent order 1 2.70% 12.50% 0.24

Agreement 1 2.70% 12.50% 0.24

Total syntactic error count 8

Total error count 37

C-unit count 422

Table 109: Syntactic Errors in Rosa’s SDQ

• Syntactic errors in THQ

Errors with anaphoric references were the most frequent in Rosa’s THQ. Aside

from one anaphor which was vague because its coreferent was in another paragraph, the

other four errors were uses of the formally plural they as an anaphor of singular nominal

antecedents. This is a reflection of contemporary uses of the generic they as a singular

form, especially in spoken and informal English.

224. Doughty and Williams (1999) state that a way of avoiding focus on

form from becoming explicit segmentation of language features is to use

focus on form in communicative classroom tasks. Williams (1999) claims

that numerous studies show the effectiveness of some focus on form
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instruction in comparison-to instruction with no focus on form at all. She

conducted a study along with Evans using participial adjectives of

emotive verbs and the passive form to show that “ FonF treatment would

not produce the same results for the two forms of for the two conditions”

(p. 143). They found that students rarely chose the passive form in oral

and written production. They concluded that without any kind of focus on

form instruction students are not able to make improvements in the use of

such forms. They state “Forms that are easily misinterpreted or

misanalyzed by learners, but also easily explained, are excellent

candidates for instruction containing more explicit focus on form,

including the use of negative evidence, with learners who are ready” (p.

152). They believe that learners readiness is a relevant factor teachers

need to be aware of so they are able to decide the degree and kind of

focus on form and what alternative instructional activities to use. In sum,

abundant research shows that some form of explicit grammar teaching

benefits L2 learners. For instance, see Pica (1994), Larsen-Freeman and

Long (1991), Donato (1994) and Swain (I99 to cite some. On the other

hand there are some studies that show opposite results. For example,

Green’s and Hecht’s study in Mitchell (2000) concluded that explicit

grammar instruction was not very capable of the development of explicit

understanding of the target language. In their study the subjects were

more effective correcting the errors than stating the grammar rule.
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THQ

Syntactic
error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per syntactic

error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Anaphora 5 22.73% 62.50% 2.16

Agreement 1 4.55% 12.50% 0.43

Fragment 1 4.55% 12.50% 0.43

Constituent insertion 1 4.55% 12.50% 0.43

Total syntactic error count 8

Total error count 22

C-unit count 231

Table 110: Syntactic Errors in Rosa’s THQ

Conclusions: Comparative analysis of SDQ and THQ

While the frequency of morphological and lexical errors decreased when more

time was available for THQ, the frequency and diversity of syntactic errors increased in

Rosa’s THQ. Her error patterns are somewhat different from most of the other

participants, in which lexical errors remained the most frequent throughout.

Error type
frequency

per word count

Error type
frequency

per C-unit countError
types

SDQ THQ SDQ THQ

Morphological 0.56% 0.37% 3.79 3.46

Lexical 0.45% 0.27% 3.08 2.60

Syntactic N/A N/A 1.90 3.46

Table 111: Morphological, Lexical, and Syntactic Errors in Rosa’s SDQ
and THQ

However, the most important errors in the morphological, lexical, and syntactic

categories are similar to the other NNSs’ and can be associated with most of the same

explanations. In the lexical group, articles and prepositions were the most frequent types
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of errors and can be explained through association with L1 interference and incomplete

lexical acquisition. In the area of morphological errors, verbal and nominal morphemes

were misused most frequently. The omission of the past participle morpheme –ed can be

traced to interference from Spanish, which does not allow consonant cluster codas (which

is the context associated with Rosa’s errors) and oftentimes causes Spanish speakers to

devoice consonantal endings on English words. The omission of the plural morpheme can

also be associated with the phonological features of Spanish and of Costa Rican Spanish.

On the other hand, other less frequent errors such as adverbial/adjectival derivational

morpheme omissions interface with lexical and syntactic knowledge. Interference from

spoken English can be linked to the use of generic they as an anaphor for singular

antecedents. Other syntactic errors such as agreement errors can be viewed as a result of

syntactic complexity that puts a strain on working memory. Also in the syntactic realm,

subject NP omissions correlate with Rosa’s L1 syntactic rules, while other errors such as

remote antecedents relate to insufficient working memory.

SDQ THQ
Clauses per

sentence
2.43 1.67

Percentage of
subordinate

clauses
24.88% 75.89%

Mean length of
sentence

16.57
words

15.84
words

Mean length of
clause

6.79
words

9.46
words

Table 112: Fluency and Complexity in Rosa’s SDQ and THQ

Rosa’s fluency in THQ was slightly lower than in SDQ, but the syntactic

complexity of her THQ, as shown by the percentage of subordinate clauses, increased

three times. The decrease in fluency correlates with the decrease in lexical and
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morphological errors. At the same time, the increase in syntactic complexity correlates

with an increase in syntactic error frequency.

Rosa: Salient facts and findings
� Overall accuracy increased from SDQ to THQ.
� The most frequent errors were morphological.
� The most frequent morphological errors were with the plural and possessive

morphemes.
� The most frequent lexical errors were with articles and prepositions.
� The most frequent syntactic errors were with anaphora.
� The factors associated with most of the errors found were: L1 interference, a

form’s functional complexity, phonological contexts, syntactic complexity,
and working memory insufficiency.

� Fluency was similar in SDQ and THQ.
� Complexity increased in THQ.
� Awareness: Rosa identified the same linguistic problems revealed by the analysis.
� Age: Rosa began studying English at 12 years of age.
� Exposure: Most of the day at school and at home.
� Length of residence: Four years before SDQ/THQ.
� Motivation/Attitude: Rosa plans to obtain a faculty position in the U.S.
� Teaching methods: Rosa learned English through content courses.
� Experience teaching English: Four years in the U.S. before SDQ/THQ.
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Hans

Survey summary

Hans is a 41-year-old German male with excellent knowledge of English (his

third language) and Spanish (his fourth language), good knowledge of Russian as a

second language, and basic (poor) knowledge of Portuguese. Hans obtained an MA in

Russian and English from a German university, a Ph.D. in Applied Linguistics in the

United States, and faculty positions in a South American university and then in the

United States.

Hans’s English studies began in Germany when he was 13 years old and studying

in a public school. At the time, he took about three hours of English every week, all in the

form of language courses rather than content courses. His teachers were primarily NSs of

English who focused on all four language skills and used Communicative Language

Teaching with some Grammar-Translation and Audiolingual exercises.

Hans came to the U.S. relatively late in life: he was 26 years old when he began

his graduate studies at an American university, where he spent much of the day taking

content courses in linguistics and related areas, all taught in English, and then interacting

with Americans outside of class. His teaching experience, now spanning ten years,

includes adult ESL, German language and culture, and applied linguistics courses. When

teaching ESL or German as a foreign language, Hans used several methods, relying

primarily on the Communicative Language Teaching approach, but also on techniques

provided by the Grammar Translation and Total Physical Response methods.
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When rating his current ability in various English skills, Hans indicated,

somewhat surprisingly, that his non-academic listening is very good, but not excellent or

near-native. He found himself excellent but still foreign in academic and non-academic

speaking, non-academic writing, academic listening and non-academic reading. The two

skills Hans felt he has mastered in a near-native fashion are academic writing and

academic reading. At the present, he finds syntax and discourse organization to be the

areas of English that pose more difficulties than phonology, morphology, and the lexicon.

In the realm of academic writing, Hans sees English syntax as difficult but views

morphology, lexicon, and discourse organization only somewhat difficult.

Writing sample analysis

Time one: The qualifying exams

SDQ THQ

Error
types Error

count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

total
error
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

C-unit
count

Lexical 17 0.55% 47.22% 4.70 6 0.40% 85.71% 3.68

Morphological 12 0.39% 33.33% 3.31 1 0.07% 14.29% 0.61

Syntactic 7 N/A 19.44% 1.93 0 N/A 0.00% 0.00

Total error
count

36 6

Word count 3078 1488

C-unit count 362 163

Table 113: Lexical, Morphological, and Syntactic Error Frequencies in
Hans’s SDQ and THQ

Hans’s performance was remarkably accurate overall. The types of errors he made

can be arranged in the following order, from most to least frequent: lexical,
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morphological, and syntactic. Morphological errors disappeared almost entirely in THQ,

and syntactic errors vanished completely.

Lexical errors

Noun and adjective choice errors were the most frequent among lexical errors.

Article choice errors were even rarer. This is an interesting phenomenon that differs from

the patterns observed in other data sets (such as the Chinese participants’), not so much

because of the infrequency of article choice errors, but mainly because article-related

errors are no longer at the top of the list.

Lexical error
count

Lexical error
frequency per

lexical error count

Lexical error
frequency per

word count

Lexical error
frequency per C-

unit count

Lexical
error
types

SDQ THQ SDQ THQ SDQ THQ SDQ THQ

Nouns 6 3 35.29% 50.00% 0.19% 0.20% 1.66 1.84

Adjectives 5 1 29.41% 16.67% 0.16% 0.07% 1.38 0.61

Articles 2 2 11.76% 33.33% 0.06% 0.13% 0.55 1.23

Verbs 2 0 11.76% 0.00% 0.06% 0.00% 0.55 0.00

Adverbs 1 0 5.88% 0.00% 0.03% 0.00% 0.28 0.00

Conjunctions 1 0 5.88% 0.00% 0.03% 0.00% 0.28 0.00

Total lexical
error count

17 6

Total error
count

36 7

Word count 3078 1488

C-unit count 362 163

Table 114: Lexical Errors in Hans’s SDQ and THQ

Therefore, the nature of Hans’s lexical errors appears to be distinct: while article

usage has more to do with learning how to use articles and with their discourse functions,

the use of pure lexical (or non-functional) items such as nouns and adjectives has to do

more with acquiring the lexico-semantic meaning of a particular vocabulary item.
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• Nouns in SDQ

Two of the six noun choice errors were straightforward word choice problems:

one word was made up (subabilities instead of the commonly used subskills), and

premises was substituted in a context where priorities would have appropriate. The

made-up word follows the construction rules of the intended word and is synonymous

with it, and premises and priorities begin with the same consonantal onset. It seems that

phonetic features played a role in the use of the incorrect words.

The other four noun-choice errors were repetitions, which in this study are

catalogued as errors because it is considered that where the repeated word or synonym

does not add a new or clarifying nuance, the repetition or synonym addition signals lack

of confidence in the original word choice, which may in turn indicate that the vocabulary

items in question have not been fully acquired. Examples of such uses from Hans’s work

are: strategies/techniques for L2 learning, differences (contrasts), associations /

connections, and intentions/goals.

• Nouns in THQ

In THQ, the noun choice errors were less frequent but of the same type as in

SDQ. There was a noun substitution proper, where the noun intent was used instead of

the verb intend. This error can be explained by interference from German as an L1, in

which a final d would be pronounced /t/. The other errors involved the redundancy of a

synonym, and the pairs used by Hans were issues/questions and accessibility/learnability.
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• Adjectives in SDQ

Two of the adjective selection errors in SDQ were substitutions that follow the

same pattern as noun errors in SDQ: one was a made-up approximation (life-near instead

of life-like) and the other was a substitution of another adjective close in meaning

(wishful instead of desirable):

225. …it would be wishful to employ more qualitative methods.

The other three errors were redundant uses of synonyms, as in the following pairs:

mental/cognitive, interrelated/interconnected, and real/authentic.

• Adjectives in THQ

The only adjective-choice related error in THQ also involved the redundant

presence of a synonym (natural/uninstructed).

• Articles in SDQ and THQ

Article errors will be discussed in order to provide a frame of comparison with

article usage by other participants. In SDQ, both errors affected indefinite articles: one

was inserted before the uncountable noun information, and another was omitted in a

context that did not possess any particular features regarding countability or other

aspects. In THQ, both errors were definite article omissions in contexts featuring high-

frequency phrases in SLA jargon: control and experimental group and method and

research design.

226. Experimental and control groups’ relativization abilities improved

significantly from pre- to posttest.
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227. Doughty is very careful in choosing and describing method and

research design.

Morphological errors

Morphological errors in Hans’s papers, infrequent to begin with, almost

disappeared in THQ.

SDQ THQ

Error
types

Morpho-
logical
error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

word
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Morpholo-
gical error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Morpho-
logical
error
count

Morpholo-
gical error
frequency

per
word
count

Morpho
-logical
error

frequen-
cy

per
total
error
count

Morpho
-logical
error

frequen-
cy
per

C-unit
count

Morphological 12 0.39% 33.33% 3.31 1 0.07% 14.29% 0.61

Total
error count

36 6

Word count 3078 1488

C-unit count 362 163

Table 115: Morphological Error Frequencies in Hans’s SDQ and THQ

In SDQ, a natural break occurs below nominal and verbal morphological errors

(i.e., under the approximate frequency of 25%, which represents the total frequency of

tense and aspect related errors).

The overuse of the plural marker in all three cases in SDQ is an error that attests

to the interface of morphology and semantics, as using the plural –s in this case resulted

in a change of meaning. Thus, although the word performance has a plural, that form has

a different meaning (synonymous with shows) which was not the one Hans meant to use.

The possessive marker was omitted from common plural nouns such as learners and
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students, probably partly because the plural /s/ can be easily confused and, in this case,

merges with the possessive ‘s.

SDQ

Morphological
error types

Mor-
pholo-
gical
error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

morpho-
logical
error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per word

count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Plural 3 8.33% 25.00% 0.10% 0.83
Nominal

Possessive 2 5.56% 16.67% 0.06% 0.55

Aspect 2 5.56% 16.67% 0.06% 0.55
Verbal

Tense 1 2.78% 8.33% 0.03% 0.28

Adjective Derivational –al 1 2.78% 8.33% 0.03% 0.28

Adverb Derivational -ly 1 2.78% 8.33% 0.03% 0.28

Other Inflected article 1 2.78% 8.33% 0.03% 0.28

Total
morphological

error count
12

Total error count 36

C-unit count 362

Word count 3078

Table 116: Morphological Errors in Hans’s SDQ

The tense use in SDQ that deviated from the prescriptive norm was a past form of

the auxiliary have where the present perfect should have been used:

228. In the past, different disciplines had been stressed.

However, while this use is not in accord with the prescriptive grammar rule, it is rather

typical of uses of the past perfect in oral narratives.
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The other three errors were uses of the infinitive instead of the present participle

or vice-versa and can be explained by the use of infinitive forms in German for both the

English infinitive and gerund.

229. That includes to make them aware of strategies and techniques.

230. Knowing differences (contrasts) like these may help making students

aware of problems and avoiding mistakes.

The single morphological error in THQ was in the following sentence:

231. Does the knowledge of unmarked relative clause structures facilitates

further acquisition of relativization?

Here, the ending on the third person singular verb in the present indicative is incorrectly

used in the interrogative form. Although it consists of misusing an inflectional

morpheme, the error is also at the morpho-syntactic interface. Whether or not to use this

morpheme in a question is related to one’s understanding of the syntactic construction of

a sentence and the transformations involved in creating a question.

The table below synthesizes the information in this section.

Error frequency per
word count

Error frequency per
C-unit countMorphological

error types
SDQ THQ SDQ THQ

Plural 0.10% 0.00% 0.83 0.00
Nominal

Possessive 0.06% 0.00% 0.55 0.00

Tense 0.03% 0.03% 0.28 0.27
Verbal

Aspect 0.06% 0.00% 0.55 0.00

Adjective Derivational –al 0.03% 0.00% 0.28 0.00

Adverb Derivational -ly 0.03% 0.00% 0.28 0.00

Other Inflected article 0.03% 0.00% 0.28 0.00

Table 117: Morphological Errors in Hans’s SDQ and THQ
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Syntactic errors

Syntactic errors were the rarest type in Hans’s SDQ and did not occur at all in his

THQ.

SDQ THQ

Error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Syntactic 7 19.44% 1.93 0 0.00% 0.00

Error count 36 6

Word count 3078 1488

C-unit count 362 163

Table 118: Syntactic Error Frequencies in Hans’s SDQ and THQ

The following table presents the type, number, and frequency of the syntactic errors in

Hans’s SDQ.

SDQ

Syntactic error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per syntactic
error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Word/constituent order 4 11.11% 57.14% 1.10

Anaphora 1 2.78% 14.29% 0.28

Agreement 1 2.78% 14.29% 0.28

Pro drop 1 2.78% 14.29% 0.28

Total syntactic error count 7

Total error count 36

C-unit count 362

Table 119: Syntactic Errors in Hans’s SDQ
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Two of the four word/constituent order errors were adverb placement errors (Examples

232 and 233), one was an adjective placement error (Example 234), and one was a

topicalization (Example 235).

232. They also should be aware of regional dialects. (Instead of They

should also be aware…)

233. The term “eclectic” has somehow a negative connotation. (Instead of

The term “eclectic” somehow has …)

234. Ideal would be, if all subjects were beginners. (Instead of It would be

ideal…)

235. “Learning how to learn a FL”, I consider very important.

The anaphoric reference was vague in a syntactic context where a parenthetical

comment complicated the syntax of the sentence and caused Hans to lose track of the

antecedent. The agreement error occurred between an atypical noun – sociolinguistics –

and the verb are. Finally, the subject pronoun it was dropped from Example 234 above.

Although these errors occurred only once, it is interesting that they are similar to those

occurring with higher frequency in other data sets. The fluidity of manner adverb

placement rules in English may have contributed to the errors in that category. The

adverb placement error can also be explained by L1 interference, since in German the

exact translation of the sentences featuring this type of error would be correct and

preferred. Topicalizations, too, are common in German, so the interference argument

would be plausible in that case. Finally, while German is not a pro-drop language, it does

use a structure meaning It would be ideal which does not contain an it or the word order
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expected in English. The German set phrase structure, close but not identical to the

English equivalent, is supplied by Hans as a result of interference.

Conclusions: Comparative analysis of SDQ and THQ

To recap briefly, Hans’s repertoire of errors was small. Lexical errors were the

only ones that persisted in THQ, although at a very small frequency.

Error type
frequency

per word count

Error type
frequency

per C-unit countError
types

SDQ THQ SDQ THQ

Lexical 0.55% 0.40% 4.70 3.68

Morphological 0.39% 0.07% 3.31 0.61

Syntactic N/A N/A 1.93 0.00

Table 120: Lexical, Morphological, and Syntactic Errors in Hans’s SDQ
and THQ

The nature of Hans’s lexical errors was purely lexical, indicating that some

vocabulary items (some nouns and adjectives, to be more exact) were incompletely

acquired at the time of SDQ and THQ. Article usage did not pose problems for Hans.

Thus, he stands apart from other participants. The fact that he has resolved the issues

related to the use of English articles may be an indication that he is further along the

interlanguage continuum than some of the other participants. It is, after all, easier to

acquire nouns and adjective than to learn how to use articles correctly.

Most of Hans’s morphological and syntactic errors can be explained by

interference from German. Although he seems to have reached a highly advanced stage

as an ESL writer, he is still vulnerable to interference. A few of his morphological errors

interface with lexical aspects (such as countability) and syntactic aspects such as the

morphological implications of question formation.
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In addition to Hans’s high accuracy rate, his fluency and syntactic complexity are

also remarkable. Not only did his accuracy increase in THQ, but his fluency and

complexity also improved. The number of clauses per sentence in THQ was higher, and

the proportion of subordinate clauses increased visibly. The mean sentence length also

increased.

SDQ THQ
Clauses per

sentence
2.68 3.79

Percentage of
subordinate

clauses
24.03% 30.06%

Mean length of
sentence

22.8
words

34.60
words

Mean length of
clause

8.50
words

9.12
words

Table 121: Fluency and Complexity in Hans’s SDQ and THQ

These characteristics make Hans one of the most advanced ESL writers in this database.

Hans: Salient facts and findings
� Overall accuracy increased from SDQ to THQ.
� The most frequent errors were lexical.
� The most frequent lexical errors were with nouns and adjectives.
� The most frequent morphological errors were with the plural morpheme.
� The most frequent syntactic errors were with word/constituent order.
� The factors associated with most of the errors found were: L1 interference,

syntactic complexity, and working memory insufficiency.
� Fluency was higher in THQ.
� Complexity increased in THQ.
� Awareness: Hans did not identify the same linguistic problem revealed by the

analysis.
� Age: Hans began studying English at 12 years of age.
� Exposure: Through language classes in Germany before SDQ/THQ.
� Length of residence: None before SDQ/THQ.
� Motivation/Attitude: Hans became faculty in the U.S.
� Teaching methods: Hans learned English through communicative methods.
� Experience teaching English: None before SDQ/THQ.
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Katia

Survey and interview summary

Katia is a native speaker of a Slavic language from one of the former Soviet

republics. Currently in her early 30s, she started studying English at the age of 6, first

with private NNS tutors, as was fashionable at the time among middle class co-nationals,

and then in school. From the very first year, she studied English for approximately four to

five hours a week. In school, Katia was exposed to the Grammar Translation method,

which was used by her teachers to emphasize the importance of grammar and vocabulary,

though they also incorporated some Communicative Language Teaching.

Katia later became English major, obtained a B.A. in French and English in her

home country, and came to the U.S. for graduate studies in applied linguistics. Her

teaching career began at her home university and continued in the U.S. with courses in

English and her native language.

In her survey, Katia rated her own listening skills as good as a native’s, her

academic speaking skills as near-native, her writing and non-academic speaking as

excellent but still foreign, and her non-academic reading as very good. As an academic

writer, Katia identified lexicon as her most challenging area, followed by syntax. She felt

that morphology and discourse organization were not at all difficult at the time she took

the survey.
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Writing sample analysis

Time one: The qualifying exams

Lexical errors were clearly the most frequent in Katia’s SDQ and THQ.

Morphological errors were more frequent than syntactic errors in SDQ, whereas in THQ

syntactic errors occurred more frequently than morphological errors. The frequency of

the lexical errors decreased by half in THQ, while morphological errors occurred about as

frequently. Surprisingly, syntactic errors became more frequent in THQ than in SDQ.

SDQ THQ

Error
types Error

count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequency

per
total
error
count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

total
error
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

C-unit
count

Lexical 25 1.35% 89.29% 9.80 15 0.65% 78.95% 5.86

Morphological 2 0.11% 7.14% 0.78 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00

Syntactic 1 N/A 3.57% 0.39 4 N/A 21.05% 1.56

Total error
count

28 19

Word count 1851 2301

C-unit count 255 256

Table 122: Lexical, Morphological, and Syntactic Errors in Katia’s SDQ
and THQ

Lexical errors

Katia’s lexical errors were concentrated in the area of article errors. The errors

associated with prepositions and pronouns were much less frequent. Given the large

difference between article error frequency, and preposition and pronoun error frequency

within the context of lexical errors, only article errors will be discussed.
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Lexical error
count

Error frequency
per lexical error

count

Error frequency
per word count

Error frequency
per C-unit count

Lexical
error
types

SDQ THQ SDQ THQ SDQ THQ SDQ THQ

Articles 24 13 96.00% 86.67% 1.30% 0.56% 9.41 5.08

Prepositions 1 1 4.00% 6.67% 0.05% 0.04% 0.39 0.39

Pronouns 0 1 0.00% 6.67% 0.00% 0.04% 0.00 0.39

Total lexical
error count

25 15       

Total error
count

28 19

Word count 1851 2301

C-unit count 255 256

Table 123: Lexical Errors in Katia’s SDQ and THQ

Articles

In SDQ, the dominant error in this category was definite article insertion where

the zero article should have been used. Indefinite article insertion was the next most

frequent error, followed by definite article omission and definite article substitution.

Overall, definite article errors were more frequent in SDQ than errors with indefinite

articles.

SDQ

Definite and
indefinite

article usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 45 95.74% 160 87.91% 205 89.52%

Omitted 0 0.00% 4 2.20% 4 1.75%

Substituted 0 0.00% 1 0.55% 1 0.44%

Incorrectly
inserted

2 4.26% 17 9.34% 19 8.30%

Total 47 182 229

Table 124: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Katia’s SDQ

Here is a sample from Katia’s SDQ featuring a few errors with articles:
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236. “Critical period hypothesis (CPH) first proposed by Lenneberg

(1967) for the L1 acquisition, states that language learners outside a

specific sensitive period will not be able to achieve native like mastery of

the language. The evidence for this claim comes from the studies of feral

and abused children (Genie, Victor). The CPH was eventually applied to

L2 acquisition.

237. Interlanguage (IL) is the language produced by the L2 learner at

different stages of language acquisition. IL reflects the developmental

order of the L2 acquisition and contains various errors, such as borrowings

from the L1 (L1 transfer), overgeneralization of the L2 forms, etc.”

In THQ, definite article errors were still more frequent than indefinite article

errors, but there was a shift in the type of definite article error that was most frequent.

Thus, definite article omissions were the most frequent, followed by indefinite article

omissions. There were no other indefinite article errors in THQ.

THQ

Definite and
indefinite article

usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 39 92.86% 136 93.15% 175 93.09%

Omitted 3 7.14% 8 5.48% 11 5.85%

Substituted 0 0.00% 1 0.68% 1 0.53%

Incorrectly
inserted

0 0.00% 1 0.68% 1 0.53%

Total 42 146 188

Table 125: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Katia’s THQ

The paragraph below is a sample from Katia’s THQ featuring an article omission:
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238. “Traditionally in L2 phonological research, L2 pronunciation

accuracy is evaluated through native speakers’ judgments, whether trained

phoneticians or not, and through acoustic measurements of L2 segments.

Most L2 phonology studies have examined <THE> production of

segments in L2 speech, i.e. the production of consonants and vowels. VOT

and segment and/or closure duration are measured in consonant

production; and vowel length and formant values are measured in vowel

production.”

As a result of the article error patterns in SDQ and THQ, the zero article error

patterns also shifted in SDQ and THQ. While in SDQ, more zero articles were omitted

(i.e., replaced with definite or indefinite articles), in THQ more zero articles were used

incorrectly when a definite or indefinite article was expected. When SDQ and THQ are

considered together, zero article omissions and substitutions/insertions occur almost as

frequently.

The switch from definite article insertion as dominant in SDQ to definite article

omission as dominant in THQ shows that definite articles are the most problematic type

of article for Katia. This can be explained by association with her L1, a Slavic language,

which does not possess an article system. As a result, it makes sense that she would, on

occasion, randomly choose to either omit or overuse definite articles. Indefinite articles

were used more accurately because, although her L1 lacks an article system, it uses

numerals that a learner may process as equivalents of the indefinite article (a/an can be

interpreted as one).
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SDQ THQ SDQ+THQ
Zero article

usage
Number
of zero
articles

Percentage
of zero
articles

Number
of zero
articles

Percentag
e of zero
articles

Number
of zero
articles

Percentage
of zero
articles

Correct 313 93.15% 348 96.67% 661 94.97%
Omitted 19 5.65% 1 0.28% 20 2.87%

Substituted/
Incorrectly

inserted
4 1.19% 11 3.06% 15 2.16%

Total 336 360 696

Table126: Zero Article Usage in Katia’s SDQ and THQ

Morphological errors

The time available for planning and revising the THQ seems to have helped

reduce by half the frequency of both lexical and morphological errors.

SDQ THQ

Error
types

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

total
error
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

C-unit
count

Morphological 2 0.11% 7.14% 0.78 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00

Total error
count 28 19

Word count 1851 2301

C-unit count 255 256

Table 127: Morphological Error Frequencies in Katia’s SDQ and THQ

Both errors in SDQ were from the domain of nominal morphology: one plural

marker and one possessive marker were misused. These two errors represent a very low

0.1% in the total number of words used in SDQ. However, the prediction based on this

calculation is that 10 out of 1000 words in a paper by Katia would be morphologically

incorrect. As most graduate-level papers and publications are bound to be longer than
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1000 words, this frequency of morphological errors may affect a readers’ perception of

Katia’s linguistic ability and writing.

SDQ

Morphological
error types

Error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequen-
cy

per
total
error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

morpho-
logical
error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per word

count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Plural 1 3.57% 50.00% 0.05% 0.39
Nominal

Possessive 1 3.57% 50.00% 0.05% 0.39

Total
morphological

error count
2

Total error count 28

C-unit count 255

Word count 1851

Table 128: Morphological Errors in Katia’s SDQ

The noun that was not inflected for number was in fact a nominalized adjective

(see Example 239). It is possible that Katia did not inflect it for number because she was

accustomed to treating the word as an adjective.

239. According to Green, L1>L2 translation is slower due to the fact that

L1 is a more active (dominant) language in bilingual.

The other error seems to be due to interference from her L1, in which the adjective

formed from "human" has Genitive case marking.

240. It is believed that that the language learning can occur most

successfully if the language learning is embedded in the context relevant

to a specific type of human’s intelligence; that is, a learner with the
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kinesthetic intelligence will learn a language better if the language

learning includes certain physical activities; as well as a learner with the

musical intelligence will learn better if music and rhythm are employed in

language teaching processes.

Syntactic errors

Syntactic errors followed a different pathway than lexical and morphological

errors. While the frequency of the latter two decreased in THQ, syntactic errors became

more frequent.

SDQ THQ

Error
types

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Syntactic 1 3.57% 0.39 4 21.05% 1.56

Total error count 28 19

Word count 1851 2301

C-unit count 255 256

Table 129: Syntactic Error Frequencies in Katia’s SDQ and THQ

There was a single agreement error in SDQ, shown in the following example:

241. The Faithfulness constraints is part of the Correspondence Theory

which emphasizes the identity between the two elements in the pair and

aims at the preservation of the lexical identity. In other words input and

output should be identical.

SDQ
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Syntactic
error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per syntactic
error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Agreement 1 3.57% 100.00% 0.39

Total syntactic
error count

1

Total error count 28

C-unit count 255

Table 130: Syntactic Errors in Katia’s SDQ

In THQ, there were three word/constituent order errors and one agreement error

(Example 245). The word order errors included the misplacement of the adverb even

(Example 242), the phrase most of (Example 243), and the pronoun those and verb are in

a subordinate clause treated as a question.

242. …some languages even do not have a passive at all.

243. These nouns were familiar to the most of non-native speakers.

244. …the recent research has been unable to identify exactly what

features are those.

245. The NNSs has resided in the United States for an average of 2.8

years.

The placement of even in the first example corresponds with the use of an emphatic even

in her L1, and is therefore the result of L1 interference.

While there is no particular pattern to these errors seen in the context of Katia’s

SDQ or THQ, we can note that they are the same types of errors found in the other

participants’ writing, to either a lesser or a greater degree. A more in-depth analysis will

be conducted in the section on Katia’s Comp and in the general conclusion of the study.
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THQ

Syntactic
error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per syntactic
error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per C-unit

count

Word/constituent order 3 15.78% 75.00% 1.17

Agreement 1 5.26% 25.00% 0.39

Total syntactic error count 4

Total error count 19

C-unit count 256

Table 131: Syntactic Errors in Katia’s THQ

Time two: The comprehensive exams

Like Katia’s THQ, her Comp contained more syntactic errors than morphological.

Lexical errors were still more frequent than other types.

Comp

Error
types

Error
count

Error
frequency
per word

count

Error
frequency
per total

error count

Error
frequency
per C-unit

count

Lexical 19 0.14% 65.52% 1.48

Syntactic 8 N/A 27.59% 0.62

Morphological 2 0.01% 6.90% 0.16

Error count 29

Word count 13581

C-unit count 1282

Table 132: Lexical, Syntactic, and Morphological Errors in Katia’s Comp

Lexical errors

Articles, a constant presence among the most frequent types of lexical errors,

were also the most frequent type in Katia’s Comp. Her preposition- and verb-related

errors will not be discussed here because they occur much less frequently.

Comp
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Lexical
error
types

Lexical
error
count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

lexical
error count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

word count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Articles 15 78.95% 51.72% 0.11% 1.17

Prepositions 2 10.53% 6.90% 0.01% 0.16

Verbs 1 5.26% 3.45% 0.01% 0.08

Total lexical error
count

19

Total error count 29

Word count 13581

C-unit count 1282

Table 133: Lexical Errors in Katia’s Comp

Articles

Errors with definite articles were more frequent than those with indefinite articles.

Definite articles were never substituted for indefinite articles, but the remaining errors

were about equally split between omissions and insertions. Indefinite article errors were

in the same situation, although they were much less frequent.

Comp

Definite and
indefinite article

usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 331 99.40% 832 98.46% 1163 98.73%

Omitted 1 0.30% 7 0.83% 8 0.68%

Substituted 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

1 0.30% 6 0.71% 7 0.59%

Total 333 845 1178

Table 134: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Katia’s Comp
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The definite and indefinite article omissions and insertions correspond to an equal

amount of zero article substitutions and omissions.

Comp
Zero article

usage
Number of

zero articles
Percentage of
zero articles

Correct 1681 99.11%
Omitted 7 0.41%

Substituted/
Incorrectly

inserted
8 0.47%

Total 1696

Table 135: Zero Article Usage in Katia’s Comp

Below are examples featuring article omissions and substitutions:

246. The range of possible codas in Thai is limited to the voiceless stops,

nasals and the glides, and no complex codas are allowed (Hancin-Bhatt,

2000:209). Since English is less restrictive in this respect, Thai learners of

English will have to re-rank their L1 constraints in order to arrive at a

target grammar.

247. … the questions L2 phonology has to address do not deal exclusively

with the description of L2 patterns. L2 phonology should also be capable

of providing <AN> explanation as to why these developmental patterns

occur, what the factors affecting these phenomena are, and what stages L2

learners go through in phonological acquisition.

Syntactic errors

Katia’s syntactic errors from Comp are listed in the table below:

Comp
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Syntactic
error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency per
total error

count

Syntactic
error

frequency per
syntactic error

count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit count

Word/constituent order 5 17.24% 62.50% 0.39

Anaphora 2 6.90% 25.00% 0.16

Agreement 1 3.45% 12.50% 0.08

Total syntactic error count 8

Total error count 29

C-unit count 1282

Table 136: Syntactic Errors in Katia’s Comp

• Word/constituent order errors

All five errors in this subcategory were tokens of the same error type: native-like

was used as an adverb five times rather than as an adjective. In order to function correctly

in the contexts in which it was used, native-like should have been phrased as like a

native/like natives. Because the word order would change in this phrase and because

using it correctly involves an understanding of the syntactic relationships with the other

words and phrases in the sentence, this error is considered to be syntactic. The following

are some examples from Katia’s Comp:

248. This fact is taken as proof that the age at which language learning

begins does not in itself prevent L2 learners from producing L2 segments

native-like.

249. In other words, early bilinguals were found to produce English

consonants native-like whereas late bilinguals’ production was less

authentic.
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250. One of the main facets of the critical period hypothesis is that, despite

the fact that both early and late language learners receive the same kind of

input as their LOR increases, only early bilinguals are found to perform

native-like.

It seems that this use of native-like is the result of confusion between adjectives and

adverbs in English. The corresponding phrase would be like in a native language,

which is an adverbial and comes after the phrase it modifies, so the word order is from

Katia’s L1, but the phrase itself is not.

• Anaphoric errors

One of the errors in this group consisted of a disagreement between a singular

determiner that was a cataphor of a plural noun:

251. In addition to this patterns, instead of deleting the voiced suffix, L2

learners might devoice it.

In another instance, the anaphor used coindexically with a singular noun was the generic

their, probably as a result of interference from spoken conversational English.

252. The task of a language learner then is to deduce a correct constraint

ranking in their L2 and re-rank their L1 constraints in a similar manner.

• Agreement errors

Finally, an agreement error occurred in a sentence beginning with existential there

whose subject NP was the phrase a number of, which has a plural meaning but singular

morphology that frequently causes problems for native-speaking writers.
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253. …there has been a number of major phonological processes that

shaped the Proto-Slavic.

Word-order and agreement errors also occurred in SDQ and THQ. Although they were

different from each other, they bear similarities with the syntactic errors found in other

participants’ data sets where syntactic errors relate to the presence of existential there or

mass nouns, the use of impersonal their as a singular anaphor, adverb placement, or

chance.

Morphological errors

The presence of the plural morphology error in Comp establishes a continuous

pattern with SDQ and THQ, as well as with most of the other participants in the corpus

used in this study. The tense error is unique in Katia’s data, but in sync with other

participants’ data.

Comp

Morphological
errors types

Morpho-
logical
error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per total

error count

Morpholo-
gical error
frequency

per
morpholo-

gical
error count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per word

count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Nominal Plural 1 3.45% 50.00% 0.01% 0.08

Verbal Tense 1 3.45% 50.00% 0.01% 0.08

Total morphological
error count

2

Total error count 29

C-unit count 1282

Word count 13581

Table 137: Morphological Errors in Katia’s Comp
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Conclusions: Comparative analysis of SDQ, THQ, and Comp

From the beginning, lexical errors were the most frequent in Katia’s papers,

covering the time span from SDQ to THQ to Comp. Morphological errors were the next

most frequent error type in SDQ and Comp, but the least frequent error type in SDQ and

THQ combined. Lexical errors decreased steadily from THQ to SDQ to Comp, whereas

morphological errors disappeared completely from THQ but reappeared at a very low

frequency in Comp. Syntactic errors became more frequent in THQ and then dropped in

Comp, although not below the level they reached in THQ.

Error type frequency
per word count

Error type frequency
per C-unit countError

types
SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Lexical 1.35% 0.65% 0.14% 9.80 5.86 1.48

Morphological 0.11% 0.00% 0.01% 0.78 0.00 0.16

Syntactic N/A N/A N/A 0.39 1.56 0.62

Table 138: Lexical, Morphological, and Syntactic Errors in Katia’s SDQ,
THQ, and Comp

In general, the extra time associated with THQ helped Katia control the lexical

and morphological errors, though not syntactic errors. Over the three years between

SDQ/THQ and Comp, Katia’s command of the lexicon improved. Her morphology and

syntax also improved compared to SDQ and THQ considered together, but declined

somewhat compared to THQ alone. It seems that, at the time of the qualifying exams, the

extra time available may have helped her control the use of lexical and morphological

items. Overall, the time between SDQ/THQ and Comp allowed the acquisition process to

proceed towards completion.
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Lexical errors

Error frequency per word count Error frequency per C-unit count
Lexical
error
types

SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Articles 1.30% 0.56% 0.11% 9.41 5.08 1.17

Prepositions 0.05% 0.04% 0.01% 0.39 0.39 0.16

Pronouns 0.00% 0.04% 0.00% 0.00 0.39 0.00

Verbs 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00 0.00 0.08

Table 139: Lexical Errors in Katia’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Articles were the lexical items involved in the most frequent lexical errors. The

frequency of both article- and preposition-related errors decreased when more time was

available and over the time span between SDQ/THQ and Comp. Pronouns and verbs

were involved in errors only occasionally, probably due to working memory failures.

• Articles

Overall, definite articles were used incorrectly more frequently than indefinite

articles, and insertion was a more frequent type of error than omission or substitution. In

fact, the latter type of error did not affect indefinite articles in any of the exams, and it

occurred the least frequently with definite articles.

Indefinite
articles

Definite
articles

Definite and
indefinite

article
error
types SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Correct 95.74% 92.86% 99.40% 87.91% 93.15% 98.46%

Omitted 0.00% 7.14% 0.30% 2.20% 5.48% 0.83%

Substituted 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.55% 0.68% 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

4.26% 0.00% 0.30% 9.34% 0.68% 0.71%

Table 140: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Katia’s SDQ, THQ,
and Comp
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Zero
article
error
types

SDQ THQ Comp

Correct 93.15% 96.67% 99.11%

Omitted /
Substituted

5.65% 0.28% 0.41%

Incorrectly inserted 1.19% 3.06% 0.47%

Table 141: Zero Article Usage in Katia’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

In Comp, the amount and types of errors were more stable, indicating a

stabilization of Katia’s article system. The spread of the errors and the shifts in error

hierarchy in SDQ and THQ suggests interference from Katia’s L1, which cannot provide

support because it does not have an article system.

Morphological errors

Katia’s morphological errors form a stronger pattern with the morphological

errors in other participants’ data than within Katia’s own data.

Error frequency per
word count

Error frequency per
C-unit countMorphological

error types
SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Plural 0.05% 0.00% 0.01% 0.39 0.00 0.08
Nominal

Possessive 0.05% 0.04% 0.00% 0.39 0.39 0.00

Verbal Tense 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00 0.00 0.08

Adjective Derivational -al 0.00% 0.04% 0.00% 0.00 0.39 0.00

Table 142: Morphological Errors in Katia’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Based on the percentages calculated, it seems that these errors may have been

simple accidents, but the qualitative analysis suggests that certain errors, although not

frequent, were rather stable in Katia’s morphology (especially plural and possessive

morphemes).
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Syntactic errors

Katia’s syntactic errors, too, were infrequent and with the exception of anaphora,

less and less frequent in THQ and Comp than in SDQ. They also align well with the types

of errors found in other participants’ data and are the partial result of both L1 interference

and interference from spoken English.

Error frequency per C-unit count
Syntactic

error
types

SDQ THQ Comp

Agreement 0.39% 0.39% 0.08

Word/constituent order 0.00% 1.17% 0.39

Anaphora 0.00% 0.00% 0.16

Table 143: Syntactic Errors in Katia’ s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

The fluency or complexity in Katia’s writing did not necessarily increase with

time. It increased from SDQ to THQ, testifying to the benefits of the availability of time.

However, in Comp, only the mean length of clauses increased, while the percentage of

subordinate clauses and clauses per sentence decreased below the level found in SDQ.

SDQ THQ Comp
Clauses per

sentence
2.71 3.12 2.65

Percentage of
subordinate

clauses
34.50% 40.23% 32.05%

Mean length of
sentence

19.69
words

28.06
words

28.11
words

Mean length of
clause

7.25
words

8.98
words

10.59
words

Table 144: Fluency and Complexity in Katia’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

This means that both fluency and complexity decreased in Comp. Since this correlates

with an overall drop in error frequency, the decrease in fluency and complexity may
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mean that Katia had a tighter command of her prose, which helped her make errors less

frequently. On the other hand, this does not seem to have worked in the area of syntactic

errors. The conclusion therefore must be that Katia’s syntactic knowledge had started to

undergo new changes and rearrangements by the time of Comp.

Katia: Salient facts and findings
� Overall accuracy increased from SDQ to THQ to Comp.
� The most frequent errors were lexical.
� The most frequent lexical errors were with articles.
� The most frequent morphological errors were with the possessive and plural

morphemes.
� The most frequent syntactic errors were in word/constituent order and agreement.
� The factors associated with most of the errors found were: L1 interference,

syntactic complexity, and working memory insufficiency.
� Fluency was higher in THQ and stagnated in Comp.
� Complexity increased in THQ and decreased in Comp.
� Awareness: Katia identified the same linguistic problems revealed by the analysis.
� Age: Katia began studying English at 6 years of age.
� Exposure: Most of the day.
� Length of residence: Two years before SDQ/THQ.
� Motivation/Attitude: She would like to become faculty in the U.S.
� Teaching methods: Katia learned English through traditional and communicative

methods.
� Experience teaching English: Two years in the U.S. before SDQ/THQ.
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Mohammed

Survey summary

Mohammed is a 48-year-old male from a central African country, where he

learned two local dialects as first languages, Arabic as a second, and French as a third

language. His mastery of all these languages is excellent, and they are designated second

and third based simply on chronological criteria. After completing his B.A. and M.A. in

his home country, Mohammed studied in London for a year and then came to the United

States to earn his Ph.D. in applied linguistics. At the time of the survey, Mohammed had

lived in English-speaking countries for five years – one year in the U.K. and four years in

the U.S. In 2002, just before beginning his doctoral program, Mohammed took the

standardized tests required for entrance to American universities. He received a score of

530 on the TOEFL, 610 on the verbal portion of the GRE, 3 out of 5 on the TWE, and 50

of 70 on the SPEAK test.

Mohammed started taking English classes in school for about four hours a week

when he was 12. The teaching methods used by his teachers, who were NNSs of English,

were Grammar-Translation and the Audiolingual method. In fact, the latter was used

most frequently. In the U.K., Mohammed continued to study English, taking an English

language course for one hour every week, while at the same time taking five content

courses related to his postgraduate degree in TEFL. In the language course taken in

England, Mohammed was introduced to Communicative and Task-Based language

teaching approaches.
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Like most other participants, Mohammed has accumulated fairly extensive

teaching experience as an English instructor at high schools and a university in his home

country, and as an instructor of French in the U.S. In both contexts, Mohammed used a

number of teaching methods, including Grammar Translation, Audiolingual,

Communicative, and task-based teaching. His teaching was always done primarily in the

target language, with never more than 20% of a class taught in the non-target language

when clarifications could not be successfully given otherwise.

When evaluating his English skills, Mohammed placed his academic and non-

academic writing skills lowest, rating them as very good. All the other skills – listening,

reading, and speaking, in both academic and non-academic situations – were rated at the

next level, excellent but still foreign. From the beginning of his English studies,

Mohammed had perceived syntax and discourse organization as more difficult than

morphology or the lexicon. As an academic writer, at the time of the survey, Mohammed

ranked syntax and discourse structure as somewhat difficult and morphology and the

lexicon as not difficult.

Writing sample analysis

Time one: The qualifying exams

The most frequent errors in Mohammed’s SDQ and THQ were lexical.

Morphological and syntactic errors were the second and third most frequent in SDQ,

where the frequencies of both were about equal. In THQ, morphological and syntactic

errors were equally frequent.
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SDQ THQ

Error
types Error

count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

total
error
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

C-unit
count

Lexical 14 0.62% 63.64% 5.05 16 0.59% 66.67% 4.89

Morphological 5 0.22% 22.73% 1.81 4 0.15% 16.67% 1.22

Syntactic 3 N/A 13.64% 1.08 4 N/A 16.67% 1.22

Total error
count

22 24

Word count 2274 2725

C-unit count 277 327

Table 145: Lexical, Morphological, and Syntactic Error Frequencies in
Mohammed’s SDQ and THQ

In the untimed condition (THQ), the frequency of the lexical and morphological errors

decreased somewhat, while the frequency of the syntactic errors increased slightly.

Lexical errors

Lexical error
count

Error frequency
per lexical error

count

Error frequency
per word count

Error frequency
per C-unit count

Lexical
error
types

SDQ THQ SDQ THQ SDQ THQ SDQ THQ

Articles 5 6 35.71% 37.50% 0.22% 0.22% 1.81 1.83

Prepositions 3 2 21.43% 12.50% 0.13% 0.07% 1.08 0.61

Verbs 3 2 21.43% 12.50% 0.13% 0.07% 1.08 0.61

Nouns 1 3 7.14% 18.75% 0.04% 0.11% 0.36 0.92

Adverbs 1 2 7.14% 12.50% 0.04% 0.07% 0.36 0.61

Conjunctions 0 1 0.00% 6.25% 0.00% 0.04% 0.00 0.31

Total lexical
error count

14 16

Total error
count

22 24

Word count 2274 2725

C-unit count 277 327

Table 146: Lexical Errors in Mohammed’s SDQ and THQ
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More than 10% of all the lexical errors in SDQ and THQ were associated with

articles, prepositions, verbs, nouns, and adverbs, respectively. Articles were the part of

speech most frequently involved in lexical errors in both SDQ and THQ. The frequency

of verb-, adverb-, and conjunction-related errors increased in THQ. However, as shown

in the table above, the overall frequency of lexical errors was almost equal in the two

exams.

• Articles

In SDQ, indefinite articles were more problematic for Mohammed than definite

articles. The most frequent type of error in this category was indefinite article omission,

followed by indefinite article insertion. Definite article omission was a less frequently

encountered error, and article substitutions did not occur at all.

SDQ

Definite and
indefinite

article usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 52 92.85% 224 99.55% 276 98.22%

Omitted 3 5.37% 1 0.44% 4 1.42%

Substituted 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

1 1.78% 0 0.00% 1 0.35%

Total 56 225 281

Table 147: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Mohammed’s SDQ

In THQ, a similar pattern can be observed: indefinite article omission was the

most frequent article-related error, followed by indefinite article insertion, definite article

omission, and definite article insertion. Again, there were no article substitutions.
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THQ

Definite and
indefinite

article usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 56 94.91% 201 98.52% 257 97.71%

Omitted 2 3.38% 2 0.98% 4 1.52%

Substituted 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

1 1.69% 1 0.49% 2 0.76%

Total 59 204 263

Table 148: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Mohammed’s THQ

SDQ THQ SDQ+THQ
Zero article

usage Number of zero
articles

Percentage of
zero articles

Number of
zero

articles

Percentage
of zero
articles

Number of
zero articles

Percentage of
zero articles

Correct 310 98.41% 431 98.62% 741 98.53%
Omitted 1 0.31% 2 0.45% 3 0.39%

Substituted/
Incorrectly

inserted
4 1.26% 4 0.91% 8 1.06%

Total 315 437 752

Table 149: Zero Article Usage in Mohammed’s SDQ

The accuracy rate of zero article use was more constant in SDQ and THQ than the

accuracy rate of other articles. Zero article overuse was a more frequent error than

omission because more indefinite and definite articles were omitted, as mentioned above.

The following are a few examples of article errors from Mohammed’s work.

254. It does not pay attention to <THE> communicative aspect of

language. What it aims at is accuracy in language production. (from SDQ)

255. The evidence for the articulator to be shared is that even very

proficient bilinguals generally have <A> foreign accent (if not always) due

to the cluster of the storage and use of the different words. (from SDQ)
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256. This is a reason enough for teacher training program to include many

different targeted languages. (from THQ)

No particular pattern could be associated with Mohammed’s article errors. The

only error that occurred in the context of a collocation was the one shown in Example

256, where the phrase this is reason enough included the indefinite article a. As

Mohammed’s African L1s use articles that take the form of clitics, it is possible that he is

not accustomed to inserting a definite article in front of words. It is also possible that he

may experience some confusion coming from his four languages, which provide various

linguistic models.

• Qualitative analysis of Mohammed’s preposition errors in SDQ and THQ

In SDQ, preposition substitutions were more frequent than preposition omissions,

while preposition insertions were absent. In THQ, omissions and insertions occurred

equally frequently, while substitutions were not present at all. The overall accuracy rate

in preposition usage was similar in SDQ and THQ, although there was a shift in types of

errors.

SDQ THQ
Preposition usage Number of

prepositions
Percentage of
prepositions

Number of
prepositions

Percentage of
prepositions

Correct 267 98.88% 325 99.38%

Omitted 1 0.37% 1 0.30%

Incorrectly
inserted

0 0.00% 1 0.30%

Substituted 2 0.74% 0 0.00%

Total 270 327

Table 150: Preposition Usage in Mohammed’s SDQ and THQ
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This may be an indication that, just like Mohammed’s English article system, his English

preposition system is rather stable, the error rate being similar in both the timed and

untimed conditions.

Due to the small number of preposition usage errors, all the examples will be

presented and analyzed together. If SDQ and THQ were considered separately, the errors

would have a higher likelihood of seeming random.

The errors in the following three examples reveal Mohammed’s occasional

inability to choose the correct preposition from an array of candidates. This in turn means

that at the time of the SDQ/THQ he was not fully aware of the collocational patterns of

some English prepositions.

257. It does not limit its scope on language and function but also includes

social and pragmatic aspects of language. (intended phrasing: It does not

limit its scope to language and function) (from SDQ)

258. This can take different forms: free variation, systematic variation,

variation according to the interlocutor/sociolinguistic, variation to the

degree of attention (psycholinguistic). (intended preposition: of) (from

SDQ)

259. What should be done is <DECIDE> how to introduce it in the system

and the textbook under constructive views of language as a means <OF>

[a] real communication, communication in all aspects and forms. (from

SDQ)
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260. They may accommodate <with> each other or in the case of

misunderstanding by/with one member of a group or pair by other(s),

clarification question<s> would arise spontaneously. (from THQ)

The omission in the following example seems to be a mere accident:

261. The authors mentioned that the learners could be informed that <IN>

English the passive does not include the extra rules that these learners

have in their languages such as the gradience of animacy, the degree of

volitionality, the use of the passive with both transitive and intransitive

verbs, the agentivity of both the subject and the object, but not how they

could avoid transfer. (from THQ)

• Verbs

As exemplified in the excerpts below, Mohammed’s verb substitution and

omission errors reflect the fact that their acquisition may not have been complete at the

time he completed his SDQ and THQ. As a consequence, he used the verb reduce as an

intransitive verb and gave other verbs new meanings or forms (see Examples 262 and

263), some of them reminiscent of French equivalents (Examples 264 and 265).

262. It is believed that the child’s innate capacity of learning language

reduces after a certain age.

263. The introduction of discourse analysis in the teaching-learning

system will comply with this long emitted idea.

264. They have mentioned, repertoriated different kinds and levels of

variation
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265. Grammatical voice is absent in Chinese, and active—passive

sentence relationships cannot be determinated.

266. The study has well stated to choose a teaching method that is

interactive, <AND> entails collaborative production by the learners,

without naming a precise one.

267. For example, as Chinese does not have a grammatical voice at all, its

speakers <HAD> the worst problems with the passive voice in English…

• Nouns

The same lack of precision in word choice, reflecting incomplete acquisition and

possible interference from French, may be associated with the need to use a synonym in

the following sentence: Proficiency is the level of ability, capacity reached by a learner.

The same reason may have influenced Mohammed to use the noun confirmation for

affirmation, the noun precision instead of details, and to write of a pedagogical method

that calls on for a deep thought in the line of teaching to different second language

learners (rather than deep thinking).

• Adverbs

The same explanation seems plausible in the cases below:

268. What we can say now is that we can continue to use the outcomes of

variation studies to learn deeper everyday about language and inform SLA

constantly to do better. (intended: more) (from SDQ)
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269. NNSs speakers seem to perceive the lexical animacy of abstract

concepts and inanimate concrete noun phrases slightly higher than NSs.

(intended: better) (from THQ)

270. Use activities with non-sentient nouns as subjects of animate verbs to

increase exposure even as active sentences preliminary to the teaching of

the passive. (intended: prior) (from THQ)

If a conclusion were to be drawn solely based on this section, it would be that

certain lexical items, particularly prepositions, verbs, nouns, and adverbs were

incompletely acquired at the time of SDQ/THQ. Articles stand apart from other parts of

speech because it is not their formal but their functional features that make them difficult.

In Mohammed’s case, the omission of indefinite articles – the dominant lexical error for

him – can be associated with transfer from Arabic, one of his dominant languages,

because Arabic uses definite articles but not indefinite ones. His African languages and

French also have article systems.

Morphological errors

There was a small drop in morphological error frequency from SDQ to THQ,

suggesting a slight benefit from the time available for THQ. All of Mohammed’s

morphological errors in SDQ and THQ were omissions of the plural morpheme.
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SDQ THQ

Error
types

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

total
error
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

C-unit
count

Morphological 5 0.22% 22.73% 1.81 4 0.15% 16.67% 1.22

Total error
count 22 24

Word count 2274 2725

C-unit count 277 327

Table 151: Morphological Error Frequencies in Mohammed’s SDQ and
THQ

SDQ

Morphological
error types

Error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

morpho-
logical
error
count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per word

count

Morpho-
logical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Nominal Plural 5 22.73% 100.00% 0.22% 1.81

Total
morphological

error count
5

Total error count 22

C-unit count 277

Word count 2274

Table 152: Morphological Errors in Mohammed’s SDQ

Among the uninflected nouns in SDQ, one ended in /t/ (test), which is a feature

that may obscure the presence of the plural /s/ in pronunciation and, by extension, in

writing. The occasional omission of the plural morpheme can also be a result of

interference from French. Although both Arabic and French (Mohammed’s more
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dominant languages) use plural morphology, the plural morpheme in French is not

pronounced. This might cause Mohammed to treat the English plural morpheme as

inaudible, and, as a consequence, not represented orthographically. His African L1s also

use plural morphology realized as clitics, vocal mutations, and sometimes reduplication.

271. Computer-mediated communication is the learning and teaching of

language through the use of computer as a tool in different activities.

272. The Monitor model composed of 5 theory is Krashen’s and focuses

on the differences between learning and acquisition…

273. As for communicative test of language use, it evaluates the overall

communicative competence, the pragmatic use of language in a

meaningful way.

274. There were 18 English words with a semantic category, 18 Dutch

word within a semantic category (e.g. animals, vegetables, fruits), 18

English words selected randomly from the categories, and 18 Dutch words

selected randomly from the categories.

275. To insist on the aspect included in the formulator, all the processing

devices in it are shared by the two language.

The same causes can be hypothesized to play a role in the omission of the plural

morpheme from the sentences that follow Table 153. One of the nouns in this set –

judgment - ends in /t/ as well.
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THQ

Morphological
error types

Error
count

Morphological
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

morpholo-
gical error

count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per word

count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Nominal Plural 4 16.00% 100.00% 0.16% 1.22

Total morphological
error count

4

Total error count 24

C-unit count 327

Word count 2725

Table 153: Morphological Errors in Mohammed’s THQ

276. In English, the meaning of passive construction does not involve

consideration of agentivity or patienthood and active verbs are commonly

used with inanimate subjects.

277. The grammaticality judgment of all the NNSs except the Spanish

speakers were different from those of the NSs. In the paired sentences, that

of the Asian language speakers was distinct from that of the NSs.

278. This is a reason enough for teacher training program to include many

different targeted languages.

279. They may accommodate with each other or in the case of

misunderstanding by/with one member of a group or pair by other(s),

clarification question would arise spontaneously.
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Syntactic errors

Syntactic errors were more frequent in Mohammed’s THQ than in his SDQ.

SDQ THQ

Error
types Error

count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

C-unit
count

Syntactic 3 13.64% 1.08 4 16.67% 1.22

Total error count 22 24

Word count 2274 2725

C-unit count 277 327

Table 154: Syntactic Error Frequencies in Mohammed’s SDQ and THQ

The sentences containing the various syntactic errors in Mohammed’s papers are

presented below.

280. A good test must be valid, appropriate, well constructed, adapted to

the situation, practical and test what it is meant for, at the level of the

testees and well matched with the objectives. It should be consistent, it

should be tested, tried out beforehand if it is the type of large scale ones.

281. Competence and performance should be considered in the form

dimension as Hymes and then Canale and Swain defines it.

282. What should be done is <DECIDE> how to introduce it in the system

and the textbook under constructive views of language as a means <OF>

[a] real communication, communication in all aspects and forms.

283. Investigating L2 learners of a variety of L1 backgrounds having

different linguistic graphics, coming from language groups and different

continents give a full spectrum to the scope of the study.
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284. For example, as Chinese does not have a grammatical voice at all, its

speakers <HAD> the worst problems with the passive voice in English…

285. The study has well stated to choose a teaching method that is

interactive, <AND> entails collaborative production by the learners,

without naming a precise one.

286. The authors suggest a set of varied activities that they prefer to be

cognitive, interactive, diversified, intensive, in the form of information-

gap activities, communicative and based on descriptions, analysis,

discussions, presentations, project writings, posters, science fairs, etc.

What is not clear is that they mentioned “scientific experiment” without

giving precision about where it would take place, under which conditions

and whether <IT WOULD BE DONE> with authentic materials.

SDQ

Syntactic
error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per syntactic
error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Agreement 1 4.55% 33.33% 0.36

Anaphora 1 4.55% 33.33% 0.36

Fragments 1 4.55% 33.33% 0.36

Total syntactic
error count

3

Total error count 22

C-unit count 277

Table 155: Syntactic Errors in Mohammed’s SDQ

The most telling errors are the fragments and other constituent omissions, which

are syntactic but interface strongly with the lexicon. Constructing a faulty syntactic
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structure implies an incomplete understanding of the properties of certain words,

including their potential to collocate with other parts of speech in phrases.

THQ

Syntactic
error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per syntactic

error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Agreement 1 4.16% 25.00% 0.31

Word/constituent order 1 4.16% 25.00% 0.31

Copula or multi-word constituent
omission

1 4.16% 25.00% 0.31

Fragments 1 4.16% 25.00% 0.31

Total syntactic
error count

4

Total error count 24

C-unit count 327

Table 156: Syntactic Errors in Mohammed’s THQ

To conclude this section, Mohammed’s errors so far appear to be related to a

range of factors: interference from French and Arabic (in article usage and plural

morphology), and incomplete acquisition of lexical items (especially nouns and verbs) as

well as of their collocational patterns (especially with prepositions and some syntactic

patterns).

Time two: The comprehensive exams

In Mohammed’s Comp, the most frequent type of errors were lexical, just like in

SDQ and THQ. Syntactic and morphological errors were tied as the second most frequent

type of errors.
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Comp

Error types Error
count

Error
frequency
per word

count

Error
frequency
per total

error count

Error
frequency
per C-unit

count

Lexical 26 0.30% 52.00% 2.63

Syntactic 12 N/A 24.00% 1.21

Morphological 12 0.14% 24.00% 1.21

Error count 50

Word count 8526

C-unit count 990

Table 157: Lexical, Syntactic, and Morphological Error Frequencies in
Mohammed’s Comp

Lexical errors

Comp

Lexical
error
types

Lexical
error
count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

lexical
error count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

word count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Articles 13 50.00% 26.00% 0.15% 1.31

Verbs 4 15.38% 8.00% 0.05% 0.40

Nouns 3 11.54% 6.00% 0.04% 0.30

Prepositions 2 7.69% 4.00% 0.02% 0.20

Conjunctions 2 7.69% 4.00% 0.02% 0.20

Pronouns 1 3.85% 2.00% 0.01% 0.10

Adjectives 1 3.85% 2.00% 0.01% 0.10

Total lexical error
count

26

Total error count 50

Word count 8526

C-unit count 990

Table 158: Lexical Errors in Mohammed’s Comp
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Articles, verbs, and nouns were the parts of speech found in errors that amounted

to more than 10% of all lexical errors.

• Articles

Just like in SDQ and THQ, indefinite article omissions were the most frequent

errors with articles. The second most frequent was definite article omission. Overall,

article omission was the dominant type of error, followed by indefinite article insertion

and then definite article substitution and insertion.

Comp

Definite and
indefinite article

usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 192 97.46% 532 98.51% 724 98.23%

Omitted 4 2.03% 6 1.11% 10 1.35%

Substituted 0 0.00% 1 0.18% 1 0.13%

Incorrectly
inserted

1 0.50% 1 0.18% 2 0.27%

Total 197 540 737

Table 159: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Mohammed’s Comp

Comp
Zero article

usage
Number of

zero articles
Percentage of
zero articles

Correct 1423 99.16%
Omitted 2 0.13%

Substituted/
Incorrectly

inserted
10 0.69%

Total 1435

Table 160: Zero Article Usage in Mohammed’s Comp

The zero article was used with an accuracy rate that was slightly higher than that

of definite and indefinite article usage. Zero article overuse was the main error with this
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part of speech. Zero article omission was an error type that occurred three times less

frequently.

The extensive examples from Mohammed’s Comp show that the errors in this

category do not seem to have been triggered by distinguishable features of the nouns they

accompanied. Rather, it appears that the article usage errors could be related partly to

interference from Arabic, as explained earlier.

287. These approaches include Cognitive Approaches and new adaptations

of the Direct Method, like the Natural Approach. Both Grammar

Translation and the Audio-lingual failed to prepare learners for

spontaneous, contextualized language use and <THE> Chomskyan

concern with syntax was found to cover only a part of what language users

needed to know in order to communicate effectively. Krashen’s theory of

second language acquisition has influenced <THE> development of

integrated instruction at all levels. For him a second language is most

successfully acquired when the conditions are similar to those in first

language acquisition when the focus of instruction is on meaning rather

than on form; when the input is at or just above the proficiency level of the

learner; and when there is a sufficient opportunity to engage in meaningful

use of langue in an environment relatively free of anxiety.

288. These pedagogic developments influenced syllabus design,

methodology, assessment, and an early and influential proposal for the use

of <THE> task-based approach.
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289. Because of the absence of the target culture and thus an interacting

speech community, it proves difficult to access the language as would the

native speaker. In case of a possible access, another issue of features of the

language comes also to hamper <THE> progress of the learner.

Fortunately, foreign language pedagogy has been tirelessly working

toward practices that can ease the foreign language learners’ difficulty.

290. Horst, Meara & Cobb (1998) suggest eight exposures; Saragai,

Nation, and Meister (1978) 12 exposures; and for Nagy (1997) there is

<A> one-in-twenty chance of retaining.

291. Additionally, the course will be credited and the students’

performance will count toward their yearly evaluation. This kind of course

can also be appreciated by the government if it has to be of limited cost.

This is a reason for choosing the Language across the curriculum for most

of them.

292. The notion of noticing is a very important since it guides the focus on

form and focus on forms. In order to make the new program more

effective, the communicative approach used which is the combination of

task-based instruction and content-based instruction will include the strong

form that characterizes it.
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• Verbs

Only one of the verb-related errors was related to an idiomatic use: intending to

use the phrase by making this effort, Mohammed replaced the light verb make with

another light verb, do.

293. The attention of the learner in directed to the problem areas in his

interlanguage and when there is discrepancy, he will perceive it. That is

when the noticing occurs. As the learner notices a problem in his

production in comparison to the native speaker or the more competent

interlocutor, he will go back and reprocess its production and the next

outcome becomes a pushed one that goes slightly beyond his neutral

production. By doing this effort, this mental effort his knowledge is

restructured and so increases his level of competence. It is important that

the learner notices the gap in order to process the restructuring.

294. This active engagement will make them give the best of themselves

and perform better. An additional activity that will both challenge and

encourage them to produce, will be for example giving the responsibility

to a group of students every day for every different activity in which they

have to work their presentation after the instructor’s and discus it with

their peers in class. It will keep them permanently awake.

In the case of EAP the daily activities of the course will rather use a theme

–based approach in which themes will be selected to be included in the

syllabus there will also be a component of Writing Across the Curriculum
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(WAC) that will focus on writing, because there is not any other

possibility for the students to work on their academic writing while with

the ambition of studying in an English-speaking country one day, they

need to at this college level to work on their writing concurrently with the

other aspects of communication. . By treating them, the students will

develop general academic competence (Adamson, 1993).

The other examples illustrate uses of some verbs that seem to have been acquired

partially by the time of the Comp.

• Nouns

Like the noun-related errors in SDQ and THQ, and like the verb-related errors in

Comp, the noun-related errors here were all substitutions that lead us to believe that the

respective lexical entries were incomplete and possibly still under construction when

Mohammed wrote the Comp.

295. Referring to the above we can say that reading is the source of input

par excellence and extensive reading is a source of incremental but sure

acquisition of lexis. Laufer’s (2003) reaction to the common arguments is

valuable[,] but I guess it serves as a moderation and needs further research

and empirically proven statement<s> against the gain through reading

before anything can be discarded. (intended: warning)

296. In this field, the web significantly impacts language learning in the

notion of self-directed learning in which an individualized self-pace<d>
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learning environment can be implemented through <THE> Hypertext

structure of the web. (intended: sense)

297. Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) refers to a progression of

approaches to second language teaching that focus on providing

opportunities for students “to use the language to interpret and express

real-life messages” (Lee & Van Patten 1995, p 8.) These approaches

include Cognitive Approaches and new adaptations of the Direct Method,

like the Natural Approach. (intended: range/array)

Syntactic errors

The erroneous omission and insertion of constituents in the syntactic structure of a

sentence stem from a lack of understanding of both English syntactic rules and the

meaning of the lexical items used in the sentence. In a sense, it seems that the language

learner who makes such errors does not fully understand the meaning and grammatical

functions of the words within the sentence, and thus does not understand when the

intended meaning has been conveyed and the syntactic structure has been completed.

The hierarchy of Mohammed’s syntactic errors is presented in the table below.

Comp
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Syntactic
error types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

syntactic
error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Multi-word constituent redundancy 4 8.00% 33.33% 0.40

Word/constituent order 2 4.00% 16.67% 0.20

Agreement 2 4.00% 16.67% 0.20

Multi-word constituent omission 2 4.00% 16.67% 0.20

Fragments 1 2.00% 8.33% 0.10

Anaphora 1 2.00% 8.33% 0.10

Total syntactic error count 12

Total error count 50

C-unit count 990

Table 161: Syntactic Errors in Mohammed’s Comp

• Multi-word constituent redundancy

298. The […] students are aware of the international tracks in certain

careers and majors and some have contributed but accessing through the

French and Arabic languages. This English option will motivate them

even more as they know that English is the key to world interaction.

299. As they will be in need of comprehending and communicating, they

will be engaged in activities of receptive and productive expressive

accuracy, complexity and fluency. This active engagement will make them

give the best of themselves and perform better. An additional activity that

will both challenge and encourage them to produce, will be for example

giving the responsibility to a group of students every day for every

different activity in which they have to work their presentation after the
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instructor’s and discus it with their peers in class. It will keep them

permanently awake.

300. Both ESL and EFL students have difficulty in improving their lexical

knowledge but the EFL or any foreign language learners are those who

lack resources the most as they are disconnected from the target culture

from where the ESL students, even though not as much as needed, can

benefit at some level and access reading and other materials more easily.

In fact reading and listening are the best and clear ways of obtaining

language input necessary for growth. But the kind of reading and the kind

of instructions that go with them as very useful for improvement are not

necessarily what we think they are. Especially for the EFL students who

have limited access to human and material resources need to invest in

reading, the least costly but the most reliable as the best source of lexical

acquisition in the long run.

301. … there needs a specific presentation of the screen in conformity

with certain principles such as the six ones suggested by Goodfellow

(1999) 1- Addressing the learner’s need ; 2- Maximizing interactivity; 3-

Promoting a deep processing approach; 4- Making the modules salient and

easy to access; 5- Tracking the learner’s action on mouse and keyboard to

be informed; 6- Generating and recording data on learning approaches and

adapting the approach to the individual learners and the Presentation-

practice-production paradigm.
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• Multi-word constituent omission

302. The screen architecture needs to include at least a navigation bar, a

clear display area, a help bar, an incorporated feedback system, and

<NEEDS TO BE> not overloaded with display; the whole <SYSTEM

NEEDS TO BE> backed up with a security web site for keeping resources

ready for use.

• Agreement errors

While other participants made errors in this category that could be attributed to

the distance between the NP and the V that were supposed to agree, Mohammed’s

agreement errors can not be attributed to syntactic complexity, but to insufficient working

memory.

303. I would associate intensive reading much more with an activity that

mostly occurs in the classroom and exploits a short text as deeply as

possible, and extensive reading mostly with long texts with activities that

the learners does mostly privately even though it is also done in class.

304. The pedagogical assumptions in syllabi based on relevant notions and

functions was that such elements would be more acceptable and

meaningful to learners and thus be more motivating.

• Word/constituent order errors

The errors in this category may be attributed to the strain that a long sentence puts

on one’s working memory (see Example 305) and to interference from Mohammed’s

African L1’s. In these languages, a sentence’s word order does not change in the
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interrogative form; rather, a question marker and intonation signal that the sentence is a

question.

305. Departing from the assumption that it was not enough in language

teaching to focus only on language structure but it needs to be

accompanied by the concern to develop the capacity to express meaning

and the findings of the empirical research in L1 acquisition which showed

similarity between the two that was an influence on syllabus design as a

result and communicative Language teaching developed.

306. But how the result of reading is perceived in terms of acquisition?

In sum, Mohammed’s syntactic errors seem to originate in a combination of

partially acquired lexical and syntactic rules as well as working memory limitations

triggered by syntactic complexity and interference from his other languages.

Morphological errors

Comp

Morphological
errors types

Morpho-
logical
error
count

Morpholo-
gical error
frequency
per total

error
count

Morpholo-
gical error

frequency per
morphologi-

cal error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

word
count

Morphologi-
cal

error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Nominal Plural 7 14.00% 58.33% 0.08% 0.71

Tense 3 6.00% 25.00% 0.04% 0.30

Voice 1 2.00% 8.33% 0.01% 0.10Verbal

Mood 1 2.00% 8.33% 0.01% 0.10
Total morphological

error count
12
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Total error count 50

C-unit count 990

Word count 8526

Table 162: Morphological Errors in Mohammed’s Comp

• Plural morphology errors

The plural morpheme was not used with six regular common nouns. One error of

this type occurred with a noun ending in /t/ - concept.

307. Deep processing promotes the association of the object and the

concept and use of the keyword technique and association produce aural

imagistic concept.

• Verbal morphology errors

A variety of errors in this category involved the omission of the morpheme –ed in

a variety of situations.

308. As the scope of this paper is limited to the interaction between

reading and vocabulary acquisition, I would leave aside the multitude of

teaching techniques and will only include the use of schema theory in

teaching reading.

309. Especially for the EFL students who have limited access to human

and material resources need to invest in reading, the least costly but the

most reliable as the best source of lexical acquisition in the long run.

310. In this field, the web significantly impacts language learning in the

notion of self-directed learning in which an individualized self-pace

learning environment can be implemented.
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All of Mohammed’s languages possess tenses, therefore it is unclear which one – if any –

might be the source of interference for him.

Conclusions: Comparative analysis of SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Lexical errors were the most frequent type of errors in Mohammed’s SDQ, THQ,

and Comp. While the untimed conditions of THQ did not have a great impact on lexical

error frequency, the time that passed between SDQ/THQ and Comp may have helped him

improve his lexical performance. Lexical errors in Comp were twice as infrequent when

compared to either SDQ or THQ. In the three years separating SDQ/THQ and Comp,

SLA acquisition continued.

Error type frequency
per word count

Error type frequency
per C-unit countError

types
SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Lexical 0.62% 0.59% 0.30% 5.05 4.89 2.63

Morphological 0.22% 0.15% 0.14% 1.81 1.22 1.21

Syntactic N/A N/A N/A 1.08 1.22 1.21

Table 163: Lexical, Morphological, and Syntactic Errors in Mohammed’s
SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Syntactic errors were the only ones that became more frequent in THQ and in

Comp than in SDQ. Both morphological and syntactic errors were equally frequent in

THQ and Comp. Based on this evolution, we can conclude that English syntax was the

most difficult linguistic component for Mohammed, as it was the only element to not

respond positively to the time available for THQ or to the passage of the three years

between SDQ/THQ and Comp. Morphology was the least challenging, but also

unresponsive to the passage of time. However, it cannot be concluded that all of the same

morphological and syntactic errors found in THQ fossilized until the time of Comp. New
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kinds of errors occurred in Comp, suggesting that Mohammed may have started to relearn

some forms. This possibility will be considered in more specific details below.

Lexical errors

The most frequent lexical errors involved articles, while prepositions and verbs

followed. All of these types of errors became less frequent over time and, with the

exception of articles, even during the extra time available in THQ. The less frequent

errors, with nouns, adverbs, conjunctions, pronouns, and adjectives, followed less orderly

paths from which little can be inferred, given the low frequency of the errors affecting

them.

Error frequency per word count Error frequency per C-unit count
Lexical
error
types

SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Articles 0.22% 0.22% 0.15% 1.81 1.83 1.31

Prepositions 0.13% 0.07% 0.02% 1.08 0.61 0.20

Verbs 0.13% 0.07% 0.05% 1.08 0.61 0.40

Nouns 0.04% 0.11% 0.04% 0.36 0.92 0.30

Adverbs 0.04% 0.07% 0.00% 0.36 0.61 0.00

Conjunctions 0.00% 0.04% 0.02% 0.00 0.31 0.20

Pronouns 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00 0.00 0.10

Adjectives 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00 0.00 0.10

Table 164: Lexical Errors in Mohammed’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

• Articles

The accuracy rate of article usage improved steadily from SDQ to THQ to Comp.

The dominant problem remained indefinite article omission, followed by definite article

omission. The latter type of error actually became increasingly frequent in THQ and

Comp.
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Indefinite
articles

Definite
articles

Definite and
indefinite

article
error
types SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Correct 92.85% 94.91% 97.46% 99.55% 98.52% 98.51%

Omitted 5.37% 3.38% 2.03% 0.44% 0.98% 1.11%

Substituted 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.18%

Incorrectly
inserted

1.78% 1.69% 0.50% 0.00% 0.49% 0.18%

Table 165: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Mohammed’s SDQ,
THQ, and Comp

Zero
article
error
types

SDQ THQ Comp

Correct 98.41% 98.62% 99.16%

Omitted /
Substituted

0.31% 0.45% 0.13%

Incorrectly inserted 1.26% 0.91% 0.69%

Table 166: Zero Article Usage in Mohammed’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

As one of Mohammed’s languages (Arabic) has a definite article, and another

(French) uses both definite and indefinite articles, it is unclear what role interference

from these languages plays. There is a possibility that interference from Arabic may

trigger indefinite article omission, but it cannot explain the definite article omissions. It is

also possible that the different languages Mohammed has mastered like a native – Arabic,

French, and two African dialects – may offer him conflicting article usage models,

causing some confusion in the least proficient of his languages, English.

• Prepositions and verbs

As shown in the analysis above, compared to SDQ, errors with prepositions and

verbs became less and less frequent in THQ and Comp. The errors involving prepositions
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can be associated with explanations such as imperfect understanding of some

prepositions’ collocational patterns and accidental omission due to insufficient working

memory. Verbs, on the other hand, seem to have been generally substituted with

perceived equivalents. This suggests incomplete and/or continuing acquisition.

Morphological errors

Errors with the plural morpheme were the most constant morphological errors in

all three exams. They also decreased steadily under the more generous timing conditions

of THQ and with the passage of time preceding Comp. Only a few errors in this group

could be associated with phonological features that might obscure the presence of the

plural –s in speech and, through transfer, in writing (words such as test and concept).

Most of them, however, could be associated with transfer from French, which uses plural

morphemes that are not articulated.

Error frequency per
word count

Error frequency per
C-unit countMorphological

error types
SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Nominal Plural 0.22% 0.16% 0.08% 1.81 1.22 0.71

Tense 0.00% 0.00% 0.04% 0.00 0.00 0.30

Voice 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00 0.00 0.10Verbal

Mood 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00 0.00 0.10
Table 167: Morphological Errors in Mohammed’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Some verbal morphology errors that surfaced in Comp suggest that Mohammed’s

interlanguage verbal morphology may have regressed somewhat, hopefully only to open

the road for more improvement later.
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Syntactic errors

Error frequency per
C-unit count

Syntactic
error
types

SDQ THQ Comp

Agreement 0.36 0.31 0.20

Anaphora 0.36 0.00 0.10

Fragments 0.36 0.31 0.10

Word/constituent order 0.00 0.31 0.20

Copula or multi-word
constituent omission

0.00 0.31 0.20

Multi-word constituent
redundancy

0.00 0.00 0.40

Table 168: Syntactic Errors in Mohammed’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Agreement errors and fragments were present in SDQ, THQ, and Comp, where

they became increasingly infrequent. Anaphora-related errors occurred in SDQ and

Comp but not in THQ. The other errors listed in the table did not occur in SDQ but did in

THQ and/or Comp. As we see an increase in overall syntactic error frequency from SDQ

to THQ, we also see stagnation in error frequency from THQ to Comp and a

diversification of the syntactic error types found in THQ and Comp.

Fragments and other constituent omissions, primarily syntactic in nature, point to

possible lexical issues: a flawed syntactic structure with redundant or missing

constituents points to incomplete lexical entries that may leave the language learner with

an inability to consider a phrase meaningful or grammatically complete. Other syntactic

errors (agreement and anaphora) seem to have been caused primarily by insufficient

working memory.
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Mohammed’s fluency, reflected by the mean length of his sentences, increased

drastically in THQ only to drop again in Comp. The number of clauses per sentence also

increased in THQ and dropped in Comp, though still remaining higher than in SDQ.

However, this is a mere reflection of fluency rather than complexity. The percentage of

subordinate clauses was highest in SDQ and Comp, leading us to conclude that these

were the most syntactically complex texts, relying on hypotaxis/subordination rather than

parataxis/coordination. It is interesting that fluency and complexity follow different

patterns. This pattern implies that the two are not necessarily interdependent. However,

the decrease in fluency coincides with a decrease in error frequency. This may be a

strategy used by the learner to manage his linguistic output.

SDQ THQ Comp
Clauses per

sentence
2.47 4.36 3.31

Percentage of
subordinate

clauses
36.46% 29.05% 36.66%

Mean length of
sentence

20.30
words

36.33
words

28.51
words

Mean length of
clause

8.20
words

8.33
words

8.61
words

Table 169: Fluency and Complexity in Mohammed’s SDQ, THQ, and
Comp
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Mohammed: Salient facts and findings
� Overall accuracy was similar in SDQ and THQ and increased in Comp.
� The most frequent errors were lexical.
� The most frequent lexical errors were with articles, verbs, and prepositions.
� The most frequent morphological errors were with the plural morpheme.
� The most frequent syntactic errors involved agreement and fragments.
� The factors associated with most of the errors found were: interference from

several linguistic systems in his operational system, some interference from
French and Arabic phonology, syntactic complexity, and insufficient
memory.

� Fluency was higher in THQ and dropped in Comp.
� Complexity decreased in THQ and increased in Comp.
� Awareness: Mohammed did not identify the lexicon as his most important problem.
� Age: Mohammed began studying English at 13 years of age.
� Exposure: Most of the day.
� Length of residence: One year before SDQ/THQ.
� Motivation/Attitude: Mohammed will return to his country.
� Teaching methods: Grammar Translation.
� Experience teaching English: Several years in Africa.
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Heidi

Survey and interview summary

Heidi is a 31-year-old German woman who began studying English when she was

11 years old in Germany and reached a level of proficiency that she evaluated as

excellent at the time she took the survey. Her linguistic repertoire includes a basic

knowledge of Spanish and Latin, a BA in German and English from a German university,

and an MA in TESOL and a Ph.D. in Applied Linguistics from American universities. In

1997, she obtained a score of 617 on the TOEFL, and a few years later she achieved a

maximum score on the TWE (Test of Written English) and was waived the SPEAK test

requirement. She could not recall her scores on the verbal section of the GRE. She is

currently tenure-track junior faculty at an American university.

Although Heidi’s primary source of English education came from the public

schools she attended, her studies were interspersed with experiences that offered her the

opportunity to practice her English in English-speaking countries in authentic interactions

with NSs. Thus, before starting English classes in school at the age of 11, Heidi went on a

one-week family vacation to Great Britain from which she recalls hearing her parents

speaking English with the locals and English people trying to include her in

conversations in English. The same year she started taking classes at school for 45

minutes five days a week, Heidi had an opportunity for further practice more during

another family vacation, this time to the United States. On this trip, Heidi traveled by

Greyhound and interacted with other passengers, in addition to staying with an American

family for three days.
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In school, Heidi had only non-native English speaking teachers who practiced the

Audiolingual method as a rule. Throughout the years, Heidi’s English classes focused on

all skills, until eventually she started taking advanced content courses and had some NS

instructors as an undergraduate student. Between the ages of 13 and 18, Heidi took yearly

short trips to either Great Britain or the United States, primarily through school exchange

programs that included meeting NSs of English and even staying with local families for

up to two weeks at a time. During these exchange programs, Heidi also had two to three

hours of content instruction in English every day.

At age 22, Heidi moved to the United States to study, first as an undergraduate

exchange student, and then as a graduate student. Since then, she spent some vacations in

Germany, and she has taught German, but her graduate studies, a part of her teaching,

and most of her professional and private interactions outside of class have taken place in

English. She has also been engaged and then married to an American for the last 6 years.

In her self-evaluation, Heidi rated herself as good as a native in academic and

non-academic speaking and listening, as near-native in academic reading but as good as

a native in non-academic reading, and as good as a native in non-academic writing but

excellent but still foreign in academic writing. She also indicated that once she had

started studying and using English in general, the locus of her linguistic challenges

shifted from the lexicon to discourse organization. As a beginning writer, she had found

discourse organization the most difficult aspect of writing. Presently, as an advanced

academic writer, she finds syntax and morphology not difficult, and vocabulary and

discourse organization only somewhat difficult.
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In the interview, Heidi had an opportunity to share her reflections about why she

felt that her academic writing and reading skills were not as good as a native’s. She

stressed that she was not passionately interested in these types of reading and writing,

viewing them instead as an intrinsic part of her job, a set of skills that must be mastered

to a certain extent in order to be able to do the research one likes and present it to the

professional community. She believed that she had learned enough about these skills to

“get by,” and once she had reached this level of mastery in academic discourse, she had

stopped making a conscious effort to improve.

Heidi’s experience with formal writing began in Germany as early as first grade.

Throughout her schooling in her home country, she was taught how to write expository

and argumentative essays in German following German writing conventions, according

to which, the structure of a paper is the mirror image of an American academic paper

(with the point of the argument becoming evident at the end of the essay and substantial

exposition preceding the actual argument). In fact, Heidi was never taught how to write

academic prose according to American conventions. As an undergraduate in her home

country, she wrote her English papers using German conventions. Once in the U.S., she

relied on her previous knowledge of German conventions, English model papers, and

especially feedback from instructors, and thus taught herself the expectations of the

American academic discourse community.

While she views her instrumental motivation as a potentially flawed pragmatic

approach to learning (because once she reaches a level at which she can “get by,” she

stops progressing), Heidi credits her dramatic personality for her ability to learn English
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very quickly, especially concerning colloquial expressions. Imitating other’s linguistic

idiosyncrasies and taking risks are features that Heidi found to be major language-

learning facilitators.

Writing sample analysis

Time one: The qualifying exams

Heidi’s errors were infrequent in SDQ. Lexical errors were the most frequent,

followed rather closely by morphological errors and then syntactic errors.

SDQ THQ

Error
types Error

count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

total
error
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

C-unit
count

Lexical 28 0.35% 40.00% 2.57 3 0.12% 37.50% 0.89

Morphological 22 0.27% 31.43% 2.02 3 0.12% 37.50% 0.89

Syntactic 20 N/A 28.57% 1.83 2 N/A 25.00% 0.60

Total error
count

70 8

Word count 8029 2525

C-unit count 1090 336

Table 170: Lexical, Morphological, and Syntactic Error Frequencies in
Heidi’s SDQ and THQ

In THQ, all these types of errors were even less frequent than in SDQ, and, additionally,

lexical and morphological errors occurred at the same rate.

Lexical errors

In SDQ, the errors that occurred with a frequency higher than 10% within the

lexical error category involved articles, prepositions, and verbs. Article and verb usage

errors did not exist in THQ. Other errors, related to nouns, adjectives, and conjunctions,
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did not occur in THQ at all. In THQ, the frequency of preposition-related errors increased

by 0.05%.

Lexical error
count

Error frequency per
lexical error count

Error frequency
per word count

Error frequency
per C-unit count

Lexical
error
types

SDQ THQ SDQ THQ SDQ THQ SDQ THQ

Articles 14 0 50.00% 0.00% 0.17% 0.00% 1.28 0.00

Prepositions 6 3 21.43% 100.00% 0.07% 0.12% 0.55 0.89

Verbs 3 0 10.71% 0.00% 0.04% 0.00% 0.28 0.00

Nouns 2 0 7.14% 0.00% 0.02% 0.00% 0.18 0.00

Adjectives 2 0 7.14% 0.00% 0.02% 0.00% 0.18 0.00

Conjunctions 1 0 3.57% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00% 0.09 0.00

Total lexical
error count

28 3       

Total error
count

70 8

Word count 8029 2525

C-unit count 1090 336

Table 171: Lexical Errors in Heidi’s SDQ and THQ

• Articles

In Heidi’s mostly correct article usage in SDQ, indefinite article omissions were

more frequent than definite article omissions, and definite article insertions were more

frequent than indefinite article insertions. Overall, omissions were slightly more frequent

than insertions, and substitutions did not occur at all. In THQ, all definite and indefinite

articles, and therefore zero articles, too, were used correctly, marking an increase in

accuracy from SDQ. The same improvement in accuracy can be seen in zero article

usage. The definite and indefinite article omissions and insertions in SDQ correspond to

14, or 1.50%, of the overuses of the zero article in SDQ. In THQ, no article errors were

found.
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SDQ

Definite and
indefinite

article usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 260 98.11% 615 98.56% 875 98.43%

Omitted 4 1.51% 4 0.64% 8 0.90%

Substituted 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

1 0.38% 5 0.80% 6 0.67%

Total 265 624 889

Table 172: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Heidi’s SDQ

THQ

Definite and
indefinite article

usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 67 100.00% 186 100.00% 253 100.00%

Omitted 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Substituted 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Total 67 286 353

Table 173: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Heidi’s SDQ

SDQ THQ SDQ+THQ
Zero article

usage Number of zero
articles

Percentage of
zero articles

Number of
zero

articles

Percentage
of zero
articles

Number of
zero articles

Percentage of
zero articles

Correct 918 98.49% 297 100.00% 1215 98.86%
Omitted 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Substituted/
Incorrectly
inserted*

14 1.50% 0 0.00% 14 1.13%

Total 932 297 1229

Table 174: Zero Article Usage in Heidi’s SDQ and THQ

The lack of article errors in THQ testifies to the importance of extra time for

planning and editing, which seems to have allowed Heidi to become more clear-minded

about rules of article usage in academic American English. The errors found cannot be

attributed to interference from German, which has articles and thus might predispose one
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to overuse them rather than to omit them. It is possible that the errors here are a task

effect: asked to write definitions and discussions on theoretical issues in SLA, Heidi may

have omitted some articles because of the generality of the content she was producing.

• Prepositions

Although the P errors in SDQ represent a higher percentage of all lexical errors

than in THQ, when placed in the context of P usage, they appear to be as frequent in both

exams. Similarly, in both exams, there were more P substitution and insertion errors than

P omissions.

SDQ THQ
Preposition usage Number of

prepositions
Percentage of
prepositions

Number of
prepositions

Percentage of
prepositions

Correct 931 99.35% 282 99.29%

Omitted 3 0.32% 0 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

2 0.21% 0 0.00%

Substituted 1 0.10% 2 0.70%

Total 937 284

Table 175: Preposition Usage in Heidi’s SDQ and THQ

Four of the six examples involving P errors in SDQ were related to the use of the

P in. This was inserted inappropriately twice, as in Examples 312 and 315, and it was

omitted twice. The omissions occurred after Vs, while the insertions appear to be false

starts. The remaining two errors are related to Ns in whose company the P about is

obligatory (knowledge about something and (make a) plan about something). In both

cases in which about was required, it was omitted or substituted.

311. An achievement test assesses a learner’s achieved knowledge on a

certain area.
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312. In English is used in many countries.

313. … the student can plan to study with flashcards and make a specific

plan <ABOUT> how many words per session he/she wants to learn.

314. For example in the program I taught <IN> before students created a

portfolio.

315. All western European countries now use the Euro, some officially,

others such as Switzerland and Great Britain in unofficially.

316. … languages are dying <IN> the entire world.

In TQH, both P errors were substitutions. One can be considered an awkward

choice of in instead of of in the phrase the output in French immersion students, and the

other is most probably a typographical error (This noticing may occur because of either

internal of external feedback). Thus, both errors are of negligible severity.

• Verbs

Heidi also made a few errors with verbs. There were only three in SDQ,

representing 0.04% of all the words used in those papers, and none in THQ. In SDQ, the

errors were straightforward verb choice errors in which verbs that approximated the

intended meaning were used instead of verbs that would have constituted native choices.

317. Some of the small languages are receiving a revival. (Instead of

undergoing)

318. An achievement test assesses a learner’s achieved knowledge on a

certain area. (Instead of acquired or accumulated)
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319. … the causal conjunction [in discussion] is replacing both [another]

conjunction and [a] subjunction, therefore adopting both independent and

dependent clause structure<s>. (instead of introducing or modifying)

These types of word-choice errors originate in the lexicon, where the meaning of the

entry was still incomplete or fine-tuned, possibly because of L1 interference.

Overall, the lexical errors in Heidi’s SDQ and THQ appear to be the reflection of

the task at hand (especially when it comes to article usage), continuing lexical acquisition

(especially of verbs), minimal interference (in definite article insertion, some prepositions

and verbs), and, undoubtedly, chance.

Morphological errors

The frequency of Heidi’s morphological errors decreased in THQ, as Heidi had

more time to monitor her performance in THQ.

SDQ THQ

Error
types Error

count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

total
error
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

C-unit
count

Morphological 22 0.27% 31.43% 2.02 3 0.12% 37.50% 0.89

Total error
count

70 8

Word count 8029 2525

C-unit count 1090 336

Table 176: Morphological Error Frequency in Heidi’s SDQ and THQ

The main morphological errors in Heidi’s SDQ were from the realm of nominal

morphology. They involved functional morphemes such as the plural and possessive

marker, as well as a derivational morpheme. Verbal morphology related to tense, aspect,
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and mood were much less frequent but still amounted to more than 10.00% of all

morphological errors.

SDQ

Morphological
error types

Error
count

Morphological
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

morpholo-
gical error

count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per word

count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Plural 9 12.86% 40.91% 0.11% 0.83

Possessive 7 10.00% 31.82% 0.09% 0.64Nominal

Derivational 1 1.43% 4.55% 0.01% 0.09

Tense 2 2.86% 9.09% 0.02% 0.18
Verbal

Mood 1 1.43% 4.55% 0.01% 0.09

Adverbial Derivational -ly 1 1.43% 4.55% 0.01% 0.09

Pronominal Possessive 1 1.43% 4.55% 0.01% 0.09

Total morphological
errors

22

Total number of
errors

70

C-unit count 1090

Word count 8029

Table 177: Morphological Errors in Heidi’s SDQ

• Plural morphology errors in SDQ

Of the nine errors involving misuses of the plural marker or incorrect

constructions of a noun’s plural, two were related to the word hypotheses in attributive

position in the phrase hypotheses formation and in the following sentence:

320. A learner can form a certain hypotheses and test it.

The rather atypical plural form of this borrowing was chosen despite the high frequency

of the phrase hypothesis formation in SLA literature.
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The remaining seven errors were omissions of the plural marker –s from common

nouns such as language, learner, phrasing, etc.. While nouns such as these do not possess

formal features that trigger the omission of the plural –s, two other nouns do. Thus, test

and sentence include phonetic features that favor the omission of the final –s: another

final /s/ at the end of sentence and the plosive /t/ on the end of test.

• Possessive ‘s and ‘ in SDQ

In four of the seven errors involving the possessive marker, the ‘ was not used

with a plural noun. In speech, when a plural noun is also a genitive form, there is no

audible mark of the possessive. This is marked only in writing, which might be why the ‘

is sometimes omitted. For the same reason, the ‘ can also be easily misplaced before the

plural –s, turning a plural possessive into a singular possessive form (such as learners’

into learner’s). This was the case with three of Heidi’s errors in this category.

• Derivational morphology errors in SDQ

In a definition supplied in SDQ, Heidi used the noun test instead of testing, as

shown in the example:

321. Achievement testing: in contrast to proficiency test.

• Tense morphology errors in SDQ

In a paragraph about the Zone of Proximal Development written entirely in the

present tense, Heidi suddenly switched to the past tense in the sentence

322. [ZPD] also focused on communicative activities.

In another, she used the indicative present tense instead of a present participle, as in

Example 323:
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323. Many teachers teach to the test, rather than teach the subject area.

These incorrect uses of the present tense exceed the morphological domain and reach into

the syntactic and stylistic realms, as they are intertwined with breaking the parallelism

and cohesion of a larger piece of discourse, as well as with observing rules of parallelism

when the syntax of the sentence requires otherwise.

• Mood morphology errors in SDQ

The indicative mood was used instead of the subjunctive in Example 324:

324. …it is important that the teacher is providing explanations…

• Morphological errors in THQ

Although there were fewer morphological errors in THQ, the type of

morphological errors that dominated this category in SDQ – plural morphology errors –

persisted in THQ. All three errors were omissions of the plural morpheme. One of the

three uninflected nouns was one that appeared in errors in SDQ, too, but while in SDQ

the plural hypotheses was used where the singular form should have been used, in THQ

the opposite happened.

In the morphological domain, the misuse of plural and possessive morphology is

associated with phonological features, anomalous behavior of a borrowing, and

interference from spoken English. Verbal morphology problems boil down to

interference from German where the L1 uses the same form for two English forms,

causing the L1 to be unable to support positive transfer.
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Syntactic errors

Syntactic errors, the least frequent of all types of errors in Heidi’s SDQ and THQ,

decreased by half in THQ compared to SDQ.

SDQ THQ

Error
types Error

count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Syntactic 20 28.57% 1.83 2 25.00% 0.60

Total error count 70 8

Word count 8029 2525

C-unit count 1090 336

Table 178: Syntactic Error Frequencies in Heidi’s SDQ and THQ

The errors occurring with a frequency higher than 10% in the syntactic error

category will be analyzed qualitatively in the following sections.

SDQ

Syntactic
error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per syntactic
error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Fragments 7 10.00% 35.00% 0.64

Anaphora 5 7.14% 25.00% 0.46

Agreement 2 2.86% 10.00% 0.18

Word/constituent order 2 2.86% 10.00% 0.18

Copula or multi-word constituent
omission

2 2.86% 10.00% 0.18

Pro drop 2 2.86% 10.00% 0.18

Total syntactic errors 20

Total number of errors 70

C-unit count 1090

Table 179: Syntactic Errors in Heidi’s SDQ
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• Fragments in SDQ

In this study, fragments are defined as verbless sentences; sentences containing an

incomplete binary structure such as not only… but also, either…or, neither…nor; or

floating dependent clauses separated from their superordinate clause by a period or other

sentence-final punctuation. An array of these types of fragments could be found in

Heidi’s SDQ. Two were evident verbless sentences that pose processing problems, were

it not for the support of the surrounding context.

325. It was of interest whether it was <USED> differently than denn or in

the same way.

326. A written corpus can consist of newspaper articles, or fiction, or <IT

CAN BE> specific to a jargon.

Incidentally, the second one also lacked a subject.

The other fragments were less taxing from a processing point of view, but colored

by a strong oral-like flavor that makes them somewhat questionable in academic prose.

The fragments are italicized in the examples below. Example 327 contains two fragments

from the same paragraph:

327. Again, as is apparent in some of the titles there is a mixed message.

For example Bandits, the story of girls in a band that escape from prison.

When they are on the run, they play concerts to make money. Most of

their songs are in English. However, with a German twist.

328. Whereas in Germany Brot is a baked, solid wheat product that you

can buy at a bakery, where you smell the fresh bread. It is usually fresh
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and you eat it for breakfast and more likely dinner, and usually for

“Vesper” (snack) in between.

329. For there is a weak bi-directional link between the L2 and concepts,

and a weak link from the L1 lexicon to the L2 lexicon.

330. However, I would point out that the proportions can change over

time. In some cases to the point that the L2 lexicon actually becomes

smaller than the L1 lexicon.

• Anaphoric errors in SDQ

Anaphora related errors also ranged from those with a strong oral flavor to

undoubtedly incorrect usage. Among the latter, there is one example where the anaphoric

error is combined with an S-V agreement error despite the syntactic simplicity of the

sentence:

331. As a teacher we can helps students.

In two other cases, the anaphor it became difficult to process because it was

stranded from its antecedent by a sentence that introduced new potential antecedents. One

of the instances is in the following example:

332. Brot is a baked, solid wheat product that you can buy at a bakery,

where you smell the fresh bread. It is usually fresh and you eat it for

breakfast and more likely dinner, and usually for “Vesper” (snack) in

between. However, the two concepts still share a good amount of

information. It is usually a wheat product and you put things onto it (such

as sausage, cheese, marmelade, jelly, Nutella) to eat it.
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Finally, the remaining errors involve the use of the generic impersonal they, very

common in today’s spoken American English, but not unanimously accepted by

academics.

333. A student might for example draw a picture on one side, and write the

German word on the other side including gender and plural markings.

When they study, they can divide a box into five categories: no idea, I

guessed, knew it once, knew it twice, got it down.

334. …how does the community of speakers structure their conversations?

In the last example, the use of their may have also been triggered by the fact that

its antecedent, the noun community, is a collective noun that contains the idea of plurality

(as a community is made up of many members). Additionally, if we take the whole noun

phrase community of speakers as the antecedent of their, we see that their agrees with the

closest N in the NP, namely speakers.

• Agreement errors in SDQ

Another SV agreement error occurred in a sentence whose S can be conceived of

as a mass noun:

335. MTV Europe now broadcast in German, too.

• Pro drop in SDQ

The first pro-drop error was presented in Example 327 in the Fragments section

above. The second one is also an omission of it, possibly caused by the presence of

another it in object position in the previous clause that would have made the second it

look redundant.
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336. So if you once knew it, and then you lost it <IT> goes all back to the

first compartment.

• Word order errors in SDQ

Heidi used the word order typical of an interrogative sentence in a statement

(Example 337), and she failed to convert a question into an if-clause in Example 338.

337. …the researcher is interested in how does the community of speakers

structure their conversations.

338. For example a test at the end of German 202 would test, did the

learners learn gender and case endings?

Both word order violations are acceptable in spoken, informal discourse. Given

the haste at which the SDQ had to be completed, it is not all that surprising that a writer

would slip at least occasionally into an oral tone and syntax.

• Word order errors in THQ

In Example 339, as much as is placed before rather than after the preposition for.

339. After that English is introduced as much as for 50% of the classes.

• Anaphoric errors in THQ

In THQ, the only non-standard (at least in academic discourse) anaphoric

reference employed the generic they:

340. I am proposing an O + 1 approach in teaching, i.e. pushing the

student one level above what they are capable of doing in language

production.
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To draw a conclusion about Heidi’s syntactic errors, the main explanatory factors

seem to be syntactic complexity and interference from spoken, informal American

English.

THQ

Syntactic
error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per syntactic

error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Word/constituent order 1 12.50% 50.00% 0.30

Anaphora 1 12.50% 50.00% 0.30

Total syntactic errors 2

Total number of errors 9

C-unit count 336

Table 180: Syntactic Error Frequency in Heidi’s THQ

Time two: The comprehensive exams

In Heidi’s Comp, the errors occurred in the same pattern as in SDQ and THQ:

lexical errors were the most frequent, morphological errors came second, and syntactic

errors were the most infrequent.

Comp

Error types Error
count

Error
frequency
per word

count

Error
frequency
per total

error count

Error
frequency
per C-unit

count

Lexical 33 0.24% 46.48% 2.24

Morphological 24 0.18% 33.80% 1.63

Syntactic 14 N/A 19.72% 0.95

Error count 71

Word count 13713

C-unit count 1476

Table 181: Lexical, Morphological, and Syntactic Error Frequency in
Heidi’s Comp
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Lexical errors

The two most frequent parts of speech that Heidi made errors with in her Comp

were articles and prepositions.

Comp

Lexical
error
types

Lexical
error
count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

lexical
error count

Lexical
error

frequency
per total

error count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

word count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Articles 14 42.42% 19.72% 0.10% 0.95

Prepositions 11 33.33% 15.49% 0.08% 0.75

Conjunctions 3 9.09% 4.23% 0.02% 0.20

Verbs 3 9.09% 4.23% 0.02% 0.20

Nouns 1 3.03% 1.41% 0.01% 0.07

Pronouns 1 3.03% 1.41% 0.01% 0.07

Total lexical error
count

33

Total error count 71

Word count 13713

C-unit count 1476

Table 182: Lexical Errors in Heidi’s Comp

• Articles

Definite and indefinite article errors were about as frequent in Comp, although

they arranged themselves in different patterns. Thus, indefinite articles were involved

only in omissions, not in substitutions and insertions, and definite articles were both

omitted and – though to a lesser extent – inserted. Overall, there were more omissions

with both types of articles, fewer insertions, and no substitutions.

Comp
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Definite and
indefinite article

usage

Number of
indefinite
Articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 264 98.50% 739 98.66% 1003 98.62%

Omitted 4 1.49% 8 1.06% 12 1.17%

Substituted 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

0 0.00% 2 0.26% 2 0.19%

Total 268 749 1017

Table 183: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Heidi’s Comp

The accuracy rate of zero article usage was even higher. There were more

instances of zero article overuse than omissions.

Comp
Zero article

usage
Number of zero

articles
Percentage of
zero articles

Correct 2723 99.48%
Omitted 2 0.07%

Substituted/
Incorrectly
inserted*

12 0.43%

Total 2737

Table 184: Zero Article Usage in Heidi’s Comp

• Qualitative analysis of preposition errors in Heidi’s Comp

Preposition usage was also almost always correct. There were no prepositions

inserted where they were not supposed to be, and only a few substitutions and omissions.

Comp
Preposition

usage
Number of

prepositions
Percentage of
prepositions

Correct 1559 99.29%

Omitted 4 0.25%

Incorrectly inserted 0 0.00%

Substituted 7 0.44%

Total 1570

Table 185: Preposition Usage in Heidi’s Comp
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- preposition substitutions:

In the preposition substitutions in Heidi’s Comp, due to was used instead of based

on and to, for instead of due to/because of (once), on instead of about and in (once each),

and of instead of in (twice).

341. I collapsed the two categories due to the additional seven years of

research.

342. …the research is non-conclusive which in large portions can be

attributed due to varied definitions…

343. For the lack of triangulation with other forms of data from the time

of the creation of the CMC messages, the research findings have to be

viewed with caution.

344. In the second generation this point was not so much about the amount

of teacher participation but rather on the kind of teacher and student

participation.

345. Researchers on SLA take varied positions on the role of corrective

feedback.

346. Additionally third generation research analyzes CMC as a form of

SLA of its own right from different theoretical perspectives.

347. There was more negotiation of the dyads of mixed gender.

The examples show some confusion about the precise meaning and use of the

compound preposition due to, about the set N+P combinations research on (a topic) and

researchers in (a field), and the idiomatic phrase in its own right.
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- preposition omissions:

The preposition about was omitted twice, both times from a position preceding an

attributive clause, while of and with were omitted once each. While the omission of of

cannot be easily explained, with may have been omitted because it is preceded by the

coordinating conjunction and, which may have led Heidi to assume that the same

preposition used in the PP before and should work with the PP following it.

348. This is just one idea <ABOUT> how researchers can add to the

plethora of CMC research and overcome some of the CMC research’s

challenges.

349. In addition to the differentiating definitions of recasts, some of the

issues of assessing the effectiveness of recasts can be attributed to the lack

of agreement <ABOUT> what effectiveness means and how it can be

measured.

350. I am setting the turning point in the mid 1990s for two reasons: (a)

the publication <OF> literature reviews with the intention to set a new

research agenda.

351. The third generation revisits issues identified in the first and second

generation in more detail and < WITH> more scientific sophistication.

Morphological errors

Nominal morphology errors were more frequent than verbal morphology errors.

Both types will be discussed in detail because their frequency rose above 10.00%.

Comp
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Morphological
errors types

Morpho-
logical
error
count

Morpholo-
gical error
frequency
per total

error
count

Morpholo-
gical error
frequency

per
morpholo-

gical
error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

word
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Plural 14 19.72% 58.33% 0.10% 0.95
Nominal

Possessive 6 8.45% 25.00% 0.04% 0.41

Derivational 2 2.82% 8.33% 0.01% 0.14

Verbal Tense 1 1.41% 4.17% 0.01% 0.07

Mood 1 1.41% 4.17% 0.01% 0.07
Total morphological

error count
24

Total error count 71

C-unit count 1476

Word count 13713

Table 186: Morphological Errors in Heidi’s Comp

• Plural morphology errors

One of the errors in this category was also found in Heidi’s SDQ and THQ: the

use of the plural form hypotheses instead of the singular hypothesis. The other 13 errors

consisted of omissions of the plural morpheme –s from 11 common nouns and two

nominalized adjectives, as in the following clause:

352. …female and male tend to signal misunderstanding differently.

Having probably internalized the fact that English adjectives do not change according to

gender, number, or other categories, Heidi left them uninflected even when they were

nominalized. Among the nouns used in the singular, several draw attention due to

phonetic features that may have played a role in the omission of the plural morpheme –s,

such as consonantal codas containing /t/s and/or /s/s that can merge with the plural /s/ in
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speech, possibly leading a learner to not perceive the presence of the plural marker. These

nouns were: request, recast, and test.

• Possessive morphology errors

All six errors in this group were omissions of the possessive marker ‘ from plural

nouns. Like the plural morpheme –s, this may have been omitted because in spoken

discourse it is not salient at all, which might make it easier to ignore in writing.

Syntactic errors

All the errors listed in the table below will be analyzed in the following sections.

Comp

Syntactic
error types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency per
syntactic

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit count

Agreement 6 8.45% 42.86% 0.41

Copula/multi-word constituent
redundancy

3 4.23% 21.43% 0.20

Word/constituent order 3 4.23% 21.43% 0.20

Fragments 2 2.82% 14.29% 0.14

Total syntactic error count 14

Total error count 71

C-unit count 1476

Table 187: Syntactic Errors in Heidi’s Comp

• Agreement errors

The more interesting agreement errors are in Examples 353 and 354, where the

agreement is between the V and a following rather than the appropriate preceding NP. In

the first example, this might be prompted by the presence of a fronted wh- clause in

which what may be viewed as void of grammatical properties and therefore not a
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participant in the agreement relationship. In Example 354, there is another phrase

between the S and the V, and the agreement is made with the closest NP.

353. What separates this first generation of research from the second

generation are not so much the general findings and the general research

agenda.

354. The biggest challenge especially with the first generation were issues

in research design.

In Example 355, another NP used between the S NP and the V may have made the closest

preceding NP a better candidate for agreement with the V.

355. The description of the different phases illustrate trends rather than

absolutes, naturally still today there are many studies that are

descriptive/anecdotal in nature and have little connection to SLA theory.

The remaining errors are not necessarily attributable to syntactic complexity like

the examples above.

356. However, some research suggest that there is little explicit feedback

in conversations.

357. …recasts was not the most frequent.

• Copula/multi-word constituent redundancy

In the three examples in this group, a V or a VP was inserted in long sentences

over which Heidi seems to have lost control.

358. …it cannot be determined without the use of other kinds of data such

as self-report, think-aloud protocol, physical observation, to determine
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whether the message was read and ignored, read and not understood, or

not even seen by the other participants.

359. The inclusion of data on learner and teacher behavior which is not

observable in the transcripts alone need to be included.

360. Repetition can be the repetition of a learner’s utterance without

change except for intonation or repetition that corrects parts of the ill-

formed utterance are recasts.

• Word/constituent order errors

In addition to the topicalization in Example 361, there were two misplaced

adverbs in this category.

361. Josh’s correction I consider an explicit correction.

362. CMC can add to the body of overall SLA research.

362. Especially the division of negative feedback into implicit and explicit

feedback seems troublesome.

• Fragments

The examples in this category are:

363. Lyster and Ranta (1997) also <STUDIED> the least effective of

various forms of corrective feedback.

364. The comprehended input interacts with language universals as well as

prior linguistic knowledge for further processing, <AND BECOMES/IS

CALLED> intake.
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Conclusions: Comparative analysis of SDQ, THQ, and Comp

The different types of errors remained in the same order of frequency in Heidi’s

SDQ, THQ, and Comp. However, the interesting aspect is that by the time of Comp, the

same errors had returned, but in higher frequencies than in THQ (although they remained

at a lower level than in SDQ). While the numbers based on THQ suggest that having

more time to complete the writing task may have helped Heidi monitor her performance

better and reduce the number of errors, it is interesting that the error frequency was

higher in her Comp.

Error type frequency
per word count

Error type frequency
per C-unit countError

types
SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Lexical 0.35% 0.12% 0.24% 2.57 0.89 2.24

Morphological 0.27% 0.12% 0.18% 2.02 0.89 1.63

Syntactic N/A N/A N/A 1.83 0.60 0.95

Table 188: Lexical, Morphological, and Syntactic Errors in Heidi’s SDQ,
THQ, and Comp

This pattern suggests that the language acquisition process may have restarted in

the three years that passed between SDQ/THQ and Comp.

Lexical errors

Lexical errors, as in the case of most of the other participants, were the most

frequent in all three exams. Their frequency decreased almost three times from SDQ to

THQ and then increased twice in Comp compared to THQ. Articles and prepositions

were the parts of speech most frequently used erroneously. Article errors display an

interesting pattern, in which they disappear from THQ and reappear in Comp at roughly

the same frequency encountered in SDQ. Conjunction errors displayed a similar trend,
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actually occurring slightly more frequently in Comp than in SDQ. Other parts of speech

that were not involved in errors in THQ but resurfaced in Comp were verbs, nouns, and

adjectives. There were no pronoun errors in SDQ and THQ at all, but there were a few in

Comp. Preposition errors were the only type that became more frequent in THQ than in

SDQ and about as frequent in Comp as in SDQ. As mentioned above, this may imply

that, in general, having more time to write her THQ helped Heidi choose and employ her

words better.

Error frequency per word count Error frequency per C-unit count
Lexical
error
types

SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Articles 0.17% 0.00% 0.10% 1.28 0.00 0.95

Prepositions 0.07% 0.12% 0.08% 0.55 0.89 0.75

Verbs 0.04% 0.00% 0.02% 0.28 0.00 0.20

Nouns 0.02% 0.00% 0.01% 0.18 0.00 0.07

Adjectives 0.02% 0.00% 0.09% 0.18 0.00 0.70

Conjunctions 0.01% 0.00% 0.02% 0.09 0.00 0.20

Pronouns 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00 0.00 0.07

Table 189: Lexical Errors in Heidi’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

In Comp, Heidi may have been more concerned with the content of her papers,

which were also considerably longer than THQ, and thus she may have neglected some

formal aspects of her English. It is also possible that she may have taken more chances

with more sophisticated or new words and structures, or that she may have restarted the

acquisition process at a higher level after a period of stabilization around the time of

THQ. The rest of the analysis will help decide whether Heidi was declining or

progressing, forgetting or learning anew.
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• Articles

Indefinite
articles

Definite
articles

Definite and
indefinite

article
error
types SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Correct 98.11% 100.00% 98.50% 98.56% 100.00% 98.66%

Omitted 1.51% 0.00% 1.49% 0.64% 0.00% 1.06%

Substituted 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

0.38% 0.00% 0.00% 0.80% 0.00% 0.26%

Table 190: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Heidi’s SDQ, THQ,
and Comp

All types of articles were used with remarkable accuracy in all three exams.

Article substitutions did not occur at all; definite article insertions were more frequent

than indefinite article insertions (which actually disappeared from THQ and Comp); and

indefinite article omissions were the most frequent, followed by definite article

omissions. The article insertions could be explained by L1 interference, as German does

use articles.

The omissions, however, cannot be explained by interference from German.

Instead, the explanation is related to the highly theoretical nature of the texts produced

for the qualifying and comprehensive exams. In these, SLAT students manipulate a high

number of definitions and SLA terms, and discuss SLA theories at a general level. While

executing this task, Heidi may have felt prompted to expand the generality level of her

discussion, thus omitting more definite and indefinite articles than necessary (while at the

same time overusing zero articles).
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Zero
article
error
types

SDQ THQ Comp

Correct 98.49% 100.00% 99.48%

Omitted /
Substituted

0.00% 0.00% 0.07%

Incorrectly inserted 1.50% 0.00% 0.43%

Table 191: Zero Article Usage in Heidi’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

• Prepositions

The accuracy of Heidi’s preposition usage was almost perfect in each of the three

exams. The few errors that existed were distributed differently. THQ was the only exam

where there were no preposition omissions and insertions, whereas SDQ contained all the

three types of errors and Comp included omissions and substitutions. The substitutions in

THQ were the most frequent, followed by the substitutions in Comp and the omissions in

SDQ. Overall, preposition substitutions were the most frequent type of preposition errors.

Prepositions SDQ THQ Comp
Correct 99.35% 99.29% 99.29%
Omitted 0.32% 0.00% 0.25%

Incorrectly
inserted

0.21% 0.00% 0.00%

Substituted 0.10% 0.70% 0.44%
Table 192: Preposition Usage in Heidi’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

The qualitative analysis of Heidi’s preposition errors reveals problems with about,

in, and of after nouns such as knowledge, idea, and plan; confusion between to and due

to/because of, an error apparently created by the need to observe the syntactic parallelism

of a sentence; and one error in an idiom (in its own right). About and to/due to were

present both in the qualifying exams and in Comp, proving to be fairly lasting in nature.

Because the errors were as infrequent as they were, it is difficult to find firmer patterns,
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but it is telling that the commonalities described here were present at all. This suggests

that SLA is systematic until the end and that even errors that appear to be as frequent as

chance still display some patterned behaviors.

Morphological errors

Nominal morphology errors were the most frequent and the most constant

morphological errors. They were also the only morphological errors that remained about

as frequent throughout the time between SDQ/THQ and Comp, as well as through the

different conditions surrounding these exams. This suggests that plural morphology is,

for Heidi, one of the most difficult forms to completely master, despite the fact that she is

a NS of German, which is highly inflected and requires complex morphological

computations.

Error frequency per
word count

Error frequency per
C-unit countMorphological

error types
SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Plural 0.11% 0.12% 0.10% 0.83 0.89 0.95

Possessive 0.09% 0.00% 0.04% 0.64 0.00 0.41Nominal

Derivational 0.01% 0.00% 0.01% 0.09 0.00 0.14

Tense 0.02% 0.00% 0.01% 0.18 0.00 0.07
Verbal

Mood 0.01% 0.00% 0.01% 0.09 0.00 0.07

Adverbial Derivational –ly 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.09 0.00 0.00

Pronominal Possessive 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.09 0.00 0.00

Adjectival -al 0.02% 0.00% 0.05% 0.16 0.00 0.34
Other

Uninflected article 0.02% 0.00% 0.02% 0.16 0.00 0.17

Table 193: Morphological Errors in Heidi’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

The qualitative analysis showed that some patterns that capture Heidi’s plural

morphology errors are associated with the anomalous behavior of the word

hypothesis/hypotheses and with phonetic contexts that can make the plural morpheme
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lack salience in spoken discourse (such as consonantal codas like /t/, /st/, or /s/).

Apparently, Heidi seems to be transcribing what she hears in spoken English. This

explanation holds for the errors involving the omission or misplacement of the possessive

‘ on plural nouns.

Syntactic errors

The generally high accuracy rate in Heidi’s writing is accompanied by a rather

interesting fluency and complexity picture. The number of clauses per sentence and the

mean sentence length were higher in Comp. While in other data sets this type of

evolution coincided with an increase in accuracy, especially in Comp, in Heidi’s case

only part of that coincidence can be seen. Thus, the reduction in number of clauses and

words per sentence coincides with a decrease in error frequency in THQ, but not in

Comp.

SDQ THQ Comp
Clauses per

sentence
2.63 2.21 3.20

Percentage of
subordinate

clauses
30.73% 40.47% 29.94%

Mean length of
sentence

19.44
words

16.61
words

29.74
words

Mean length of
clause

7.36
words

7.51
words

9.29
words

Table 194: Fluency and Complexity in Heidi’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Additionally, while there were signs of increased complexity in THQ (reflected

by the clear increase in percentage of subordinate clauses), these disappeared in Comp,

where the frequency of subordinate clauses went back down to the rate encountered in

SDQ. This situation, associated with the reemergence of some errors in Comp, suggests

possible fossilization on Heidi’s part. Heidi’s fluency in Comp was higher than in
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SDQ/THQ, but the syntactic complexity did not necessarily increase, as the length of the

C-units increased but the percentage of subordinate clauses decreased.

The three most frequent syntactic error types in Heidi’s papers were fragments,

anaphoric errors, and word/constituent order errors. It should be noted, however, that this

hierarchy is devised for the purposes of this discussion, but the total frequencies of each

of these error types amount to less than 1.0%. They also followed different patterns in the

three exams. Fragments vanished from THQ and occurred again in Comp at a lower

frequency; anaphora-related errors decreased in THQ and disappeared from Comp; and

the frequency of word/constituent order errors increased in THQ, only to drop to about

the same level as in SDQ and Comp.

Error frequency per
C-unit count

Syntactic
error
types

SDQ THQ Comp

Fragments 0.64 0.00 0.14

Anaphora 0.46 0.30 0.00

Word/constituent order 0.18 0.30 0.20

Agreement 0.18 0.00 0.41

Copula or multi-word
constituent omission

0.18 0.00 0.00

Copula or multi-word
constituent redundancy

0.00 0.00 0.20

Pro drop 0.18 0.00 0.14

Table 195: Syntactic Errors in Heidi’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Syntactic complexity is the main explanation associated with fragments and some

anaphora-related errors. The influence of norms acceptable in spoken informal American

English, such as the use of floating subordinate clauses or of the generic pronoun they as

a coreferent of a singular antecedent, seems to have been another factor involved in the
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production of some of these syntactic errors. Syntactic complexity also played a role in

the lack of agreement between some NPs and Vs and the establishment of agreement with

a closest preceding or following NP. L1interference can be invoked in the case of some

word/constituent order errors, especially adverb placement.

Heidi: Salient facts and findings
� Overall accuracy increased in THQ and decreased in Comp.
� The most frequent errors were lexical.
� The most frequent lexical errors were with articles and prepositions.
� The most frequent morphological errors were with the plural and possessive

morphemes.
� The most frequent syntactic errors were with fragments and anaphora.
� The factors associated with most of the errors found were: interference from L1

and informal English, atypical/irregular forms, phonetic environments, and
attention breakdowns.

� Fluency was lower in THQ and higher in Comp.
� Complexity increased in THQ and decreased in Comp.
� Awareness: Heidi identified the same problematic areas as this analysis.
� Age: Heidi began studying English at 11 years of age, but she had previous contact

with NSs.
� Exposure: Before and throughout school, most of the day since in the U.S.
� Length of residence: Three years before SDQ/THQ.
� Motivation/Attitude: Motivated to become a professor in the U.S. Interested in

learning as much as “gets the job done.”
� Teaching methods: Audiolingual and Communicative.
� Experience teaching English: None before SDQ/THQ.
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Maria

Survey and interview summary

Maria was 31 at the time of this survey and a fourth-year student in SLAT. She

was born in the U.S. in a Hispanic family, and her L1 is Spanish. She used Spanish

primarily until she started attending school, where she was placed in ESL classes part of

the time. When she was 12, she moved back to Mexico with her family and continued to

study English in school for a few hours a week. Then, she returned to the U.S. to earn her

M.A. and Ph.D. Maria has a fairly rich teaching experience both at her undergraduate

university in Mexico and at her U.S. graduate institution, teaching English, Spanish, and

sociolinguistics. Having had such an early and unique L2 learning experience, Maria has

reached a high level of confidence in her English skills, rating herself as good as a native

across the board. However, she marked the areas of lexicon and discourse organization as

somewhat difficult in comparison with morphology and syntax, which she did not

perceive as difficult at all.

Writing sample analysis

Time one: The qualifying exams

It is extremely common to see lexical errors as the most frequent error type in the

analyses included in this study. Maria was no exception in this respect, though the

frequency of the errors was very low, viewed by itself or in comparison with other

participants’ results. The morphological errors she made were less frequent than syntactic

errors, and both of these types of errors became even less frequent in THQ, while the

lexical errors occurred as frequently in SDQ and in THQ.
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SDQ THQ

Error
types Error

count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Error
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

word
count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Lexical 12 0.25% 52.17% 1.88 7 0.25% 70.00% 2.38

Syntactic 9 N/A 39.13% 1.41 2 N/A 20.00% 0.68

Morphological 2 0.04% 8.70% 0.31 1 0.04% 10.00% 0.34

Total error
count

23 
 

10

Word count 4821 2765

C-unit count 639 294

Table 196: Lexical, Syntactic, and Morphological Error Frequencies in
Maria’s SDQ and THQ

Lexical errors

Lexical error
count

Error frequency
per lexical error

count

Error frequency
per word count

Error frequency
per C-unit count

Lexical
error
types

SDQ THQ SDQ THQ SDQ THQ SDQ THQ

Prepositions 3 2 25.00% 33.33% 0.06% 0.07% 0.47 0.68

Nouns 3 0 25.00% 0.00% 0.06% 0.00% 0.47 0.00

Articles 2 4 16.67% 66.67% 0.04% 0.14% 0.31 1.36

Adjectives 2 0 16.67% 0.00% 0.04% 0.00% 0.31 0.00

Verbs 1 1 8.33% 16.67% 0.02% 0.04% 0.16 0.34

Conjunctions 1 0 8.33% 0.00% 0.02% 0.00% 0.16 0.00

Total lexical
error count

12 6

Total error
count

23 10

Word count 4821 2765

C-unit count 639 294

Table 197: Lexical Errors in Maria’s SDQ and THQ

In addition to the infrequency of Maria’s lexical errors, another notable aspect is

the shift in the position of article- and preposition-related errors in the SDQ compared to
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THQ. While both remained high in the classification, preposition errors were more

frequent than article errors in SDQ. In THQ, articles rose to first place again and

surpassed the frequency of preposition errors. Prepositions, nouns, articles, adjectives,

and verbs occurred with a frequency higher than 10% of all lexical errors in SDQ or THQ

or both.

• Prepositions

There were no preposition omissions in Maria’s SDQ or THQ. In SDQ, all three

errors were substitutions, and in THQ one error was an insertion and the other was a

substitution. They are analyzed below the table. Overall, the accuracy rate in preposition

usage in SDQ and THQ was the same and close to perfection.

SDQ THQ
Preposition usage Number of

prepositions
Percentage of
prepositions

Number of
prepositions

Percentage of
prepositions

Correct 550 99.45% 354 99.43%

Omitted 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

0 0.00% 1 0.28%

Substituted 3 0.54% 1 0.28%

Total 553 356

Table 198: Preposition Usage in Maria’s SDQ and THQ

Following are the sentences from SDQ containing a preposition substitution:

365. … this type of [traditional teacher] role is no longer expected but

welcome from many beginning learners…

366. What can be done is engage in practices that will permit the learner

more autonomy on how they learn, for example peer and group work

instead of a complete reliance on the teacher.
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367. It summarizes all the objectives from the course and evaluates

learners’ achievement.

The preposition from replaced by and of, and on replaced in. The use of from is

interesting as a substitution that makes good sense from a cognitive point of view. In the

two examples where it was used incorrectly, it indicates a source – the source of a feeling

in Example 365, and in Example 367, the source of the objectives included in a course.

As there would be no difference in the way these relations would be expressed in

Spanish, L1 interference has to be acknowledged for playing a role in the errors with

from.

The preposition substitution in THQ can also be understood from the perspective

of cognitive linguistics: the preposition to was used instead of into. The two are partial

equivalents, as both communicate the idea of movement from a target to a destination (in

this case from a form into another form). The substitution can be the result of the partial

equivalence of the two prepositions.

368. He exemplifies how learners often produce “Jam suffered from a

cold”, while teachers often limit themselves to teaching the passive form

by the transformation of active structures to passive structures, without

going into the lexical, syntactical and semantic properties of the nouns and

verbs involved in the construction of the passive form.

The preposition insertion occurred in the sentence

369. The experiment consisted of sentences in that the participants had to

judge for grammaticality.
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The insertion here appears to be a false start or the result of temporary attention failure

either during sentence production or revision.

• Nouns

One of the three noun-related errors in SDQ was an omission, as shown in

Example 370:

370. Achievement tests are given at the end of a semester, content

<UNIT>, program…

In another example, the set phrase get meaning across (as a purpose of communication)

was changed into get communication across. Finally, in another sentence the repetition of

the noun model suggests the absence (at least temporary in nature) of a synonym that

would circumvent a tautology:

371. De Bot’s adaptation of Levelt’s speaking model offers a model for

understanding bilingual speech production.

As there were no noun-related errors in THQ, it is possible that the three errors in

SDQ were accidental – especially the omission and the repetition. Among the 1344 nouns

used in SDQ, these three errors represent a mere 0.22%. Perhaps the only one that

deserves to be mentioned here is the modification of the set phrase get meaning across.

NNSs of English have been known to modify set phrases/idioms/collocations in ways that

NSs would not (Granger 1998).

• Articles

All the definite and indefinite articles used in SDQ were used correctly, but one of

each was omitted.
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SDQ

Definite and
indefinite

article usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 137 100.00% 337 100.00% 474 100.00%

Omitted 1 0.72% 1 0.29% 2 0.42%

Substituted 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Total 137 337 474

Table 199: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Maria’s SDQ

In THQ, Maria used all the indefinite articles correctly but omitted three definite

articles which amounted to 2.13% of all definite articles and 1.71% of the definite and

indefinite articles in THQ. The contexts from which the articles listed in the table were

omitted are:

372. Acquiring <AN> L1 and L2 (possibly even more) within the critical

period concerns studies of bilingualism.

373. A learner will be able to evaluate what needs to be learned and in

what priority. Metacognitive strategies also allow the learner to reflect on

what s/he needs to focus on and improve, it permits <THE> learner to

self-evaluate.

The article omissions presented above are equal to as many overuses of the zero

article. In SDQ, the accuracy rate of zero articles was higher than in THQ.
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THQ

Definite and
indefinite

article usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 46 100.00% 183 98.39% 229 98.71%

Omitted 0 0.00% 4 2.13% 4 1.71%

Substituted 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Total 46 187 233

Table 200: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Maria’s THQ

SDQ THQ SDQ+THQ
Zero article

usage Number of zero
articles

Percentage of
zero articles

Number of
zero

articles

Percentage
of zero
articles

Number of
zero articles

Percentage of
zero articles

Correct 742 99.73% 455 99.12% 1197 99.50%
Omitted 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Substituted/
Incorrectly

inserted
2 0.26% 4 0.87% 6 0.49%

Total 744 459 1203

Table 201: Zero Article Usage in Maria’s THQ

As the examples below illustrate, Maria omitted a few definite articles from

contexts in which the nouns that required the presence of the definite article were either

old information, and therefore definite, or preceded a possessive prepositional phrase

which gave the noun definiteness.

374. <THE> Spanish speakers, who had highly correlated with<THE>

NSs in experiment 3, correlated in only 9 of the 16 sentences with NSs in

this experiment.

375. According to Hinkel’s findings, features such as sentient/non sentient

distinctions of nouns that serve as sentence subjects, and their functions

such as agents or patients in the subject or object position that are not as
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developed in the English language, but are rather developed in Japanese,

Chinese or Korean, may be transferred when judging <THE>

grammaticality of the passive form for these NNSs.

376. These particular participants could offer the researcher data on how

they actually use the passive voice, in their own academic writing. In this

way, it would be possible to evaluate <THE> frequency of the use of the

passive voice; if it’s being used in the correct context, and what are the

grammatical and semantical constraints they apply to the use of the

passive voice in their own work.

One of the omissions is similar to one in SDQ because the articles are omitted in front of

an acronym (L1, L2, NSs).

Comparing SDQ and THQ, we see a high accuracy rate, but article omission is

also present in both exams, even more in THQ than in SDQ. In both exams the errors

seem to be related to ignoring the definite/known/grounded quality of a notion signified

by a certain noun.

• Adjectives

There were 394 adjectives but only two errors with adjectives in SDQ. One is a

substitution facilitated by the similarity between comfortable and comforting, whereas the

other may be the result of the inexact understanding of the meaning of the adjective valid

in English. These uses do not seem to be the result of interference from Spanish. Rather,

they may have been caused by working memory failure.
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378. Therefore, the learning experience has to be a comforting one where

the learner will feel at ease and motivated.

379. It is not valid to think that learning a language consists of simple

rules about grammar.

• Verbs

Among the 639 verbs in SDQ, only one was chosen incorrectly, most probably as

a result of transfer from Spanish as an L1 (Example 380). Nevertheless, it is interesting

that it is an idiomatic V + Adv combination.

380. On the other hand, if the learners are preparing themselves in the

community of the target language, it is quite possible that their attention to

certain aspects of language use in the community can be pointed out in the

teaching of the L2.

In THQ, describing the theoretical tenets of the Focus on Form movement, Maria

writes that

381. FonF promotes that attention can be paid to forms… (instead of FonF

proposes that…) 

In the overall context of THQ, the error in Example 381 is numerically

insignificant but formally interesting because the correct choice in this situation would

have been a verb that shares phonetic features with the one Maria used, pointing to

psycholinguistic explanations about lexical retrieval that suggest that similar words may

be stored together.
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To conclude this subsection, Maria’s lexical errors can be associated with a

number of factors ranging from working memory insufficiency to L1 interference and to

interference from phonetically similar words and task effects. None of these explanations

seems to explain all or most of the errors in the lexical category.

Syntactic errors

The frequency of Maria’s syntactic errors was lower in THQ, once again implying

that in relaxed conditions that favor monitoring, one is less likely to err.

SDQ THQ

Error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic error
frequency
per C-unit

count

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit count

Syntactic 9 39.13% 1.41 2 20.00% 0.68

Total error count 23 10

C-unit count 639 294

Table 202: Syntactic Error Frequencies in Maria’s SDQ and THQ

Maria’s SDQ and THQ contained some of the syntactic errors found in most of

the other participants’ data sets: anaphoric errors, agreement errors, and fragments.

Anaphoric errors were the most frequent in SDQ.

SDQ

Syntactic
error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error
count

Syntactic error
frequency

per
syntactic

error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Anaphora 5 21.74% 55.56% 0.78

Agreement 2 8.70% 22.22% 0.31

Fragments 2 8.70% 22.22% 0.31

Total syntactic
error count

9

Total error count 23
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C-unit count 639

Table 203: Syntactic Errors in Maria’s SDQ

• Anaphoric errors in SDQ

Three of the five errors with anaphoric references involved the use of they as a

coreferent of singular antecedents. In Example 384, the anaphor it is supposed to be

coindexed with strategies, but it does not agree in number. Finally, in the last example in

this section the anaphor it is processed as a coreferent of second language acquisition

although it is intended to refer to language.

382. A language learner could learn vocabulary by writing them down and

memorizing them

383. If the learner is not learning a second language for communicative

skills but for other purposes, such as for reading scientific and

technological information, then an analysis of this type of text as well as

the conventions when comprehending and even producing an article of

their own can be learned through discourse analysis, since text can also be

analyzed at the discourse analysis level.

384. Metacognitive strategies also allow the learner to reflect on what s/he

needs to focus on and improve, it permits learner to self-evaluate.

385. This is also a relevant question in second language acquisition, when

it is being acquired for communicative purposes.

Syntactic complexity – manifested as sentence length and number of constituents

– is obvious in only one of these examples. The other errors can be explained by one or
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both of the following: a breakdown in working memory and/or interference from spoken

discourse, where they is used widely.

• Agreement errors in SDQ

Both agreement errors involved the presence of a relative pronoun – what in one

case and which in the other. In Example 386, the agreement is made with what itself,

which for Maria is singular in this case. In the other example, which intervenes between

the elements involved in the agreement relationship (types of language learning and is

not).

386. … his linguistic abilities was not what was expected by the

interviewer…

387. I stress the difference between communicative language learning and

other types of language learning which is not necessarily of

communicative nature.

It is either because of the presence of which or because of insufficient working memory

that Maria decided to make the agreement with the closest N rather than with the head N

of the NP.

• Fragments in SDQ

In one of the errors in this group, a subordinate clause was not attached to the

main clause (Example 388). In the other, the main verb was omitted.

388. The interlanguage of a learner systematizes L2 acquisition for the

learner, considered dynamic because the learner will eventually be

reaching the TL end of the continuum. Unless there is fossilization,
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meaning that there IL freezes and there is no move for the learner towards

the target language.

389. A person with a kinesthetic intelligence would excel with practices

that involve hands-on activities, movement, etc. Perhaps, this type of

person’s language learning could be <DONE/ACCOMPLISHED> through

the Total-Physical Approach method.

The first example can be associated with a more informal, spoken register, while the

second may be accidental.

Only two syntactic errors could be identified in THQ: one anaphoric error and one

agreement error.

THQ

Syntactic
error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per syntactic
error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per C-unit

count

Anaphora 1 10.00% 50.00% 0.34

Agreement 1 10.00% 50.00% 0.34

Total syntactic
error count

2

Total error count 10

C-unit count 294

Table 204: Syntactic Errors in Maria’s THQ

• Anaphoric errors in THQ

In Example 390, the anaphor that does not agree with its antecedent, the S

grammaticality judgments.

390. Grammaticality judgments for the NNSs, except from the Spanish

speakers, differed significantly from that of the NSs.
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• Agreement errors in THQ

The lack of agreement between the S and the V in Example 391 constituted the

only syntactic error in this group.

391. The following example are a sentence pair presented in Hinkel’s third

experiment.

Maria’s syntactic errors, although not frequent, were rather stable. Although

fragments were not present in THQ, anaphora and agreement errors were present in both.

Given the low frequency of these errors, one can hypothesize that they are the result of

brief and temporary failures of one’s working memory. However, if chance were the only

reason these errors were committed, then we would not see a pattern in their occurrence.

Since we see commonalities among the different errors, it is more plausible that they are

associated with interference from spoken English, syntactic complexity that places more

pressure on working memory, interference from L1, and, lastly, chance.

Morphological errors

SDQ THQ

Error
types Error

count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Morphological 2 0.04% 8.70% 0.31 1 0.04% 10.00% 0.34

Total error
count

23 10

Word count 4821 2765

C-unit count 639 294

Table 205: Morphological Error Frequencies in Maria’s SDQ and THQ
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Morphological errors were the least frequent type in both exams, and they became

even more infrequent in THQ.

Both morphological errors in SDQ were related to the use of nominal

morphology. In Example 392, the plural marker was omitted. In 393, the possessive s’

was misplaced on an irregular plural form.

392. [Summative testing] summarizes all the objectives from the course

and evaluates learners’ achievement with the course objectives. Ideally at

this point there would be a series of formative evaluations in the course

that would have diagnosed what needed to be reinforced, and therefore

learner would not have any problems with the summative evaluation.

393. … it was the lack of access to Standard English that impeded these

childrens’ achievement in school.

The morphological errors in THQ were the same as in SDQ – an omission of the

possessive marker ‘ and of the plural marker –s. In this case, however, both omissions

affected the same word, which should have been a plural possessive form in order to be

parallel with the NP that follows after the coordinating conjunction and.

394. Compare native speaker and non-native speakers’ (Chinese,

Japanese, Korean and Spanish) perceptions of lexical animacy of English

nouns and noun phrases.

At the end of this analysis, working memory insufficiency associated with

syntactic complexity and exam conditions emerges as the most frequently invoked
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explanation for the errors above. Interference from Spanish and from spoken,

conversational English comes next.

Time two: The comprehensive exams

The hierarchy of errors changed in Comp. Syntactic errors surpassed lexical errors

and morphological errors occupied the lowest spot in the order, occurring with a

frequency of only 0.01% per word count.

Comp

Error
types

Error
count

Error
frequency
per word

count

Error
frequency
per total

error count

Error
frequency per

C-unit
count

Syntactic 20 N/A 54.05% 0.97

Lexical 14 0.06% 37.84% 0.78

Morphological 3 0.01% 8.11% 0.15

Error count 37

Word count 23480

C-unit count 2056

Table 206: Syntactic, Lexical, and Morphological Error
Frequencies in Maria’s Comp

Syntactic errors

The variety of the syntactic errors found in Maria’s Comp was greater than of

those identified in SDQ and THQ, and it is presented in the table below: The errors that

occurred with a frequency higher than 10% in the syntactic category are agreement,

anaphora, and pro-drop errors.
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Comp

Syntactic
error types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency per
syntactic

error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Agreement 9 24.32% 45.00% 0.44

Anaphora 6 16.22% 30.00% 0.29

Prod drop 2 5.41% 10.00% 0.10

Fragments 1 2.70% 5.00% 0.05

Copula/multiword
constituent omission

1 2.56% 5.00% 0.05

Word/constituent order 1 2.56% 5.00% 0.05

Total syntactic error count 20

Total error count 37

C-unit count 2056

Table 207: Syntactic Errors in Maria’s Comp

• Agreement errors

Five of the nine agreement errors occurred in contexts where the agreement was

made with the closest N/NP rather than with the subject or head N. In one of these

situations, the S position was actually occupied by how (see Example 395). This, like

what or who, may be a problematic entity without gender, number, or other grammatical

properties that attract agreement. Additionally, the how clause is clefted and quite long,

possibly causing Maria to lose track of the subject due to sentence length and complexity.

395. How the society should deal with modes of class such as gender, race,

age, among other social relations and categories are shaped and informed

by the meanings in the dominant discourses…

Sentence length and syntactic complexity can clearly be seen in the other

examples lacking S-V agreement:
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396. Nonetheless, what is disappointingly similar in all communities where

languages other than standard English is spoken, is the role education has

played not only in the maintenance of bilingualism, but in the legitimization

of language and culture different from the dominant class of monolingual

English speakers (Bourdieu, 1991).

397. She exposes how US government policies toward Puerto Rico has had a

history of two acculturation strategies.

398. On the other hand, much of the local economy of the American

border cities depend a great deal on Mexican shoppers, who purchase most

of their goods on the American side.

In a few other examples, agreement rules were violated without apparent explanation:

399. Bourdieu takes Austin’s theory of speech acts in which he agrees that

the effectiveness of performative utterances depend on the existence of an

institution which sets the conditions (such as the place, the time, the agent)

that must be fulfilled in order for the utterance to work as such.

400. … language differences indexes categories of ethnicity or national

origin

401. Poststructuralist theories emphasizes that not all languages,

discourses or registers are equal in the linguistic marketplace: some have

more symbolic value than others.

Finally, a multiple subject such as the one in Example 403 and the exceptional

plural form criteria, which is often treated as a singular form by NSs of English in
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spoken discourse and can additionally mislead a speaker of Spanish with its apparent

feminine ending, are also involved in agreement errors:

402. The recognition that language and its discourses is conformed by a

multiplicity of social voices and a wide variety of links and

interrelationships counters the traditional idea of a simple relationship

between a speaker and his “own” unitary and singular language.

403. … such criteria is also essential to Labov’s central focus on varieties

and Hymes’ focus on social norms.

• Anaphoric errors

Most of the errors in this category involved the use of the impersonal they as an

anaphor coindexed with a singular antecedent (see Examples 404, 405, and 406). In

Example 407, they itself was the antecedent of an anaphor realized as a singular noun. In

the remaining two examples, the antecedent was a plural noun and the anaphor singular.

404. When foreign language learners adopt a discourse such as learning

English, over other languages, because it is THE language to learn, in

Bakhtinian terms, it is impossible to conceive that it is a completely

personal choice but more likely part of a discourse that has been

internalized to a point that the learner thinks it is completely their own.

405. The learner’s goal may be the acquisition not only of a language, but

of a wider range of material and symbolic resources, which will in turn

increase their value of cultural capital, that is if they have the access to

resources which will legitimate them as a speaker.
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406. On many occasions, there may be an unwillingness on behalf of the

native speaker to interact with the non-native speaker or to listen to them

as competent members of a community

407. …students reflect on their perceptions of literacy and English

language learning for the future, in which they envision themselves as a

peaceful nation as well as a contributing member of the international

community.

408. Even foreign language learners who may never even think of

becoming a member of the “target community” assume that the language

they do know is for very specific uses and rarely do they go beyond that

practical sense.

409. … languages and its speakers change over the course of time.

All but the last of these examples reflect transformations in contemporary American

English and therefore testify to Maria transferring conventions from the spoken to the

written register.

• Pro-drop

The omission of it in essentially the same phrase at different tenses can be

explained by interference from Spanish. The expression in question, not used anywhere

else, seems to be incompletely acquired and subject to interference.

410. In this area, Spanish is not the minority language, as <IT> would

happen in other parts of the U.S. where Spanish is limited in its function

precisely because it has a minority status.
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411. The residents on the Mexican side need no other language to survive

nor to succeed, as <IT> happens with English on the U.S. side of the

border.

To recapitulate, Maria’s syntactic errors are most frequently associated with

chance (which can also be construed as a response of her working memory to the overall

complexity of the task and the particular complexity of the syntactic structures used), and

then with interference from both Spanish as an L1 and from spoken, colloquial English.

Lexical errors

Conjunctions, verbs, and prepositions appeared in errors that occurred with a

frequency higher than 10% in the lexical error category; therefore they will be analyzed

qualitatively.

Comp

Lexical
error
types

Lexical
error
count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

lexical
error
count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

total
error
count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

word
count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Conjunctions 7 50.00% 18.92% 0.03% 0.34

Verbs 3 21.43% 8.11% 0.01% 0.15

Prepositions 2 14.29% 5.41% 0.01% 0.10

Articles 1 7.14% 2.70% 0.00% 0.05

Adverbs 1 7.14% 2.70% 0.00% 0.05

Total lexical error
count

14

Total error count 37

Word count 23480

C-unit count 2056

Table 208: Lexical Errors in Maria’s Comp
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• Conjunctions

This is by far one of the most interesting lexical errors encountered so far. All the

tokens in this group were instantiations of the same type of error: the substitution of the

conjunction that with how. Although there were other sentences where this substitution

occurred, some were found acceptable and were not counted as errors. For instance,

Example 412 can be interpreted as claiming that Urcioli explains the mechanisms

underlying the mapping of codes onto social groups and the ways in which

sociolinguistics became interested in this aspect.

412. Urciuoli explains how treating codes as mapped onto social groups is

common in much of the work in sociolinguistics.

The sentences that could not be interpreted in an otherwise acceptable way in their

context (i.e., where the head verb was incompatible with how used as a complementizer)

were treated as errors:

413. Hidalgo (1983, 1986) also states how language loyalty is important

for Mexicans in Mexican border cities as it indexed their ethnicity and a

resistance towards the US values and ideals

414. Patrick states how the speech community is fraught with difficulties

since it mixes both social and linguistic issues

415. The prospective of finding out how language is central to the

constitution and maintenance of complex social phenomena, as well as

how language plays a role in enabling resistance, seems to be

proliferating. (Poole, 2002)
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416. Martinez (2003) establishes how there are many similarities between

the Spanish dialects spoken on both sides of the border.

417. The researchers find how language is not only used to index

difference, but to assert, confirm and defend the language users’ power

interests.

418. In a previous study Hidalgo found how Juarez residents rejected

code-switching, viewing it as in poor taste, but also as perceiving it as an

attitude problem on behalf of its users- indexing Mexican-Americans as

not fully Mexican because they sold into American values of material

success .

419. Dagenais (2003) finds how the Canadian national context of

bilingualism as well as a transnational perspective held by immigrant

parents promotes an imagined identity for these immigrants’ children,

promoting multilingualism in order to equip their children with language

resources that will help transcend national borders and offering their

children opportunities they did not have.

This use of how as a complementizer may be the result of transfer from spoken

conversational English. There were a total of 198 conjunctions in Maria’s Comp. Of

these, 30 (15.15%) were how-s introducing wh- clauses, and the above-mentioned seven

were incorrect. This means that 3.53% of all conjunctions, or 23.33% of all how heads, or

10.93% of all instances of how, were incorrect.
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• Verbs

The use of speak in a context in which tells/proposes would have been more

appropriate is a type of substitution that could be the result of L1 interference. The use of

view and expanded seems to be the product of overgeneralizing meanings to new

contexts, indicating that the acquisition of these particular items may be incomplete.

420. Asiwaju [who] speaks that imposed and artificial boundaries, like the

US-Mexico border, separate, marginalize and create conflict.

421. He views the social to specify how language is encountered

empirically.

422. … the field is gradually expanding to deal with more expanded social

problems.

Considering that there were 2056 verbs used in these papers, it is evident that the three

errors here are not important from a numerical point of view. From a qualitative point of

view, however, they are still interesting.

• Prepositions

Maria’s Comp contained one preposition substitution in a BE + Adj + P

combination characterized by strong ties between the components of the phrase. Thus, the

phrase are interested on was used instead of are interested in. In another case, the

preposition toward was omitted from a long sentence whose parallelism probably became

too difficult to keep mental track of.

423. … research, according to Woolard and Schieffelin (1994) has also

moved away from seeing ideology as a homogeneous cultural template,
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and <TOWARD> viewing is as a conflictive process which demands the

recognition of variation and contestation within a community as well as

contradictions within individuals.

The total number of prepositions in Maria’s Comp was 2827.

• Articles

Only one indefinite article was used instead of a definite article

424. Discourse plays out a powerful role in our conception of who we are

and where we situate ourselves. It also plays a role in a conception of who

others are and where they are situated according to our perspectives.

Article usage was almost perfect in Maria’s Comp, with the exception of the substitution

error shown above, representing 0.15% of all the indefinite articles.

Comp

Definite and
indefinite

article usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 625 99.84% 1224 100.00% 1849 99.94%

Omitted 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Substituted 1 0.15% 0 0.00% 1 0.05%

Incorrectly
inserted

0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Total 626 1224 1850

Table 209: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Maria’s Comp

• Adverbs

The adverb as was omitted from the long sentence in Example 425 probably due

to the complexity of the sentence, which made it difficult for Maria to keep mental track

of the parallelism of the sentence.
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425. … authors such as Ben Rampton, Bonny Norton, Aneta Pavlenko, Suresh

Canagarajah, Claire Kramsch, James Lantolf, and Alistair Pennycook have

noted the importance of turning to theories that view the field not as the

development of accountable quantitative models based on empirical studies

but <AS> models that account for the language learner as a member of

complex social networks encompassing multiple identities.

In this section, the influence of spoken informal English followed by interference

from Spanish and then by task and syntactic complexity were the factors that could explain

Maria’s errors.

Morphological errors

Maria’s morphological errors in Comp were even less frequent than other types of

errors. The percentage based on the total word count shows that the frequency of

morphological errors was truly insignificant.

Comp

Morphological
errors types

Morpho-
logical
error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

morpholo-
gical
error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

word count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Plural 1 2.70% 33.33% 0.00% 0.05
Nominal

Possessive 1 2.70% 33.33% 0.00% 0.05

Adverbial Derivational –ly 1 2.70% 33.33% 0.00% 0.05

Total morphological
error count

3

Total error count 37
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C-unit count 2056

Word count 23480

Table 210: Morphological Errors in Maria’s Comp

As a consequence, no qualitative analysis will be performed. It is to be noted, however,

that the types of morphological errors present were the same as in Maria’s SDQ/THQ

and, moreover, the same as in most of the other participants’ data.

Conclusions: Comparative analysis of SDQ, THQ, and Comp

In general, the accuracy rate in Maria’s papers was very high. Lexical errors were

the most frequent in SDQ and THQ, whereas in Comp syntactic errors became more

frequent. The extra time available in THQ does not seem to have influenced the lexical

and morphological error rate, as these remained equal in both exams. There was a

decrease in both types of errors by the time of Comp, completed almost three years after

SDQ/THQ. The constancy of lexical and morphological errors in SDQ and THQ, the

small drop in their frequency over time, and the very low frequency of these errors

overall indicate that Maria’s lexical and morphological knowledge is not only very

advanced but also very stable.

Error type frequency
per word count

Error type frequency
per C-unit countError

types
SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Lexical 0.25% 0.25% 0.06% 1.88 2.38 0.78

Syntactic N/A N/A N/A 1.41 0.68 0.97

Morphological 0.04% 0.04% 0.01% 0.31 0.34 0.15

Table 211: Lexical, Syntactic, and Morphological Errors in Maria’s SDQ,
THQ, and Comp
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Syntactic errors, on the other hand, were less frequent in THQ than in SDQ but

occurred somewhat more frequently in Comp. Explanations will be explored in the

Syntactic errors subsection of the Conclusions.

Lexical errors

If we consider SDQ and THQ together, the dominant lexical error would involve

articles, followed by prepositions. Considering the two exams separately, prepositions

were involved in the most frequent errors in SDQ and articles were in THQ. Article

errors were more frequent in THQ than in SDQ. Errors with nouns, adjectives, and

conjunctions were not present in THQ, but conjunction errors reoccurred in Comp. Given

the low frequency of these errors, the variation observed is not worrisome and is probably

tied to chance. However, it can be noted that the number of parts of speech involved in

errors in THQ and in Comp was half of that in SDQ.

Error frequency per word count Error frequency per C-unit count
Lexical
error
types

SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Prepositions 0.06% 0.07% 0.01% 0.47 0.68 0.10

Nouns 0.06% 0.00% 0.00% 0.47 0.00 0.00

Articles 0.04% 0.14% 0.00% 0.31 1.36 0.05

Adjectives 0.04% 0.00% 0.00% 0.31 0.00 0.05

Verbs 0.02% 0.04% 0.01% 0.16 0.34 0.15

Conjunctions 0.02% 0.00% 0.03% 0.16 0.00 0.34

Table 212: Lexical Errors in Maria’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

It is also relevant that, although encountered to a lesser degree in Maria’s writing,

preposition and article errors were the most frequent in SDQ and THQ, just like they

were in other participants’ data sets. This implies that these lexical items are functionally
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difficult for ESL learners even at very advanced stages. The time between SDQ/THQ and

Comp seems to have helped Maria control the English lexicon with greater accuracy. Her

preposition and article usage improved (reaching 100% accuracy in article usage) in

Comp, while conjunction use became less accurate in Comp primarily due to interference

from spoken conversational English.

• Prepositions

As illustrated in the examples given above, some preposition errors were

facilitated by interference from Spanish, while others were the result of accidental

omission or failure to control a syntactically complex or very long sentence due to

insufficient working memory. While the numbers point towards chance as a factor

strongly associated with the occurrence of these errors, the error types and the other

explanatory factors they can be associated with (interference, insufficient working

memory, syntactic complexity) suggest systematicity.

Prepositions SDQ THQ Comp
Correct 99.45% 99.43% 99.96%
Omitted 0.00% 0.00% 0.03%

Incorrectly
inserted

0.00% 0.28% 0.00%

Substituted 0.54% 0.28% 0.03%
Table 213: Preposition Usage in Maria’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

• Articles

The same argument can be made about article usage. The tables below also speak

to Maria’s strong command of the English article system. She seems to have had some

problems with omitting the definite article in THQ – the only pattern that stands out as

unexpected. This cannot be predicted by interference from Spanish, which has articles.
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Since more definite articles were omitted in THQ than in SDQ, it seems we are

confronted with a task effect that may have induced more definite article omissions.

Indefinite
articles

Definite
articles

Definite and
indefinite

article
error
types SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Correct 100.00% 100.00% 99.84% 100.00% 98.39% 100.00%

Omitted 0.72% 0.00% 0.00% 0.29% 2.13% 0.00%

Substituted 0.00% 0.00% 0.15% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Table 214: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in SDQ, THQ, and Comp

By the time of Comp, Maria’s article use was almost perfect.

Zero
article
error
types

SDQ THQ Comp

Correct 99.73% 99.12% 100.00%

Omitted /
Substituted

0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Incorrectly inserted 0.26% 0.87% 0.00%

Table 215: Zero Article Usage in SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Syntactic errors

Most of Maria’s syntactic errors can be explained by interference from spoken

informal English and syntactic complexity (anaphora, agreement, fragments), and only

occasionally by interference from Spanish (as in the case of pro-drop errors).

The rather puzzling increase in syntactic errors in Comp implies that the task may

have been more demanding that the earlier SDQ and THQ. The quantity and quality of

the information produced and discussed in Comp was much superior to that in SDQ and
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THQ. Having to direct more resources towards the content of the papers may have drawn

some attention away from some formal aspects such as syntax.

Error frequency per C-unit count
Syntactic

error
types

SDQ THQ Comp

Anaphora 0.78 0.34 0.29

Agreement 0.31 0.34 0.44

Fragments 0.31 0.00 0.05

Pro-drop 0.00 0.00 0.10

Copula/multiword
constituent omission

0.00 0.00 0.05

Word/constituent order 0.00 0.00 0.05

Table 216: Syntactic Errors in Maria’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

On the other hand, the syntactic complexity of the texts increased, as shown by

the rise in percentage of subordinate clauses and their mean length.

SDQ THQ Comp
Clauses per

sentence
4.40 3.97 3.21

Percentage of
subordinate

clauses
48.98% 42.85% 35.16%

Mean length of
sentence

33.24
words

37.36
words

36.74
words

Mean length of
clause

7.54
words

9.40
words

11.42
words

Table 217: Fluency and Complexity in Maria’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Dealing with increasingly sophisticated content and syntax took a toll on syntactic

accuracy in Comp.

Morphological errors

Morphological errors, although extremely infrequent, only affected the same

morphemes that were found in errors in other participants’ data: plural and possessive
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marker errors and overuses of the derivational morpheme –ly on adjectives. However,

morphological errors were more frequent in other participants’ writing. In Maria’s case,

interference cannot be invoked to explain these errors.

Error frequency per
word count

Error frequency per
C-unit countMorphological

error types
SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Plural 0.02% 0.02% 0.00% 0.15 0.17 0.05
Nominal

Possessive 0.02% 0.02% 0.00% 0.15 0.17 0.05

Adverbial Derivational –ly 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00 0.00 0.05

Table 218: Morphological Errors in Maria’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Maria: Salient facts and findings
� Overall accuracy was generally very high. It was similar in SDQ and THQ and

decreased slightly in Comp.
� The most frequent errors were lexical.
� The most frequent lexical errors were with articles and prepositions.
� The most frequent morphological errors were with plural and possessive

morphemes.
� The most frequent syntactic errors were with anaphora and agreement.
� The factors associated with most of the errors found were: interference from L1

and informal English, atypical/irregular forms, syntactic complexity, and
attention breakdowns.

� Fluency was higher in THQ and remained constant in Comp.
� Complexity decreased in THQ and in Comp.
� Awareness: Maria identified the same problematic areas as this analysis.
� Age: Maria began learning English in the U.S. as a child and then at age 6 in ESL

classes.
� Exposure: Before and throughout school, most of the day since in the U.S.
� Length of residence: Until her teenage years, then three years before SDQ/THQ.
� Motivation/Attitude: Will become a professor at a Mexican university. Plans to

continue collaborating with U.S. universities.
� Teaching methods: Immersion.
� Experience teaching English: Several years in Mexico.
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Maya

Survey and interview summary

Maya is a female NS of Spanish originally from a South American country. She

was 34 when this study began. In addition to Spanish and English, she has fair knowledge

of Portuguese. She has a B.A. in Teaching English from her home country and an MA in

ESL from a U.S. university. She started learning English when she was 13 in private

lessons and in school a short while after. She had about ten hours of English instruction

per week in her first year of study, which included language courses and content

instruction in English. All of her teachers were NNSs of English who emphasized

speaking and writing in the context of Audiolingualism and Situational Language

Teaching. Maya was usually not allowed to use her L1 in English classes.

Maya has a rich teaching experience. In her home country, she taught all ages and

levels, usually in English for communicative purposes and business English. For the last

five years she has lived in the U.S., married to an American, attending graduate programs

in applied linguistics, and continuing to teach college-level English and Spanish.

In her survey, Maya indicated that she obtained almost maximum scores on

standardized tests such the GRE and TOEFL. She perceives her reading and non-

academic writing to be as good as a native’s, her listening and academic writing as near-

native, and her speaking skills as excellent but still foreign. She indicated some difficulty

organizing discourse, and no difficulties with new words, syntax, or morphology.
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Writing sample analysis

Time one: The qualifying exams

The hierarchy of Maya’s errors changed from SDQ to THQ. While syntactic

errors were most frequent in SDQ, and also closely followed by lexical errors, they did

not occur in THQ at all, where lexical errors were the most frequent.

SDQ THQ

Error
types

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

total
error
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

C-unit
count

Syntactic 10 N/A 47.62% 1.46% 0 N/A 0.00% 0.00

Lexical 9 0.20% 42.86% 1.31% 6 0.24% 75.00% 2.17

Morphological 2 0.04% 9.52% 0.29% 2 0.08% 25.00% 0.72

Total error
count

21 8

Word count 4533 2451

C-unit count 686 276
Table 219: Syntactic, Lexical, and Morphological Error Frequencies in
Maya’s SDQ and THQ

Overall, errors were very rare in Maya’s papers. Somewhat surprisingly, the frequency of

the lexical and morphological errors increased in THQ.

Syntactic errors

The syntactic error category is the one in which Maya made the most progress, as

this type was present to a certain extent in SDQ but not at all in THQ. The different kinds

of syntactic errors found are presented in the table below. Errors with anaphoric

references constituted the majority in this group. Due to the large drop in frequency
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between this type of error and the others found in Maya’s SDQ, only anaphoric errors

will be analyzed qualitatively.

SDQ

Syntactic
error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

syntactic
error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Anaphora 5 23.81% 55.56% 0.73

Copula or multi-word constituent
omission

2 9.52% 22.22% 0.29

Pro drop 1 4.76% 11.11% 0.15

Head redundancy 1 4.76% 11.11% 0.15

Total syntactic
error count

9

Total error count 21

C-unit count 686

Table 220: Syntactic Errors in Maya’s SDQ

• Anaphoric errors in SDQ

All but one of the problematic anaphors found in Maya’s SDQ were impersonal,

generic pronouns such as he/she and they/their. In the first and the last example, we see

their and them used as anaphors of remote antecedents that become vague in the context.

In the remaining examples, they, their, and he/she break the agreement with their singular

antecedents.

426. Metacognition has been described as thinking about the thinking

process. Some examples are planning and organizing their study, checking

their progress and finding ways to improve or facilitate learning.

427. [L]earning strategy is a technique or procedure that a learner can

employ to improve their own learning.
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428. The most common test of this type is the multiple-choice test. They

measure <what> the learners’ declarative knowledge about the language.

429. Learners cannot use any kind of strategic competence knowledge to

solve the multiple choice questions, which he/she would be able to do in a

communicative test. These tests have a negative washback effect on

teaching because teachers teach to the test by giving them knowledge

about the language.

The relationships with remote antecedents may be related to having to process

complex syntax and discourse under timed conditions. However, the lack of grammatical

agreement between the forms of the anaphor they and their singular antecedents is a

reflection of interference from informal registers of non-academic English.

Among the other syntactic errors, the omission of a subject is notable due to its

possibility of being triggered by interference from Spanish as an L1. The remaining

syntactic errors occurred in complex sentences where Maya’s working memory may have

given out under the pressure of the timed exam.

Lexical errors

Article usage errors were the most frequent in SDQ and THQ, just as in most of

the other participants’ error repertoire. Preposition usage errors came second in place.

The frequency of article errors increased slightly in THQ, while that of preposition-

related errors decreased.
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Lexical error
count

Error frequency
per lexical error

count

Error frequency
per word count

Error frequency
per C-unit count

Lexical
error
types

SDQ THQ SDQ THQ SDQ THQ SDQ THQ

Articles 3 5 33.33% 83.33% 0.07% 0.20% 0.44 1.81

Prepositions 3 1 33.33% 16.67% 0.07% 0.04% 0.44 0.36

Nouns 2 0 22.22% 0.00% 0.04% 0.00% 0.29 0.00

Verbs 1 0 11.11% 0.00% 0.02% 0.00% 0.15 0.00

Total lexical
error count

9 6

Total error
count 21 8

Word count 4533 2451

C-unit count 686 276
Table 221: Lexical Errors in Maya’s SDQ and THQ

• Articles

SDQ

Definite and
indefinite

article usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 141 100.00% 337 99.11% 478 99.37%

Omitted 0 0.00% 2 0.58% 2 0.41%

Substituted 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

0 0.00% 1 0.29% 1 0.20%

Total 141 340 481

Table 222: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Maya’s SDQ

Only three definite articles were misused by Maya in her SDQ. Two of the errors

were omissions of the definite article, and one error was an insertion.

The errors in THQ also affected only definite articles. Moreover, all five errors with

definite articles in THQ were omissions.
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THQ

Definite and
indefinite article

usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 42 100.00% 146 96.68% 188 97.40%

Omitted 0 0.00% 5 3.31% 5 2.59%

Substituted 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Total 42 151 193

Table 223: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in Maya’s THQ

When we consider SDQ and THQ together, definite article omission appears to be the

dominant type of article-related error.

SDQ THQ SDQ+THQ
Zero article

usage Number of zero
articles

Percentage of
zero articles

Number of
zero

articles

Percentage
of zero
articles

Number of
zero articles

Percentage of
zero articles

Correct 642 99.53% 414 98.80% 1056 99.24%
Omitted 1 0.15% 0 0.00% 1 0.09%

Substituted/
Incorrectly

inserted
2 0.31% 5 1.19% 7 0.65%

Total 645 419 1064

Table 224: Zero Article Usage in Maya’s SDQ and THQ

As a consequence of the pattern described above, the main error involving the zero article

involved its use in the place of several definite or indefinite articles.

The following examples illustrate some of the situations in which article errors

occurred:

430. The results of their study showed that early bilinguals were able to

access <THE> meaning of newly learned L2 words. (from SDQ)

431. Tests of communicative language use measure <THE> overall

competence of a learner or proficiency in a language. (from SDQ)
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432. This was used as evidence to claim the lack of the concept mediation

from L2 to L1. (from SDQ)

433. <THE> Results for experiment 1 showed NNSs’ values were

significantly similar. (from THQ)

The overall accuracy of article usage was higher in SDQ than in THQ. Having

more time to complete her THQ does not seem to have helped Maya use all articles

correctly. Some of the errors are associated with the use of specialty terms from SLA

(such as meaning, competence, concept mediation), acronyms of these (NS or NNS), or

subtitles of particular sections within journal articles or book chapters that do not usually

contain definite or indefinite articles (such as results).

• Prepositions

The preposition substitution in Maya’s SDQ occurred in a set phrase, which she

transformed from in its own right into on its own right.

SDQ THQ
Preposition usage Number of

prepositions
Percentage of
prepositions

Number of
prepositions

Percentage of
prepositions

Correct 481 99.38% 283 99.64%

Omitted 2 0.41% 1 0.35%

Incorrectly
inserted

0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Substituted 1 0.20% 0 0.00%

Total 484 284

Table 225: Preposition Usage in Maya’s SDQ and THQ

Interestingly enough, this is a substitution encountered in the work of other participants,

both from the same linguistic background (Spanish) and different linguistic backgrounds

(German and Chinese).
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The omissions in SDQ seem accidental, as they are not only very infrequent, but

also without apparent explanation, like the omission of of from the phrase at the end

<OF> a certain period. In SDQ, another preposition was omitted from the phrase is

related <TO> the public, in which the preposition is strongly tied to the verb. Errors in

this type of environment were found in other data sets with higher frequencies. Given the

rarity of this error in Maya’s data, it is unclear whether the omission is the result of a

temporary breakdown in attention or even a typographical error, or whether it reflects

Maya’s SLA developmental stage. The same question can be raised about the preposition

omission found in THQ, where the preposition was also obligatory in the presence of the

verb used:

434. Hinkel (2002) claims that L2 grammar instruction often fails to focus

<ON> these semantic features when teaching the passive.

• Nouns

The two noun-related errors in SDQ were tokens of the same error type. In both

situations, the phrase in one sitting was modified by replacing sitting with the

phonetically and orthographically similar seating. As a NS of Spanish, Maya may have

more difficulty distinguishing between /i/ and /I/. By possibly even collapsing the two

into an intermediate Spanish-like /i/ (Flege, 2002), she may have acquired the phrase

earlier with the incorrect phonological information and has failed to correct it.

There were no lexical errors involving nouns in THQ.
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• Verbs

The only error in this group occurred in SDQ, consisting of the use of a light verb,

have, instead of the verb give. The error is not serious, as it does not interfere with the

intelligibility of the prose, but it may indicate that Maya may have collapsed the set

phrases give a test and take a test into a middle of the road phrase to use relatively safely

for both expressions when under pressure.

435. Teachers need to have tests in order to measure the effectiveness of

their teaching as well as the pace of presentation of materials.

Morphological errors

Morphological errors were the most infrequent, but they were enduring: not only

did they reoccur in THQ, but their frequency also doubled.

SDQ THQ

Error
types Error

count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequency

per
total
error
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

C-unit
count

Morphological 2 0.04% 9.52% 0.29 2 0.08% 25.00% 0.72

Total error
count

21 8

Word count 4533 2451

C-unit count 686 276
Table 226: Morphological Error Frequency in Maya’s SDQ and THQ

The two morphological errors in SDQ were from the realm of nominal plural

morphology. In one case, the plural morpheme –s was not used, while in another it was

overused. The unnecessary use of the plural morpheme occurred in the phrase discrete-

points tests, where the plural morpheme was attached to the pronominal modifier. This is
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a type of error that does not come as a surprise from speakers of languages that use

periphrastic equivalents (i.e., test [made up] of discrete points).

SDQ

Morphological
error types

Error
count

Morphological
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

morpholo-
gical error

count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per word

count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Plural 2 9.52% 100.00% 0.04% 0.29
Nominal Total morphological

error count
2

Total error count 21

C-unit count 686

Word count 4533

Table 227: Morphological Errors in Maya’s SDQ

The errors in THQ also pertained to the area of nominal morphology. One was

similar to one of the errors in SDQ, where the plural morpheme was used unnecessarily

on a noun modifying another noun: nouns phrases (rather than noun phrases). The other

error consisted of the omission of the possessive marker ‘ from a plural noun, probably

due to the lack of saliency of the possessive marker in that particular context.

436. Hinkel (2002) hypothesized that prominent linguistic features

pertaining to lexical animacy that are present in the learners L1 but not in

English may account for their difficulty in processing and using the

passive voice.
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THQ

Morphological
error types

Error
count

Morphological
error

frequency
per

total error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

morpholo-
gical

error count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per word

count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Plural 1 12.50% 50.00% 0.04% 0.36
Nominal

Possessive 1 12.50% 50.00% 0.04% 0.36

Total morphological
error count

2

Total error count 8

C-unit count 276

Word count 2451

Table 228: Morphological Errors in Maya’s THQ

In sum, Maya’s SDQ and THQ contained few errors, but a few patterns could be

identified not only within the context of these two exams but also by association with

other participants’ data. Thus, lexical errors were predominant, although they were

slightly surpassed by syntactic errors in THQ. Morphological errors also proved to be

rather stable in the two exam conditions. Syntactic errors therefore seem to be the most

easily avoided during the favorable conditions (extended time) of a take-home exam.

Among the explanatory factors associated with the various errors in Maya’s SDQ and

THQ are: interference from Spanish as an L1 (as in the use of light verbs and the plural

morpheme in compound noun phrases), interference from informal or spoken English (in

the use of they as a singular anaphor and of phonologically similar substitutes), and
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special difficulty with set phrases/collocations (including SLA jargon, phrasal verbs, and

prepositions).

Time two: The comprehensive exams

The error types encountered in Maya’s Comp are presented in the table below

from most frequent to least frequent. The low frequency of each error type is notable.

Comp

Error
types

Error
count

Error
frequency
per word

count

Error
frequency
per total

error count

Error
frequency per

C-unit
count

Lexical 3 0.01% 37.50% 0.11

Morphological 3 0.01% 37.50% 0.11

Syntactic 2 0.01% 25.00% 0.08

Error count 8

Word count 24333

C-unit count 2617

Table 229: Lexical, Morphological, and Syntactic Error Frequencies in
Maya’s Comp

Lexical errors

Occurring with a frequency of 0.004% each, the lexical errors listed in the table

below are so likely to have occurred by chance that they will not be analyzed

qualitatively. It is sufficient to simply mention that the preposition error was an omission

in a context that does not appear to be related to any special uses, and the noun- and verb-

related errors were meaning approximations, or, in other words, lexical substitutions that

might show an incomplete acquisition of those particular terms.
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Comp

Lexical
error
types

Lexical
error count

Lexical error
frequency

per
lexical

error count

Lexical error
frequency

per
total error

count

Lexical error
frequency

per
word count

Lexical error
frequency

per
C-unit count

Prepositions 1 33.33% 12.50% 0.004% 0.04

Nouns 1 33.33% 12.50% 0.004% 0.04

Verbs 1 33.33% 12.50% 0.004% 0.04

Total lexical error
count

3

Total error count 8

Word count 24333

C-unit count 2617

Table 230: Lexical Errors in Maya’s Comp

Morphological errors

It is noteworthy that a plural morpheme was overused in a compound noun phrase

(teachers candidates), just as it was in SDQ and THQ. In the verb category, the short

infinitive was used after the verb contribute (contribute to shed light rather than

contribute to shedding light). Finally, the adverb importantly was used instead of the

adjective important in the sentence More importantly, perhaps, are the differences

students present in relation to their language acquisition and development processes.

Comp
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Morphological
errors types

Morpholo-
gical
error
count

Morpholo-
gical error
frequency

per
total error

count

Morpholo-
gical error
frequency

per
morphologi-

cal error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per word

count

Morphologi-
cal

error
frequency

per
C-unit count

Nominal Plural 1 12.50% 33.33% 0.004% 0.04

Verbal Derivational 1 12.50% 33.33% 0.004% 0.04

Adverbial -ly 1 12.50% 33.33% 0.004% 0.04

Total morphological
error count

3

Total error count 8

C-unit count 2617

Word count 24333

Table 231: Morphological Errors in Maya’s Comp

Although infrequent, these are the same types of morphological errors

encountered in Maya’s SDQ and THQ and in most of the other participant’s papers. This

shows that certain errors are long-lasting and possibly independent of one’s L1, although

sometimes they coincide with structures that appear to be transferred from one’s L1.

Syntactic errors

The errors in this group featured the use of general/impersonal their as an anaphor

of a singular antecedent treated as a mass noun (Example 437) and a faulty agreement

between a verb and the subject data treated as a singular noun. Both of these errors can

be attributed to the influence of contemporary informal American English. The noun data

is increasingly being used as a singular noun due to the natural tendency to regularize and

nativize borrowings.

Comp
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Syntactic
error types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic error
frequency per
syntactic error

count

Syntactic error
frequency

per
C-unit count

Agreement 1 12.50% 50.00% 0.04

Anaphora 1 12.50% 50.00% 0.04

Total syntactic error count 2

Total error count 8

C-unit count 2617

Table 232: Syntactic Errors in Maya’s Comp

437. It follows that the HL field still needs to develop their own methods

and approaches to effective HL instruction.

438. …the data does not show…

Conclusions: Comparative analysis of SDQ, THQ, and Comp

The error patterns in Maya’s papers suggest that the passage of time facilitated or

simply allowed for Maya’s further development as an ESL writer. Contrary to

expectations, she made errors more frequently in THQ than in SDQ, although she was

able to avoid making any syntactic errors in THQ. Judging by SDQ and THQ,

morphological errors were the most difficult to avoid because they increased the most in

THQ, where their frequency doubled while syntactic errors disappeared and lexical errors

increased by much less.

Error type frequency
per word count

Error type frequency
per C-unit countError

types
SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Syntactic N/A N/A N/A 1.46 0.00 0.11

Lexical 0.20% 0.24% 0.01% 1.31 2.17 0.08

Morphological 0.04% 0.08% 0.01% 0.29 0.72 0.11

Table 233: Syntactic, Lexical, and Morphological Errors in Maya’s SDQ,
THQ, and Comp
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Lexical errors

Although errors with articles were the most frequent lexical errors in SDQ and

especially in THQ, they did not occur at all in Comp. As articles seem to have been the

most difficult lexical item for most of the participants in this study, it is quite noteworthy

that Maya managed to use articles flawlessly in her Comp. The passage of time also

helped her control English prepositions better. Although nouns and verbs occurred in a

few errors in Comp, the errors still amount to less than those in SDQ and THQ combined.

Error frequency per word count Error frequency per C-unit count
Lexical
error
types

SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Articles 0.07% 0.20% 0.00% 0.44 1.81 0.00

Prepositions 0.07% 0.04% 0.004% 0.44 0.36 0.04

Nouns 0.04% 0.00% 0.004% 0.29 0.00 0.04

Verbs 0.02% 0.00% 0.004% 0.15 0.00 0.04

Table 234: Lexical Errors in Maya’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

While the lexical errors in Comp can be attributed to accidental omission (the

preposition) and incomplete acquisition of lexical items such as the substituted noun and

verb, those in SDQ and THQ allow for additional explanations, such as: ongoing

acquisition of article usage, suggested by some errors using articles with SLA terms that

can be encountered in the literature both with and without articles (which in turn implies

that article usage may be learned by processing article collocations and extracting rules

that can be applied later); ongoing refinement of some collocations (such as V + P); and

interference from informal and/or oral English (due to phonological similarities and also
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evident in the use of impersonal they and nativized borrowings). Interference from

Spanish as an L1 is not a factor that can be associated with Maya’s lexical errors.

Syntactic errors

In as far as syntactic errors are concerned, both the extra time available to

complete THQ and the almost three years between SDQ/THQ and Comp allowed Maya

to perform better. On the one hand, no syntactic errors existed in THQ. On the other

hand, if we consider SDQ and THQ together, all but one type of syntactic error dropped

to 0.00% frequency in Comp. The only exception was anaphora.

Error frequency per C-unit
count

Syntactic
error
types

SDQ THQ Comp

Agreement 0.00 0.00 0.04

Anaphora 0.73 0.00 0.04

Copula or multi-word
constituent omission

0.29 0.00 0.00

Head redundancy 0.15 0.00 0.00

Pro drop 0.15 0.00 0.00

Table 235: Syntactic Errors in Maya’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

SDQ THQ Comp
Clauses per

sentence
2.88 2.01 3.80

Percentage of
subordinate

clauses
57.58% 46.37% 33.66%

Mean length of
sentence

19.04
words

17.89
words

35.41
words

Mean length of
clause

6.60
words

8.88
words

9.29
words

Table 236: Fluency and Complexity in Maya’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

The decrease in syntactic error frequency correlates with a gradual decrease in

syntactic complexity. As in the case of a few other participants, it seems that a drop in
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syntactic complexity allows some learners to boost the accuracy of their writing. At the

same time, the increased fluency does not seem to influence the error frequency. In fact,

the two can be inversely proportional.

Morphological errors

Like lexical errors, morphological errors became more frequent in THQ than in

SDQ but then became more infrequent in Comp. In this case, too, it was the passage of

time that made more of a difference for linguistic accuracy than the extra time available

in THQ.

Error frequency per
word count

Error frequency per
C-unit countMorphological

error types
SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Plural 0.04% 0.04% 0.004% 0.29 0.36 0.04
Nominal

Possessive 0.00% 0.04% 0.00% 0.00 0.36 0.00

Verbal Derivational 0.00% 0.00% 0.004% 0.00 0.00 0.04

Adverbial Derivational -ly 0.00% 0.00% 0.004% 0.00 0.00 0.04

Table 237: Morphological Errors in Maya’s SDQ, THQ, and Comp

The error that appeared in all exams consisted of misuses of the plural morpheme,

most of which occurred in compound noun phrases whose equivalents in Spanish would

be periphrastic formulations in which the nouns making up the phrase could be inflected

for number. In addition to this type of interference from Spanish as an L1, working

memory limitations also appear to be a factor in the occurrence of some errors that could

not be explained otherwise.
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Maya: Salient facts and findings
� Overall accuracy was very high. It was similarly high in SDQ and THQ and

increased even more in Comp.
� The most frequent errors were lexical.
� The most frequent lexical errors were with articles.
� The most frequent morphological errors were with the plural morphemes.
� The most frequent syntactic errors were with anaphora.
� The factors associated with most of the errors found were: working memory

insufficiency, interference from L1 and informal English, and atypical/
irregular/idiomatic forms.

� Fluency was slightly lower in THQ and increased in Comp.
� Complexity decreased in THQ and in Comp.
� Awareness: Maya was aware of her strong command of English.
� Age: Maya began learning English at the age of 13 and studied intensively.
� Exposure: Most of the day since in the U.S.
� Length of residence: Two years before SDQ/THQ.
� Motivation/Attitude: Plans to become a professor at a U.S. university.
� Teaching methods: Communicative.
� Experience teaching English: Two years before SDQ/THQ.
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Quantitative and qualitative analysis of the native speakers’ subcorpus

In this chapter, the SDQs, THQs, and Comps of seven NSs of English will be

analyzed. The papers of the seven participants were chosen from a larger group of NSs

because they formed complete sets (containing each of the seven NSs’ SDQ, THQ, and

Comp). The seven participants also belonged to the same class, so they responded to the

same SDQ and THQ prompts. The sub-database these seven NSs make up is therefore

more controlled for topic-effects and allows us to understand the longitudinal evolution

of the same seven participants. The group is also homogenous in terms of the

participants’ educational background as they all obtained MAs in linguistics or ESL and

then entered the SLAT program.

SDQ THQ

Error
types Error

count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequency

per
total error

count

Error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Error
count

Error
frequency

per
word
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

total
error
count

Error
frequen-

cy
per

C-unit
count

Syntactic 21 N/A 36.84% 0.39% 0 N/A 0.00% 0.00

Morphological 21 0.05% 36.84% 0.39% 4 0.04% 80.00% 0.23

Lexical 15 0.04% 26.32% 0.28% 1 0.01% 20.00% 0.06

Total error
count

57 5

Word count 39760 10815

C-unit count 5384 1762

Table 238: Syntactic, Morphological, and Lexical Error Frequencies in
the NSs’ SDQ and THQ

The NSs’ writing was not completely error-free, even though the frequency of the

various types of errors was low and became progressively lower in the untimed

conditions of THQ and, three years later, Comp. In SDQ, syntactic errors were as
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frequent, and morphological errors were essentially as frequent as lexical errors. In THQ,

there were no syntactic errors; morphological errors, whose frequency was almost as high

as in SDQ, were also more frequent than lexical errors.

In Comp, the pattern changed yet again. Lexical errors, occurring at the same

frequency as in THQ, were the most frequent. Morphological and syntactic errors were

equally frequent, although at a frequency rate of 0.002%, they are largely negligible.

Comp

Error
types

Error
count

Error
frequency
per word

count

Error
frequency
per total

error count

Error
frequency
per C-unit

count

Lexical 6 0.01% 60.00% 0.06

Morphological 2 0.002% 20.00% 0.02

Syntactic 2 N/A 20.00% 0.02

Error count 10

Word count 80318

C-unit count 10654

Table 239: Lexical, Morphological, and Syntactic Error Frequencies in
the NSs’ Comp

The steady decrease of the error frequencies in THQ and Comp suggests that the

NSs could better monitor their lexical, morphological, and syntactic performance when

more time was available, as is the case with THQ and Comp. In the time between

SDQ/THQ and Comp, they became better at both producing and editing written language.

The table below synthesizes the information supplied above.

Error type frequency
per word count

Error type frequency
per C-unit count

Error
types SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Syntactic N/A N/A N/A 0.39 0.00 0.06

Morphological 0.05% 0.04% 0.002% 0.39 0.23 0.02
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Lexical 0.04% 0.01% 0.002% 0.28 0.06 0.02

Table 240: Syntactic, Morphological, and Lexical Error Frequencies in
the NSs’ SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Syntactic errors

Anaphora-related errors were by far the most frequent kind of syntactic errors in

the NSs SDQs. Some incomplete sentences (labeled as fragments in Table 241) and

incorrect agreements also occurred. There were no syntactic errors in THQ, for which the

availability of more time seems to have made a difference. In Comp, one anaphora-

related error and one word order error amounted to 0.01% of all C-units each. The

decrease in error frequency from SDQ was notable.

SDQ

Syntactic
error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per syntactic
error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Anaphora 12 21.05% 57.14% 0.03

Fragments 4 7.02% 19.05% 0.01

Agreement 2 3.51% 9.52% 0.01

Word/constituent order 1 1.75% 4.76% 0.00

Pro-drop 1 1.75% 4.76% 0.00

Copula or multi-word
constituent redundancy

1 1.75% 4.76% 0.00

Total syntactic
error count

21

Total error count 57

C-unit count 5384

Table 241: Syntactic Errors in NSs’ SDQ

The three most frequent errors in SDQ will be analyzed in more detail below.
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Comp

Syntactic
error
types

Syntactic
error
count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per total

error count

Syntactic
error

frequency
per syntactic
error count

Syntactic error
frequency

per
C-unit
count

Anaphora 1 10.00% 50.00% 0.01

Word/constituent order 1 10.00% 50.00% 0.01

Total syntactic
error count

2

Total error count 10

C-unit count 10654

Table 242: Syntactic Errors in NSs’ Comp

• Anaphoric errors

All the examples in this category are related to the use of the generic/impersonal

pronoun they. Twelve of the 13 uses featured they as an anaphor of a singular nominal

coreferent, thus producing a lack of grammatical agreement between the antecedent and

the anaphor. Some examples of such uses include an interlocutor assimilates their style

of speech to that of the other, a learner manages their learning material, and the teacher

may find themselves having to decide. In one example, they had an implied, exophoric

coreferent.

439. Work in variation in fact has almost the opposite point of view as

what I just attributed to Chomsky and his camp. Instead of ignoring

variation, they [variationists] make it the very thing that they study. They

get a whole lot of recordings of natural speech and analyze it and see what

patterns they can find.

The type of error was similar in Comp.
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440. …gives the student necessary tools to critically analyze their

experience.

Although this way of using the pronoun they is considered incorrect from a

prescriptive point of view and especially in academic writing (Biber et al., 2002), it has

been a growing phenomenon in spoken and informal English, mostly as a reaction to the

use of the less economical but politically correct he/she.

• Fragments

Fragments, defined in this study as verbless clauses/sentences or subordinate

clauses unattached to a main clause, appear in a range of configurations, from the

omission of the main verb (Examples 441 and 442) to possibly deliberate stylistic choices

(Examples 443 and 444) resembling oral delivery.

441. Of course, the fact that there are those of us who did not begin to

acquire of second language until after puberty and have still somehow

managed to achieve near-native fluency (for example, I started learning

Spanish at the age of 12 and have achieved a very high level of

proficiency), thus disproving the critical period hypothesis.

442. The role of the teacher is clearly an important one in any educational

undertaking and perhaps especially so in the situation where the teacher is

of a native speaker of the target language in an EFL context. It <IS> this

context, and specifically a Japanese context that I would like to focus on to

answer this question.
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443. Why test in FL/L2 learning? Among the reasons <ARE>: in order for

the student to gain access to the next level of instruction or to gain access

to a foreign university; in order to give a student’s sponsor (a government,

a parent, a business) the idea that the student is learning something and

achieving success in the language; in order to give the instructing

institution the idea that the institution is successfully instructing their

students in a FL or L2 and that the instructors are doing their job

satisfactorily.

444. What can errors tell us about language learners and the process of

acquiring a second language? This question became the focal point of

SLA studies following the tradition of a focus upon contrastive analysis in

the 1960’s. The belief being that teachers and linguists could compare the

native language and the target language in order to predict learner errors

and TL forms and functions which would be more difficult for learners to

acquire.

• Agreement errors

One of the errors in this group occurred in the vicinity of existential there and

reflects a contemporary trend in which there is has started to replace there are more and

more. Another may have been induced by the length and complexity of the sentence

combined with the orthographic and phonological characteristics of the verb, whose /s/

ending may make the third person singular indicative morpheme –s less salient (Example

445).
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445. If a class is taught completely using a communicative method, and

then there is a summative evaluation at the end of the course that is a

discrete-point test, then this is not testing what was taught, the test has no

construct validity, and therefore would not be deemed as ‘good’

assessment. If a student comes from a background in which there is only

discrete-point tests to prove achievement in a subject, and the language

instructor uses a play or some other subjective form of assessment, the

student might not feel that this is a ‘good’ assessment since rarely

objective feedback, such as a number or a grade, is returned at the end of

the course.

446. Alternative assessment requires higher level thought, emphasizes

meaningful tasks, places work in real-world scenarios, states all grading

criteria up front and often assess more than just language knowledge

alone, by also including a percentage of the grade for organizational and

strategic implementation.

The table below offers a comparative view of the evolution of the NSs’ syntactic

errors. From it and from the analysis above, it can be concluded that most of the uses that

should be viewed as errors based on prescriptive criteria are influences from oral and/or

informal discourse, as evidenced by the use of they, there is with singular subject, and

two of the four fragments. The remaining errors seem to be accidental.
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Error frequency per C-unit
count

Syntactic
error
types

SDQ THQ Comp

Anaphora 0.22 0.00 0.01

Fragments 0.07 0.00 0.00

Agreement 0.04 0.00 0.00

Word/constituent order 0.02 0.00 0.01

Pro-drop 0.02 0.00 0.00

Copula or multi-word
constituent redundancy

0.02 0.00 0.00

Table 243: Syntactic Errors in NSs’ SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Morphological errors

Most of the morphological errors in the NSs’ SDQs fell in the category of

nominal morphology, affecting specifically the use of the plural and possessive

morphemes.

SDQ

Morphological
errors types

Morpholo
gical
error
count

Morphologi
cal error

frequency
per total

error count

Morphologi
cal error

frequency per
morphologi

cal error
count

Morphologi
cal

error
frequency
per word

count

Morphologi
cal

error
frequency per
C-unit count

Possessive 9 15.79% 42.86% 0.02% 0.17
Nominal

Plural 8 14.04% 38.10% 0.02% 0.15

Verbal Aspect 2 3.51% 9.52% 0.01% 0.04

Adverbial Derivational -ly 2 3.51% 9.52% 0.01% 0.04

Total morphological
error count

21

Total error count 57

C-unit count 5384

Word count 39760
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Table 244: Morphological Errors in NSs’ SDQ

In THQ, the plural morpheme was misused a few times again. This was the only

morpheme used incorrectly in THQ.

THQ

Morphological
errors types

Morpholo-
gical
error
count

Morpholo-
gical error
frequency
per total

error count

Morphologi-
cal error

frequency per
morphologi-

cal error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per word

count

Morphologi-
cal

error
frequency

per
C-unit count

Nominal Plural 4 80.00% 100.00% 0.04% 0.23

Total morphological
error count

4

Total error count 5

C-unit count 1762

Word count 10815

Table 245: Morphological Errors in NSs’ THQ

In Comp, error types that could be found in SDQ (i.e., errors related to tense and

adverb derivation) reoccurred to a much smaller degree.

Comp

Morphological
errors types

Morpholo-
gical
error
count

Morpholo-
gical error
frequency
per total

error count

Morphologi-
cal error

frequency per
morphologi-

cal error
count

Morpholo-
gical
error

frequency
per word

count

Morphologi-
cal

error
frequency per
C-unit count

Verbal Tense 1 50.00% 100.00% 0.001% 0.01

Adverbial Derivational –ly 1 50.00% 100.00% 0.001% 0.01

Total morphological
error count

2

Total error count 10

C-unit count 10654
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Word count 80318

Table 246: Morphological Errors in NSs’ Comp

• Possessive morphology errors in SDQ

In this exam, the possessive morpheme ‘s or ‘ was omitted six times – four times

from a plural noun such as students or learners, once from a name ending in s – Hymes –

and once from an acronym (NSs). In the last two situations, the orthographic and

phonological environment can be related to the omission of ‘, since this is not salient in

that context. In the three remaining situations, ‘ was used to separate the plural morpheme

–s from the noun it belonged on: learners became learner’s, teachers became teacher’s.

• Plural morphology errors in SDQ

All the misuses of the plural morpheme –s in SDQ, the majority of them

omissions, seem accidental. Two of them were substitutions of the singular form with a

plural form of a borrowing that does not follow the main rule of plural formation in

English: schema-schemata.

• Plural morphology errors in THQ

Three of the four errors in THQ were uses of the plural form data as a singular

noun, which indicates a lack of differentiation between the two forms, possibly related to

their exceptional status among most English nouns.

The misuses discussed above suggest that NSs, like NNSs, can misuse

morphemes that are not salient in their own linguistic environment (the plural or

possessive morpheme) and anomalous morphological forms (such as datum-data and

schema-schemata). Given that the frequency of the morphological errors was the same in
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SDQ and THQ, it seems that the time available for the completion for the THQ did not

particularly influence this area of language use. However, in Comp morphological errors

were almost nonexistent, suggesting a higher command of writing and editing skills on

the part of the NSs.

Error frequency per
word count

Error frequency per
C-unit countMorphological

error types
SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Possessive 0.02% 0.00% 0.00% 0.17 0.00 0.00
Nominal

Plural 0.02% 0.04% 0.00% 0.15 0.23 0.00

Tense 0.00% 0.00% 0.001% 0.00 0.00 0.01
Verbal

Aspect 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.04 0.00 0.00

Adverbial Derivational -ly 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.04 0.00 0.00

Table 247: Morphological Errors in NSs’ SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Lexical errors

Lexical error
count

Error frequency per
lexical error count

Error frequency
per word count

Error frequency
per C-unit count

Lexical
error
types

SDQ THQ SDQ THQ SDQ THQ SDQ THQ

Nouns 5 1 33.33% 100.00% 0.01% 0.01% 0.09 0.06

Articles 3 0 20.00% 0.00% 0.008% 0.00% 0.06 0.00

Prepositions 2 0 13.33% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00% 0.04 0.00

Conjunctions 2 0 13.33% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00% 0.04 0.00

Adjectives 2 0 13.33% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00% 0.04 0.00

Pronouns 1 0 6.67% 0.00% 0.003% 0.00% 0.02 0.00
Total lexical error

count
15 1

Total error count 57 5

Word count 39760 10815

C-unit count 5384 1762

Table 248: Lexical Errors in NSs’ SDQ and THQ
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Lexical errors, the least frequently encountered in NSs’ SDQ and THQ, were the

most frequent type of error in Comp. Although the percentages associated with the

occurrence of these errors are low, noun and article errors will be analyzed in more detail

for the sake of the comparison with the NNSs’ performance. Errors with other parts of

speech occurred far too infrequently to merit discussion and tended to involve

substitutions within the same part of speech, suggesting difficulties in accessing other

lexical entries during online processing.

• Nouns

All the noun-related errors consisted of stylistically problematic choices of words

that created repetitive, inelegant phrases such as a required requirement is, or this is an

explicative explanation, or vagueness as in strategies are things learner do.

• Articles

The errors in this exam are presented in the table and examples below:

SDQ

Definite and
indefinite

article usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 1096 99.72% 2144 99.90% 3230 99.78%

Omitted 1 0.09% 1 0.04% 2 0.06%

Substituted 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

2 0.18% 0 0.00% 2 0.06%

Total 1099 2145 3237

Table 249: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in NSs’ SDQ

447. An example of a summative evaluation is a final examination, or an

end of the semester oral examination/presentation.
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448. In 1996 Bardovi-Harlig and Hartford wrote an article about

encounters that NS and NNS graduate students had with the counselors.

They identified many ways in which the NNSs were at a disadvantage.

Although their article was not written from the IS point of view, they did

point out <THE> way in which for example the NNS did not seem to

understand the context nor their respective roles well enough, and how this

led to some problems.

449. … summative evaluation-a form of evaluation which assesses the

learners’ final progress or level of proficiency. This type of evaluation

would be at the end of <A> clearly defined unit of instruction such as a

unit, a semester or a course.

450. The role of transfer from the L1 has also been considered in

developing <A> system of error analysis. Is the error a result of negative

transfer or interference from the L1?

Given the scarcity of the errors and the fact that three of the four errors were

omissions, it seems that chance combined with the strain on working memory during the

timed conditions of SDQ are the most plausible explanatory factors. Correct zero article

usage in SDQ and THQ was close to 100%.

SDQ THQ SDQ+THQ
Zero article

usage Number of zero
articles

Percentage of
zero articles

Number of
zero

articles

Percentage
of zero
articles

Number of
zero articles

Percentage of
zero articles

Correct 5286 99.92% 2654 100.00% 7940 99.94%
Omitted 2 0.03% 0 0.00% 2 0.02%

Substituted/
Incorrectly

inserted
2 0.03% 0 0.00% 2 0.02%
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Total 5290 2654 7944

Table 250: Zero Article Usage in NSs’ SDQ and THQ

In Comp the accuracy rate of all article usage is so high that it leads one to believe

that the 0.009% article omissions were accidental.

Comp

Definite and
indefinite article

usage

Number of
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
indefinite
articles

Number of
definite
articles

Percentage of
definite
articles

Number of
definite

and
indefinite
articles

Percentage of
definite

and indefinite
articles

Correct 5510 100.00% 4701 99.97% 10211 99.99%

Omitted 0 0.00% 1 0.02% 1 0.009%

Substituted 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%

Total 5510 4702 10212

Table 251: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in NSs’ Comp

The comparative view offered by the table below reveals the almost perfect article

usage by NSs in the three exams, reemphasizing that chance and insufficient working

memory are the strongest candidates for explaining the occasional slips.

Indefinite
articles

Definite
articles

Definite and
indefinite

article
error
types SDQ THQ Comp SDQ THQ Comp

Correct 99.72% 100.00% 100.00% 99.90% 100.00% 99.97%

Omitted 0.09% 0.00% 0.00% 0.04% 0.00% 0.02%

Substituted 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Incorrectly
inserted

0.18% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Table 252: Definite and Indefinite Article Usage in NSs’ SDQ, THQ, and
Comp
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• Other lexical errors

The small repertoire of lexical errors in the NSs’ Comp is presented in the table

below. Due to the low frequency and the lack of continuity with error types from SDQ

and THQ, these errors will not be analyzed qualitatively.

Comp

Lexical
error
types

Lexical
error
count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

lexical
error count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

total
error
count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

word
count

Lexical
error

frequency
per

C-unit
count

Conjunctions 3 50.00% 30.00% 0.004% 0.03

Adverbs 2 33.33% 20.00% 0.002% 0.02

Articles 1 16.67% 10.00% 0.001% 0.01
Total lexical error

count
6

Total error count 10

Word count 80318

C-unit count 10654

Table 253: Lexical Errors in NSs’ Comp

Conclusions about the native speakers’ writing

The strongest indication emanating from the analysis above is that the NSs’ errors

are most likely the result of transferring conventions that govern oral and/or informal

discourse to academic writing and of occasional failures in working memory overseeing

online processing. The frequency of errors decreased when more time was available for

THQ and for Comp three years later, suggesting that NSs also respond to the availability

of more time for writing by better self-editing and by continuing to refine their linguistic

usage over the years spent in a particular environment (in this case, academic discourse
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from the field of SLA). Morphological errors, which were about as frequent in SDQ as in

THQ, were the most persistent even during the increased time available during THQ, but

their nature is mostly relatable to interference from oral/informal discourse and chance,

which detracts from the gravity of the errors. For the most part, these reflect

contemporary evolutions in English toward the use of they as a singular form and the

eventual reduction or elimination of “foreign” forms such as datum-data and

schema/schemata. Some errors in the lexical realm, such as repetitions or redundancy,

were also of a stylistic nature, while others (such as article errors) seem to be the result of

insufficient working memory.

The NSs’ fluency, reflected by the mean sentence length was almost equal in

SDQ and THQ but decreased visibly in Comp. At the same time, the percentage of

subordinate clauses and the average number of clauses per sentence decreased from SDQ

to THQ to Comp. This pattern is rather surprising, as with the passage of time one would

expect sentence length and complexity to increase proportionally. However, the decrease

in fluency and complexity is paralleled by an increase in accuracy, suggesting that a

tighter, less verbose discourse may be the mark of more advanced and focused writers

who can also contain their errors better (especially syntactic ones).

SDQ THQ Comp
Clauses per

sentence
3.82 4.73 2.31

Percentage of
subordinate

clauses
38.98% 27.46% 23.85%

Mean length of
sentence

28.27
words

29.07
words

17.46
words

Mean length of
clause

7.38
words

6.13
words

7.53
words

Table 254: Fluency and Complexity in NSs’ SDQ, THQ, and Comp
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CHAPTER FIVE: FINDINGS

Trends in overall linguistic accuracy

Detailed analyses of each participant’s writing were presented in the previous

chapters. This chapter focuses on an analysis of group trends. In order to facilitate the

comparison between the NNSs and the NSs, the average total error frequency (originally

calculated as number of errors per number of C-units) from each participant’s SDQ,

THQ, and Comp considered together was calculated. This has been used as a general

measure because syntactic errors transcend the word-level of the discourse, making

accuracy rates based on word count unrepresentative; therefore calculations based on C-

units are a common measure that applies to lexical, morphological, and syntactic error

calculations (Wolfe-Quintero et al., 1998).

The distribution of the participants’ error frequencies can be visualized in Table

255. Overall Phara accumulated the highest average error frequency. The speakers of

Chinese clustered fairly closely in the second highest place, while Heidi, Maria, and

Maya came gradually closest to the NSs. Notably, the NSs’ writing was not absolutely

error free: their group average was close but not equal to zero.
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Table 255: NNS and NS in Order of Decreasing Error Frequency

As the error frequency in a participant’s work decreases, the overall accuracy of

his/her writing increases. The NSs’ error frequency was the lowest in all three exams.

Heidi was the only NNS whose accuracy declined in Comp relative to THQ and even

SDQ. All others performed better in THQ than in SDQ, apparently benefiting from the

opportunity to take two weeks to write and edit their paper, and they also performed

better in Comp than in THQ, having continued to advance on the interlanguage

continuum in the average three years that passed between the Qs and Comp.

The Comps of Yang (Chinese speaker), Hans (German speaker), and Rosa

(Spanish speaker) were not available. However, the three were not excluded from the

group comparisons because their performance was not strikingly different in SDQ and

THQ from the other NNSs or from the other representatives of the same L1s. Lexical

errors were more frequent for Yang and Hans in SDQ and THQ, as well as for the entire

NNS group in SDQ, THQ, and Comp. Omitting Yang, Rosa, and Hans would not have
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affected the stability of lexical errors as the most frequent type of errors. For Rosa,

morphological errors were more frequent than lexical and syntactic errors. Syntactic

errors were the least frequent for all three. It is apparent that even if the inclusion of

Rosa, Yang, and Hans slightly inflated the amount of errors in SDQ and THQ, it is not

likely to have changed the overall trend followed by the NNS group.

However, the overall trend of increasing accuracy from SDQ to THQ to Comp

was not as marked for everyone, as some NNSs began with a higher error frequency in

SDQ than others. Thus, Phara, a speaker of a Southeast Asian language, recorded the

lowest accuracy in each of the three exams, although she continued to improve in THQ

and, over time, until Comp’s time. The three Chinese participants – Lee, Mao, and Yang

– were also among the least accurate writers in SDQ and THQ (although, again, better in

THQ). Lee stands out from the group thanks to the marked improvement made by the

time of the Comp. At the other end of the continuum, Spanish speakers Maria and Maya

produced writing that matched that of the NSs’ in accuracy and in evolution from a

highly accurate SDQ to an improved THQ and an even more improved Comp. It is

interesting that Maya reached a slightly higher level of accuracy than even Maria, who

learned English in the U.S. throughout her lifetime beginning in early childhood, not as

an EFL learner (which Maya was until shortly before starting her graduate studies in the

U.S.).
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Table 256: Decreasing Error Frequency in NNSs’ and NSs’ SDQ, THQ,
and Comp as an Indication of Increased Accuracy

In the table below, the participants are listed from highest to lowest error

frequency – therefore in increasing order of accuracy –along with their L1s. It is worth

noting that the speakers of languages with few or no typological similarities to English –

Chinese and the Southeast Asian language spoken by Phara– tended to cluster in the

higher error frequency/lower accuracy portion of the continuum, while the speakers of

European languages – Spanish and German – tended to keep a stable place in the higher

half of the accuracy ranking. In the middle, several participants from both types of

linguistic backgrounds (related and unrelated to English) exchanged places – the speaker

of a Slavic language; the speaker of African dialects, Arabic, and French; and Heidi, a

German speaker.
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Participant
ranking in

SDQ

Error
frequency

Participant
ranking in

THQ

Error
frequency

Participant
ranking in

Comp

Error
frequency

Phara(SEA) 46.31 Phara(SEA) 34.00 Phara(SEA) 18.12

Lee (Ch) 26.97 Lee (Ch) 21.38 Mao (Ch) 10.46

Mao (Ch) 23.46 Mao (Ch) 15.92 Lee (Ch) 7.56

Yang (Ch) 17.09 Yang (Ch) 12.84
Mohammed
(Afr, Ar, Fr)

5.05

Katia (Slv) 10.97 Rosa (Sp) 9.52 Heidi (Ger) 4.82

Hans (Ger) 9.94 Katia (Slv) 7.42 Katia (Slv) 2.26

Rosa (Sp) 8.77
Mohammed
(Afr, Ar, Fr)

7.33 Maria (Sp) 1.90

Mohammed
(Afr, Ar, Fr)

7.94 Hans (Ger) 4.29 Maya (Sp) 0.30

Heidi (Ger) 6.42 Maria (Sp) 3.40

Maria (Sp) 3.60 Maya (Sp) 2.89

Maya (Sp) 3.06 Heidi (Ger) 2.38

NSs 1.06 NSs 0.29 NSs 0.10

Table 257: Participant Ranking Based on Error Frequency
Legend: SEA=Southeast Asian language, Ch=Chinese, Slv=Slavic
language, Ger=German, Sp=Spanish, Afr=African language, Ar=Arabic,
Fr=French)

Lexical error frequency was consistently the highest in both the NNSs’ and the

NSs’ SDQ, THQ, and Comp. Morphological error frequency was only slightly higher

than syntactic error frequency in NNSs’ work. The differences between the average error

frequency in the NNSs’ group and the NSs’ group are visible. A notable similarity resides

in the low syntactic error frequency in the NNSs’ and NSs’ Comp.
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Table 258: Average Lexical, Morphological, and Syntactic Error
Frequency (Number of Errors/Number of C-units) in NNSs’ and NSs’
SDQ, THQ, and Comp

The discussion that follows will be based on the hierarchy shown in Table 258, so

lexical aspects will be analyzed first, morphological second and syntactic last. In the

sections on lexical and morphological accuracy, error frequency per C-units as a measure

of (in)accuracy will be abandoned in favor of percentages based on total word counts, as

the latter is a more fine-grained, adequate measure unit, since lexical and morphological

errors (unlike syntactic errors) map onto single words.

Lexical accuracy and fluency

Accuracy

As a group, the NNSs achieved an improved lexical accuracy in THQ compared

with SDQ and in Comp compared with SDQ and THQ. All evolved towards the low error

frequency rate of the NSs. A paired T-test revealed that NNSs’ drop in lexical error
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frequency from SDQ to THQ was not significant (p=0.07) but the drop from the group’s

lexical error frequency in SDQ and THQ to the error frequency in Comp was significant

(p=0.01). This suggests that lexical acquisition continued in the time separating the Qs

and the Comp.

As individuals, some NNSs remained farther from the NSs’ score or had a higher

error frequency (therefore a lower lexical accuracy rate) in THQ or Comp. For instance,

Lee’s lexical error frequency was higher in THQ than in SDQ; fortunately, she achieved

higher accuracy in Comp. The same pattern of regression is also true for Heidi, who,

although she started much closer to the NSs’ error frequency level, made lexical errors

more frequently in Comp than in THQ.
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Table 259: Trend in Lexical Error Frequency in NNSs’ and NSs’ SDQ,
THQ, and Comp
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The highest average lexical error frequency rates were obtained by Phara (1.69%),

Lee (1.38%), and Mao (1.11%), and the lowest by Heidi (0.24%), Maria (0.19%), and

Maya (0.15%). The lowest average lexical error frequency was higher than that of the

NSs (0.02%). Katia’s lexical accuracy approached the NSs’ in Comp, but departed from

it in SDQ in particular. Hans was also native-like in THQ, but his Comp data was not

available, so we do not have a longitudinal view of his further development.

Participant

Lexical error
frequency
(per word
count) in

SDQ

Participant

Lexical error
frequency
(per word
count) in

THQ

Participant

Lexical error
frequency
(per word
count) in

Comp

Phara 3.20% Lee 1.87% Phara 1.00%

Lee 1.78% Mao 1.32% Mao 0.69%

Katia 1.35% Phara 0.86% Lee 0.48%

Mao 1.33% Katia 0.65% Mohammed 0.30%

Yang 1.06% Mohammed 0.59% Heidi 0.24%

Mohammed 0.62% Yang 0.37% Katia 0.14%

Hans 0.55% Rosa 0.27% Maria 0.06%

Rosa 0.45% Maria 0.25% Maya 0.01%

Heidi 0.35% Maya 0.24%

Maria 0.25% Heidi 0.12%

Maya 0.20% Hans 0.07%

NNS Average 1.01% NNS Average 0.60% NNS Average 0.37%

NS Average 0.04% NS Average 0.01% NS Average 0.00%
Table 260: NSs’ Group and NNSs’ Individual and Group Lexical Error
Frequency in SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Lee’s and Maya’s lexical accuracy decreased in THQ, and Mao’s and Maria’s

remained the same. All others improved in THQ. Thus, the availability of time allowed

by THQ helped nine of the NNSs perform more accurately or the same from a lexical

point of view. In Comp, which took place an average of three years after the SDQ and

THQ, Phara and Heidi had a higher error frequency rate than in THQ, all the other nine
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NNSs improved their performance over THQ, and all eight whose Comp was available

improved their lexical accuracy over SDQ. This suggests that lexical acquisition

continued over time and even reached NS level for some (Maria and Maya, to be more

exact). Each individual’s ranking based on lexical error frequency in each exam is

presented in Table 260. NNSs’ and NSs’ group averages are also shown. In addition to

the aspects discussed in the previous paragraphs, we can also see Katia’s change in

ranking from the third least accurate in SDQ to the third most accurate in Comp.

Lexical errors

At time one (SDQ and THQ considered together) the parts of speech that occurred

in most frequent errors are articles, followed at some distance by prepositions, nouns,

conjunctions, verbs, adverbs, and adjectives. The corresponding percentages, shown in

decreasing order, are presented in Table 261.

Part of speech
Average error frequency
in NNSs’ SDQ and THQ

Articles 0.48%

Prepositions 0.15%

Nouns 0.11%

Conjunctions 0.09%

Verbs 0.05%

Adverbs 0.05%

Adjectives 0.05%

Table 261: Parts of Speech and Their Frequency in Lexical Errors in
NNSs’ Combined SDQ and THQ

Table 262 presents the NSs.

Part of speech
Average error frequency in

NSs’ SDQ and THQ

Nouns 0.010%

Articles 0.005%
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Prepositions 0.005%

Conjunctions 0.005%

Adjectives 0.005%

Pronouns 0.002%
Table 262: Parts of Speech and Their Frequency in Lexical Errors in NSs’
Combined SDQ and THQ

Comparing the NNSs’ and the NSs’ information, we see that the NNSs’ error

frequency associated with each part of speech was higher than that of the NSs. There

were no verb-related errors in the NSs’ SDQ and THQ. For the NNSs’ the most frequent

lexical errors involved words whose acquisition goes beyond merely storing the semantic

meaning of a word. Thus, articles and prepositions, whose correct usage involves

understanding their functions and collocational patterns to an even larger extent than their

meanings, were the most problematic. Some article- and preposition-related errors

occurred in the NSs’ SDQ and THQ, too, but to a much smaller extent. The part of

speech most frequently involved in lexical errors for the NSs was the noun. In most

cases, errors with nouns were noun substitutions or redundant uses of synonyms, which

are more purely lexico-semantic than article- and preposition-related errors.

In the NNSs’ Comp, articles continued to be the part of speech involved in the

most lexical errors. Prepositions were again in second place, though at a bit of a distance,

like in SDQ/THQ. Adjectives climbed in the hierarchy and were followed by nouns,

verbs, conjunctions, pronouns, and adverbs.

Part of speech
Average error frequency

in NNSs’ Comp
Articles 0.21%

Prepositions 0.06%

Adjectives 0.05%
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Nouns 0.04%

Verbs 0.04%

Conjunctions 0.03%

Pronouns 0.01%

Adverbs 0.003%

Table 263: Parts of Speech and Their Frequency in Lexical Errors in
NNSs’ Comp

For the NSs’ group, the parts of speech that caused errors in Comp, listed in decreasing

order, are: conjunctions, adverbs, nouns, and articles (with the latter two in a tie at

0.001%).

Part of speech
Average error frequency

in NSs’ Comp

Conjunctions 0.004%

Adverbs 0.002%

Nouns 0.001%

Articles 0.001%
Table 264: Parts of Speech and Their Frequency in Lexical Errors in NSs’
Comp

Error rates as low as the ones in the NSs’ Comp suggest that knowledge of the

respective lexical items might have little to do with the errors found. They were probably

mere mistakes, typographical errors, or temporary episodes of inattention. The NNSs’

errors, however, proved to be systematic throughout the timeline and conditions covered

in this study, even if we accept that a portion equivalent to the NSs’ errors may also have

been caused by lack of attention or insufficient working memory.

Article and preposition errors will be further looked into because they were

involved in the most frequent lexical errors in all three exams.
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• Articles

The NNSs article errors were ranked from most to least frequent in Table 265.

The NSs’ article error frequency in SDQ was 0.01%, and in THQ and Comp it was

0.00%.

Participant

Frequency of
errors with
articles in

SDQ

Participant

Frequency of
errors with
articles in

THQ

Participant

Frequency of
errors with
articles in

Comp

Phara 1.84% Lee 1.67% Phara 0.65%

Katia 1.30% Katia 0.56% Lee 0.35%

Lee 1.22% Mao 0.55% Mao 0.35%

Mao 0.70% Phara 0.32% Mohammed 0.15%

Yang 0.62% Yang 0.24% Katia 0.11%

Mohammed 0.22% Mohammed 0.22% Heidi 0.10%

Heidi 0.17% Maya 0.20% Maria 0.00%

Rosa 0.10% Rosa 0.18% Maya 0.00%

Maya 0.07% Maria 0.14%

Hans 0.06% Hans 0.13%

Maria 0.04% Heidi 0.00%

Group average 0.58% 0.22% 0.21%
Table 265: NNSs Ranked Based on Article Error Frequency in SDQ, THQ,
and Comp

In SDQ, all NNSs made article errors more frequently than the NSs. In THQ,

Heidi made no errors. In Comp, Maria and Maya matched the NSs. Moreover, the

dominant article error was the same for all: article omission, although some omitted

definite articles more frequently and others indefinite articles. The Chinese participants

also inserted unnecessary articles more frequently than they substituted one type of article

for another. For Phara and Katia article substitution was more frequent than insertion.
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The types of errors encountered in the writing of the NNSs who made the most frequent

article errors are listed in decreasing order below:

Phara Mao Lee Yang Katia
� Indefinite

article
omission

� Definite
article
omission

� Indefinite and
definite article
substitution

� Indefinite
article
insertion

� Definite
article
insertion

� Definite and
indefinite
article
omission

� Indefinite
article
substitution

� Definite
article
substitution

� Definite
article
insertion

� Definite
article
omission

� Indefinite
article
omission

� Definite and
indefinite
article
insertion

� Definite
article
substitution

� Indefinite
article
omission

� Definite
article
omission

� Definite
article
insertion

� Indefinite
article
insertion

� Indefinite
article
substitution

� Definite and
indefinite
article
omission

� Definite
article
substitution

� Definite
article
insertion

� Indefinite
article
insertion

Table 266: List of Most to Least Frequent Types of Article Errors for
Phara, Mao, Lee, Yang, and Katia

The classification of the different error types suggests that the dominant article

error type (omission) is related to the absence of an article system in the participant’s L1.

It also implies that the processes learners use to figure out the correct English article

usage rules may differ across individuals.

Maya, Maria, Hans, and Heidi were the NNSs who made article errors the least

frequently, consistently ranking in the bottom three or four. It should be noted that all

four are speakers of European languages, of which one – German – is closely related to

English. Although these four participants still made some errors with articles, it appears

that their L1s, which use articles as well, provided a support system for the use of the

English article system. However, because the article usage rules may not map exactly in

their L1 and L2 (since languages may still deal differently with issues of definiteness and

countability), some errors still occurred.
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The concluding observation based on the article error analysis is that one’s L1 is

involved in processing English articles and interference can be present until native

proficiency is reached. Although all NNSs improved in the way they used articles over

time and most improved from SDQ to THQ under better timing conditions, only speakers

of German and Spanish reached an error-free state. The fact that some NNSs’ ranking

changed in Comp compared to SDQ and THQ suggests that SLA is a recursive rather

than linear process in which a plateau can be reached, only to be followed by a slight

regression after which progression can start anew.

• Prepositions

Phara, Heidi, Mao, and Lee were among the four NNSs who made errors in

preposition usage most often in at least two of the three exams. Maria and Maya were

consistently the ones to accrue the lowest preposition error frequency. The other

participants’ ranking varied across the three exams, and a few participants, namely Katia,

Hans, and Mohammed, moved from one extreme to the other within the rankings. Katia

had the highest preposition error frequency in SDQ but then approached and eventually

reached a frequency of 0.00% in both THQ and Comp. Mohammed’s preposition error

frequency also dropped from SDQ to THQ to Comp, reaching 0.00% in THQ. Hans took

a different pathway, starting with no preposition errors in SDQ but then accumulating

some in THQ. Heidi, the other German speaker, also climbed in the hierarchy,

committing more errors in Comp than in THQ.

The NSs’ preposition error frequency was 0.01% for SDQ and 0.00% for THQ

and Comp.
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Participant

Frequency of
errors with

prepositions in
SDQ

Participant

Frequency of
errors with

prepositions in
THQ

Participant

Frequency of
errors with

prepositions in
Comp

Katia 0.39% Heidi 0.39% Mao 0.15%

Phara 0.31% Phara 0.32% Phara 0.11%

Mao 0.31% Lee 0.29% Heidi 0.08%

Yang 0.18% Maya 0.12% Lee 0.07%

Lee 0.17% Hans 0.07% Mohammed 0.02%

Rosa 0.14% Yang 0.07% Maria 0.01%

Mohammed 0.13% Mao 0.06% Maya 0.00%

Heidi 0.07% Katia 0.04% Katia 0.00%

Maya 0.07% Maria 0.04%

Maria 0.06% Rosa 0.00%

Hans 0.00% Mohammed 0.00%

Group
average 0.17% 0.13% 0.06%

Table 267: NNSs Ranked Based on Preposition Error Frequency in SDQ,
THQ, and Comp

Hans recorded a 0.00% frequency in SDQ; Rosa, and Mohammed matched the NSs in

THQ; and Maya and Katia matched the NSs in Comp.

Just as in the article ranking, it was the speaker of the Southeast Asian language

and the Chinese speakers who made preposition errors most frequently. Moreover, it was

the Spanish and German speakers who matched the NSs’ performance. All four of these

L1s possess prepositions, but the structural similarities between English and Spanish and

German may facilitate the acquisition and correct use of English prepositions. There may

be more overlap in not only the syntactic placement of prepositions but also in the

metaphorical concepts associated with prepositions in different languages.

This may be why the predominant preposition error type was substitution (see

Table 268), whereas omissions and insertions were less frequent. The implication here is
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that the NNSs are aware of the syntactic necessity to use a preposition, but the particular

prepositions, which are language specific, still escape the NNSs at least some of the time.

Phara Mao Lee Heidi
� Substitution and

insertion
� omission

� substitution
� omission
� insertion

� substitution
� omission and

insertion

� substitution
� insertion
� omission

Table 268: List of Most to Least Frequent Types of Preposition Errors for
Phara, Mao, Lee, and Heidi

The qualitative analyses performed on these NNSs’ errors with prepositions

showed that a variety of prepositions were misused. While there was no preference for a

particular preposition, it appears that most of the misuses occurred with nouns or verbs

that could occur with multiple prepositions (distinction of/from/between, plan

to/about/on, lack in/of, request to/for, fall on/in/for), and sometimes cross-switches

occurred, resulting in the substitution of a preposition with the one that would be used

with a related part of speech (compete/competition to/with, research on/researchers in).

Few errors were associated with fixed collocations such as with respect to and in its own

right, but the latter occurred as on its own right in the writing of NNSs from various L1s,

namely Chinese, Spanish, German, and the Slavic language represented in this corpus.

Some reporting verbs used to introduce quotations (mention, complain, report) co-

occurred with the incorrect preposition or without the required one.

Lexical fluency

The NNSs’ and NSs’ lexical fluency, measured in average length of sentences,

followed different trajectories. NNSs’ fluency was higher in THQ than in SDQ and

higher in Comp than in SDQ or THQ. In THQ, the NNSs’ group average fluency

approached that of the NSs’ group. NSs’ fluency was similar in SDQ and THQ, but it
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decreased in Comp. The NNSs’ growth in fluency from SDQ to THQ was significant (p

= 0.01), as was the growth from SDQ/THQ to Comp (p=0.002).

Participant

Mean length
of sentence

in
SDQ

Participant

Mean length
of sentence

in
THQ

Participant

Mean length
of sentence

in
Comp

Maria 33.24 Mohammed 36.33 Maria 36.74

Mao 26.94 Hans 34.60 Maya 35.41

Phara 24.53 Phara 32.89 Heidi 29.74

Yang 24.70 Mao 30.31 Mohammed 28.51

Hans 22.80 Katia 28.06 Katia 28.11

Lee 20.75 Maria 27.63 Mao 26.25

Mohammed 20.30 Lee 24.37 Lee 25.32

Heidi 19.94 Yang 17.95 Phara 24.60

Maya 19.04 Maya 17.89

Katia 16.96 Heidi 16.61

Rosa 16.57 Rosa 15.84

NNS Average 22.34 25.68 29.34
NS Average 28.27 29.07 17.46

Table 269: Lexical Fluency in NNSs’ and NSs’ SDQ, THQ, and Comp

The NNSs’ and NSs’ lexical fluency, measured in average length of sentences,

followed different trajectories. NNSs’ fluency was higher in THQ than in SDQ and

higher in Comp than in SDQ or THQ. In THQ, the NNSs’ group average fluency

approached that of the NSs’ group. NSs’ fluency was similar in SDQ and THQ, but it

decreased in Comp. The NNSs’ growth in fluency from SDQ to THQ was significant (p

= 0.01), as was the growth from SDQ/THQ to Comp (p=0.002).

The NNSs’ and the NSs’ fluency were closest in THQ, and the NNSs’ growth in

fluency coincided with a decrease in overall error frequency, while for the NSs the almost

complete elimination of errors in Comp coincided with a large drop in the rate of fluency.
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Among the NNSs whose fluency equaled or almost equaled that of the NSs, some

achieved high levels of accuracy and some were among the least accurate; therefore,

there does not seem to be a correlation between fluency and accuracy if the NSs are taken

as a benchmark. However, in Comp the highest levels of accuracy coincided with the

highest fluency (with Maria, Maya, and Heidi). It appears that as the NNSs’ linguistic

command over the English language increased, resulting in higher levels of overall

accuracy, their ability to control higher volumes of language also grew. The decreased

fluency in the NSs’ writing can also be interpreted as a positive sign of increased

awareness and mastery of academic prose in the social sciences. The NNSs still behaved

differently in this respect at the time of Comp. The reasons why this happened should be

further investigated, but in addition to the possibility that the NNSs may not have grasped

the expectation that they should make their discourse more concise, there is also a chance

that they may have relied on more elaborate phrases and fewer compounds, which may

have increased the number of words used. Maya and Maria, who were overall the most

native-like, were also the most fluent NNSs in Comp. Their fluency may be associated

with transfer from the very elaborate rhetorical conventions of Spanish. Maya’s and

Maria’s evolution from a lower fluency in SDQ and THQ to a higher one in Comp is

positive as an indication of an increased ability to manipulate more language, but it is a

less positive development seen in the light of deviation from the norms of academic prose

in the social sciences (where conciseness is highly valued).
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Table 270: Trend in Morphological Error Frequency in NNSs’ and NSs’
SDQ, THQ, and Comp

The NNSs’ morphological accuracy will also be reported using error frequency

percentages based on the total words used by each participant. Average percentages for

the group of NNSs and NSs will also be used. Overall, the average morphological error

frequency in Comp was lower than that in THQ and SDQ, but not significantly so, as a T-

test yielded a p value of 0.07. However, morphological accuracy improved significantly

for the NNSs from the SDQ to THQ. The p value for THQ was 0.014. This suggests that

SLA processes likely continued in the time separating SDQ/THQ and Comp, although

the time available to produce the THQ had a greater impact on morphological

performance than did the intervening average of three years between THQ and Comp.
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Two of the 11 NNSs – Yang and Maya – had a higher error frequency in THQ

than in SDQ – Yang and Maya; but everyone else seems to have benefited from the more

generous time conditions of the THQ (compared to SDQ). As far as Comp is concerned,

Heidi was the only one who accumulated a higher morphological error frequency than in

THQ. In Comp, Lee and Mao stagnated since the time of THQ. Although their

morphological accuracy did not improve, the fact that it did not decrease is positive.

Everyone else improved morphologically, including the NSs, and three NNSs performed

as accurately as the NSs: Katia, Maria, and Maya. Hans also performed like the NSs

group in his THQ, which was much improved over his SDQ from the point of view of

morphological accuracy.

Participant

Morphological
error frequency
(per word count)

in SDQ

Participant

Morphological
error frequency
(per word count)

in THQ

Participant

Morphological
error frequency
(per word count)

in Comp

Phara 1.67% Phara 1.18% Phara 0.61%

Lee 0.97% Yang 0.61% Mao 0.25%

Mao 0.81% Rosa 0.37% Lee 0.31%

Rosa 0.56% Lee 0.32% Mohammed 0.14%

Yang 0.55% Mao 0.25% Heidi 0.18%

Hans 0.39% Mohammed 0.15% Katia 0.01%

Heidi 0.27% Heidi 0.12% Maria 0.01%

Mohammed 0.22% Maya 0.08% Maya 0.01%

Katia 0.11% Hans 0.07%

Maria 0.04% Maria 0.04%

Maya 0.04% Katia 0.00%

NNS Average 0.51% NNS Average 0.29% NNS Average 0.19%

NS Average 0.05% NS Average 0.04% NS Average 0.00%
Table 271: NSs’ Group and NNSs’ Individual and Group Morphological
Error Frequency in SDQ, THQ, and Comp
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The highest morphological error frequencies were recorded for Phara, Lee, and

Mao, in a similar pattern to that of the lexical error frequency discussed above. The

individual rankings and group averages for each exam are also presented in Table 271.

Morphological errors

In SDQ and THQ, nominal plural and possessive morphemes were misused most

frequently. The omission or overuse of the derivational morpheme –ly on adverbs was the

only other error that occurred with a frequency higher than 0.05%. The complete list of

errors and their frequencies can be seen in Table 272. The NSs’ morphological errors

were less frequent than the NNSs’, but just like in the NNSs’ data, the most frequent

errors were with the plural and possessive morphemes, and to a smaller extent, with

adverbial morphology and verbal aspect.

Morpheme

Average
morphological error
frequency in NNSs’

SDQ and THQ

Plural 0.29%

Possessive 0.08%

Adverbial -ly 0.06%

Tense 0.02%

Adjectival -al 0.02%

Aspect 0.01%

Voice 0.01%

Mood 0.01%

Nominal derivational 0.002%
Table 272: Morphemes and Their Frequency in Morphological Errors in
NNSs’ SDQ and THQ
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Morpheme
Average morphological error

frequency in NSs’ SDQ and THQ

Plural 0.01%

Possessive 0.01%

Aspect 0.005%

Adverbial -ly 0.005%

Tense 0.00%

Voice 0.00%

Mood 0.00%

Adjectival -al 0.00%

Nominal derivational 0.00%
Table 273: Morphemes and Their Frequency in Morphological Errors in
NSs’ SDQ and THQ

In the Comp, the NNSs made morphological errors less frequently than on

average in SDQ/THQ. The most frequent errors were, again, those with the plural and

possessive morphemes, followed by adverbial –ly. Verbal morphology errors indicating

aspect, voice, and mood did not occur any more, but tense related morphology was

misused as frequently as in SDQ/THQ (0.02%).

Morpheme

Average
morphological error
frequency in NNSs’

Comp

Plural 0.12%

Possessive 0.09%

Adverbial -ly 0.03%

Tense 0.02%

Adjectival -al 0.01%

Nominal derivational 0.002%

Aspect 0.00%

Voice 0.00%

Mood 0.00%
Table 274: Morphemes and Their Frequency in Morphological Errors in
NNSs’ Comp
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Morpheme
Average morphological
error frequency in NSs’

Comp

Tense 0.001%

Plural 0.00%

Possessive 0.00%

Nominal derivational 0.00%

Aspect 0.00%

Voice 0.00%

Mood 0.00%

Adverbial -ly 0.00%

Adjectival -al 0.00%
Table 275: Morphemes and Their Frequency in Morphological Errors in
NSs’ Comp

NSs’ morphological errors in Comp were less frequent than those of the NNSs.

Tense morphology errors occurred with the very low frequency of 0.001%. There were

no other morphological errors in Comp. The most frequently encountered morphological

errors will be further discussed in the following sections.

• Plural morphology errors

Phara, Lee, and Mao consistently accumulated the highest plural morphology

error frequency rates in SDQ, THQ, and Comp, although they all improved their

individual performance in the untimed conditions and between time one (SDQ/THQ) and

time two (Comp). In SDQ and THQ, Rosa also ranked in the top three or four with the

highest error frequency, but her Comp was not available for a longitudinal analysis. The

most frequent errors with the plural morpheme were made by the speakers of a Southeast

Asian language and Chinese, both of which are languages that lack plural morphology

and cannot offer support to the ESL learner by supplying a model to follow in the L2.
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Rosa, as a native speaker of Spanish, is an interesting presence in the top of the

ranking. The qualitative analysis revealed that L1 interference did not seem to be a strong

explanation for her errors. Half of her omissions of the plural morpheme occurred with

the nouns test and context, whose phonological features – the stop coda preceded by /s/

and /ks/ - may camouflage the presence of the plural morpheme and/or might seem odd to

a Spanish speaker unaccustomed to such combinations. With the exception of these

examples, however, the other errors seemed to be accidental omissions that could be

caused by insufficient working memory.

Participant

Plural
morphology

error frequency
in SDQ

Participant

Plural
morphology

error frequency
in THQ

Participant

Plural
morpholo-
gy error

frequency
in Comp

Phara 1.23% Phara 0.95% Phara 0.33%

Lee 0.86% Yang 0.43% Lee 0.21%

Rosa 0.71% Lee 0.28% Mao 0.21%

Mao 0.40% Rosa 0.23% Heidi 0.10%

Yang 0.33% Mao 0.16% Mohammed 0.08%

Mohammed 0.22% Mohammed 0.16% Katia 0.01%

Heidi 0.11% Heidi 0.12% Maria 0.00%

Hans 0.10% Maya 0.04% Maya 0.00%

Katia 0.05% Maria 0.02%

Maya 0.04% Katia 0.00%

Maria 0.02% Hans 0.00%

NNS Average 0.37% NNS Average 0.22% NNS Average 0.12%

NS Average 0.02% NS Average 0.00% NS Average 0.00%
Table 276: Participant Ranking Based on Plural Errors Frequency in
SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Omissions of the plural morpheme occurring with nouns such as test, context,

text, and others ending in /t/, /st/, /ks/, /kst/ were found in the data sets of other NNSs

from both similar and dissimilar L1s, even when the overall frequency of morphological
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errors was low in those participants’ work. This implies that the phonological realization

of a word may be involved in the processing of its written form.

The NNSs who achieved a low error frequency equal to that of the NSs were

Maria, Katia, Hans, and Maya – speakers of Spanish, German, and a Slavic language. All

of these L1s are, in general, richly inflected and possess plural morphemes, thus offering

little interference with the rules governing the use of the English plural morpheme.

• Possessive morphology errors

The majority of the errors in this group were omissions of the possessive

morpheme ‘ from plural nouns. The morpheme was also sometimes misplaced, turning

nouns intended to be plural and in the Genitive case into singular nouns in the Genitive

case (learners’ – learner’s). The NNSs’ rankings in this category were mixed, with

speakers of German, Spanish, Chinese, and the Slavic and Southeast Asian languages

making most of these errors. These languages use periphrastic ways of constructing the

genitive case, although German and the Slavic language represented by Katia also use

bound morphemes (noun endings) as markers of the Genitive case.

It seems that the lack of exact mapping of the L1 and L2 possessive morphology

can only partially explain some of these errors. Another confounding factor related to

English possessive morphology is that ‘s and the plural –s share much of the same

phonological and orthographic realization. This may cause the possessive marker to lack

saliency for NNSs and even NSs, as writers may get confused by the similarities between

the two.
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Participant

Possessive
morphology

error
frequency in

SDQ

Participant

Possessive
morphology

error
frequency in

THQ

Participant

Possessive
morphology

error
frequency in

Comp

Rosa 0.71% Phara 0.09% Lee 0.05%

Mao 0.15% Rosa 0.05% Heidi 0.04%

Yang 0.11% Lee 0.04% Mao 0.03%

Phara 0.09% Katia 0.04% Phara 0.01%

Heidi 0.09% Maya 0.04% Katia 0.00%

Lee 0.06% Mao 0.03% Maria 0.00%

Hans 0.06% Maria 0.02% Maya 0.00%

Katia 0.05% Yang 0.00% Mohammed 0.00%

Maria 0.02% Mohammed 0.00%

Mohammed 0.00% Heidi 0.00%

Maya 0.00% Hans 0.00%

NNS Average 0.12% NNS Average 0.03% NNS Average 0.02%

NS Average 0.02% NS Average 0.00% NS Average 0.00%
Table 277: Participant Ranking Based on Frequency of Errors with the
Possessive Morpheme in SDQ, THQ, and Comp

In SDQ, under timed conditions, even the NSs made some errors using the

possessive morpheme. The NSs’ error frequency of 0.02% was obtained by Maria, a

speaker of Spanish as an L1, and Mohammed and Maya made no errors at all of this type.

The NSs made no errors in THQ and Comp, and neither did Mohammed, Yang, Heidi,

Hans, Katia, Maria, and Maya (in either THQ or Comp). Given the different L1s of these

writers, some of which were shared by the NNSs who did make errors, we can conclude

that whatever confusion there may be about the use of the possessive marker ‘ or ‘s,

especially with plural nouns, it is a solvable confusion that may simply take more

attention to correct. The possibility for more attention to be directed to correct

morphology was offered by the THQ and Comp, which are both take-home exams.
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• Adverbial derivational -ly

The errors in this category were omissions of the adverbial derivational

morpheme –ly, which resulted in adjectives being used instead of adverbs. This is an

error that interfaces with one’s knowledge of syntax, specifically of what parts of speech

modify other parts of speech. In SDQ and THQ, Rosa made such errors most frequently,

though she did improve in THQ. Mao and Phara accumulated the second most frequent

errors in this category. Rosa’s errors are somewhat surprising, because Spanish adjectives

can also be turned into adverbs by using a derivational morpheme.

Participant

Adverbial -ly
error

frequency in
SDQ

Participant

Adverbial -ly
error

frequency in
THQ

Participant

Adverbial -ly
error

frequency in
Comp

Rosa 0.47% Rosa 0.09% Lee 0.01%

Mao 0.09% Phara 0.05% Maria 0.004%

Phara 0.04% Mao 0.03% Maya 0.004%

Hans 0.03% Lee 0.00% Mao 0.00%

Heidi 0.01% Heidi 0.00% Phara 0.00%

Lee 0.00% Hans 0.00% Heidi 0.00%

Maria 0.00% Maria 0.00% Yang 0.00%

Maya 0.00% Maya 0.00% Katia 0.00%

Mohammed 0.00% Mohammed 0.00%

Yang 0.00% Yang 0.00%

Katia 0.00% Katia 0.00%

NNS Average 0.06% NNS Average 0.01% NNS Average 0.002%

NS Average 0.01% NS Average 0.00%
NS
Average 0.00%

Table 278: Participant Ranking Based on Frequency of Errors with
Derivational –ly in SDQ, THQ, and Comp
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Most NNSs performed as well as the NSs. It is possible that the errors that occurred were

caused largely by insufficient working memory occasionally combined with interference

from the L1.

Syntactic accuracy and complexity

Syntactic accuracy

The analysis in this section is based on the frequency of syntactic errors in

relation to the number of C-units identified in the corpus.

The evolution of the participants’ syntactic accuracy is more complex than that of

their lexical and morphological accuracy. With the exception of Rosa and Katia,

everyone’s syntactic error frequency was lower in THQ than in SDQ. In Comp, Phara’s,

Mao’s, and Katia’s syntactic error frequency decreased relative to THQ, while Heidi’s

and Maria’s increased and Maya’s and Mohammed’s did not change. Katia’s error

frequency in Comp was slightly higher than in SDQ. Maya’s THQ and Comp error

frequency was the same as that of the NSs. Lee, Maya, and Mohammed did not improve

since THQ. In fact, the latter’s syntactic error frequency did not change in any of the

exams. Like Maya, Hans achieved a level of syntactic accuracy equal to that of the NSs.
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Table 279: Trend in Syntactic Error Frequency in NNSs’ and NSs’ SDQ,
THQ, and Comp

From a statistical point of view, paired T-tests showed that neither the decrease in

syntactic error frequency from SDQ to THQ nor the drop from time one (SDQ/THQ) to

time two (Comp) is significant.

In conclusion, the time afforded by THQ helped most perform, from a syntactic

point of view, more accurately than in SDQ. The average time of three years between

SDQ/THQ and Comp helped three NNSs perform more accurately, while three stagnated

and two regressed slightly (Heidi and Maria). The individual ranking and group averages

are shown in Table 280.

Participant

Syntactic error
frequency (per

C-units) in
SDQ

Participant

Syntactic error
frequency (per

C-units) in
THQ

Participant

Syntactic error
frequency (per

C-units) in
Comp

Phara 11.11 Phara 10.68 Phara 3.14

Mao 7.38 Rosa 3.46 Lee 2.84
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Lee 4.26 Mao 3.34 Mao 2.09

Yang 3.16 Lee 2.76 Mohammed 1.21

Hans 1.93 Yang 2.03 Maria 0.97

Rosa 1.90 Katia 1.56 Heidi 0.95

Heidi 1.83 Mohammed 1.22 Katia 0.62

Maya 1.46 Maria 0.68 Maya 0.11

Maria 1.41 Heidi 0.60

Mohammed 1.08 Maya 0.00

Katia 0.39 Hans 0.00

NNS Average 3.26 NNS Average 2.39 NNS Average 1.49

NS Average 0.39 NS Average 0.00 NS Average 0.06
Table 280: NSs’ Group and NNSs’ Individual and Group Syntactic Error
Frequency in SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Syntactic errors

The NNSs’ syntactic error frequency was higher than that of the NSs in SDQ and

THQ.

Syntactic structure
Average syntactic
error frequency in

NNSs’ SDQ and THQ

Agreement 0.72

Anaphora 0.61

Word/constituent order 0.49

Fragments 0.13

Constituent omission 0.11

Constituent redundancy 0.08

Pro-drop 0.08
Table 281: NNSs’ Syntactic Errors in SDQ and THQ

Syntactic structure

Average syntactic
error frequency
in NSs’ SDQ and

THQ

Anaphora 0.11
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Fragments 0.04

Agreement 0.02

Word/constituent order 0.01

Constituent omission 0.01

Pro-drop 0.01

Constituent redundancy 0.00
Table 282: NSs’ Syntactic Errors in SDQ and THQ

In Comp, the NNSs’ syntactic error frequency was also higher than that of the

NSs, though the overall error frequency was lower for both groups of writers.

Syntactic structure
Average syntactic error

frequency in NNSs’
Comp

Agreement 0.58

Anaphora 0.23

Word/constituent order 0.17

Constituent redundancy 0.07

Constituent omission 0.04

Fragments 0.04

Pro-drop 0.02
Table 283: NNSs’ Syntactic Errors in Comp

Syntactic structure
Average syntactic
error frequency in

NSs’ Comp

Anaphora 0.01

Word/constituent order 0.01

Constituent omission 0.00

Constituent redundancy 0.00

Fragments 0.00

Pro-drop 0.00

Agreement 0.00
Table 284: NSs’ Syntactic Errors in SDQ and THQ
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The NNSs’ errors that were occurred at a frequency higher than 0.5 per C-unit –

agreement and anaphora – will be analyzed in more detail in comparison with the NSs’

errors.

• Agreement errors

Participant

Agreement
error

frequency (per
C-units) in

SDQ

Participant

Agreement
error

frequency (per
C-units) in

THQ

Participant

Agreement
error

frequency (per
C-units) in

Comp

Phara 2.80 Phara 3.85 Phara 2.32

Mao 2.13 Mao 0.77 Lee 1.13

Yang 1.27 Yang 0.68 Heidi 0.44

Lee 0.95 Katia 0.39 Mohammed 0.41

Katia 0.39 Maria 0.34 Mao 0.20

Mohammed 0.36 Mohammed 0.31 Katia 0.08

Maria 0.31 Heidi 0.00 Rosa 0.04

Hans 0.28 Hans 0.00 Yang 0.00

Rosa 0.24 Lee 0.00 Maya 0.00

Heidi 0.18 Maya 0.00

Maya 0.00 Rosa 0.00

NNS Average 0.81 NNS Average 0.63 NNS Average 0.58

NS Average 0.04 NS Average 0.00 NS Average 0.00
Table 285: Participant Ranking Based on Agreement Error Frequency in
SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Phara, Mao, Yang, and Lee accumulated the highest error frequency rates in this

category. They are all speakers of languages that do not mark agreement in their syntax.

Those who performed as well as the NSs were Maya (in all three exams), and Heidi,

Hans, and Rosa (each in THQ). All four of these writers are NSs of Spanish and German,

languages which do mark agreement. Maya was the only one who equaled the NSs in all
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three exams; the others benefited from the opportunity to revise their THQ, but in the

more complex task they had to complete three years later, some errors reoccurred.

In the qualitative analyses included in the chapters based on the individual

participants, it was found that the agreement errors were related to factors other than

possible interference from L1 (in the case of Phara, Mao, Yang, and Lee) or accidental

failures in attentional resources (in the case of Maya, Heidi, Hans, and Rosa). These

factors were, from most to least frequent:

� syntactic distance between the NP and the V, creating a complex

structure that can cause the learner to lose track of the NP; in this

situation the agreement was often made with the NP closest to the V

rather than the subject NP

� with existential there

� after the relative pronoun which, who, or that placed between the related

NP and V

� with collective nouns or nouns perceived as collective (committee, group,

MTV) or expressions of quantity such as a number of

� with uncountable nouns ending in /s/, such as evidence, sociolinguistics,

information

� with atypical nouns such as hypothesis/hypotheses, datum/data,

schema/schemata

From among these situations in which agreement errors occurred, the only one not

encountered in the work of the NNSs who performed like NSs was the type involving
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which/who/that. Errors occurring with the other types of situations listed above did occur

in the writing of NNSs who performed like NSs, but to a smaller extent.

It should be noted that there is is often used with a plural noun in spoken,

informal English by native speakers, so some errors may have been triggered by exposure

to spoken, informal discourse. Collective nouns and phrases such as a number of and

borrowings such as hypothesis/hypotheses, datum/data, schema/schemata are frequently a

problem for native speakers of English as well, as writing guides and style manuals for

freshman composition or even the general public can testify.

In the timed conditions of SDQ, the NSs also made errors related to syntactic

distance/complexity.

• Anaphoric errors

The Chinese participants and the speaker of a Southeast Asian language

accumulated the highest error frequency in this category. In Comp, Maria, a speaker of

Spanish, was among them. However, her errors were qualitatively different. While the

errors made by Heidi and Maya, who had the fewest errors of this type in THQ and

Comp, were mostly caused by the use of generic they as an anaphor for singular

antecedents, the errors encountered in the work of those with higher error densities

occurred in a variety of environments, including:

� syntactic distance between the anaphor and its antecedent, sometimes

amounting to several sentences. This can pose processing difficulties and

can make other NPs seem to be possible antecedents.

� perceived interchangeability of he/she and they
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Participant

Anaphora
error

frequency
(per C-units)

in SDQ

Participant

Anaphora
error

frequency
(per C-units)

in THQ

Participant

Anaphora
error

frequency
(per C-units)

in Comp

Mao 1.97 Lee 2.07 Mao 0.78

Yang 1.58 Phara 0.85 Maria 0.29

Phara 0.80 Yang 0.68 Lee 0.24

Maria 0.78 Mao 0.51 Phara 0.23

Maya 0.73 Maria 0.34 Katia 0.16

Rosa 0.71 Heidi 0.30 Mohammed 0.10

Lee 0.63 Hans 0.00 Maya 0.04

Heidi 0.46 Katia 0.00 Heidi 0.00

Mohammed 0.36 Maya 0.00

Hans 0.28 Mohammed 0.00

Katia 0.00 Rosa 0.00

NNS Average 0.75 NNS Average 0.43 NNS Average 0.23

NS Average 0.22 NS Average 0.00 NS Average 0.01
Table 286: Participant Ranking Based on Frequency of Errors with
Anaphora in SDQ, THQ, and Comp

Syntactic complexity

The NNSs’ average number of clauses per sentence, usually interpreted as an

indication of syntactic complexity, differed from that of the NSs’. In SDQ and THQ, the

NSs’ sentences contained on average more clauses, and so did those of the NNSs. In

Comp, however, the average number of clauses per sentence in the NSs’ prose decreased,

whereas in the NNSs’ it increased. Both patterns coincided with each group’s general

improvement indicated by the decrease in error frequency in each of the exams. Taken

individually, some of the NNSs who obtained the lowest and the highest accuracy rates

used sentences containing some of the highest and some of the lowest numbers of
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clauses. There does not seem to be a relationship, then, between accuracy and number of

clauses per sentences.

Participant
Number of
clauses per

sentence in SDQ
Participant

Number of
clauses per
sentence in

THQ

Participant

Number of
clauses per
sentence in

Comp

Maria 4.40 Mohammed 4.36 Maya 3.80

Mao 3.60 Maria 3.97 Mao 3.42

Maya 2.88 Mao 3.81 Mohammed 3.31

Yang 2.84 Hans 3.79 Heidi 3.20

Katia 2.71 Phara 3.49 Maria 3.21

Phara 2.68 Katia 3.12 Lee 2.91

Hans 2.68 Lee 2.87 Katia 2.65

Heidi 2.63 Heidi 2.21 Phara 2.64

Lee 2.51 Maya 2.01

Mohammed 2.47 Rosa 1.67

Rosa 2.43 Yang 1.62

NNS Average 2.89 NNS Average 2.99 NNS Average 3.14
NS
Average 3.82

NS
Average 4.73

NS
Average 2.31

Table 287: Participant Ranking Based on Number of Clauses/Sentence in
SDQ, THQ, and Comp

The same picture is painted by the analysis of the amount of

subordination/hypotaxis used, which is considered to be more sophisticated and complex

than coordination/parataxis (Wolfe-Quintero et al., 1998). Although this does not hold

true for the entire NNS group, in the individual analyses it was noted in a few situations

that a drop in error frequency occurred when fewer subordinate clauses were used.

The NSs’ decrease in syntactic complexity (which coincides with a decrease in

fluency) may also be an indication of accommodation to academic prose in the social

sciences. Maya and Maria, the most native-like overall, also decreased in complexity
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from THQ to Comp, but they still remained much above the NSs. NNSs’ preference for

subordinate clauses has been found by Enchao Shi (2003), who also found that the more a

structure departed from unmarked or canonical rules, the more likely it was to be used

incorrectly by NNSs. Although Shi’s dissertation focused on English depictives and

resultatives only, a similar mechanism might be involved in the use of complex syntax by

the NNSs in this study, as well as in the production of some of their syntactic errors. For

example, syntactic errors associated with syntactic distance are a type of uncanonical

structure compared to the more unmarked SVO structure in which S, V, and O are not

only in canonical order but also realized as single-word or short phrases.

Participant
Subordinate Clauses in

SDQ
Subordinate Clauses in

THQ
Subordinate Clauses in

Comp

Maya 57.58% 46.37% 33.66%

Maria 48.98% 42.85% 35.16%

Yang 45.25% 61.48%

Mao 40.39% 35.98% 34.55%

Lee 39.43% 32.06% 33.70%

Mohammed 36.46% 29.05% 36.66%

Katia 34.50% 40.23% 32.05%

Phara 31.60% 31.19% 42.97%

Heidi 30.73% 40.47% 29.94%

Rosa 24.88% 75.89%

Hans 24.03% 30.06%

NNS Average 34.09% 44.80% 34.84%

NS Average 38.98% 27.46% 23.85%
Table 288: Participant Ranking Based on Syntactic Complexity in SDQ,
THQ, and Comp
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Summary of findings

� The NNSs’ group lexical, morphological, and syntactic accuracy improved in the

untimed conditions of the THQ compared to the timed SDQ, and from time one

(SDQ/THQ) to time two (Comp). Lexical accuracy and fluency improved

significantly from time one to time two. Morphological accuracy improved

significantly within time one, from the timed to the untimed condition. Syntactic

accuracy improved between the timing conditions and longitudinally, though not

significantly so. Overall accuracy and syntactic complexity did not coincide at the

group level. Lexical errors were the most frequent for the NNS group, with

morphological errors the second most frequent, followed closely by syntactic

errors. It is logical and encouraging that the most frequent errors underwent the

most significant improvement.

� The NSs’ errors were less frequent. Although the NSs’ performance was more

accurate overall, it was not completely error free. The NSs also improved in

lexical, morphological, and syntactic accuracy from the timed to the untimed

condition both within time one and from time one to time two. This suggests that

at least part of the incorrect forms are triggered by the timed condition.

� The NNSs who most often obtained the same (or lower) error frequency rates as

the NSs’ group were Maya and Maria, speakers of Spanish as an L1. Maya

studied English intensively in her home country starting at 13 years old. She has

lived in the U.S. for the last five years, has extensive experience teaching English

in her country and in the U.S., and is married to an American. Maria was born in
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the U.S. in a Spanish- speaking family and social environment, attended school in

the U.S. until she was a teenager (first as an English Language Learner, then

phasing out of this status over time), and then came back to the U.S. for graduate

school. While the performance of Maya, the EFL learner, was more accurate than

Maria’s from a prescriptive point of view, Maria’s errors were identical with

those of the NSs (consisting of interference from spoken, informal English or

working memory failure).

� The NNSs with the highest error rates were Phara, Lee, and Mao, speakers of

Asian L1s that differ substantially from English and therefore cannot offer a

reliable system of reference in L2 acquisition regarding the article system,

inflectional and derivational morphology, and the syntax of English. All three of

these NNSs began studying English in their home countries at the age of 12 for

about one hour a week until they became English majors in college. They usually

had non-native English speaking teachers who relied on the Grammar-Translation

method, the Audiolingual method, and only occasionally on communicative

techniques (if at all). Of the three, Phara is the least motivated to integrate among

NSs. Her doctoral studies have been funded by her home country under the

provision that she return there to teach when she graduates, which she expressed

her eagerness to do. Her personal belief is that language, like other subject-

specific knowledge, is acquired primarily through intense private study from

books. It is possible that, in addition to her personal beliefs about the nature of

learning, her self-perceived low proficiency prevented her from feeling
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comfortable enough to seek interaction with NSs. Mao was the oldest of the three

when she began studying in an English-speaking country (34 years old, compared

to 32 in Phara’s case and 27 in Lee’s case).

� For the NNSs, the forms most frequently encountered in errors were:

o Articles

o Prepositions

o Plural morphology

o Possessive morphology

o Adverbial derivational morphology (-ly)

o Agreement

o Anaphora

� Explanations for the NNSs’ errors include:

o Interference or lack of support from the L1

o Form complexity (the form’s ability to occur in multiple linguistic

contexts necessitating more than the acquisition of the form’s semantic

meaning)

o Interference from spoken, informal English

o Syntactic complexity

o Insufficient working memory

� Explanations for the NSs’ errors include:

o Syntactic complexity putting a strain on working memory

o Interference from spoken, informal English discourse
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� Errors common to both NSs and NNSs were:

o Plural and/or agreement errors with atypical or irregular forms such as

hypothesis/hypotheses, datum/data, schema/schemata

o Omissions or misplacements of the possessive morpheme on plural nouns

o Remote antecedents for anaphors placed over two or more syntactic

boundaries

o Omissions of the adverbial morpheme –ly in transitional phrases (most

importantly)

o Lack of prescriptive grammatical agreement between an antecedent

realized as a singular noun and an anaphor realized as the impersonal

pronoun they (The latter is currently spreading from the spoken to the

written registers in English and will probably become a standard form

within a generation. However, because it is still considered an error in

formal edited texts such as academic scientific essays, it was considered

an error for this study. Kenneth G. Wilson, author of The Columbia Guide

to Standard American English, noted in 1993: "Best advice: Standard in

all but the most Formal of Edited English, and perhaps in some Oratorical

circumstances is the use of the plural pronoun in such sentences: Each

person [Everybody] must bring their own calculator(s). For Edited

English, most editors will recommend shifting the entire sentence into the

plural: All persons [Everybody] must bring their own calculators, either

avoiding the impersonal pronoun everybody or using it and taking a
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chance on some conservative objection to the breach in agreement.

Actually, that problem is likely to disappear with this generation, since the

notional agreement of impersonal pronouns with subsequent pronouns is

now widely accepted, even as these impersonal pronouns continue to

require singular verbs. Everybody and its like are now clearly gender-

inclusive." Biber et al., in the corpus-based Longman Grammar of Spoken

and Written English (1999) also noted that the use of they as a singular in

academic writing is “least likely to be adopted, [academic writing] being a

register much concerned with correctness” (p.317). 

� Some other errors common to all NNSs regardless of background:

o The collocation in its own right realized as on its own right

o The omission of the plural morpheme –s from nouns ending in /t/, /st/,

/kst/: test, text, context, concept.
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CHAPTER SIX:

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Several inter-related research questions were proposed at the outset of this study.

Answers suggested along the way, in the data analysis sections and especially in the

Summary of Findings chapter, will be synthesized and elaborated on here.

1. What are the developmental stages included in the general term of “advanced

ESL writers,” and what are the differences and similarities among them?

One of the study’s goals was to isolate possible criteria that would help define

terms such as advanced, highly advanced, near-native, and native-like. The findings here

suggest that there is a gradation of levels within the generic concept of advanced learner

whose broad, undifferentiated use was criticized in the literature review. The findings

discussed in the previous chapter suggest that the following distinct stages exist:

a. a stage we can continue to call advanced, at which L2 writers such

as university ESL freshman composition students may make a

multitude of errors (with forms such as articles, prepositions,

conjunctions, verb choice and tense morphology, idioms, and

constituent placement and embeddedness) with relatively high

frequency (as explained in the Literature Review chapter);

b. a highly advanced stage, at which writers make only the most

difficult types of errors (with articles, prepositions, plural and

possessive markers, agreement and anaphora, as shown in previous

chapters) and to a smaller degree;
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c. the near-native stage, at which the amount of errors decreases even

more;

d. the native-like stage, at which L2 learners only make errors that NSs

of English make. In order to maintain the differentiation between

ESL native-like learners and native English speaking writers, the

particle like must be used when referring to ESL learners.

At the near-native and native-like stages, an increasingly large proportion of

incorrect usages can be viewed as mistakes (occasional slips from standard, conventional

use, which result from competing plans, memory limitations, and lack of automaticity)

rather than errors (permanent or at least systematic parts of one’s linguistic system

reflecting lack of knowledge, as defined by Corder, 1967 (cited in Ellis, 1994, p.51) and

explained in the Methods section of this dissertation). The same is true for NSs as well.

Throughout this study, the distinction between errors and mistakes was not applied

because the goal was to arrive at ways of differentiating between them at the end of the

analysis rather than a priori.

This dissertation has explored the use of two ways of finding the difference

between errors and mistakes. One, based on the differences between the participants’

performance in the timed versus the untimed condition (SDQ vs. THQ), tells us that

incorrect usages that occur at similar frequency under both conditions or increase sharply

in the untimed condition are errors. On the other hand, it cannot be solidly argued that

incorrect usages that become less frequent or disappear in an untimed condition reflect

anything more than the learner’s access to cognitive and instructional resources
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(textbooks, dictionaries, models of writing). The other way of investigating the difference

between errors and mistakes is through longitudinal data, which in this case were

produced in an average time period of three years (from SDQ/THQ until Comp). From

this perspective, incorrect usages that decrease sharply over time are viewed as

transitioning from an error status to that of a mistake. Incorrect forms that occur

extremely infrequently at the end of the timeline (namely, in Comp) but did not occur at

all at the beginning (i.e., in SDQ or THQ) are proposed to be mistakes as well. On the

other hand, incorrect forms and structures that are roughly as frequent throughout the

timeline should be categorized as errors.

Quantitative criteria are almost impossible to devise in order to support a clear

differentiation between errors and mistakes at the levels of proficiency scrutinized in this

dissertation, because quantitative differences have generally not been sharp. A case by

case judgment has to be made, looking at “error” frequencies and their evolution across

conditions and time, and using natural breaks in frequencies to determine at what

frequency the cutoff should be established for an individual learner and possibly for an

individual form. For the NNSs’ group, the forms and structures that presented constant

challenges in SDQ, THQ, and Comp (and therefore were at the center of errors and errors

transitioning into mistakes) were articles, prepositions, plural and possessive

morphology, adverbial morphology, agreement, and anaphors.

Additionally, the cognitive processes involved in the various stages of advanced

SLA are different, too. The advanced stage is characterized by more L1 interference and

free variation, which can be present up through the highly advanced stage, though to a
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smaller extent. At the near-native and native-like levels, L1 interference is minimally

present, but interference from other registers of the L2 (such as spoken, informal English)

increases, as does the portion of mistakes associated with breakdowns in the online

processing of complex structures. This gradient evolution – from an advanced to a highly

advanced, then to a near-native and finally native-like proficiency level – constitutes the

end of the interlanguage continuum as it approaches and reaches the target language.

The advanced, highly advanced, near-native, and native-like levels were

represented by the different NNSs who participated in this study. For instance, Phara,

who accumulated the most frequent and varied types of errors in the timed and untimed

situations as well as across time one and time two, was advanced at the time of

SDQ/THQ and became highly advanced by the time of Comp. By the same criteria, Lee

and Mao seem to have moved from the highly advanced stage to near-native status by the

time of Comp. Maya, Maria, and Heidi were native-like all along, and the others (Yang,

Rosa, Hans, Katia, and Mohammed), who tended to rank in the middle of the continuum,

moving up or down on different features, were near-native.

2. Do writers from different advanced stages face the same types of linguistic

challenges to different degrees, or do they face entirely different types of

linguistic issues?

As explained above, advanced to native-like L2 writers share the same type of

linguistic challenges to decreasing degrees, and, as they move along towards native-like

status, they share more and more types of incorrect usages and possibly processing

mechanisms with NSs. The forms and structures that were used incorrectly to different
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degrees by the NNSs were articles, prepositions, plural and possessive morphology,

adverbial morphology, agreement, and anaphors. NNSs (especially native-like ones) and

NSs shared some problems with plural morphology and agreement with atypical or

irregular nouns (datum/data, hypothesis/hypotheses, schema/schemata), possessive

morphology with plural nouns, remote antecedents and the use of they as a singular form,

and omissions of the adverbial morpheme –ly in transitional phrases.

3. What are some linguistic challenges that the advanced writer ceases to struggle

with and what are the linguistic features that continue to pose problems even

for the near-native L2 writer? Why do some lexical, morphological, and

syntactic forms resist earlier acquisition? In other words, what about those

forms and a learner’s background might prevent earlier acquisition?

It is remarkable that, in general, all the participants in this study used the same

linguistic features of academic prose identified by Biber et al. in the Longman Grammar

of Spoken and Written English (2002) and by Biber (2006, p.15-19) in University

Language: A Corpus-Based Study of Spoken and Written Registers. Thus, the word

classes occurring with the highest frequency were nouns (and nominalizations),

adjectives, and prepositions. Specific linking adverbials were commonly used, as well as

relative clauses with which and non-finite relative clauses. While some, rather infrequent

linguistic errors were identified in both the NNSs’ and the NSs’ academic writing, this

dissertation found that both groups met general expectations as far as linguistic features

of academic writing are concerned (not including discourse organization features, which

are outside the scope of this study).
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It seems that syntactic structures are the most likely to cease posing problems for

advanced to native-like L2 writers. Syntactic errors were the least frequent in the data

sets analyzed in this study. Morphological errors, which improved the least over time,

seem to be the most resistant. At the same time, lexical acquisition, while it is the most

permeable to improvement under generous time conditions and longer time spans, also

continues to pose challenges because of the open-ended nature of lexico-semantic

knowledge. Syntactic rules make up a finite set that can yield an infinite number of novel

sentences (Chomsky, 1957, 1965), therefore a set of rules whose acquisition can reach

completion. On the other hand, lexical items can be acquired gradually throughout one’s

life – whether one is acquiring an L1 or an L2 – as new words are invented or met in

various contexts that use their own jargon. The open-ended nature of lexical acquisition

probably contributed to the dominance of lexical errors. This dissertation operationalized

a “lexical error” as an error that affects any given word – content word or function word.

It should be noted that the most problematic lexical items for the NNSs in this study were

function words, namely articles and prepositions. For the NSs, it was nouns, and to a

much smaller extent. The fact that function words were the most difficult for NNSs while

content words were occasionally difficult for NSs point to the different processes

involved in their linguistic performance. It is the functional and contextual occurrence of

function words that pose problems for NNSs, while for NSs it is the semantic meaning of

some content words that can sometimes be unclear. For NSs at the level studied in this

dissertation it is the semantic meaning of content words that continues to be acquired and

refined; for the NNSs, it is the spectrum of contextual functions of function words that
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continues to be enriched and refined. It has been shown in this study and in others (Ellis,

1994) that lexical items that are quite “simple” formally, such as articles, can pose long-

lasting challenges to L2 learners due to their functional and conceptual complexities

related to language-specific ways of linguistically realizing countability, abstractness,

definiteness, etc. Prepositions are another example of formally simple forms that can

collocate with a variety of parts of speech, contributing to radically new meanings, and

are associated with language specific metaphorical conceptions of time, space and other

types of relations (Tyler and Evans, 2003). In general, lexical items encode more than

semantic meaning; they also contain information about the items’ syntactic and

morphological requirements and possibilities, and this informational richness renders the

lexicon difficult for L2 learners.

The conclusions in this study are consistent with a hypothesis about SLA that

integrates L1-L2 transfer and comes from the perspective of the Minimalist Program.

Herschensohn (1999) claims that

the stages of L2 acquisition according to a constructionist model [are]: the

initial stage transfers L1 settings to L2 (Schwartz and Spouse, 1996); the

intermediate stage is one of underspecification of morphological features

(Eubank, 1996) and progressive acquisition of L2 constructions; the final

stage may result in near-native acquisition, with virtually complete syntax

but residual indeterminacy due to incomplete mastery of peripheral L2

lexicon and morphology. The progressive development of lexicon and

morphology accounts for the variability and incompleteness that is so
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characteristic of the product of L2A[cquisition] in areas ranging from the

syntax-semantics interface to the building of argument structure in L2. (p.

7-8)

Although sentences have not been diagrammed here and Minimalist arguments

have not been explored specifically, the amount of incorrect uses that were traced to

positive and negative transfer from the learners’ L1 supports Herschensohn’s proposal.

Therefore, while this study does not argue for a Minimalist perspective per se, the overall

perspective proposed by Herschensohn does apply. A subset of the incorrect usages

analyzed in this dissertation lead us to agree with Shi (2003) in that marked/uncanonical

structures that tend to be underproduced in the L2 are also likely to be used incorrectly.

The argument applies most adequately to syntactic errors made by the NNSs in this study

due to syntactic complexity: the more syntactically complex a sentence, the less

canonical and the more underused it tends to be, therefore the more errors are likely to

occur when it is used.

Another hypothesis formerly proposed by the literature that is confirmed by the

current study is that of a strong syntax - weak morphology stage (an idea first advanced

by Newport, Gleitman, and Gleitman, 1977, and reconfirmed by Bardovi-Harlig and

Bofman (1989)). However, certain errors such as constituent placement and complement

embedding, found by Bardovi-Harlig and Bofman in their study of 30 EFL placement

compositions from Indiana University were rarely found in this dissertation. The

implication is that as learners become more and more advanced, they overcome the stage

at which they made certain types of errors. Similarly, errors with verb tenses were not as
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frequent in this study as found by Hinkel (1997). The essays she analyzed combined

exposition, argumentation and personal narrative, which was not the case with the essays

in this corpus. The different findings may be the reflection of different task effects.

Nevertheless, it is remarkable that the NNSs in this corpus used the appropriate tenses for

their purposes and the academic register they were performing in.

Like this study and others, Chaudron and Parker (1990) and Master (1995) found

that articles were the most frequent part of speech to be used erroneously, especially by

Chinese writers. Cummins (1990) supported the idea that the L1 is consulted while

writing in English as an L2 by analyzing think-aloud protocols from advanced ESL

writers that revealed that 5%-85% of the think-aloud episodes were cross-linguistic

comparisons.

4. What are more precisely some of the individual characteristics of the native-like

writer, i.e., their standardized test scores, their length of residence in an

English-speaking country, the duration of their English studies, the teaching

methods they have employed and have learned from, their teaching experience,

and their L1 background and literacy experiences?

It seems that the most important factor that set the stage for the attainment of

native-like language use was the participants’ L1 and its degree of similarity with English

as an L2. The speakers of Asian languages were the least advanced in the pool of

participants, while the speakers of Spanish and German were native-like in their

performance. Both positive and negative transfer from the L1 were manifest among all

participants.
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Those with advanced functional proficiency in three or more languages (Hans,

Mohammed, and Phara) constituted interested cases. Thus, Phara (a native speaker of a

Southeast Asian language and highly proficient in Japanese) was the least advanced of

the eleven NNSs, Hans (a native speaker of German, highly proficient in Spanish and

Russian), and Mohammed (a native speaker of two African languages, highly proficient

in Arabic and French) were native-like in some but not all respects. Multilingualism does

not seem to have given them any special advantage. Perhaps the existence of several

linguistic models and their cognitive availability at any given time can slow down a

multilingual English learner’s advancement towards native-like status.

The Asian participants were primarily exposed to British English while studying

in their home countries. However, their errors did not display systematic connections

with exclusively British English rules (such as in the treatment of mass nouns or the use

of have not instead of do not have). The writing of the British participant in the NS group

was not different from that of the American participants at the level analyzed in this

study. Differences in overall rhetorical organization are a direction of future research.

All the NNSs obtained high scores on their TOEFL, GRE, and TWE. No

correlation was found between these scores and the NNSs’ accuracy rankings. However,

the age of arrival in an English-speaking country and the overall duration of English

studies seem to have helped Maya, Maria, Heidi, and Katia become native-like or near-

native, and it likely helped Lee achieve a higher accuracy rate than Phara and Mao. Heidi

and Maya are also married to American men, which increases daily exposure to NS

English.
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The amount of teaching experience did not seem to play an important role for

NNSs, but the teaching methods used by their own English teachers did. Those who were

exposed to Communicative Language Teaching and had even occasional opportunities to

come in contact with NSs during short trips accumulated some of the highest accuracy

rates.

The role of integrative motivation is rather unclear. All the NNSs except Phara

aspire to obtain faculty positions in U.S. universities and some already have. However,

some are more advanced than others. This suggests that motivation might fuel one’s L2

advancement, although it might not be able to push one through certain cognitive barriers

such as L1 interference. This finding is contrary to claims such as Dörnyei and Durow’s

(2004), who assessed motivation as a factor that can in fact correlate with high

functionality in English. Given the particular type of discourse that academic writing is,

however, motivation might have only limited powers in this domain. Most of the

participants were also very aware of their command of English or lack of command over

certain linguistic areas. However, it is unclear what role this played in the SLA process.

Additional comments

The underlying purpose behind the research questions in this study was to better

understand the nature of SLA processes. Based on this study’s findings, it seems that

SLA may be a vastly L1-mediated process until the TL is reached. This is not to say that

all production in an L2 is mediated by one’s L1; it simply means that when acquisition is

initiated or ongoing, learners will consult their L1, searching for features that might help
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them interpret L2 forms and structures. When the L1 is different and cannot offer support

in this fashion, the learner has to resort to hypothesis testing and may make errors.

The error analysis included in the chapters of this dissertation also highlights the

importance of the mental lexicon as a central locus of lexical, morphological, and

syntactic information. It has become evident, especially in the article, preposition, adverb,

and (occasional) verb error analysis, that what SLA learners refine over time is not only

their understanding of the meaning of a lexical item, but also its syntactic frame (i.e.,

what other parts of speech it can modify or collocate with), as well as its morphological

potential. However, in order to take this observation further and support the existence of a

phrasicon, proposed by Glaser (1998), a focused analysis of collocations needs to be

conducted in future studies.

Another finding from this study is that a learner’s advancement through SLA

stages is not uniform although it is systematic. One may master some forms better than

others, and one can also regress in time. This implies that the process includes periods of

more accelerated acquisition followed by slower ones, then stagnation – which can be

called fossilization or stabilization –, and finally another period of accelerated learning

until acquisition is complete.

Further research directions

A larger corpus comprising the writing of a larger number of NNS participants

would ensure a more solid representation of different linguistic backgrounds. The

availability of data covering a larger longitudinal span and written data produced under

more strictly controlled conditions, such as a timed writing task and a grammaticality
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judgment task, would complement the information obtained from the present analysis.

Writing in response to different prompts would require the use of different strategies and

linguistic forms and thus would inform us of the learners’ range of abilities as writers.

Research assisted by eye-tracking and revision tracking systems would also give valuable

insights into the use of editing strategies, spell checkers, dictionaries, and thesauri. This

information would help us further understand the processes involved in the production of

an academic paper.

It is also necessary to conduct an inquiry into the higher level discourse features

(such as cohesion and coherence, argumentation and exposition organization,

persuasiveness, etc.) of highly-advanced to native-like ESL writing. Isolated features

such as those analyzed above cannot provide the full picture of the complex processes

involved in the production of academic writing and its perception. Further comparisons

with NSs at the same level can also shed light not only on what NNSs produce less

accurately, but also on what they do produce at NS level and even what structures they

might avoid in order to maintain the integrity of their written products.

This study constitutes the mere beginning of further focused studies on the use of

articles, prepositions, and collocations in academic writing. These can help us better

understand what types of nouns NNSs of near-native and native-like proficiency are most

likely to use with or without incorrect articles, which can further help us devise

pedagogical activities targeting specific article-noun combinations of potential use to

NNS academic writers and speakers. A similar approach with similar benefits can be

taken with the use of prepositions and other parts of speech.
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Pedagogical implications

The analyses in this study have shown that certain forms are especially difficult

for ESL writers because they are complex and different from the learners’ L1. Writers

with extensive exposure to English and those taught through communicative methods

seemed to attain higher accuracy rates. The pedagogical implication of this is that

language teaching for graduate students should continue in order to speed up their

advancement through the last stages of SLA. Master (1995) has previously reported

improvement in article use by advanced Chinese graduate students who received explicit

instruction on articles. Communicative activities and activities focusing on forms that can

be contrasted explicitly with the learners’ L1 may heighten the learners’ awareness of

usage patterns they might be struggling with. For linguistics graduate students, repairing

such oversights is important if they continue to teach and study English and the principles

of English teaching. Moreover, because SLA processes seem to be cyclical rather than

linear, forms should be recycled to ensure reinforcement and acquisition. Given the high

level of proficiency and autonomy of learners like the ones in this study, teaching

activities can be designed so that learners’ awareness can be heightened through

comparisons with NS texts and subsequent self-correction. This instructional strategy has

been shown to enhance learners’ grammatical accuracy and autonomy by Vickers and

Ene (2006) in a study of university freshman composition students. Given the high level

of proficiency, awareness, and autonomy that learners such as the ones in this study

already possess as applied linguistics graduate students in an ESL environment, both
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explicit teaching and awareness-raising implicit instruction are likely to yield good

outcomes.

Learners also need to be thoroughly educated about the differences between

academic discourse and informal, non-academic, spoken discourse in contrastive rhetoric

and English for Academic Purposes courses. Spoken discourse is more salient in our

lives. It may be difficult for an ESL learner to intuit which linguistic features are

exclusively reserved for academic writing and which are not.

Another ramification of this study also reaches the area of assessment. It is

important for instructors teaching graduate students who are at the level of those included

in this study to understand some of the reasons and processes involved in the production

of the errors analyzed here. Without this understanding, a reader’s perception of the

quality of an ESL writer’s prose and reasoning can be negatively affected.

The fact that both the NNSs and the NSs performed more accurately in the

untimed condition and after an amount of time went by between writing tasks suggests

that the best ways of evaluating writing involve the use of portfolios which include

writing performed in both timed and untimed conditions and writing done over a longer

period of time. A variety of materials can capture the learner’s response to different

conditions, tasks, and topics, and the learners’ evolution, offering instructors, admissions

committees, and others a more reliable picture than a one-time snapshot represented by a

single assignment.

The use of corpus-related techniques to store, annotate, and analyze a large

amount of texts facilitates researchers’ access to data, speeds up the analysis, and makes
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the texts available for the creation of pedagogical materials in advanced writing or

applied linguistics courses. One can only hope that more ESL writing corpora will be

created in the near future.
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APPENDIX A:

REQUEST FOR PARTICIPATION LETTER

Dear _________________

My name is Estela Ene and I am a Ph.D. candidate in Second Language Acquisition and

Teaching currently preparing to begin collecting data for a dissertation whose tentative title is

“The Last Stages of Second Language Acquisition: Linguistic Evidence from Academic Writing

by Advanced Non-Native English Speakers.” I am reaching out to you in the hope that, as a

current or former SLAT colleague and as one who understands the complexities and challenges of

data collection, you will be willing to become a participant in my study.

Let me describe the justification and purpose of my dissertation. The late stages of SLA

have been studied insufficiently up to date. Current descriptions of advanced ESL learners in

general and ESL writers in particular over-rely on one or two descriptors: one’s TOEFL score

and/or one’s length of stay in an English-speaking country. SLA research needs to refine its

understanding of the processes involved in late SLA as a learner approaches the target language.

If you are a non-native speaker of English, your participation in this dissertation research project

is solicited because you are a highly advanced, even near-native, learner of English whose

linguistic performance in academic writing tasks is relevant to the refined understanding of the

advanced stages of SLA. If you are a native speaker of English, your participation is valuable

because your performance in the same academic writing tasks provides a term of comparison in

relation to which non-native speakers of English can be analyzed. Some of the linguistic features

that I plan to study are: articles, verb tenses, agreement, idioms and other set expressions,

cohesive devices, and sentence structure.
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You as an advanced, accomplished academic writer are asked to grant me permission to

use the following data:

� your SLAT qualifying (take-home and sit-down) exam papers

� your SLAT comprehensive exam papers

� optionally, one or more papers you wrote at one-year intervals after the

comprehensive exam

� the completed attached survey (when piloted, the native-speaker survey took

about 10 min. to complete; the non-native speaker survey took about 25 min.)

Please note that I am not requesting any information about your results on the

above exams or papers. Your anonymity will be protected. Your name or other information

that can potentially identify you will not be reported in my dissertation, presentations, or related

publications. Your participation in this study is completely voluntary and withdrawal is

possible at any time prior to August 2006, when I will destroy the linkages to personal

identifying information.

Later on during the study, if you agree, you might be contacted again for a 30-minute

follow-up interview about your experiences as an advanced ESL learner.

I would appreciate hearing back from you as soon as possible. Please do not hesitate

to contact me for more information. Feel free to email me at enes@u.arizona.edu or to write me at

my University of Arizona campus address: Estela Ene, Department of English - Modern

Languages Building, Room 445, University of Arizona PO Box 210067 Tucson, AZ 85724

Phone: 520-621-1836; FAX: 520-621-7397

My dissertation director and chair of SLAT, Dr. Linda R. Waugh, would also be happy to answer

your questions. She can be contacted at lwaugh@u.arizona.edu or the above mailing address.
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APPENDIX B:

SURVEY FOR NON-NATIVE SPEAKERS

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the study “The Last Stages of Second Language

Acquisition: Linguistic Evidence from Academic Writing by Advanced Non-Native English

Speakers.” Your willingness to provide information about your background and experiences

learning English is very much appreciated. Please remember that your participation is

anonymous and voluntary and that you can withdraw from the study at any time prior to August

2006.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Last name: _________________________ First name: ___________________________

Age: ____________________ Gender: F M

Country of origin_______________________First language (L1)___________________

If you have more than one L1, list the languages and provide a brief explanation:

________________________________________________________________________

Second language __________________ Proficiency: excellent good fair poor

Third language____________________ Proficiency: excellent good fair poor

Academic degrees:

BA in ___________________________ from University ___________________

MA in ___________________________ from University ___________________

Ph.D. in __________________________ from University___________________

Other _____________________________________________________________

TOEFL score ___________Computer test_____ Paper test______ Year taken___________

GRE score – verbal section only ______________ Year taken _____________________

TWE score _______________________________ Year taken _____________________
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SPEAK test score __________________________ SPEAK waived YES NO

NOTE: Please provide approximate scores and dates if you can’t remember the exact ones.

Year you started SLAT ____________________________________________________

Year you took the SLAT qualifying exam _____________________________________

SLAT major and minor at the time of the qualifying _____________________________

Date (approximate) you took the SLAT comprehensive exam ______________________

Number of comprehensive exam papers written

In Analysis ______________ In Pedagogy _________________

In Use __________________ In Processes _________________

This section for SLAT alumni only:

Graduation date __________________________________________

Current occupation ________________________________________

Current institution ________________________________________

Country you are currently in ________________________________

For how long after graduation have you been outside an English-speaking

country? ________________________________________

STUDY OF ENGLISH – GENERAL

Age you started studying English _________Where you started studying English (country) _____

Context (ex: in school, private lessons, self-taught, etc.): _______________________________

On average, how many hours a week did you study English in the first year? _______________

STUDY OF ENGLISH IN AN EFL CONTEXT

If you studied English in school in an EFL context, what kind of courses did you study it in (ex:

content courses – please list them, language courses, etc.)? ________________________

If you studied English in an EFL context, were your teachers
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____non-native speakers of English only ____ mostly non-native speakers of English

____ native speakers of English only ____ mostly native speakers of English

What teaching methods were used in the English courses you took before going to an English-

speaking country? Check all that apply.

___ Grammar-Translation ___ Audiolingual ___Total Physical Response___ Suggestopedia

___ Silent Way ___ Communicative Language Teaching ___Other (explain):

______________________________________________________________________________

What skills were emphasized in the English courses you took before moving to an English-

speaking country? _______________________________________________________________

STUDY OF ENGLISH IN AN ESL CONTEXT

Age you first visited or spent less than 6 months in an English-speaking country _____________

Country _______________ Length of stay __________________ Purpose of visit (study,

business, pleasure, etc.) ___________________________________________________________

If your visit was study related, what did you study? _____________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

On average how many hours a day did you spend

in an English language course ________ in a content course in English ______

interacting with native speakers outside of class ________

other (explain) __________________________________________________________________

If you took language courses, what teaching methods were used? Check all that apply.

___ Grammar-Translation ___ Audiolingual ___Total Physical Response___ Suggestopedia

___ Silent Way ___ Communicative Language Teaching ___Other (explain):

______________________________________________________________________________
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What skills were emphasized in the English language or content courses you took during this

time? _________________________________________________________________________

Age you moved to an English-speaking country for more than 6 months ____________

Country __________________ Length of stay _______________________ Purpose of visit

(study, business, pleasure, etc.) ____________________________________________________

On average how many hours a day did you spend

in an English language course ________ in a content course in English ______

interacting with native speakers outside of class ________

other (explain) __________________________________________________________________

If you took language courses, what teaching methods were used? Check all that apply.

___ Grammar-Translation ___ Audiolingual ___Total Physical Response___ Suggestopedia

___ Silent Way ___ Communicative Language Teaching ___Other (explain):

______________________________________________________________________________

What skills were emphasized in the English language or content courses you took during this

time? _________________________________________________________________________

Age you came to the U.S. _________ Length of stay________Purpose ____________________

If the U.S. is the country indicated in the section above, skip down to “Teaching Experience”

On average how many hours a day did you spend

in an English language course ________ in a content course in English ______

interacting with native speakers outside of class ________

other (explain) __________________________________________________________________

If you took language courses, what teaching methods were used? Check all that apply.

___ Grammar-Translation ___ Audiolingual ___Total Physical Response___ Suggestopedia
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___ Silent Way ___ Communicative Language Teaching ___Other (explain):

______________________________________________________________________________

What skills were emphasized in the English language or content courses you took during this

time? _________________________________________________________________________

Outside class, did you seek additional linguistic help from native speakers of English

In what form was this help given? __________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

TEACHING EXPERIENCE

Have you ever taught an English language course? _____________When? __________________

In what country? ____________________________At what institution? ____________________

What courses? _________________________________________________________________

What teaching method(s) did you use the most? Check all that apply.

___ Grammar-Translation ___ Audiolingual ___Total Physical Response ___ Suggestopedia

___ Silent Way ___ Communicative Language Teaching ___Other (explain): ________________

______________________________________________________________________________

How much English did/do you use in the course(s) you taught?

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% Other ________________

Have you ever taught a content course in English? ________________ When?______________

In what country? _____________________ At what institution? _________________________

What courses? _________________________________________________________________

Did you rely on

lecturing________ discussion________interaction________other (explain) ________________

How much English did/do you use in the course(s) you taught?

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% Other ________________
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Have you ever taught a foreign language course in an English-speaking environment? _________

When? __________________________ Where? ______________________

What courses? ___________________

How much English did/do you use in the course(s) you taught?

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% Other ________________

PROFICIENCY

Please rate your ability in the following English skills:

Poor Fair Good Very
good

Excellent
but still
foreign

Near-
native

As good
as a
native

Non-academic speaking (ex:
conversation)
Academic speaking (ex:
lecture, presentation)
Non-academic writing (ex:
email)
Academic writing (ex: course
papers)
Non-academic listening (ex:
conversation)
Academic listening (ex:
lecture, presentation)
Non-academic reading (ex:
newspapers)
Academic reading (ex:
linguistic literature)

Considering all skills, what linguistic areas of English seemed most difficult when you were a

beginner?

Phonology Morphology Syntax Lexicon Discourse organization

How about when you were a beginning writer in English?

Morphology Syntax Lexicon Discourse organization
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Considering all skills, what linguistic areas do you find most difficult now?

Phonology Morphology Syntax Lexicon Discourse organization

As an academic writer, how would you rate the difficulty of the following linguistic areas?

Not difficult Somewhat difficult Difficult Very difficult
Morphology

Syntax

Lexicon
Discourse
organization

Thank you for your patience!
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APPENDIX C:

SURVEY FOR NATIVE-SPEAKERS

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the study “The Last Stages of Second Language

Acquisition: Linguistic Evidence from Academic Writing by Advanced Non-Native English

Speakers.” Your willingness to provide information about your background and experiences as

an academic writer is very much appreciated. Please remember that your participation is

anonymous and voluntary and that you can withdraw from the study at any time prior to August

2006.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Last name: _________________________ First name: ___________________________

Age: ____________________ Gender: F M

Country of origin_______________________First language (L1)___________________

If you have more than one L1, list the languages and provide a brief explanation:

________________________________________________________________________

Second language __________________ Proficiency: excellent good fair poor

Third language____________________ Proficiency: excellent good fair poor

Academic degrees:

BA in ___________________________ from University ___________________

MA in ___________________________ from University ___________________

Ph.D. in __________________________ from University___________________

Other _____________________________________________________________

GRE score – verbal section only ______________ Year taken _____________________

NOTE: Please provide the approximate score and date if you can’t remember the exact ones.
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Year you started SLAT ____________________________________________________

Year you took the SLAT qualifying exam _____________________________________

SLAT major and minor at the time of the qualifying _____________________________

Date (approximate) you took the SLAT comprehensive exam ______________________

Number of comprehensive exam papers written

In Analysis ______________ In Pedagogy _________________

In Use __________________ In Processes _________________

This section for SLAT alumni only:

Graduation date __________________________________________

Current occupation ________________________________________

Current institution ________________________________________

Country you are currently in ________________________________

For how long after graduation have you been outside an English-speaking

country? ________________________________________

TEACHING EXPERIENCE

Have you ever taught an English language course? _____________When? __________________

In what country? ____________________________At what institution? ____________________

What courses? _________________________________________________________________

What teaching method(s) did you use the most? Check all that apply.

___ Grammar-Translation ___ Audiolingual ___Total Physical Response ___ Suggestopedia

___ Silent Way ___ Communicative Language Teaching ___Other (explain): ________________

How much English did/do you use in the course(s) you taught?

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% Other ________________
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Have you ever taught a content course in English? ________________ When?______________

In what country? _____________________ At what institution? _________________________

What course(s)? ________________________________________________________________

Did you rely on

lecturing________ discussion________interaction________other (explain) ________________

How much English did/do you use in the course(s) you taught?

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% Other ________________

Have you ever taught a foreign language course in an English-speaking environment? _________

When? __________________________ Where? ______________________

What courses? ___________________

How much English did/do you use in the course(s) you taught?

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% Other ________________

PROFICIENCY

Please rate your ability in the following English skills:
Poor Fair Good Very good Excellent

Non-academic speaking (ex:
conversation)
Academic speaking (ex: lecture,
presentation)
Non-academic writing (ex: email)
Academic writing (ex: course papers)
Non-academic listening (ex:
conversation)
Academic listening (ex: lecture,
presentation)
Non-academic reading (ex:
newspapers)
Academic reading (ex: linguistic
literature)

Which one area of English did you find challenging as a beginning academic writer?

Morphology Syntax Lexicon Discourse organization None _________
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Other (explain) ____________

As an advanced academic writer, how would you rate the difficulty of the following linguistic

areas?

Not difficult Somewhat difficult Difficult Very difficult
Morphology

Syntax
Lexicon

Discourse organization

Thank you for your patience!
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APPENDIX D:

GUIDING QUESTIONS FOR FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEW

How would you evaluate yourself as a learner of English as a second/foreign language?

How would you evaluate yourself as an academic writer in English?

What experiences or personal traits have helped you reach this level of proficiency? What

experiences or personal traits have helped you the least?

Are there areas that you still perceive as difficult?

Which ones?

Why do you think some linguistic areas of English are still difficult or imperfect for you

at this advanced stage?

Have you ever tried to publish a paper in a scholarly journal? Have you succeeded? What

kind of comments have you received from the reviewers with regards to your ability as a

writer? Can you recall specific comments about linguistic aspects of your writing? What

were they? What did you think about those comments then? What do you think about

them now?

Do you still consider yourself a learner of English? How is learning English different

now from previous years? Is it easier to learn when you are an advanced learner? Are

certain things easier to learn than others?

Is there anything in particular that you do to improve your English in general and your

academic written English in particular?

How did you learn to write academic papers in English? Are you still making an effort to

improve certain aspects of your English academic writing? Which ones? How are you
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trying to improve problematic areas? Are there particular aspects of your academic

writing in English that you are especially good at? Which ones? Why do you think you

are good at these things?
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APPENDIX E:

ERROR CODES

Lexical:

- word choice:

o word choice proper: any lexical item used instead of another that would

have conveyed the intended meaning appropriately.

Example: The number of subjects were eliminated to 80.

o vagueness: vague meaning of a lexical item or use that is inappropriate in

academic prose.

Example: Principles are things in someone’s Universal Grammar.

o repetition: a word or its synonym is (re)used although the (re)use does not

alter or refine the meaning.

Examples: Strategies are supposed to reduce mental (cognitive)

energy.

The test (questions, instructions etc.) are stored on a disc

and students answer (respond) on the computer.

o article selection: an article was used or not, or the inappropriate article was

used in a context. Subtypes:

� (definite/indefinite) article: omission

Example: This is a test that is scored and interpreted with reference

to [the] scores of other students.
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� (definite/indefinite) article: insertion: a definite/indefinite article

used instead of the zero article

Example: The critical period hypothesis (CPH) [was] first

proposed by Lenneberg (1967) for the L1 acquisition …

� substitution: a definite article substituted for an indefinite article or

vice versa

Example: The teachers would ask a learners to perform the task.

Zero article misuse was not coded per se, but it was calculated based on:

(1) the (mis)use of definite and indefinite articles, because

definite/indefinite article omission instances constitute instances of zero

article overuse by substitution, and the errors coded as definite/indefinite

article overuse proper are the same as zero article underuse; and (2) on

automatic counts of bare nouns.

o preposition selection: the omission, substitution, or inappropriate

insertion/overuse of a preposition in a P + N, copula + Adj +P, V + P

combinations, or other phrases that should contain a preposition

� omission: no preposition where there should be one

Example: …that is what Van Patten and Cadierno are

experimenting [WITH] in this study.

� substitution: a preposition used in place of the correct preposition

Example: It [computer adaptive testing] is designed in such a way

that an advanced student would not have to take items about the
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beginning or intermediate level if he/she gets the first two items

right.

� insertion: preposition used where there should be none

Example: L1 is a tool with which we can utilize in SLA.

o particle selection: the omission, substitution, or inappropriate

insertion/overuse of a particle part of a phrasal verb, accompanying a verb

in the infinitive, or other combinations that should contain a particle

Example: …whether to encourage them [TO] retain L1 or develop

L2 …

o any other part of speech selection: the omission, substitution, or redundant

use of a part of speech not listed above

Example: Simplified input is considered to be more proper to

beginners. (adjective substitution: proper instead of appropriate)

Morphological:

- verb morphology

o tense

Example: Many words that were used in the past were no longer

used now.

o aspect

Example: How the interaction between the interlocutors affects the

ongoing conversation and the use of gestures is scarcely studied so

far.
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- noun morphology:

o number: plural marker omitted

Example: Computer adaptive testing [is defined as] the use of

computer and related technology in testing.

o possessive: possessive marker omitted

Examples: Furthermore, research needs to be done on CMCs

effects on specific language skills.

Particularly the issue of the teacher’s effect on students

language development…

- derivational morphology:

o adverbial –ly omitted or overused:

Example: MOOs and continuously chats (e.g. Blake, 2000) were

investigated.

Syntactic:

- word order:

o single word misplacement

Example: It tells us how should we learn and how well we have

learned.

o phrase or clause misplacement

Example: The teacher of a class who is not educated about testing

is not properly prepared to teach.

o inappropriate insertion of a phrase or clause
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Examples: There were three treatment groups to which two classes

were randomly assigned to each of them.

…all subjects took a different version [of the test] each

time without using the same version.

- fragment or incomplete structure: verbless sentence or truncated parallel structure

such as if …then, not only … but also, either…or, neither…nor where both

members should be used

Example: In other words, the appropriateness of the language

being used.

- topicalization

Example: For individuals, the acquisition of another language

gives them an advantage in education and life generally speaking.

- agreement

o subject-verb (S-V) agreement

Example: … the evidence are based on the performance of the

subjects …

� agreement: fronted wh- clause

Example: What separates this first generation of research from the

second generation are not so much the general findings…

� agreement with closest N/NP

Example: The description of the different phases illustrate trends

rather than absolutes…
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� agreement with mass or uncountable N/NP

Example: The final number of subjects were eliminated to 80 after

pretest …

� agreement with NP in superordinate clause

Example: In other words, students are mostly expected to gain a

passing score on FL tests on paper which consists of mostly

multiple choice question …

� agreement in a there+BE+NP structure

Example: … there are social as well as cultural knowledge …

- anaphora

o remote antecedent:

Example: First, the authorsi assume a psycholinguistic perspective

which views adult L2 learners as limited capacity processors of

information: "they are limited in what they can attend to at a given

point in time and what they can process on the basis of previous

knowledge and expectations" (Leow, p.334, 1993). VanPatten's

earlier work (1990) suggests that early-stage L2 learners process

primarily for meaning when processing input and therefore

lexically and syntactically simplified input is considered to be

more proper to beginners. Secondly, input processing is an

important or critical aspect of SLA. Thirdly, instruction does make
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a difference and the last one is that grammar is necessary for

classroom learning, a position strongly argued against by Krashen.

Theiri research design is an experimental study involving 129

students from six second-year university-level Spanish classes at

the University of Illinois.

o incorrect antecedent

Example: Testing is not just about L2ers’ language knowledge, but

they are expected to demonstrate their ability to use the TL

appropriately and effectively in a certain context.

o no antecedent

Example: Discrete-point testing focuses on specific areas, skills or

subject such as listening vs. speaking, or present perfect tense use,

or preposition and it is especially effective for diagnosis purpose or

achievement test if a course is mainly training listening for

example. A discrete- point test on listening only might use

exercises such as MC to avoid involving other aspects such as

writing so that test results would show their listening ability only,

without having writing involved.

o antecedent-anaphor agreement

Example: Of course, communication is most important in SLA not

formsi. But iti is not to be neglected for mistakes can result in

miscommunication.
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